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Ingeniería de bases de datos multimodelo
basada en un modelo de datos unificado

Resumen en Español

La aparición de tecnologías modernas y las aplicaciones de uso intensivo de datos como
la Web 2.0 y 3.0, el Big Data y el IoT, o el uso generalizado de las redes sociales, ha puesto
en evidencia las limitaciones de los sistemas relacionales a la hora de dar soporte y satisfacer
funcionalidades tales como la escalabilidad, la flexibilidad, la disponibilidad, o la capacidad
de representar objetos complejos. Este hecho llevó a un creciente interés por los sistemas de
bases de datos NoSQL (Not only SQL) a mediados de la década pasada. Estos sistemas pro-
porcionan mecanismos como “schema-on-read” para flexibilizar cambios en el esquema, esca-
labilidad horizontal paramanejar grandes volúmenes de datos, y alta disponibilidad para hacer
frente al aumento en el tráfico de datos, entre otras cualidades [SF12]. Durante los últimos
años, sin embargo, otras arquitecturas modernas de bases de datos han mostrado que el mo-
delo relacional puede satisfacer estos mismos requisitos, usándose el término NewSQL para
denominar a estos nuevos sistemas [PA16].

Hoy en día, la idea de que no hay una solución universal (“One size does not fit all”) se
asume naturalmente [SÇ05], y el término “persistencia políglota” es utilizado para referirse
a sistemas de bases de datos heterogéneos, que son considerados la arquitectura de datos del
futuro [Sto15, SF12]. En este tipo de arquitectura, cada necesidad específica es satisfecha por
un tipo de sistema de base de datos.

Los sistemas NoSQL se clasifican principalmente en cuatro categorías, de acuerdo a sus
modelos de datos: Columnares, documentales, grafos, y clave-valor [SF12]. Aunque incluso
en sistemas de lamisma categoría puedehaber diferencias significativas (debido a la falta deuna
especificación, estándar o teoría que establezca el modelo de datos de la categoría), la mayoría
de sistemas NoSQL comparten ciertas propiedades, siendo la más importante su naturaleza
schemaless. Este enfoque implica que los datos se pueden almacenar sin tener que definir un
esquema explícito de antemano. La ausencia de este esquema explícito permite que las estruc-
turas de datos puedan cambiar sin restricciones a medida que avanza el tiempo. Más aún, los
datos para un mismo tipo de entidad pueden ser almacenados con distinta estructura, esto
es, en los sistemas NoSQL se pueden dar variaciones estructurales. Esta ausencia de esquema
explícito no indica, sin embargo, ausencia total de esquema: En el manejo de bases de datos
siempre se debe diseñar un esquema que puede evolucionar como resultado de cambios en los
requisitos, o como consecuencia de la mejora en tareas como la optimización de consultas. El
esquema, en este caso, se encuentra implícito en los datos y el código.
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A medida que aumenta el interés en sistemas NoSQL, aumenta la necesidad de proveer a
estos sistemas de funcionalidad y herramientas similares a las disponibles para sistemas relacio-
nales, como se reseñó en el informe de Dataversity “Insights into Modeling NoSQL” [BR15].
La construcción de estas herramientas supone un desafío dada la diversidad de los modelos
de datos en estos sistemas NoSQL, y la naturaleza schemaless de la mayoría de los mismos.
Además, la tendencia hacia una persistencia políglota nos indica que estas herramientas debe-
rían soportar tanto el modelo relacional como los modelos de datos NoSQL para asegurar su
adopción.

El objetivo de esta tesis es el diseño y desarrollo de un conjunto de herramientas en torno
al metamodelo U-Schema [CRM22, Can22]. U-Schema es un metamodelo unificado que
integra los cuatro paradigmas NoSQL mencionados anteriormente, así como el modelo rela-
cional. En [CRM22] se tratan estrategias de extracción de esquemas, y en [CMR22] se define
un lenguaje de consulta de esquemas. En esta tesis, trataremos el diseño e implementación de
diversas herramientas básicas para bases de datos: Un lenguaje de definición de esquemas, un
enfoque para tratar cambios en el esquema, y un lenguaje de generación de datos sintéticos
para el testing. Además, hemos tratado la generación de ODMs (Object-Document Mappers)
a partir de modelos, y el descubrimiento de relaciones de herencia ocultas en esquemas.

Para acometer esta tarea hemos aplicado Ingeniería dirigida por modelos (o MDE), defi-
niendo enfoques basados en modelos para implementar cada solución de este trabajo. La
ingeniería dirigida por modelos aboga por el uso sistemático de modelos para tratar la com-
plejidad del software y mejorar la productividad, elevando el nivel de abstracción al cual se
especifica el software y facilitando el nivel de automatización. Para ello, emplearemos técni-
cas MDE tales como la transformación de modelos y la creación de lenguajes específicos del
dominio [Sel12, WHR14, BCWB17].

Motivación El yamencionado informeDataversity [BR15] sugiere que la adopción de siste-
masNoSQL seríamas sencilla si estos sistemas estuvieran provistos de utilidades de gestión de
bases de datos similares a las que ya existen para sistemas relacionales. En este informe, los au-
tores ponen de manifiesto que la adopción a nivel industrial de los sistemas NoSQL requiere
resolver desafíos tales como la visualización, la generación de código y elmanejo de metadatos,
y que las herramientas actuales que proveen de esta funcionalidad a los sistemas NoSQL no
están maduras.

Hoy en día, estas desideratas se han dirigido hacia la satisfacción de estas mismas necesi-
dades para bases de datos multimodelo y la persistencia políglota, es decir, herramientas que
manejen múltiples modelos de datos. Esto se apoya sobre varios hechos: (i) Las herramientas
de modelado para bases de datos relacionales están siendo extendidas para integrar, en cierta
medida, a los sistemas NoSQL (ER/Studio [ER-04], erwin [erw22]), a la vez que surgen nue-
vas herramientas en este contexto comoHackolade [Hac22]. Y (ii) las ocho bases de datosmás
usadas actualmente soportan múltiples modelos de datos, según el ranking de DB-Engines* a

*https://db-engines.com/en/ranking.
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fecha de mayo de 2022.
Tradicionalmente, se han considerado dos estrategias a aplicar en escenarios multimode-

lo [Ram91]: (i) El establecimiento de un modelo inclusivo que permita definir un esquema
global unificado, y (ii) el establecimiento de múltiples bases de datos independientes, donde
cada una de ellas maneja su propio esquema. Sin embargo, la predominancia de los sistemas
relacionales propició una falta de interés en las bases de datos multimodelo y los modelos de
datos unificados hasta los últimos veinte años. Ha habido, sin embargo, algunos enfoques
que vale la pena mencionar, como DB-Main [EH99, HH03], o algunos metamodelos unifi-
cados que proporcionan un acceso uniforme a los datos [AGC09, ABR12]. Además, erwin
anunció un modelo unificado para su herramienta [Wan16] al igual que Hackolade. Lo que
se ha puesto de manifiesto es que el uso de un metamodelo unificado proporciona varios be-
neficios, como la capacidad de desarrollar herramientas genéricas e independientes de la base
de datos [Wan16, AGC09, BH07, EH99, KQCJ07].

El grupo de investigación ModelUM ha propuesto la definición del modelo de datos
U-Schema [CRM22] para ofrecer un formato unificado con capacidad de representar esque-
mas lógicos para cualquier base de datos NoSQL o relacional. El siguiente paso lógico a inves-
tigar consiste en aprovechar las ventajas que proporciona U-Schema y construir un entorno
que provea a los desarrolladores de la capacidad de manejar esquemas y datos en un escenario
multimodelo.

Incluso en sistemas schemaless, es conveniente tener la capacidad de definir esquemas, más
aún cuando, considerando U-Schema, el modelo de datos es independiente de cualquier pla-
taforma. Aunque se podrían aplicar estrategias para extraer el esquema de una base de datos,
la capacidad de definir esquemas es útil si no hay una base de datos disponible. Por ejemplo,
en escenarios de testing durante el desarrollo de aplicaciones de bases de datos, el esquema no
se podría inferir ni desde los datos ni desde el código. En este caso, un lenguaje de declara-
ción de esquemas podría ser útil para generar datos de prueba para un esquema. Este lenguaje
podrá ser la piedra angular sobre la que aplicar cambios al esquema posteriormente cuando
las aplicaciones evolucionen. Además, dado que U-Schema solo representa esquemas lógicos,
el lenguaje de definición de esquemas podría enriquecerse para agregar información de nivel
físico, como índices o distribución física de los datos. Hasta donde sabemos, el único len-
guaje genérico de definición de esquemas NoSQL es TyphonML [Pro18a, KMP+19], pero
este lenguaje no soporta la definición de grafos, ni distingue entre relaciones de agregación y
referencia.

La evolución de esquemas en bases de datos es un problema recurrente en el desarrollo de
aplicaciones de uso intensivo de datos. A lo largo del ciclo de vida del software, los esquemas
de bases de datos tienden a cambiar para satisfacer nuevos requisitos o mejorar aspectos como
la calidad de los datos o la eficiencia de las consultas. Cuando el esquema evoluciona, los
datos almacenados y el código de las aplicaciones deben también evolucionar de forma acorde
para ser adaptados al nuevo esquema. Para conseguir resultados similares a los obtenidos para
sistemas relacionales, se debe efectuar un esfuerzo para solucionar limitaciones detectadas en
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ciertos enfoques para evolución en sistemas NoSQL [KSSS16, HVS21]. Por ejemplo, no se
ha abordado la definición de operaciones para relaciones.

Con el fin de investigar la evolución en sistemas NoSQL y relacionales, el primer paso con-
siste en identificar cómo pueden cambiar dichos esquemas. Estos cambios deben ser catego-
rizados en una taxonomía, que puede ser implementada en un lenguaje de operaciones de
cambios sobre esquema. Cada operación debería poderse implementar para actualizar esque-
ma, datos y código. En nuestro caso, tanto la taxonomía como el lenguaje deberían poderse
aplicar tanto a sistemasNoSQL como relacionales. Dado que nuestro enfoque para investigar
la evolución en sistemas se centra en un escenario multimodelo, definir un conjunto de cam-
bios posibles no es trivial dado que cada modelo de datos particular puede ser modificado de
formas distintas.

Durante el trabajo de investigación es común necesitar conjuntos de datos sobre los que va-
lidar procesos, y la generación de datos sintéticos es de gran interés para testar aplicaciones de
uso intensivo de datos. Pero, aunque se han desarrollado herramientas para entornos relacio-
nales, hay una falta de herramientas eficientes de generación de datos para sistemas NoSQL.
Para atajar este problema, se propondrá un tercer lenguaje de generación de datos que utilice
U-Schema y la flexibilidad del lenguaje de definición de esquemas propuesto. Las soluciones
actuales se basan en utilizar perfiladores sobre conjuntos de datos de entrada para extraer el es-
quema subyacente y aplicar técnicas de contaminación a dicho conjunto de datos [HPWR17],
o generar datos sintéticos que imiten dicho esquema [Mah18]. Sin embargo estos enfoques
están específicamente diseñados para tratar con tipos de entidades individuales y carecen de la
flexibilidad para simular elementos específicos de los sistemas NoSQL como agregados, refe-
rencias o variaciones estructurales.

La naturaleza schemaless de la mayoría de los sistemas NoSQL dificulta la validación y la
detección de errores en los datos, y como consecuencia estos errores deben ser subsanados
antes de aplicar procesos de extracción de conocimiento. Uno de estos procesos es el descu-
brimiento de relaciones de herencia entre los datos. En los modelos de datos, una relación de
herencia se da entre un tipo de entidad padre (o supertipo) que se especializa en un conjunto
de tipos de entidad hijos (o subtipos) que comparten el conjunto de propiedades comunes de
su padre. En bases de datos orientadas a la agregación, la estrategia de implementación de rela-
ciones de herencia es conocida como el patrón polimórfico [Cop13,WC19]. Para detectar este
patrón el proceso de extracción del esquema ha debido ser refinado para que se infiera infor-
mación adicional para cada variación estructural. Es reseñable el hecho de que, de momento,
ningún trabajo de extracción de esquema para sistemas NoSQL aborda el descubrimiento de
relaciones de herencia.

También se ha observado un creciente interés en mecanismos que garanticen el correcto al-
macenamiento y recuperación de datos en sistemas NoSQL, dada la naturaleza schemaless de
los mismos [Fow13]. Al igual que en los sistemas relacionales, el uso demappers es convenien-
te para automatizar la transformación bidireccional entre objetos de lenguajes de programa-
ción y objetos NoSQL. Losmappers adquieren mayor protagonismo en bases de datos docu-
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mentales, donde se denominanObject-DocumentMappers (ODMs). Los modelos U-Schema
se pueden utilizar para generar automáticamente código que reproduzca estos ODMs. Hasta
donde sabemos, la única herramienta que define un proceso de ingeniería para generar código
de ODMs es Hackolade [Hac22], capaz de generar esquemas Mongoose.
Esta tesis estámotivada por la necesidad de disponer de un entorno de ingeniería para bases

de datos desarrollado alrededor del modelo de datos genérico que proporcione soporte para
sistemas NoSQL y relacionales. Para ello, el metamodelo U-Schema será la base del entorno
sobre el que se asiente el proceso de inferencia de esquemas y el lenguaje de definición de
esquemas para la obtención de modelos U-Schema. Sobre esta capa se asentarán el resto de
herramientas desarrolladas aquí.

Definición del Problema y Objetivos El metamodelo U-Schema representa la piedra angu-
lar de nuestra investigación, y el principal objetivo de esta tesis es la implementación de un
entorno de herramientas que asistan al desarrollador en un escenario multimodelo, propor-
cionándole utilidades ya disponibles para sistemas relacionales. Este entorno servirá, además,
para investigar usos futuros para U-Schema. En particular, centraremos nuestra atención en
tres aspectos clave: (i) Definición de esquemas, datos y otros artefactos a partir de modelos
U-Schema, (ii) manejo de la evolución de esquemas y datos, y (iii) extracción de conocimien-
to de ambos.

Por tanto, los objetivos de esta tesis se pueden listar de la siguiente manera:

Objetivo 1: Creación de un lenguaje de definición de esquemas universal. Este lenguaje de-
berá proporcionar una notación textual y permitir la especificación de esquemas rela-
cionales y NoSQL. También deberá permitir la especificación de variaciones estructu-
rales. Deberán alcanzarse las propiedades típicas que caracterizan los buenos lenguajes
específicos del dominio (DSLs), tales como facilidad de uso, expresividad, legibilidad y
comprensibilidad.

Objetivo 2: Formalización de una taxonomía de cambios de esquema para bases de datos
NoSQL y relacionales. La taxonomía deberá estar definida y validada formalmente, y
deberá incluir todos los cambios atómicos que se puedan aplicar sobre cualquier mode-
lo de datos NoSQL y relacional. También deberán definirse correctamente los efectos
sobre el esquema y los datos de cada operación.

Objetivo 3: Construcción de un lenguaje que permita definir y aplicar los cambios del esque-
ma definidos en la taxonomía. Este lenguaje deberá permitir especificar operaciones so-
bre el esquema, y su motor deberá aplicar cada cambio sobre dicho esquema, así como
actualizar los datos demanera acorde. El lenguaje debería proporcionar unmecanismo
para importar esquemas creados con el primer lenguaje, y deberá realizarse un estudio
del rendimiento de cada operación.
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Objetivo 4: Especificacióndeun lenguaje genérico para la generaciónde datos sintéticos. Este
tercer lenguaje deberá llevar a cabo la generación de grandes volúmenes de datos sintéti-
cos para testing. Las especificaciones de generación deberán importar el esquema para
el que los datos son generados. Como con los lenguajes anteriores, el diseño de este len-
guaje deberá ofrecer las cualidades que caracterizan a los buenos lenguajes específicos
del dominio.

Objetivo 5: Ampliación del proceso de extracción de U-Schema para el descubrimiento de re-
laciones de herencia en entidades. Definir un algoritmo cuya entrada sea una serie de
variaciones estructurales identificadas para un tipo de entidad concreto, y su salida sea
un conjunto de subtipos descubiertos para dicho tipo de entidad. La información de
las variaciones se almacena en los modelos U-Schema, y consiste en una serie de propie-
dades tales como el número de objetos que pertenecen a cada variación, o la marca de
tiempo de cuando el primer objeto de una variación fue insertado en la base de datos.

Objetivo 6: Tratamiento de la generación de código a partir de modelos U-Schema. Se dise-
ñará e implementará una solución dirigida por modelos para generar código de ODMs
para lenguajes de programación específicos. Los artefactos a generar consistirán en de-
claraciones de esquema, validadores de datos y soporte para tipos unión, entre otros.
Esta solución tendrá en cuenta el trabajo ya realizado en [Mor17].

Estos objetivos servirán para mostrar la utilidad de los modelos U-Schema para construir
alrededor de losmismos aplicaciones genéricas de bases de datos y ofrecer enfoques novedosos
sobre problemas tradicionales en el ámbito de la ingeniería de datos NoSQL. Además, este
trabajo mostrará la importancia de la definición de esquemas para sistemas schemaless.

Metodología La metodología de investigación practicada durante la realización de esta tesis
ha sido “Design Science Research” (DSRM), descrita en [PTRC08, VK15, Wie14]. El proce-
so propuesto en DSRM consta de seis actividades: (i) Identificación del problema y motiva-
ción, (ii) Definición de los objetivos de la solución, (iii) Diseño y desarrollo, (iv) Demostra-
ción, (v) Evaluación, y (vi) Comunicación de resultados.

Estas seis actividades se comunican formando una secuencia iterativa donde la solución
final se construye a partir del conocimiento adquirido durante el proceso de iteraciones. Para
ello, la quinta y sexta actividad proporcionan retroalimentación a las actividades anteriores,
distribuyendo este conocimiento adquirido para su uso en futuras iteraciones. De la misma
manera, aunque es común comenzar a aplicar estametodología a partir de la primera actividad,
también es posible empezar el proceso desde cualquiera de las primeras cuatro actividades, si
el punto de partida de la investigación ya proporciona una motivación, unos objetivos o un
artefacto inicial.

Discusión de los Resultados Se ha diseñado e implementado el lenguaje Athena, un DSL
textual para la definición de esquemas genéricos basado en el metamodelo U-Schema. Para
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ello se han investigado lenguajes similares y recopilado los requisitos a cumplir por el lenguaje.
Basándonos en estos requisitos, hemos implementado el lenguaje cuyas principales caracterís-
ticas son: (i) Se trata de un lenguaje completo, (ii) permite la reutilización de componentesme-
diante importación, herencia y versionado, (iii) permite la definición flexible de componentes
de un esquema, (iv) es capaz de trabajar con información incompleta, (v) permite especificar
restricciones sobre tipos, (vi) permite la especificación de tipos de esquema mediante unión
de sus propiedades, y (vii) permite el uso de sentencias SQL como definiciones de estructuras.
El motor Athena también ha sido creado para generar, a partir de esquemas Athena, artefac-
tos tales como scripts de inicialización para bases de datos SQL y Cassandra, y validadores en
JSON Schema para MongoDBmediante el uso de transformacionesm2t.

Se ha realizado un estudio del estado del arte para taxonomías de cambios en sistemas rela-
cionales y NoSQL ya existentes, y hemos creado una nueva taxonomía basada en U-Schema
recopilando las operaciones ya definidas en estos enfoques, y añadiendo aquellas operaciones
aplicables a los conceptos introducidos por nuestromodelo de datos, como relaciones o varia-
ciones estructurales. Cada operaciónha sidodefinida enbase a los siguientes elementos: (i)Un
nombre identificativo, (ii) un conjunto de precondiciones, (iii) un conjunto de postcondicio-
nes, y (iv) el cambio semántico asociado. Se ha validado la consistencia de las precondiciones y
la validez de las postcondiciones para cada operación de esta taxonomía utilizando el lenguaje
Alloy.

Una vez que se ha completado la taxonomía, se ha definido el lenguaje Orion para definir
cambios sobre esquemas. Orion permite la creación de scripts de operaciones sobre esquemas,
y el motor Orion ejecuta estos scripts para aplicar los cambios sobre los esquemas y actuali-
zar los datos almacenados. Se han construido actualizadores de datos Data Updaters para
MongoDB (modelo de datos documental), Cassandra (modelo de datos columnar) y Neo4j
(modelo de datos de grafos). El componente que actualiza el esquema (Schema Updater) uti-
liza los scriptsOrion para modificar el esquema de entrada, mientras que los actualizadores de
datos generan scripts nativos que actualizan los datos almacenados. Tras implementar los tres
actualizadores de datos, hemos efectuado un estudio para medir el rendimiento de las opera-
ciones sobre una base de datos de ejemplo. Después de esto, se efectuó una evaluación de tres
escenarios asociados a distintos casos de uso sobre conjuntos de datos reales: (i) Una adapta-
ción de un conjunto de datos almacenado en una base de datos de grafos, (ii) una adaptación
de esemismo conjunto de datos almacenado en una base de datos documental, donde se inter-
cambian referencias por agregados, y (iii) un ejemplo de eliminación de variaciones atípicas.

Se ha diseñado e implementadoDeimos, un lenguaje capaz de producir demanera eficiente
grandes volúmenes de datos sintéticos. Para ello, se ha hecho un estudio de las herramientas
que podrían aplicarse a nuestro contexto, y de su análisis se ha creado una lista de requisitos a
ser satisfechos. Deimos ha sido implementado como un DSL textual que divide la especifica-
ción de generación en cuatro bloques: (i) El bloque de entrada para definir el esquemaAthena
de entrada así como las fuentes de datos a ser utilizadas, (ii) el bloque de reglas donde las reglas
de generación sondefinidas, (iii) el bloquedemapeosdonde las reglas sonmapeadas a elementos
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del esquema Athena, y (iv) el bloque de salida que define qué tipo de salida se debe producir.
Después de esto, el motor Deimos toma el esquema Athena y la especificación Deimos y pro-
duce el volumen de datos deseado sobre las salidas declaradas siguiendo las reglas de mapeo.
Hemos evaluado el lenguaje inyectando datos sintéticos a una base de datos MongoDB con
validadores JSONSchema y comprobando que todos los datos generados conforman a la vali-
dación. Después, hemos descrito un caso de uso en el que un conjunto de consultas deben ser
satisfechas y un esquema inicial es iterativamente mejorado para satisfacerlas. Deimos, junto
con Athena, puede acelerar el proceso definiendo un esquema candidato y generando datos
que lo conforman en una base de datos. Después, las consultas se pueden ejecutar midiendo
el tiempo que tardan. El esquema puede entonces ser modificado para probar otros posibles
diseños, y el lenguaje permite fácilmente repetir todo el proceso sin apenas cambiar nada más.
Después de esto, hemos propuesto un escenario en el que distintas fuentes de datos externas
deben ser integradas para formar un conjunto de datos específico. Este escenario sirve para
mostrar que Deimos no solo permite la generación de datos sintéticos, sino también la inte-
gración de distintas fuentes de datos.

Se ha definido primero un proceso que aprovecha las propiedades temporales de las varia-
ciones estructurales almacenadas en los modelos U-Schema para detectar variaciones atípicas,
mediante la selección de las variaciones menos populares, y migrando dichas variaciones esco-
giendo la variación regular más parecida y actualizando los datos de forma acorde. Después,
se ha diseñado un proceso que construye unaMatriz de Variaciones para cada tipo de entidad
siendo analizado, y busca dependencias entre las propiedades. Se han definido los siguientes
tipos de dependencias entre propiedades: (i) Dependencias fuertes, (ii) dependencias débiles,
y (iii) dependencias de exclusión. Estas dependencias son detectadas y utilizadas para descu-
brir jerarquías de herencia entre tipos de entidad, que son creadas en el modelo de salida. A
continuación, se ha aplicado un paso adicional para buscar la propiedad discriminante que in-
dica a qué subtipo pertenece cada objeto. Como resultado de este proceso, un nuevo modelo
es obtenido donde cada tipo de entidad hijo almacena sus propiedades únicas y hereda de tipo
de entidad padre las propiedades comunes. Para validar este enfoque se ha aplicado el proceso
a tres conjuntos de datos reales donde se pueden identificar subtipos: (i) El conjunto de datos
Solar System, (ii) la ontología RDFMovies, y (iii) el conjunto de datos de StackOverflow. En
todos los casos los subtipos identificados por sus propiedades fueron descubiertos.

Se ha desarrollado una solución MDE consistente en una cadena de transformaciones de
dos pasos, cuya entrada es un modelo U-Schema y que produce código ODM para aplicacio-
nes enMongoDB. Elmetamodelo SchemaDiff representa el elemento central de este enfoque,
y ha sido definido para representar diferencias entre variaciones de unmismo tipo de entidad.
Un modelo SchemaDiff se obtiene a partir del modelo de entrada U-Schema, y este modelo
SchemaDiff actúa como modelo intermedio para facilitar la generación de código. Este pro-
ceso ha sido implementado para Mongoose (ODM para JavaScript) y Morphia (ODM para
Java), losmappersmás utilizados en sus respectivas comunidades de desarrolladores. La gene-
ración de código paramappers ha sido enriquecida para soportar la existencia de variaciones
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estructurales y tipos unión, y la inclusión de un script opcional en YAML que se utiliza pa-
ra generar reglas de validación de datos, tales como rangos o enumerados, y diferentes tipos
de índices. También se han indicado escenarios donde el uso de mappers acarrea beneficios,
como en casos de evolución de aplicaciones y bases de datos. Finalmente, se ha aplicado el pro-
ceso definido para generar ODMs para un conjunto de datos real y se han efectuado diversas
pruebas en estosmappers para asegurar su corrección.

Contribuciones La primera contribución de esta tesis es el lenguaje Athena, un lenguaje
universal de definición de esquemas basado en un metamodelo unificado. Incluye un con-
junto muy rico de abstracciones (por ejemplo, variaciones estructurales, referencias, y tipos
de relación). Athena también ofrece mecanismos para reutilizar y componer esquemas, y
mecanismos de azúcar sintáctico para facilitar su definición. Hasta donde sabemos, el len-
guaje TyphonML [FGC20] y la herramienta Hackolade [Hac22] son los únicos enfoques
con un lenguaje con el mismo propósito que Athena. Sin embargo, hay ciertas diferencias
entre TyphonML y Athena, dado que el primero integra aspectos tanto lógicos como físi-
cos, mientras que nosotros diferenciamos entre estos niveles de abstracción. En TyphonML,
además, tanto referencias como agregaciones se modelan como relaciones, en cambio en
Athena estos conceptos se modelan por separado. Finalmente, Athena permite definir va-
riaciones estructurales para cada tipo de esquema, mientras que los tipos de esquema en
Hackolade y TyphonML se definen como uniones de propiedades. Athena fue publicado
en el workshop CoMoNoS, que forma parte de la 40th Conference on Conceptual Modeling
(ER 2021) [CRM21a].

En cuanto al estudio de la evolución en sistemas multimodelo, la contribución de esta tesis
consiste en definir una taxonomía para esquemas lógicos NoSQL y relacionales, que incluye
un conjunto de operaciones más rico que los anteriormente propuestos. Dado que nuestro
modelo de datos está basado en U-Schema, hemos considerado cambios aplicables a relacio-
nes y variaciones. Hasta donde sabemos, la heterogeneidad de los distintos modelos de datos
NoSQL únicamente se ha tratado en [FGC20, HKS19], pero las taxonomías adoptadas en
estos enfoques no incluyen los cambios anteriormente mencionados. Esta taxonomía ha sido
implementada enOrion, un lenguaje de definición de operaciones sobre esquemas para el que
se han construido tres actualizadores de datos (Data Updaters) para los sistemas NoSQLmás
populares, y se ha llevado a cabo un estudio del rendimiento de la actualización de los datos
para cadaoperación. Finalmente, se han efectuado tres casos de estudiode evolucióndel esque-
ma sobre conjuntos de datos reales. Otra contribución relativa a la evolución del esquema es el
estudio comparativo de los enfoques más relevantes publicados hasta ahora, resumido en una
tabla comparativa. El trabajo llevado a cabo en este tema fue abordado comouna colaboración
durante una estancia en laUniversidad deRostock, Alemania. Una versión preliminar de este
trabajo fue publicada en la 40th Conference on ConceptualModeling (ER2021) [CRM21b], y
una versión revisada y extendida de este trabajo ha sido enviada a la revista IEEE Transactions
on Knowledge and Data Engineering, y disponible en arXiv [CKRM22].
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Una tercera contribución de esta tesis es el lenguaje Deimos, capaz de generar datos sin-
téticos para poblar bases de datos para escenarios de testing. Deimos es un DSL declarativo
independiente de la plataforma, cuya sintaxis permite la definición de reglas de producción,
con la capacidad de integrar diversas fuentes de datos externas, introducir errores de forma
controlada en los datos e inyectar los datos sintéticos directamente en la base de datos. Los
lenguajes similares [SCS09] y demás trabajo relacionado se centran en recibir un conjunto
de datos inicial [PKSW22] y aplicar técnicas de polución [HPWR17] sobre el mismo. Un
prototipo de Deimos fue publicado en la conferencia española Software Engineering andDa-
tabases (JISBD 2018) [CRM18]. La herramienta fue posteriormente publicada, junto con
sus requisitos y aplicaciones, en el workshop CoMoNoS (ER 2020) [CRM20].

Un conjunto de contribuciones de esta tesis están relacionadas con la proposición de un
enfoque capaz de detectar el patrón polimórfico en modelos U-Schema. Primero, hemos in-
troducido una dimensión temporal en las variaciones estructurales, útil para detectar evolu-
ción en el esquema, que ha sido aplicada en este caso para detectar y filtrar variaciones atí-
picas y refinar el descubrimiento de subtipos. Después, hemos diseñado nuestra solución
basándonos en el conocimiento de la estructura de las diferentes variaciones para un tipo
de entidad padre. Hasta donde sabemos, ninguno de los enfoques de extracción del esque-
ma para bases de datos NoSQL aborda la inferencia de relaciones de subtipos de entidad.
Un trabajo preliminar sobre detección de variaciones atípicas fue publicado en la conferen-
cia JISBD 2019 [CRM19], y el proceso de descubrimiento ha sido publicado en la revista
Knowledge-Based Systems [CHRM21].

El último conjunto de contribuciones está relacionado con la generación automática de
mappers NoSQL a partir de modelos U-Schema. Hemos propuesto un proceso que genera
esquemasMongoose ymappersMorphia a partir de unmodeloU-Schema. Hasta donde sabe-
mos, solo la herramienta Hackolade [Hac22] permite la generación de esquemas Mongoose,
pero no deMorphia. Después, se han analizado escenarios donde el uso demappers resulta be-
neficioso, y los beneficios asociados al uso de técnicas MDE. Finalmente, hemos explorado el
uso del lenguaje YAML para configurar la transformaciónm2t de generación de código. Este
trabajo ha sido publicado en la revista IEEE Access [CRMM19].
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Multi-Model Database Engineering
based on a Unified Data Model

Abstract

Since early nineties, relational systems have been able to cover all the needs of data-intensive
applications. However, the situation changedwith the appearance ofmodern applications in-
volving complex data and requiring higher performance. The prevalence of relational systems
continues but other data models have emerged, which are grouped under the NoSQL term.
This has motivated the idea that “a single system does not fit all needs” to gain acceptance,
and the database community has envisioned the polyglot persistence as the future of databases,
that is, applications supported by heterogeneous database systems. Therefore, research efforts
are starting to tackle the new challenges of handling several data models.

There are significant differences between NoSQL systems, but the majority of them share
a schemaless nature. This implies the absence of an explicit schema that restricts the structure
in which data needs to be saved. This fact ensures the flexibility to store data of the same type
with different structure (structural variations), and allows an unrestricted evolution of data
structures over time. On the other hand, the lack of an explicit schema does not mean the
total absence of it: Database management tools rely on the knowledge of a schema to handle,
store and retrieve data. In this kind of systems, the schema is implicit in the data and the code.

A common approach formulti-model scenarios inwhich different datamodels are involved
is to establish a global unified schema. This provides somewell-knownbenefits such as the abil-
ity to develop generic, database-independent tools. U-Schema is a unified metamodel that
allows to represent logical schemas for the relational model and the four most widely used
NoSQL data models (columnar, document, graph, and key-value). This metamodel was de-
veloped to provide a common representation in a multi-model context, and to be the central
element around which an environment of database engineering tools could be built.

In this thesis, we take advantage of the U-Schema metamodel to tackle the design and im-
plementation of a set of basic database utilities that support multiple data models. First, we
provide a schema definition language able to define schemas in a platform-independent way.
Then we propose an evolution approach based on our own taxonomy of schema changes,
and a language to specify and execute the operations of this taxonomy, automatically updat-
ing schema and data. Next, we implement a third language aimed to generate large volumes
of synthetic data. We also propose a process to discover hidden inheritance relationships in
U-Schema by using of some inferred temporal features. Finally, we show how the generation
of Object-Document Mappers could be automated as a forward engineering process.
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Maturity, one discovers, has everything to do with the ac-
ceptance of ‘not knowing’. Of course, not knowing hardly
prevents the approaching chaos.

Mark Z. Danielewski - House of Leaves

1
Introduction

The emergence of modern technologies and data-intensive applications such as
Web 2.0 and 3.0, Big Data, Internet of Things, or the widespread use of social media,
evidenced the limitations of the relational systems to support and satisfy many of the
required functionalities, namely, scalability, flexibility, availability, and ability to represent
complex objects. This led to the emergence of the NoSQL (Not only SQL) database systems
in the middle of the last decade. These systems provided qualities as “schema-on-read” to
facilitate frequent schema changes, horizontal scalability to manage large data sets, and
availability to cope with the increase in data traffic, among others [SF12]. In the last years,
however, modern database architectures have shown that the relational model (and SQL) can
satisfy the new requirements, and the NewSQL term is used to classify these new relational
systems [PA16].

Relational databases are still clearly predominant, but the adoption of NoSQL systems
is increasingly growing, as shown in the DB-Engines databases popularity ranking as of
May 2022.* The first four are relational systems (Oracle, MySQL, Microsoft SQL Server,
and PostgreSQL), but NoSQL systems such as MongoDB appear in fifth position, Redis in
sixth, Elasticsearch in eighth, and Cassandra in eleventh position. NewSQL systems are still
scarcely used: CockroachDB and VoltDB, two outstanding new relational databases, occupy

*https://db-engines.com/en/ranking.
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positions 57 and 142 in the ranking.

Nowadays, the idea of “One size does not fit all” is widely accepted [SÇ05], and the “polyglot
persistence” term is used to refer to these heterogeneous database systems, which are consid-
ered the data architecture of the future [Sto15, SF12]. In this architecture, each specific need
will be satisfied by a different kind of system. For example, relational systems for traditional
applications, new relational systems when high performance is required but not complex ob-
jects are stored, and NoSQL systems when structure frequently changes.

NoSQL systems are usually classified in four main categories, according to their data mod-
els: columnar, document, graph, and key-value [SF12]. Although there are significant differ-
ences in their features even for systems of the same category (because of the lack of a speci-
fication, standard, or theory that establishes the data model of a particular category), most
NoSQL systems share several properties: They do not use SQL language, they have a schema-
less nature, and they have been developed as open-source initiatives. From these characteris-
tics, the schemaless approach is probably the most attractive for developers. Being schemaless,
data can be saved without having to define an explicit schema beforehand, but that data must
be manually checked against the database schema when they are read (schema-on-read sys-
tems). The absence of schema declarations allows data structures to change over timewithout
restrictions. Even more, data of the same database entity type could be stored with different
structure, that is, structural variations are possible in NoSQL stores. However the lack of a
schema declaration does not mean that there is no schema: Database management always re-
lies on the knowledge of a schema that needs to be designed, created, and that can evolve as a
result of requirement changes or quality improvement tasks such as optimizing queries. Data
are always stored according to well-defined structures, which are implicit in data and code in
schemaless systems.

As the interest inNoSQLsystems arise, there is anurgentneedofdatabase engineering tools
that provide functionality similar to those available for relational databases, as remarkedby the
Dataversity report “Insights intoModeling NoSQL” [BR15]. The construction of such tools
is a challenging task because the existence of several different non-standardized data models
and the schemaless nature ofmost of theNoSQL systems. Moreover, taking into account the
current trend towards polyglot persistence, these tools should support relational and different
NoSQL paradigms to achieve a great adoption.

The purpose of this thesis is to design and develop an environment of tools around the
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U-Schema metamodel [CRM22, Can22]. U-Schema is a unified metamodel that integrates
the four NoSQL data models mentioned above as well as the relational model. Schema
extraction strategies are described in [CRM22], and a schema query language is presented
in [CMR22]. In this thesis, we tackle the design and implementation of several basic database
utilities for U-Schema: A universal schema definition language, a schema change generic ap-
proach, and a generic language aimed to generate synthetic data for testing purposes. In ad-
dition, we have addressed how could the use of ODMs (Object-Document Mappers) be au-
tomated, and also a problem encountered when using U-Schema: The discovery of hidden
inheritance relationships.

We chose to apply Model-driven Software Engineering (MDSE or simply MDE) to de-
fine model-driven approaches for each problem addressed in our work. MDE advocates to
tackle software complexity and improve software productivity by the systematic use of mod-
els. Models do raise the level of abstraction at which software is specified, and the level of au-
tomation in the software development is therefore increased. We will rely on valuable MDE
techniques such asmetamodeling, model transformations, andmetamodeling-based domain-
specific languages [Sel12, WHR14, BCWB17].

The research that has led to this thesis belongs to the Data Engineering field. Data
Engineering is the Computer Science discipline concerned with the principles, techniques,
methods, and tools to support data engineering in the software development. Data are nor-
mally stored in database management systems and Data Engineering encompasses both rela-
tional systems,NoSQL systems, heterogeneous databases, polyglot persistence andpolystores,
among others.

This chapter is composed of the following sections: First, we develop on the motivation
that led to this thesis. Then, the problems to be tackled and the goals to be achieved are listed.
After that, the researchmethodology applied during the development of this work is detailed.
Finally, the structure of this thesis is outlined.

1.1 Motivation

The aforementioned Dataversity report [BR15] suggested that NoSQL systems would be
more easily adopted if they were provided with database engineering utilities similar to those
already available for relational systems. In this report, the authors highlighted that some of
the main challenges for the industrial adoption of NoSQL systems were data modeling, data
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governance, documentation, and appropriate tooling, and that existing tools that provided such
capabilities for NoSQL systems were immature. All these utilities could be divided into three
categories: diagramming, code generation, andmetadata management.

Nowadays, this desiderata has shifted towards satisfying these same needs for multi-model
databases and polyglot persistence, i.e., tools that support multiple data models. This is sup-
ported by some facts: (i) Some of the most popular relational modeling tools are being ex-
tended to integrateNoSQL stores to somedegree, such as ER/Studio [ER-04], erwin [erw22],
and new, emerging tools such as Hackolade [Hac22]; And (ii) the top eight most widely used
databases as ofMay 2022 do support someway ofmulti-model, according to theDB-Engines
ranking.

In multi-model scenarios, two management strategies have been classically consid-
ered [Ram91]: (i) To establish an inclusive model used to define a global unified schema,
and (ii) to operate in a multidatabase environment, in which each database defines its own
schema in an independent way. However, the predominance of relational databases pro-
pitiated a lack of interest in multi-model databases and unified data models until the last
twenty years. Nonetheless there have been a handful of approaches worth noting, such as
DB-Main [EH99, HH03], or some unified metamodels proposed to provide a uniform ac-
cess to data [AGC09, ABR12]. Also, erwin announced a Unified model for its modeling
tools [Wan16] and so did recently Hackolade with its Polyglot Data Model. What this has
brought to light is that the usage of a unified metamodel provides some well-known benefits,
such as to allow the development of generic, database-independent tools [Wan16, AGC09,
BH07, EH99, KQCJ07].

With the definition of theU-Schema datamodel [CRM22], theModelUM research group
mayoffer a unified format to represent logical schemas for anyNoSQLand relational database.
A promising next step for that research is to take advantage of U-Schema to build an environ-
ment that provides functionality to developers to manage schemas and data in multi-model
scenarios.

Even in the case of schemaless systems, the ability to define schemas is very convenient, and
it will be more interesting if the data model is independent of any platform, as in U-Schema.
Although a schema extraction strategy can be applied to a running database, it is very useful
to have the ability to define schemas when no database is available. For example, in a testing
scenario during the development of a database application, the schema could not be inferred
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from data or code. In this case, a schema declaration language would be useful to generate
testing data for a schema. This language could be the cornerstone to apply schema changes
later when applications evolve. Moreover, U-Schema models only represent logical schemas,
but a schema definition language would allow not only to define logical structures, but also
to add physical information such as indexes and physical distribution of data. To our knowl-
edge, the only generic language to defineNoSQL schemas is TyphonML [Pro18a, KMP+19],
but this language does not support the definition of graph stores or the distinction between
reference and aggregate relationships.

Database schema evolution is a central issue in the development of data-intensive applica-
tions. Through the lifecycle of software applications, database schemas have to be changed
to satisfy new requirements or improve aspects as data quality or data access performance.
Whenever schemas are changed, stored data and code of applications must co-evolve to be
adapted to the new schema. To achieve results similar to those obtained in relational sys-
tems,NoSQL schema evolution requires a larger research effort to overcome some limitations
found in published approaches [KSSS16, HVS21]. For example, schema change operations
for relationships have not adequately been addressed, and the existence of structural variations
or relationship types have not been considered.

Inorder to researchon schema evolution, thefirst step is to identify howcanNoSQLand re-
lational schemas change. These changes can be categorized in a taxonomy, forwhich a schema
change operation language can be defined and implemented. Each operation should be im-
plemented to adequately update schema, data, and code when the change is applied. In our
case, both taxonomy and language should intend for relational and NoSQL stores. Since our
schema evolution solution is focused on a multi-model scenario, the set of possible changes is
not trivial as each data model has specific operations.

It is common for research works to require datasets to validate results, and synthetic data
generation is of great interest when testing data-intensive applications. Some research effort
and tools have been developed for relational systems, but there is a lack of efficient tools aimed
in this direction for NoSQL systems. Here, a third language will be proposed to take advan-
tage of the elements onU-Schema and the flexibility of the schema definition language to pro-
vide a suitable solution for the synthetic data generation problem. So far current approaches
tend to rely on data profilers to analyze an input dataset in order to extract its implicit schema
and then pollute the dataset with controlled errors [HPWR17], or generate synthetic data
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mimicking that schema [Mah18]. However, these approaches are specifically tailored to han-
dle a single entity type at a time, and lack the flexibility to simulate some NoSQL specific
elements such as aggregates, references, and structural variations.

The schemaless nature of NoSQL systems complicates validating and detecting errors on
the data inserted to the database. This facilitates the appearance of errors in the data, such as
missing required fields, which need to be discovered and filtered before applying knowledge
inference processes. One of these processes, which provides a better understanding of how
data is structured is the discovery of inheritance relationships.

In data models, an inheritance relationship occurs between a parent (or supertype) entity
type that is specialized in a set of child (or subtype) entity types which share a set of common
properties with their parent. In aggregate-oriented databases, the strategy of implementing
inheritance relationships is known as polymorphic pattern [Cop13,WC19]. Structural varia-
tions present in U-Schemamodels may be used to discover these inheritance relationships. In
the first steps of our works on schema evolution, we realized of this fact and then the schema
extraction process was refined accordingly to detect inheritance relationships. It is remark-
able that any published NoSQL schema extraction approach has addressed the inheritance
relationship discovering yet.

Given the schemaless nature of NoSQL systems, there is a growing interest in mecha-
nisms that guarantee a correct storage and retrieval of the data [Fow13]. Also, like relational
databases, the use of mappers is convenient to automate the bidirectional transformation be-
tween objects of programming languages andNoSQL objects. Mappers aremost widely used
in document stores, where they are named Object-Document Mappers (ODMs). U-Schema
models allow to automatically generate the code involved in the use of ODMs. Up to our
knowledge the only toolkit that also applies forward engineering to generate ODM code is
Hackolade [Hac22], which supports the generation of Mongoose schemas.

All the proposed utilities will be assembled composing an environment built on top of the
U-Schema metamodel, as is shown in Figure 1.1. Here, the U-Schema metamodel is the base
overwhich both the inference process and the schemadefinition language are built, as ameans
of obtainingU-Schemamodels. On topof this layer, the rest of tools are developed. Figure 1.1
shows, in bold, which tools have been developed as a result of this thesis.
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Figure 1.1: The database engineering environment developed around U-Schema.

1.2 Problem Statement and Goals

TheU-Schemametamodel represents a cornerstone in our research, and themain goal for this
thesis is to develop an environment of tools that assist developers providing functionality, al-
ready available for relational systems, applied to multi-model scenarios. This environment
will also serve to investigate future uses for U-Schema. In particular, we focus in three key as-
pects: (i)Definition of schemas, data and artifacts fromU-Schemamodels, (ii)management
of evolution applied to schemas and data, and (iii) knowledge extraction from both.

Therefore, the goals of this thesis can be listed as follows:

Goal 1: Creating a universal schema definition language. The language should provide
a textual notation and support the declaration of NoSQL and relational schemas. It
should also allow to specify structural variations. The typical properties that charac-
terize good software languages should be achieved, such as ease of use, expressiveness,
legibility, and understandability.

Goal 2: Formalizing a taxonomy of schema changes forNoSQL and relational databases.
The taxonomy should be formally defined and validated, and it should include all the
atomic changes to be applicable on anyNoSQL data model and relational model. The
effects on the schema and data should be well defined for each operation.

Goal 3: Building a language to define and apply the schema changes in the taxonomy.
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This language should allow to specify schema change operations, and its engine should
apply each change on the current schema, and it should update data accordingly. An
importmechanism should be offered to import schemas createdwith the first language.
The performance should be measured for each operation.

Goal 4: Assembling a generic language to generate synthetic data. This third language
should support the generation of large volumes of synthetic data for testing purposes.
Generation scripts should import the schema for which data are generated. Like the
previous languages, the design of this language should be aimed at offering qualities
characterizing good domain-specific languages (DSLs).

Goal 5: Extending the U-Schema extraction processes with the ability to discover entity
inheritance relationships. To define an algorithm whose input is information taken
from structural variations identified for a particular entity type and its output is a set
of subtypes discovered for that entity type. Information on variations is recorded in
U-Schema models, and consists of properties such as the number of objects belonging
to that variation, or the date of when the first object of that variation was inserted.

Goal 6: Tackling code generation from U-Schema models. Amodel-driven solution will
be designed and implemented to generate ODM code for specific programming lan-
guages. Artifacts to be generated will be schema declarations, data validators, and
union types, among others. This solution will take into consideration the work done
in [Mor17].

These goalswill serve to showtheusefulness ofU-Schemamodels tobuild generic databases
utilities and offer novelty approaches to some central issues in the scope of NoSQL data engi-
neering. Also, our work will show the relevance of a schema definition in schemaless systems.

1.3 ResearchMethodology

Engineering disciplines are focused on building artifacts with different purpose, e.g., bridges,
airplanes, or sensors. In the case of Software and Data Engineering, the artifacts are not phys-
ical but abstract: Software of applications and tools. Tackling engineering problems requires
solving tasks not present in the research of the rest of scientific areas, and several research
methods have been proposed for Engineering.
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Design Science (DS) is a research paradigm focused on the building of artifacts in any Engi-
neering area [Sim88]. In the areas of Information Systems and Software Engineering, a great
attention has been paid to DS, and several DS-based research methods (DSRM) have been
published [PTRC08, VK15, Wie14].

In this thesis, we have followed the practices of DSRM. This method proposes an iterative
process organized in several steps or activities. Figure 1.2 shows the steps that are commonly
part of a DSRMprocess: (i) Problem identification andmotivation, (ii) Define the objectives
of a solution, (iii) Design and development of the artifact, (iv) Demonstration, (v) Evaluation,
and (vi) Dissemination of results.

Figure 1.2: Activities identified in the Design Science ResearchMethodology.

The key concept of this methodology implies that a final solution is built upon the knowl-
edge produced in previous activities, which in turn improve its design and construction. As
can be seen in Figure 1.2, this is eased by the fact that the fifth and sixth activities provide a
direct feedback on previous steps, spreading the gained knowledge on future iterations. This
is a nominally sequential order in which, depending on the problem, researchers may start
at any of the first four steps and move outward. Since we started from a problem-centered
approach, it makes sense to apply this methodology starting with the identification and mo-
tivation of the problem. This thesis is based on previous results obtained in [Mor17], where
a metamodel was defined to represent aggregate-oriented database schemas implicit in the
stored data, as well as an inference process to obtain such schemas from MongoDB, and re-
sults obtained in [CRM22], where a unifiedmetamodel was defined as an extension from the
previous one, in which any relational or non-relational schema could be expressed and also an
inference process for some of the most common databases was provided. Finally, this work
has been motivated also by reports such as [BR15], where it is postulated that functionality
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already covered by tools for SQL databases will also need to be covered for NoSQL databases,
moreover when both approaches are meant to coexist on the future.

Sections 1.1 and 1.2 covered the problemmotivation and the proposed goals for the thesis,
respectively. These goals can be summed up as: (i) Building a family of languages aimed to
declare schemas, evolve schemas, and generate data from schemas, (ii) discovering inheritance
hierarchies, and (iii) assisting developers when using ODMs by generating code involved in
its use. These sections may be mapped to the first two activities in DSRM.

The third activity started after the design and implementationof theU-Schemametamodel
as a format to represent extracted schemas. During its development, we realized the need of
providing this metamodel with a toolkit to perform several engineering tasks. The first one
of them was designing a textual DSL to declare schemas. The state of the art was built for
this task and requisites were listed to create an intuitive, easy to use language able to define
and reuse schemas. This gave as result theAthena language, whichwould serve as the basis for
future developments as other DSLs would be created on top of it.

On the last stages of the Athena development, we started studying evolution on databases
and identifying possible operations to be applied over schemas. We formalized this taxonomy
by means of pre and postconditions, and it was formally validated by using Alloy [Jac16]. The
Orion language was then built to implement operations in the taxonomy. Orion was built on
top of Athena language. We implemented the Orion engine to update schemas according to
Orion operation scripts and generate code that can be executed to update data accordingly.

During the development ofOrion, the need for datasets in order to test data updating arose.
Then, we decided to tackle the generation of synthetic datasets. The built utility will also
be useful for future approaches and tools. To achieve this, we defined a third DSL named
Deimos, which would use Athena schemas to produce data. ADeimos script specifies a set of
generation rules, several data sources, and outputs that receive the generated data. The form
of generated data and the generation process are highly configurable to fulfill requirements to
test a lot of data patterns. Deimos was built following an iterative process in which a quick
prototype was created, and later on, refined until results matched our requirements.

When we started to address schema evolution, we had to add some temporal information
to structural variations of entities types in the U-Schema metamodel: firstTimestamp and
lastTimestamp. These timestamps indicated, respectively, when an instance of the variation
was inserted into the database for the first and last time. Our intention was to study if vari-
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ations were created following any specific pattern. The first results of applying this idea to
real datasets showed that outlier variations (those having a small number of instances) dis-
torted the results. We applied an intermediate step in which these variations were identified
and discarded for the discovery process. Then, we realized that certain features tended to
appear together as groups, while some other features never appeared together. These charac-
teristics were defined as dependencies, and were used to discover the inheritance relationships
between variations on specific entity types. This problem had not been addressed previously
for NoSQL stores.

Finally, about theObject-DocumentMapper generation, we took a preliminary work pub-
lished in a conference [RMM17] and extended it in severalways in order tomake it compatible
withU-Schema and to generate not onlyMongoosemappers, aswas initially planned, but also
Morphia mappers. These utilities were grouped in a single tool, and after its development we
applied additional extensions to it, such as the ability to define union types in order to deal
with features of the same name but different types. We added a last extension to the tool to
generate not only ODMs, but also additional artifacts such as indexes and data validators.

The development of each approach has been based on the usage of MDE technologies as
a cornerstone. Some of the reasons behind this decision are: (i) The high level of abstraction
provided by the usage of models and metamodels, (ii) the utilities provided to manipulate,
transform, and generate artifacts from these models, and (iii) reusability and extensibility fa-
vored by models and metamodels. These benefits of using MDE in data engineering were
discussed in [BMG17]. Schemas can be treated as models and by using a very widespread and
formalized modeling framework, schema management is easier.

Every developed solution was first validated by using synthetic datasets, and then by using
public datasets. The most widely used public datasets are Stackoverflow [Sta14] and Red-
dit [Red18]. Synthetic datasets were specially designed for each particular case in order to
test every aspect of the tools, their correctness and edge cases. At first, these synthetic datasets
were generated by using third party tools, but once our own data generation tool was available
(analyzed in detail in Chapter 7), this was the tool used to generate the rest of the synthetic
datasets as required. On the other hand, the public datasetswere used as real use-case scenarios
to test other aspects of the developed tools such as applicability on the real world, scalability
and error tolerance. Also, for the implementation of schema change operations, wemeasured
the performance of each one of them to evaluate their feasibility.
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Finally, the results of our work were disseminated in international and national journals
and conferences. In the case of the inheritance discovery process [CHRM21] and code gener-
ation forODMs [CRMM19], the resultswerepublished in twoQ1 JCR journals: Knowledge-
Based Systems and IEEE Access, respectively. After this, the results on schema evolution
were presented in the 40th Conference on Conceptual Modeling (ER 2021) [CRM21b].
That work has been extended and submitted to the IEEE Transactions on Knowledge and
Data Engineering journal [CKRM22]. The Deimos language was presented in the ER 2020
CoMoNoSWorkshop [CRM20], that has recently started to bring together researchers in the
area ofNoSQLdata engineering. TheAthena languagewas also first presented in theER2021
CoMoNoS Workshop [CRM21a]. Some preliminary results on data generation and outlier
detection were presented in the Spanish Conference on Software Engineering and Databases
(JISBD) [CRM18, CRM19]. Finally, every developed tool is available in theModelUMweb-
site,† and in public repositories hosted in GitHub.‡

1.4 Outline

This thesis has been structured on the following chapters:

Chapter 2 introduces the background knowledge required to understand the following
sections. It details concepts related to Model-Driven engineering, data modeling, NoSQL
systems, and describes the technologies involved in the different implementations of the de-
veloped software artifacts.

Chapter 3 analyzes the current state of the art regarding database engineering environ-
ments, abstract taxonomies of changes, data generation engines, and inheritance discovery,
and also provides a comparison between the most promising approaches and the one devel-
oped on this thesis.

Chapter 4 describes U-Schema, the data model on which the rest of the chapters are based,
giving some insight over its design process, mappings with specific NoSQL paradigms and
other relevant aspects.

†https://catedrasaes-umu.github.io/NoSQLDataEngineering/.
‡https://github.com/Soltari.
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Chapter 5 presents a schema definition language aimed to represent schemas in a textual
way by listing its requirements, detailing its syntax and semantics, and exposing several appli-
cations and use cases for such a tool.

Chapter 6 depicts the process by which an abstract taxonomy of changes applicable to
NoSQL and relational databases is devised and validated, after that the schema change op-
eration language defined for the taxonomy is described, and real scenarios are shown inwhich
this language proves its usefulness.

Chapter 7 explains the utility of data generation tools for testing purposes and devises a
language able to perform such generation, giving an in-depth view of its semantics andmech-
anisms to merge external data sources with user defined rules to achieve flexibility.

Chapter 8 details a process in which given a U-Schema model is fed to a discovery process
in which variations are searched for outliers and inheritance relationships are inferred.

Chapter 9 illustrates a solution for generating schemas, data validators, code, and other
artifacts for two Object-Document Mappers, and their validation against a real dataset by
performing several read, write, and integrity tests.

Chapter 10 concludes the thesis by summingup the stated goals anddiscussing their degree
of achievement. Then, the main contributions are detailed, obtained results of the thesis are
listed, and insight on the future work is provided.
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The right man in the wrong place can make all the differ-
ence in the world. So wake upMr. Freeman, wake up and
smell the ashes.

G-Man - Half-Life 2

2
Background

This chapter collects the foundations needed for a better understanding of this thesis. The
insights provided about the most important terms, constructs, and approaches used will help
acknowledge the decision processes followed during its development. The chapter is divided
into four sections. First, some notions of Model-Driven Engineering, such as metamodels,
domain-specific languages, and model transformations, are explained. After that, a running
example is introduced, that will serve to illustrate concepts on the following section. Then,
basis of relational and NoSQL data modeling are presented, along with a description of the
relational paradigmand the fourmostwidely usedNoSQLparadigms. Finally, the last section
is devoted to analyzing the frameworks, languages and databases used during the development
of the thesis.

2.1 Notions ofModel-Driven Engineering

Model-Driven Engineering (MDE orMDSE) refers to the discipline within Software Engi-
neering that seeks to improve software productivity, quality, maintainability, and interoper-
ability through systematically using models. These models are used in several stages of the
software lifecycle to raise the abstraction level and automate development tasks. As a disci-
pline, MDE is relatively new (although models have been used for a long time on program-
ming): November 2000 is the date in which the OMG launches theModel-Driven Architec-
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ture (MDA) initiative [OMG03b] and its emergence is considered the milestone that moti-
vated the exposure of MDE.

Apart from MDA [KWB03], there are other MDE paradigms that deserve recogni-
tion such as Domain-Specific Development [KT07, CSW08] (DSD) and Model-Driven
Modernization [OMG03a] (MDM). All of these paradigms share four common princi-
ples [BCWB17]: (i) Usage ofmodels to represent aspects of software at certain level of abstrac-
tion, (ii) usage ofDomain-Specific Languages (DSLs) to provide models of a notation, (iii) ex-
pression of the abstract syntax of DSLs through metamodels, and (iv) usage of model trans-
formations to automate the software development process.

In [BCWB17], four scenarios in which MDE techniques can be applied are identi-
fied: (i) Building new software applications, (ii) software modernization processes (e.g., soft-
ware re-engineering), (iii) model usage at runtime to represent the context of running soft-
ware system, and (iv) integration of software tools. In this thesis, MDE techniques have been
applied in each chapter to define DSLs to aid in model definitions, and to develop database
utilities from those models.

The usage of models provides several advantages: (i) They help reasoning about the sys-
tem to be implemented, (ii) they serve as documentation of the system and the design choices
taken, (iii) they ease the communication among stakeholders, and (iv) they allow to automat-
ically generate the code of the system.

Next, we will delve deeper into the MDE principles.

2.1.1 Metamodeling

Metamodels are models that describe concepts and relationships of a certain domain. A
metamodel is usually defined by means of an object-oriented conceptual model expressed in
a metamodeling language, being the two most well-known languages Ecore [SBPM09] and
MOF [OMG13]. At the same time, a metamodeling language is described by a model called
meta-metamodel, which essentially means that a model is an instance of a metamodel and a
metamodel is an instance of a meta-metamodel. Metamodeling languages provide four con-
structs for defining metamodels:

• Classes, also known asmetaclasses, are used to represent domain concepts.

• Attributes are used to represent properties of the domain concepts.
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• Association relationships (i.e., aggregations and references) between pairs of classes to
represent relations between two domain concepts.

• Inheritance relationships between child metaclasses and their parent metaclasses to rep-
resent specialization between domain concepts.

In Figure 2.1, an excerpt of the Ecoremetamodel with elements used to represent these con-
structs is shown. First, metaclasses are represented by the EClass element. Then, attributes
are represented as EAttributes. EReferences are used to represent relationships, using the con-
tainment boolean attribute to differentiate between aggregation (the containment attribute
holds a true value) and references (the containment attribute holds a false value.) A reference
relation indicates that an instance of the source class has a reference to one or more instances
of a target class, and an aggregation defines a relation is part of of an element contained in a
container element. Finally, inheritance relationships betweenEClass elements are represented
by using the eSuperTypes reference.

Figure 2.1: An excerpt of the Ecore Metamodel.

Usually, these concepts and relationships are visually representedbymeans ofUMLclass di-
agrams. Figure 2.2 shows an example metamodel able to represent a simple file system. In the
example, several classes have been defined (e.g., FileSystem or Folder), and for these classes
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some attributes have beenmodeled, such as File.type. File andFolderhave an inheritance
relationship with FileSystemElement, and FileSystemElement and FileSystem inherit
from NamedElement the name attribute. Finally, some associations have been defined, like
a Folder aggregating zero or more links (Folder.links) and a Link saving a reference to a
Folder (Link.target).

Figure 2.2: An example metamodel to express file systems.

Metamodels also use to include a set of constraints that check the validity of the models
conforming that metamodel. These constraints are defined by rules in languages such as
OCL [OMG12, WK03]. OCL is a declarative, strongly-typed language used to write con-
straints on class models. For the example in Figure 2.2 a restriction could be defined to make
sure that two file system elements do not have the same name. Such restriction is shown in
Figure 2.3.

package FileSystemRules

context FileSystem inv FSElementsWithDifferentNames:
self.elements -> forAll (e1 | self.elements ->

forAll (e2 | e1.name = e2.name implies e1 = e2))

endpackage

Figure 2.3: OCL code to check that two file system elements do not have the same name.
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2.1.2 Domain-Specific Languages

Domain-Specific Languages, also known as DSLs, are languages designed to create models
(i.e., instances of a metamodel) and solve problems in a specific domain, although sometimes
they can be applied in any domain [BCWB17] (General-Purpose Modeling Languages). The
creation of DSLs for specific domains is turning to be the main application of MDE tech-
niques in software companies [WHR14]. DSLs provide a textual or graphic specification,
and they consist of three elements:

• An abstract syntax expressed by a metamodel that defines the set of concepts of the
language, the relationships between them, and the rules to combine them.

• A concrete syntax that may be textual, graphic, or a combination of both [KP09].

• Semantics associated that define the DSL behavior. Semantics are commonly defined
by building a translator to another language that already has well-defined semantics,
such as a programming language.

The design ofDSLs is assisted by tools that aid in defining a grammar (concrete syntax) that
conforms to a metamodel (abstract syntax), which allow to create models whose structure is
determined by that metamodel by following the grammar rules. Then, the metamodel and
the grammar are used by the tool to automatically generate an editor and a model injector. In
the case of textual DSLs, the grammar is defined by providing a BNF-like notation, and the
most widely used tools for textual DSLs are Xtext [Bet16] andMPS [MPS22]. For graphical
DSLs, a correspondence between symbols and the metamodel elements is defined, and the
tool generates a graphic editor thatmakes use of those symbols. Themost important graphical
DSLs are Sirius [Sir22] andMetaedit [Met22].

Since we already had experience in using graphical DSLs in the past [CMRM17] we opted
this time for a textual notation. In this thesis, we have designed and implemented severalDSLs
using Xtext in Chapters 5, 6, and 7.

2.1.3 Model Transformations

MDE solutions consist on a chain of model transformations that generate software artifacts
from input models in one or more steps. When the artifacts to be generated are simple, usu-
ally a single transformation is enough. However, one or more intermediate transformations
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can be required when the process is complex. The duty of these intermediate steps is to re-
duce the semantic gap, and it might require to define intermediate metamodels [Voe09]. We
can distinguish between three types of transformations: model to model, model to text and
text to model.

Model to Model Transformations Abbreviated as m2m transformations, they generate
one or more target models from source models by establishing a mapping between the ele-
ments defined in the source and targetmetamodels. These transformations are normally used
as an intermediate stage in the transformation chain to reduce the semantic gap between the
source and target representations, and to ease the following transformations. The transfor-
mations are usually expressed in languages tailored to provide facilities to define mappings
between the source and target metamodels such as ATL [JABK08], QVT [OMG11], and
ETL [KPP08]. They have a hybrid nature because this kind of transformations can be of
great complexity to be expressed only by using declarative constructs [GGKH03]. However,
should transformations not be that complex, general-programming languages that make use
of an API to handle models can also be used, such as Java and EMF/Eclipse. A survey on
model transformation languages can be found in [CH06].

Model to Text Transformations Also known as m2t transformations, these transforma-
tions usually generate textual information (e.g., source code or JSON documents) from an
input model, and they are usually applied last in the transformation chains due to their ter-
minal nature. Implementing this kind of transformations is eased by languages specifically
tailored to provide template mechanisms such as Acceleo [Acc22]. Some general-pupose lan-
guages also offer these mechanisms aimed to writem2t transformations, like Xtend [Xte22].

Text toModel Transformations Also called t2m transformations (or injectors), these trans-
formations are used to obtain models from source artifacts on existing systems. They are ap-
plied usually in reverse engineering scenarios where source artifacts can be, for example, code
repositories, and that code is transformed into a model by a process named model injection.
The tools used to perform this process can be classified into the following groups: (i) Tex-
tual DSL definition tools like Xtext [Bet16] or EMFtext [EMF22], (ii) tools that provide spe-
cific parsers (named discoverers) for a programming language such as MoDisco [BCDM14],
and (iii) specific languages that provide a mapping between a grammar to which the in-
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put code conforms and the metamodel to which the obtained models conform, being
Gra2MoL [ICG08] a representative example.

In this thesis, transformations have been used in several chapters to generate artifacts from
models. M2m transformations have been implemented in Chapters 5, 6, and 9 with Xtend
by using the provided API to handle models. M2t transformations have been implemented
in Chapters 5, 6, 7, and 9 also in Xtend to take advantage of its template mechanisms.

2.2 The PublicationsRunning Example

In order to better illustrate concepts explained in this chapter, we will introduce the Publica-
tions running example. This example is a conceptual schema that will be used to show on the
next section, for each reviewed data model, how would it be adapted to conform to that data
model.

The example is shown in Figure 2.4. Here, three classes can be distinguished: Scientist,
Publication, and Journal. There are also three relationships: A publication aggregates a
journal, a scientist has zero or more publications, and a scientist reviews zero or more
publications. This last relationship may contain up to two attributes: score and date. Each
one of these classes contain some attributes. Scientist contains attributes name, email,
orcid, and centre. Publication has title, citations, and year. Finally, Journal shows
three attributes: name, doi, volume, and issue. These attributes are of scalar types such as
String, Int or Date.

As variations are important in our work, we are going to define two variations of
Scientist depending on whether the reviews relationship exists or not (for scientist that
did not review any publication), and two variations in Publication, depending on whether
they have a relationship with Journal or not (for publications yet to be accepted.)

2.3 Basis of Relational andNoSQLDataModeling

A data model is a formalism used to represent the structure of the data managed by an in-
formation system [Sim07]. A model expressed by a data model is also named a schema. Ac-
cording to the ANSI/SPARC architecture [ans76], schemas can be expressed at three levels
of abstraction: conceptual, logical and physical level.
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Figure 2.4: The Publications schema used as a running example.

• A conceptual schema indicates the semantics of a domain based on the entities and rela-
tionships between them in that domain.

• A logical schema is indicated in terms of a particular database paradigm, and can be
obtained from a conceptual schema by transforming entities and relationships into el-
ements of that paradigm.

• A physical schema indicates details of how data is physically stored by managing con-
cepts such as indexes and sharding.

Several modeling languages allow to define schemas of all three levels, such as E/R mod-
els [Che76] or UML models [RJB99]. In this thesis we will be managing data models at a
logical level. Data stored in a database conforms to that database logical schema, because this
schema determines its structure.

As noted in [Cat94], relational schemas lack in constructs able to represent complex data.
Moreover, there is nomechanism to implement aggregations on them. This limitation, along
with the emergence of modern applications that interact with large volumes of data moti-
vated the advent of other paradigms such as the object-oriented or object-relational in the early
nineties, but were not massively adopted because of the added complexity to database man-
agement [Kar15].

NoSQL databases group different database paradigms as an alternative to relational
databases. While relational databases provide ACID properties (atomicity, consistency, isola-
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tion, durability), NoSQL databases provide a subset of the CAP properties (consistency, avail-
ability, partition tolerance) [SF12].

The NoSQL term is used to refer to a set of data models designed to manage semi-
structured data. NoSQL databases share some common features: (i) They lack a specification
or standard that defines their data model, (ii) they tend to favor a schemaless nature, (ii) they
do not use the SQL language, (iii) they are usually executed on clusters, and (iv) they are devel-
oped as open-source initiatives. Unlike relational databases where an explicit schemamust be
built beforehand, the schemaless nature of NoSQL databases provide a great flexibility, as the
data is stored in a semi-structured way and not restricted by a schema. These facts also allow
the storage of different variations of the same entity type. This can happen for a variety of
reasons, such as adding or removing a field or changing a field type when the database evolves.

The fourmain categories ofNoSQL systems aredocument, columnar, key-value, and graphs.
Three of them are tightly related and categorized together as aggregate-oriented data models,
as suggested in [SF12]. This term groups together thedocument, columnar, and key-value data
models because these data models store semi-structured data [Bun97] without assuming any
structure on the content, and nested structures are preferred over references, that translates
on entities having properties whose value can be, recursively, other entities. This sinergizes
with the fact that data is distributed through clusters, but aggregated data is stored with its
aggregating entities [SF12]. In comparison to this, graph datamodels emphasize relationships
among data entities.

Although these data models are the most common, NoSQL includes a wider range of
databases, such as object oriented databases, search engine databases or time series databases.
Moreover, databases like Amazon Dynamo DB,Microsoft Azure Cosmos DB, and Orient DB
are multi-model, which means they can support different data models.

Now, the relational data model and each relevant NoSQL data model will be briefly ex-
plained. For each data model some representative databases will be provided. In order to
gauge database popularity we have considered the DB-Engines Ranking* as of May 2022.

2.3.1 The Relational DataModel

In contrast with NoSQL data models, a standard relational data model has been formally
defined through relational algebra and calculus. Relational databases organize data in ta-

*https://db-engines.com/en/ranking.
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bles [Cod70] and rely on the concept of relation. In the past, research efforts have focused on
studying conceptual and logical schemas for relational databases. As a result, some formalisms
tomodel these schemas have been defined, beingEntity-Relationship (ER) [TL82], Extended
ER (EER) [EN06] and Object-Orientation modeling the most widely used of them.

The most widely used relational databases are Oracle [Ora22] and MySQL [MyS22]. In
relational databases a schemamust be defined before storing data on it. Because of this, these
databases are the preferred option when predictable, structured data is to be stored.

The relational data modelmain features can be listed as follows:

• A relational schema has a name and is formed by a set of relation schemas.

• A relation schema is identified by its name, and a collection of attributes.

• An attribute is identified by a name and a type.

• A relationship between relations is represented by key propagation from a relation
schema to another in the case of one-to-one and one-to-many relationships and by a sep-
arated relation schema inmany-to-many relationships.

• A relational schema is instantiated by adding tuples to each relation.

• A relationhas a primary key, composedbyoneormoreattributes that uniquely identify
a tuple.

• A relation is represented by a table. A table column refers to its attributes and a table
row refers to a relation tuple.

• A table can have foreign keys, composed by one or more table columns that reference to
the primary key of another table.

The running example of Figure 2.4 can be stored in a relational database as shown in
Figure 2.5. Here, two tables are used to represent the Scientist and Publication entity
types, and two more tables to represent the publications and reviews relationships. The
journal relationship has been modeled by aggregating the Journal entity type attributes
to Publication because there is a one to one relationship, although it could also have been
modeled as another table.
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Figure 2.5: The Publications schema adapted to the relational data model.

2.3.2 The Document DataModel

Document databases organize the stored data in collections. These collections record the data
as semi-structured objects [ABS00, Bun97], or documents, that are composed of tuples of
key-value pairs also named fields. The key component names the attribute of the entity being
stored, and the value component can be an atomic value (e.g., String, Number, or Boolean),
a nested document, or an array of values. A value can also be used to store a reference to other
document, that is, the atomic value of an attribute matches a value in another attribute of a
different object. However, document databases usually do not provide mechanisms to check
the consistency of references.

Semi-structured data is characterized by having its schema implicit in itself [Bun97]. Due
to this, document databases are usually schemaless and do not have an explicit schema, and
therefore collections can maintain different variations of documents for the same entity
type. The most widely used document databases are MongoDB [Mon22a] and Couch-
base [Cou22]. Document databases usually store data in a semi-structured language such
as JSON, XML, or a similar alternative. For example, MongoDB uses the BSON (Binary
JSON ) format. These databases are specially designed to handle data in which aggregates are
prevalent, or where there is a considerable data heterogeneity.

In Figure 2.6 we show the following definition of the document data model for document
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databases. The data model can be summed up in the following items:

• A document schema has a name and is formed by a set of entity types.

• An entity type denotes a collection of documents stored in the database.

• An entity type can have one or more structural variations.

• A structural variation is distinguished by a set of features shared by documents of the
same collection.

• A feature can be an attribute, an aggregate, or a reference.

• An attribute indicates a field whose value is a scalar or array type, and is identified by
a name and the type of its value.

• Each entity type holds an attribute that acts as its key.

• An aggregate denotes a field whose value is an embedded object, and is identified by its
name and the structural variation of the embedded object.

• A reference denotes a field whose value is a reference, and is identified by its name and
the type of its value.

The running example shown inFigure 2.4 couldbe stored in a document database as shown
in Figure 2.7. There, two collections are created for Scientist and Publications. In the
Scientist collection two instances have been stored. They both have the set of common
fields but they belong to different variations because the reviews field is only defined for
one of them. This field is used to represent the relationship with attributes with the same
name, and is stored as an array of embedded objects. Each embedded object has the two fields
of the relationship and a reference to the corresponding publication. In the Publication
collection also two variations are stored because the journal field exists only on one of the
two variations. This field is a single embedded object of four additional fields of scalar types,
and will only exist if a publication has already been published.
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Figure 2.6: The Document data model.

2.3.3 The Key-Value DataModel

Key-Value databases record data as a set of key-value pairs, in a structure similar to an associa-
tive array ormap available in many programming languages. Most of key-value systems con-
form to simple physical datamodels anddonot assume any structure on the data, not bringing
support for references and aggregations and leaving these tasks to client applications [Sul15].

Key-value databases store semi-structured data and use to be schemaless, which allows for
structural variations of the same entity type to exist, much in the same way as in document
databases. Somedatabases allow the definition ofnamespaces to separate different entity types.
These databases also use to define basic scalar types and collections to store values.

Two of the most used key-value databases are Redis [Red22] and Memcached [Mem18].
This data model is used in situations where simple data is needed to be read frequently.

An important design decision when dealing with key-value databases is how to encode
unique keys in the database. One of the most well known approaches is the flattened object-
key pattern. Applying this pattern means building keys by composing a string with a unique
identifier, the name of the entity type (which might not be necessary if namespaces are being
used) and the feature being encoded. All these fields would be concatenated with separators
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Figure 2.7: The Publications schema adapted to the document data model.

for being able to differentiate them.

Once the pattern of key composition is decided, the key-value data model can be under-
stood as a particular case of the document data model shown in Figure 2.6 but with a slightly
differentKey structure. Instead of each entity type holding an attribute that acts as its key, in
key-value databases a key is not associated to any attribute. Instead, keys are unique by default
as each key is composed by an identifier and one ormore prefixes. Another relevant difference
is that namespaces, if exist, would correspond to the entity type concept.

In Figure 2.8 the running example is shown as would be stored in a key-value database by
applying the mentioned flattened object-key pattern. Here, an entry on the database is cre-
ated by concatenating the entity type name, an identifier and the name of the feature being
stored, as in Scientist:101:name storing a name. References are stored as lists of values as in
Scientist:101:publications. An array of aggregations is stored by saving each individual
feature of each element in the aggregation, as in the Scientist:101:reviews keys. Finally,
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two objects belonging to different variations of Publications have been stored. Both ob-
jects, with identifiers 201 and 245 store the title, citations and year attributes, and the
object with identifier 201 also stores fourth additional fields referring to the journal the pub-
lication belongs to.

Figure 2.8: The Publications schema adapted to the key-value data model.

2.3.4 The Columnar DataModel

Columnar databases store data in tables, and resembles the relationalmodel in some character-
istics. However columnar databases record semi-structured data and are usually schemaless.
This means that structural variations exist because sets of columns present for each column
family can be different for each row. The two most widely used columnar databases are Cas-
sandra [Cas09] and HBase [HBa07]. This data model is a good choice when handling data
with high performance requirements that needs to be available and scalable.

The columnar data model can be summarized as follows:

• A keyspace or database is identified by a name and a set of tables.

• A table stores data of an entity type, and is identified by a name and a set of column
families.
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• A column family is composed by a set of columns.

• A column is identified by a name and a type, that can be scalar or a collection.

• A table has a primary key, composed by one or more columns that uniquely identify
each stored row.

This data model is very similar to the document data model shown in Figure 2.6. It is in-
teresting to note that Cassandra shows some distinctive characteristics: It declares an explicit
schema before storing data and instead of using column families it definesUser Defined Types
(UDTs). A column can be of a scalar type, a collection or an UDT, and these UDTs can be
used to model aggregations.

In Figure 2.9 the running example has been adapted to be stored in a columnar database.
To do so, two tables have been created for Scientist and Publication. The Scientist
table contains two column families. The first one is to group common features (name, email,
orcid, centre and publications) and the second group is used to store the reviews rela-
tionship with its attributes (date and score) and a reference to the corresponding publica-
tion. Please note that this second column family is only used on one of the variations if the
scientist reviewed any publication, and since it is an array each column name also stores the
index of the element being stored in the array. A second table for Publications also contains
two column families. The journal column family stores the attributes of the aggregation be-
tween a publication and its journal, and only already accepted publications will hold values
on that column family.

Figure 2.9: The Publications schema adapted to the columnar data model.
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2.3.5 The Graph DataModel

Graph databases organize the stored data as a labeled property graph [AAB+17] with nodes
and edges, where nodes are elements with properties that map to database entities and edges
map to relationships between those nodes. In graph databases, relationships are treated as
first-class citizens, and edges connect a source node to a target node. Nodes and relationships
are both identified by one or more labels that denote the entity or relationship type to which
the element belongs, and by properties or fields, that are tuples of key-value pairs. The key
component of the pair names the property being stored, and the value component can be an
atomic value (such as String, Integer, or Double) or an array of values.

As in otherNoSQLparadigms, graphdatabases are usually schemaless and therefore graphs
can contain variations of nodeswith the same label and different properties, and relationships
with the same label can have different types of source and target nodes. The most widely used
graph databases are Neo4j [Neo22] and ArangoDB [Ara22]. Graph databases are best used
when data is highly connected by references and aggregations are not common.

The definition of the graph data model for graph databases is shown in Figure 2.10. It can
be summarized as follows:

• A graph schema has a name and is formed by a set of entity types and a set of relationship
types.

• An entity type denotes a collection of nodes that have one or more labels.

• A relationship type denotes a collection of relationships that have one or more labels,
and a source and target entity types.

• Entity and relationship types can have one or more structural variations.

• A structural variation is distinguised by a set of features shared by elements with the
same set of labels.

• A feature denotes a field whose value is a scalar or array type, and is identified by a
name and the type of its value.

In Figure 2.11 the running example is shown as could be stored in a graph database. Here,
Scientist, Publication, and Journal are represented as ellipse nodes whose name is dis-
played, and relationship types named publications, reviews, and journal are represented
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Figure 2.10: The Graph data model.

by arrows connecting nodes. If a relationship has attributes, such as in reviews, they are
stored in the relationship. Finally, each entity type node has been distinguished by a specific
color. Please note that two variations of Scientist are shown (depending on whether they
have a reviews relationship or not) and also two variations of Publication, depending on
whether they have a relationship with a Journal or not.

Figure 2.11: The Publications schema adapted to the graph data model.
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2.4 The Frameworks, Languages, and Databases Used

This section is devoted to provide a description of the transversal technologies that were used
during the development of the software artifacts described in this thesis.

2.4.1 The EclipseModeling Framework and Ecore

The Eclipse Modeling Framework [SBPM09] (EMF ) is the Eclipse framework for Model-
Driven Engineering development. It is currently the most widely used framework and has
helped in the adoption of MDE techniques in academic and industrial environments. EMF
integrates a set of tools among which we can highlight the Ecore metamodeling language, the
tools needed for creating andmanipulatingEcoremodels (metamodels), and a set of languages
for implementing transformations. One of the most important features of EMF is the ability
of, given an Ecore model, generating the set of classes and interfaces represented in the meta-
model, and these classes can then be invoked to createmodels. EMF also allows to dinamically
generate models by means of the dynamic EMF API.

Given the MDE nature of this thesis, EMF has been involved in every software artifact
developed, and therefore Eclipse has been the Integrated Development Environment (IDE)
used.

2.4.2 The Xtend Programming Language

Xtend [Xte22] is an expressive dialect of Java integrated in the EMF whose initial design was
devised to provide Xtext with a language able to define semantics for the DSLs built with
Xtext. Although it can be used with that purpose nowadays, it can also work as a general-
purpose programming language that directly compiles to Java 8 (or Java 11) source code and
therefore its performance is similar to it. However, it provides a muchmore concise, readable
and expressive syntax than Java. Some important features of the language are: (i) Polymorphic
method invocation (dispatchmechanism), (ii) it is a statically typed language, (iii) automatic
type inference, (iv) ability to overload operators, and (v) template expressions to create read-
able string concatenations.

Xtend has been the chosen programming language not only to implementm2t transforma-
tions but also to develop all the software artifacts shown in this thesis. It has been chosen over
other interesting alternatives such as Python or Scala because of its flexibility, polymorphic
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method invocation, clean syntax (i.e., less verbose than Java) and its integrationwith the EMF
and Xtext.

2.4.3 The Xtext DSL Specification Framework

Xtext [Bet16] is a framework focused on the development of textual DSLs and programming
languages. It is multi-platform, uses the LL(*) parser generator of ANTLR and can be con-
figured to generate files in the Xtend language, which garantices the sinergies between both
languages. It also allows for continous integration by supporting Gradle and Maven to man-
age dependencies. Xtext allows the specification of a grammar in two ways: (i) By allowing to
specify a grammar from scratch and generate automatically a metamodel from it, and (ii) by
allowing to create a grammar that provides a concrete notation to an already existing meta-
model. The grammar is defined by using a notation similar to BNF and, once it is defined,
Xtext generates the metamodel (if necessary), an editor, a model injector and other artifacts
such as parsers and validators.

Xtext has beenused to develop the infrastructure (e.g., the grammar, editor,model injector,
etc) of the languages shown in Chapters 5, 6, and 7. In all cases a metamodel was not defined
prior to the grammar definition.

2.4.4 The SiriusModeling Tool

Sirius [Sir22] is a graphicDSLdefinition tool that generates an editorwith the ability to create,
visualize andmanipulatemodels. Sirius offers specification views in several formats (e.g., trees,
tables, diagrams...) and these views are defined by creating a correspondence between Sirius
visual elements and metamodel elements. The Acceleo Query Language [Acc22] is used to
express queries and restrictions on the visualized models. Apart from defining mappings for
representing metamodel elements, Sirius operations can be specified to allow the creation of
such elements on themodel, and to change the UI behavior to ease the usage of the tool, such
as drag & dropping or redefining keyboard shortcuts or the click behavior.

We developed a Sirius DSL for Chapter 4 based on our work in [CMRM17]. After that,
Sirius has been applied inChapters 5 and 9 to develop a diagram representation of themodels
obtained and visualize them in an understanding way.
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2.4.5 NoSQLDatabases

During the development of this thesis some NoSQL databases have been used to test the
factibility of all the approaches and processes. To do so we selected the most commonly
used databases of certain NoSQL paradigms according to the DB-Engines ranking. These
have beenMongoDB [Mon22a] for document databases,Cassandra [Cas09] forwide column
stores, andNeo4j [Neo22] for graph databases. These databases have been used by executing
command line instructions, native scripts (in JavaScript, CQL and Cypher languages, respec-
tively) or by using their corresponding Java driver.

Some of the processes applied to databases have been: (i) Testing of generated code inChap-
ter 5, (ii)measurement of performance of native code inChapter 6, (iii) data injection inChap-
ter 7, and (iv) testing of generated ODMs in Chapter 9.

2.4.6 The Alloy Language

Alloy is a declarative specification language used in software design [Jac16]. It allows to write
models that describe some aspect of a system, define constraints for it to exclude malformed
examples of it, and then check properties about it.

An Alloy model is defined as a set of signatures, which define the vocabulary of a model,
facts that define constraints to be assured always, predicates to represent operations, functions
that return results, and assertions or assumptions.

After a model definition is provided, the Alloy Analyzer checks the specification by con-
verting it to a SAT formula to solve, running predicates and functions as declared and returns
the results of the execution.

We used the Alloy language in Chapter 6, where we provided an implementation for the
U-Schema metamodel and for the taxonomy of operations modeled around it based on pre
and postconditions. The usage of this language allowed us to check the consistency of the
defined preconditions, by finding suitable scenarios based on the definitions provided, and
the validity of postconditions by not finding any counterexample scenario.

2.4.7 Object-DocumentMappers

Relational systems and someNoSQL systems require the definition of an explicit schema that
specify the structure of the data to be stored. This static validation is enforced and checks
that only data that fits the schema is manipulated and stored. However in schemaless systems
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it is the developers who need to manually check that data is correct when manipulating it.
This error-prone task led to the emergence of database utilities to automate this, beingObject-
NoSQLMappers one of themain ways of achieving this. Thesemappers provide transparent
persistence and perform a mapping between the stored data and application objects but, on
the other hand, require the developers to define a data schema by using some notation. In
the end developers can choose between working in a schemaless and flexible environment, or
using ODMs to get a safe, restricted way of operating with the database [Fow13].

Some of these mappers are designed for document databases and namedObject-Document
Mappers. In this thesis, we developed an automated process to generate Mongoose andMor-
phia ODMs for MongoDB in Chapter 9. We will introduce Mongoose andMorphia now.

Mongoose: MongoDB Object Modeling Mongoose [Mon22b] is the most widely used
ODM for MongoDB when writing Javascript applications, and provides support for creat-
ing, querying, and validating schema objects. With Mongoose, database schemas are defined
as Javascript JSONobjects, and then applications “can interactwithMongoDBdata in a struc-
tured and repeatable way” [Hol13]. With Mongoose, a schema is defined for each collection
in the document database schema, with features that are modeled with modifiers to provide
validation and a type among other things. ThenMongoose helps inmapping database objects
to theMongoose schema and allows CRUDoperations to be applied by using theMongoose
API. In Figure 2.12 an example of aMongoose schema is defined the Scientist entity type of
Figure 2.4. Note that all fields are required except for the two relationships that weremodeled
taking into account that two variations of the data were possible.

// Scientist Schema
'use strict'

var mongoose = require('mongoose');
var Review = require('./ReviewSchema');

var Scientist = new mongoose.Schema({
_id: {type: ObjectId, required: true},
name: {type: String, required: true},
email: {type: String, required: true},
orcid: {type: String, required: true},
centre: {type: String, required: true},
publications: {type: [ObjectId], ref: "Publication"},
reviews: {type: [Review], default: undefined }
}, {versionKey: false, collection: 'scientists'});

Figure 2.12: Mongoose code for the Scientist entity type.
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Morphia: A Java-based MongoDB Mapper Morphia [Mor22] is a Java ODM for Mon-
goDB built upon the Java driver for this database. In a Morphia schema, each database col-
lection is declared as a Plain Old Java Object (or POJO) class with properties annotated with
different tags to provide semantics. POJO classes include a field for each property of the en-
tity and usually get/set methods. These objects are easily serialized by the Morphia library to
be stored into the database. The ODM provides tags to declare properties as references, ag-
gregates, or attributes, among other information required in a schema, and also tags to apply
validation to the values stored in those fields. Figure 2.13 shows Morphia code implemented
to handle with the Scientist entity type. Please note the usage of the@Property tags to de-
note features, the@Reference tag to represent references and the@Embedded tag to declare a
feature as an aggregation. Finally, the@NotNull tag is used to declare a feature as required.

//Scientist schema
@Entity(value="Scientist", noClassnameStored=true)
public class Scientist {
@Id
@NotNull(message = "_id can't be null")
private ObjectId _id;

@Property
@NotNull(message = "Name can't be null")
private String name;

@Property
@NotNull(message = "Email can't be null")
private String email;

@Property
@NotNull(message = "Orcid can't be null")
private String orcid;

@Property
@NotNull(message = "Centre can't be null")
private String centre;

@Reference(idOnly = true)
private List<Publication> publications;

@Embedded
private List<Review> reviews;

}

Figure 2.13: Morphia code for the Scientist entity type.
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I don’t know why people expect art to make sense. They ac-
cept the fact that life doesn’t make sense.

David Lynch

3
State of the Art

Data Engineering is a Computer Science discipline aimed at the study of principles, methods,
techniques, and tools to support the data management in software development. Some rel-
evant topics that fall within this field of study are Schema Definition, Schema Management,
Data Evolution, Data Generation, and Data Tooling. The research performed during the de-
velopment of this thesis has been focused on tackling challenges in the Data Engineering area.
More precisely, we have tackled the following tasks: (i) Develop a set of multi-model database
tools around the U-Schema unified metamodel, (ii) the definition of generic languages to de-
clare and change schemas, (iii) the definition of a generic language to generate large volumes of
synthetic data, (iv) the development of an outlier detection process, (v) the discovery of inher-
itance relationships in schemas, and (vi) the generation of code forObject-DocumentMappers.
The related work and state of the art analyzed in this chapter has been, therefore, delimited to
these topics.

This chapter divides the study of the related work on four sections: First, we will analyze
some database engineering environments similar to the one proposed in this thesis. Then, ex-
isting schema evolution approaches are described and compared. Afterward, research works
related to data generation and current data generation tools are discussed. Finally, other
database utilities, such as outlier detection, subtypes discovery from data, and mapper code
generation are considered. Each section will be summed up by contrasting the described re-
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lated work to our proposals.

3.1 Database Engineering Environments

In this section, wewill cover three research projects aimed to build an integrated environment
that provides utilities for common tasks of database engineering. These environments sup-
portmore than one datamodel and implement functionality such as applying data reverse en-
gineering, code analysis of database applications, forward engineering, and automated schema
changes. These projects areDB-Main [HEH+94], Darwin [SMT+18] andTyphon [Pro18a].
In this section, we also include the commercial modeling tool Hackolade [Hac22] that sup-
ports many of the most widely used databases, and erwin [erw22], an architecture based on a
unified data model that was outlined by AllenWang [Wan16].

3.1.1 DB-Main

DB-Main [EH99, HH03, Hai05] is a database engineering environment that integrates a
database design tool with utilities for reverse engineering, re-engineering, integration, main-
tenance and evolution. DB-Main currently supports the following database paradigms: rela-
tional, object-oriented, object-relational, and earlier data models such as network and hierar-
chical. It is composed of three basic pillars: (i) The Generic Entity/Relationship data model
(GER), (ii) a transformation-based engineering process, and (iii) the maintenance of a history
of schema changes. Now we will describe each one of these elements.

The Generic Entity/Relationship data model TheGERmetamodel was created as an ex-
tension of the ER model [Che76]. GER allows the definition of schemas at any abstraction
level:conceptual, logical and physical. ER schemas may be defined using a visual notation,
or extracted by applying a reverse engineering process to a supported database. The GER
metamodel is divided in three layers: (i) The organizational layer describes the higher-level
structure of the specifications, collected into a project. A project is composed of schemas,
processing descriptions and relationships between them. (ii) The conceptual layer, consists of
the features of the standard ER model with some extensions, such as atomic/compound at-
tributes or single/multi-valued attributes. (iii) The technical layer, which includes constructs
that pertain to the description of logical and physical data structures, such as files, access keys,
or physical length.
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The transformation-based engineering process This approach is based on the idea that
a target schema defined by GER can be achieved from a source schema and a set of modifica-
tions to it, such as adding an attribute to an entity type or removing a relationship type. By
carrying out a set of transformations on a schema, processes such as optimization and nor-
malization can be performed. In order to assure the preservation of semantics, some transfor-
mations are reversible or semantic-preserving. If a schema is obtained by means of reversible
transformations, then that schema shares the same descriptive power as the source schema.

The maintenance of a history of transformations One of the key factors of how DB-
Main handles schema evolution is by keeping track of the transformation sequence for each
evolution modification applied to the schema. In order to make database applications evolve,
the history of transformations applied to each of the three levels of a specification must be
available, since when a transformation or change is applied at a given abstraction level, it must
also be propagated to all the other levels.

DB-Main also allows for forward engineering processes in which schemas and specific
scripts for databases are created from GER models, and reverse engineering processes to ex-
tract the schema from supported databases and obtain the equivalent GER model. A full
reference for the DB-Main tool can be found in [Pro21].

3.1.2 Darwin

Darwin [SMT+18, SK22] is a platform for schema evolution management and data migra-
tion that assists and automates some database engineering tasks. It is able to extract the im-
plicit schema and version history of NoSQL databases, manage those versions, propose data
updates by following several approaches and rewrite queries that retrieve data that is yet to be
updated, supporting the whole schema evolution management and data migration lifecycle.

Darwin relies on an architecture shown in Figure 3.1:

• Developers may store data in a NoSQL database by using a Java application which in-
teracts with the system-independentDarwin Persistence API (DPA).

• TheDarwinWebApp or theDarwin CLI are used by developers to trigger schema evo-
lution operations and data migration tasks directly.
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• The Darwin Core REST API is used by other user interfaces. It also interfaces with
the core modules necessary for the schema evolution management and data migration
lifecycle. These modules are implemented independent of a concrete database system.

• AData AccessManager and a Schema and Command StorageManager provide a uni-
form interface for the interaction of the core modules with the database systems by
following the Adapter pattern [GHJV94].

• TheDrivers can handle connections to the specific databases. Each driver implements
the mappings to its respective system, and therefore adding a new database system re-
quires the implementation of its own driver.

• Darwin currently supports MongoDB, Couchbase, Cassandra, and ArangoDB.

Figure 3.1: The Darwin System Architecture as shown in [SK22].
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The main functionalities of Darwin are the following:

Schema and Version History Extraction Darwin provides an algorithm that analyzes an
input NoSQL store and extracts its implicit structure, its changes over time, variability in
that data, structural outliers and its different versions over time. The analysis of the NoSQL
database is a one-time effort, since once the initial schema and version history are built they
can be updated incrementally as new data is stored. This way Darwin can safely handle large
volumes of data.

Schema Evolution Management Darwin allows to manually apply schema evolution op-
erations (SMOs) by using theDarwin CLI orDarwinWebApp. These operations update the
schema and the data by following several migration strategies (eager, lazy, hybrid).

Data Migration Darwin defines a set of SMOs and a corresponding data migration opera-
tion that executes SMOs on the dataset. To do so, the tool implements several different data
migration strategies: (i) An eager migration approach in which operations are applied to the
data inmediately, so the data always reflect the latest structural version. (ii) A lazymigration
inwhich the operation to be applied is stored in the Schema andCommand StorageManager,
and data is only updated at runtime after it has been queried, and stored in the database in the
new version. (iii) An incremental migration in which data is only migrated eagerly at certain
points in time (e.g., after a certain number of SMOs have been issued), and between two in-
cremental migrations, data is migrated lazily. And (iv) predictivemigration, in which Darwin
keeps track of past data accesses to identify hot data (i.e., data that is frequently accessed) and
migrates it eagerly, while data not considered in the prediction is migrated lazily. The selec-
tion of the appropriate data migration strategy is a significant challenge in which factors such
as the impact of each approach in terms of latency and costs need to be considered.

Query Rewriting Schema evolution handled with a lazy or hybrid data migration can lead
to several versions of the data coexisting in the same database. When executing queries in this
scenario, it is necessary to apply query rewriting to distribute those queries to the different
structural versions. To do so, query rewriting applies forward and backward query rewriting
(i.e., applies SMOs and their reverse equivalents to queries) to generate different subqueries
(one for each schema version), execute these subqueries and union the obtained results.
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Darwin has been complemented with two additional tools. The first one of them is
MigCast [HLS+19], a tool implemented on top of Darwin able to assist on the selection of
the most appropriate migration strategy for a particular database given data access patterns,
data model changes and a pricing model, among other input parameters. The second tool
is EvoBench [CMK+21], a benchmark to validate the abilities of a system to evolve NoSQL
databases and to determine and compare the performance of the deducated evolution opera-
tions.

3.1.3 Typhon

Typhon [Pro18a, KMP+19] is anH2020 European project aimed to provide an environment
for designing polystore database. Model-Driven Engineering techniques are used to define
three domain-specific languages: (i) TyphonML, to design hybrid datastores, (ii) TyphonDL,
to deploy those hybriddatastores, and (iii)TyphonQL, to query thedeployeddatastores. It also
defines an architecture that, by using these three languages, allows the evolution of polystores,
and the extraction of knowledge to provide developers with useful analytics.

Figure 3.2: An overview of the architecture of Typhon as shown in [KMP+19].

The proposed architecture of Typhon can be summed up as shown in Figure 3.2. The
process that makes use of this architecture can be divided into the following steps:
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• First, polystoremodels can be created by using a textual and graphical notation defined
in the TyphonMLDSL. These models contain information regarding entity types, at-
tributes and relationships to be stored on the polystore, but also include information
about the databases involved in the system. ATyphonMLmodel represents a high-level
infrastructure of a hybrid polystore.

• The next step consists on transforming a TyphonMLmodel to a TyphonDL one. The
TyphonDLDSLworks as an intermediate layer for deploying a polystore. For this, it in-
cludes concepts that lie in between those ofTyphonMLand those to specific data stores
and virtual machine configuration technologies. During the transformation, models
are enriched with database-specific options and the obtained TyphonDL model rep-
resents the infrastructure of the required polystore. This model can then be used to
generate the necessary installation and configuration facilities that, when executed, can
assemble the polystore in an automated manner.

• Once the polystore is deployed, the TyphonQL language allows expressing queries on
the generated polystore. These queries are transformed to high-performance native
queries, and use APIs that support features such as prefetching and lazy loading.

• After executing native queries obtained by transformation in the previous step, certain
triggers in the databases domain lead to the generation of events that are consumed
by an analytics module. This module facilitates real-time monitoring and predictive
analytics.

• Finally, knowledge extracted by the analytics module and the defined models are used
as input to the evolution engine, responsible for evolving the organization and distri-
bution of data in hybrid polystores.

The functionality provided byTyphon relies on its threeDSLs defined to specify polystore
schemas, deployment options and queries. Now, we will briefly present each one of them.

TyphonML TyphonML is a modeling language based on a generic metamodel and created
with the Ecoremetamodeling language, so it takes full advantage of the application ofMDEas
shown in Chapter 2. It supports the design of hybrid polystores by providing with resources
to define schemas in a database-independent way. With TyphonML, developers can define
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relational, columnar, document, key-value and graph schemas. The language divides its func-
tionality in three parts: (i) The conceptual part describes the semantics of the polystore data
in terms of conceptual entities, attributes and relations between them. (ii) The physical part
provides facilities to establishmappings between the conceptual entities and the physical com-
ponents of the polystore databases. And (iii)A list of schemamodificationoperations (SMOs)
to apply to the defined schema. This list of SMOs will be the input to the evolution process
described later on in this chapter. A full reference for the TyphonML language can be found
in [Pro18a].

TyphonDL This modeling language takes an input TyphonML schema and helps assem-
bling a ready-to-use virtual machine image containing an operating system and ready for de-
ployment on several cloud computing infrastructures. To create such images the information
defined in the TyphonML language is not enough, and TyphonDL emerges as an intermedi-
ate layer in which information such as which specific database system is to be used, on which
cloud platform provider and container formats, among others, is supplied. Other useful pa-
rameters that can be provided are storage space for each cluster, amount ofmemory to be used,
username and password for the administrator, etc. Once the TyphonDL model is defined, a
m2t transformation takes it and generates all the required resources, producing the virtual
machine image with the appropriate installation and configuration scripts. A full reference
for the TyphonML language can be found in [Pro20].

TyphonQL The last modeling language is used to query polystores deployed with Ty-
phonDL by providing a unified concrete syntax for CRUD operations. TyphonQL stores
amapping indicating which collections are stored in which database at all times, so there is no
need to rewrite queries even if an entire collection is migrated from one database to another
one of the polystore. Since the data is distributed across different databases, the TyphonQL
enginemust compile the queries into native code targeting specific databases of the polystore,
executes each query against the appropriate database, creates Java objects for the results, and
populates them with the retrieved data. A full reference for the TyphonML language can be
found in [Pro18b].
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3.1.4 Hackolade

Hackolade [Hac22] is a commercial polyglot data modeling tool aimed to provide an environ-
ment to developers in which schemas can be defined and used in several forward and reverse
engineering processes. This tool is able to integrate many of the more popular systems to-
day, both relational (e.g., MariaDB or PostgreSQL) andNoSQL (e.g., MongoDB, Cassandra,
Neo4j or DynamoDB), as well as multi-model databases (e.g., Cosmos DB, MarkLogic) and
other storage formats (e.g., Avro Schemas or JSON Schemas).

Since last version (September, 2021), it uses its own technology-agnostic unified model
named Polyglot Data Model [Hac21] to represent schemas of any data model. This unified
model constitutes a common physical data model, and its instances are between logical and
physical schemas. It allows denormalization (given access patterns), the definition of complex
data types, and the ability to generate forward engineering scripts for a variety of technologies,
with automatic mapping to the specific data types of the respective target technologies.

Hackolade features aMetadata-as-Code approach. Metadata provides meaning and con-
text to users and developers so they can derive precise knowledge and intelligence from data
structures, and this practice consists of encoding metadata as simple code, which facilitates
data sharing and eases decision making. It also provides a graphic canvas that allows develop-
ers to model their own schemas by using a notation similar to an ER diagram, but allowing
the definition of nested objects by following a syntax similar to that of JSON Schema. Each
element of the schema can be enriched with textual descriptions that will be used to create a
documentation of the system. This tool also provides native integrationwithGit repositories.

The most important applications of Hackolade can be summed up as follows:

Defining a schema model from scratch Hackolade provides a diagram editor in which
developers can design their schemas by defining their collections, filling them with their at-
tributes, composed by a name and a type, associating them with relationships, and then cre-
ating constraints. Once a schema has been defined, then by applying forward engineering op-
tions developers canobtain a specificationof their schema in severalways, being themost inter-
esting JSON Schemas and YAML Schemas. The scripts that recreate the defined schema can
be automatically generated for supported databases. Documentation for the defined schema
can also be generarted in formats as HTML,Markdown or PDF.
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Reverse engineering from an existing database The tool implements a reverse engineer-
ing process to extract a schema from an input data source. This is a feature useful when devel-
operswant to ease themodeling anddocumentationof existing stores. Moreover, an extracted
schema canbe extended and enriched. The schemadiscovery process includes a statistical sam-
pling of documents, followed by a probabilistic inference of the schema. It accepts as input
schemas in popular formats such as JSONSchemas, YAMLSchemas, SQLDDLs, and logical
models from other popular tools such as erwin [erw22] or ER/Studio [ER-04]. A running
database can also be provided as an input that Hackolade will query and obtain its schema (if
explicit) or infer it from the data (if the database is schemaless).

Generating aModel-Driven API Apart from generating scripts with its forward engineer-
ing process, Hackolade automates the creation of APIs based on existing Hackolade models.
By using the defined (or extracted) model, for each entity an OpenAPI (or Swagger) model
can be generated, along with its documentation. The implementation of this kind of arti-
facts is a repetitive, error-prone task that can take advantage of the benefits of automation,
as discussed in Chapter 2. Requests and responses can be automatically generated for each
entity of a Hackolade schema. This generation is based on user-defined templates. These
templates can be defined by means of a Hackolade model file for Swagger or OpenAPI, or a
Swagger/OpenAPI documentation file in either JSON or YAML format.

Denormalizing SQL schemas Hackolade assists to migrate data from a relational schema,
where normalization is key, to a NoSQL data model that takes advantage of other mecha-
nisms to organize data such as embedding and referencing. To do so, developers can, once
the relational DDL file has been imported to Hackolade, select the tables to be denormalized
and the type of embedding to apply: Sub-document in child, array in parent, or both. Finally,
developers may choose the number of cascading levels that should be applied. As a result of
this process, the schema is changed and scripts can be generated to create this new schema.

Data governance The tool provides some mechanisms for data governance, such as the es-
tablishment of validation rules for the defined schemas, and the creation of data dictionaries
in which object definitions can be reused inmultiple places by using amechanism to import/-
export element. Finally, Hackolade also supports schema maintenance by providing schema
versioning, schema comparison, and manual or automatic merging.
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3.1.5 erwin DataModeler

ER/Studio [ER-04] and erwin [erw22] are two popular modeling tools for databases. With
the adoption ofNoSQLdatabases, they evolved to support someNoSQL systems in addition
to relational systems. They provided a very similar set of database utilities, and we will only
introduce the erwin tool here.

The erwin Data Modeler [erw22] is the most important tool of the erwin environment.
It helps in the design, visualization, deployment and standardization of data sources. Cur-
rently it supports relational databases, and 3 popularNoSQL systems: Cassandra (columnar),
Couchbase (document), andMongoDB (document).

A unifiedmetamodel, namedUnifiedmodelset, was published in [Wan16] and announced
to be adopted by erwin, but up to our knowledge the erwin Data Modeler has not adopted
it yet. Up until now, this tool does only support the columnar and the document paradigm
in addition to the relational approach. Unified modelset shows a structure similar to the one
shown in Figure 3.3. This unified model proposes a single logical model that includes query
patterns and data production patterns, and then several physical models, one for each sup-
ported database system. Each physical model is provided with several notations such as ER-
Diagramor IENotation. After that, transformations between the logical and physicalmodels
are established.

Figure 3.3: The Unified modelset Definition as shown in [Wan16].

Some key features of the erwin Data Modeler are the following:

• It provides a visual tool to create schemas from scratch and also to visualize schemas.
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To do so erwin provides with an integrated view of conceptual, logical and physical
schemas.

• Application code can be analyzed to generate the corresponding schema in form of
erwin model.

• Schemas can be used to generate database scripts able to increase efficiency and remove
errors.

• Agile application development is favored: Database engineering tasks are automated,
even deployment on cloud platforms.

• It integrated a set of operations that automate tasks such as: Schema and database com-
parison, bidirectional synchronization of defined models, scripts and databases, com-
paring them and displaying differences. It also provides developers with selective up-
dates, generating update scripts when necessary.

• It supports metadata exchange and management for data governance and intelligence.
This metadata can be automatically collected and ingested into other erwin tools that
provide analytics to improve decision making.

Although the erwin Data Modeler is the most important tool offered by erwin, other re-
markable tools that compose this environment are: (i) The erwin Data Intelligence tool, that
provides with a data catalog to understand available data, data connectors to apply erwin
processes to specific databases, and data literacy. (ii) erwin Evolve, a tool that allows to iden-
tify the impact of changes on the data, and provides analytics, documentation and reports.
And (iii) erwin Cloud Catalyst, a suite for automated cloud migration, transformation man-
agement and data governance.

3.1.6 Discussion onDatabase Engineering Environments

Although the DB-Main tool is a much more mature project than ours, it differs in some sig-
nificant aspects. First, although DB-Main supports several data models it does not integrate
any NoSQL paradigm, while our use of U-Schema assures the correct handling of NoSQL
specifics (e.g., structural variation) and the relational data model. Besides, U-Schema is fo-
cused on the representation of logical schemas, to keep models simple and readable, while
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GER can represent also conceptual and physical details. Given a concrete data model, GER
has to be specialized by selecting involved GER elements, and writing predicates to spec-
ify how that elements could be connected. In our case, no specializations are needed, but
U-Schema is able of representing schemas of the integrated data models. With our choice to
represent the models and metamodels in the very widespread Ecore/EMF format [SBPM09],
we were able to take advantage of existingMDE tooling. This has considerably facilitated the
implementation of tools in relation to DB-Main, where no modeling frameworks were used,
instead anymodelmanagement utility had to be built from scratch. Finally, in addition to for-
ward and reverse engineering processes we offer a textual schema definition language. Other
relevant differences are related on how evolution is approached and which schema changes
are considered, something that will be detailed later on.

Regarding to Darwin, several differences can be outlined when contrasting it to our ap-
proach. First, Darwin is not based on a unified metamodel, but an adapter is used to achieve
platform-independence. Also, it is only focused on NoSQL stores, but relational databases
are not supported. The data model underlying Darwing is more simple than U-Schema, and
structural variations, references between entity types, and relationship types are not captured.
Darwin is more geared towards schema evolution, rather than building an database engineer-
ing environment, soDarwin does not incorporated functionality such as forward engineering,
code analysis, or schema definition. Like DB-Main, MDE is not used in Darwin, so that the
benefits of applying it are lost. Some other differences can be outlined when considering the
way in which schema evolution is handled inDarwin, but this topic will be treatedmore thor-
oughly on the next section.

A unified metamodel was defined in the Typhon project in order to support the design
of database for polystores. However, some remarkable differences can be found between
U-Schema and the TyphonML metamodel. First, TyphonML represents both the data
model and the schema definition language, while we differentiate between our data model,
i.e., U-Schema, and Athena (our schema specification language). TyphonML integrates log-
ical and physical aspects for each paradigm and declarations of SMOs, while we clearly dif-
ferentiate these levels of abstraction in two metamodels (logical and physical), and a DSL to
specify SMOs (Orion). Regarding the elements of the metamodels, TyphonML does not reg-
ister structural variations, aggregates and references are bothmodeled with the sameRelation
element, which has a boolean attribute to differentiate between them, and relationship types
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are not represented. This latter differencewithU-Schema leads us to think that graph schemas
cannot be represented with TyphonML. We could conclude assuming that U-Schema has a
richer set of semantic concepts than the TyphonML metamodel. In Typhon, a variety of
NoSQL systems is supported by using TyphonML schemas to generate virtual machine im-
ages with installed databases, while our environment provides with initialization scripts for
specific databases as well as other artifacts such as ODM code generators. Also, reverse engi-
neering capabilities intended to obtain schemas are not part of Typhon because the project
only addresses aspects related to the logical and physical schema design.

Hackolade also uses its own unified metamodel that is outlined in [Hac21]. About two
years ago, Hackolade announced the definition of such a metamodel, and since version 5.2.0
(September, 2021) Hackolade has been based on a generic data model called Polyglot Data
Model. Although, the Hackolade’s data model has not been described in detail, some sig-
nificant differences with U-Schema can be identified. Structural variations of a type are not
separately recorded, but the union entity type is defined or inferred. As a consequence, there
may be name collision inHackolade (i.e., fields with the same name but different type), which
need to be handled by developers. Hackolade is also not able to infer references between en-
tities when using its reverse engineering process. We provide the Athena textual language to
define schemas instead of relying on a visual one. Also, Hackolade does not offer utilities
related to schema evolution or data generation.

When compared with the erwin Data Modeler, the first differences are related to the uni-
fied data model. There is not much information available about the unified modelset, but it
seems unable to represent graph schemas, and it cannot infer structural variations from data,
something that U-Schema is able to. erwin also provides a visual notation to create schemas,
while we provide a complete textual language. On the other hand, erwin does not approach
any scenario of schema and data evolution, as it is more focused on data governance.

The approaches analyzed in this section canbe summedupas shown inTable 3.1. Here, sev-
eral comparison criteria are established: (i) Data model, (ii) utilities to create schemas, (iii) for-
ward engineering processes, (iv) reverse engineering processes, and (v) evolution support.

3.2 Schema Evolution Approaches

For relational databases, a great deal of research effort has been devoted to address the schema
evolution problem, and a number of tools, from prototypes to workbenches, have been built
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DB-Main [HH03] Darwin [SK22] Typhon [KMP+19] Hackolade [Hac22] erwin [erw22] Hernández et al.

DataModel GERmodel Generic Interface TyphonML Polyglot Data

Model

Unifiedmodelset U-Schema

Schema creation Visual notation No Textual and visual

notation

Visual notation Visual notation Textual notation

Forward

engineering
Schemas No Virtualmachine im-

ages

Schemas and map-

pers

Schemas Schemas and map-

pers

Reverse

engineering
Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes

Evolution support Yes Yes Yes No No Yes

Other tools — Migration es-

timation and

benchmarking

Analytics process-

ing

Data governance Data governance Data generation,

entity inheritance

discovery

Table 3.1: Comparison of the database engineering environments considered.

to automate the schema changemanagement [CMDZ13,HH03]. Also, schema evolution of
object databases has been extensively studied [Li99].

Regarding NoSQL, evolution approaches for specific databases have been studied
in [SDH16] (Redis), [MC17] (MongoDB), and [SOMSCT20] (Cassandra), and a database-
independent approach in [KSSS16]. Also, some efforts have been devoted to multi-model
databases in [HKS19] and [FGC20].
In this sectionwewill discuss all these approaches aimed to automate thedatabase evolution

throughout the life cycle of the applications. Some of them are integrated in tools analyzed
on the previous section, as will be noted. Here, we will focus solely on the issues related to
schema evolution.

3.2.1 Carlo Curino, Hyun JinMoon, Alin Deutsch and Carlo Zaniolo

Carlo Curino et al. have presented some of the more relevant works on automating schema
evolution for relational databases [CMZ08, CMDZ13]. In [CMDZ13], the authors present
their approach and a tool to automate data and code updatingwhen a script of schema change
is executed. Here, the concept of SchemaModificationOperators (SMO) is introduced, which
will be later adopted by other approaches. A SMO is an atomic schema change that carries
some semantics over the schema and the data. Along with Integrity Constraint Modification
Operators (ICMO), this approach defines a taxonomy of schema changes that preserve infor-
mation and are revertible, as follows:

• SMOs applicable to tables: Create,Drop,Rename, Copy,Merge, Partition,Decompose,
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and Join.

• SMOs applicable to columns: Add,Drop, andRename.

• ICMOs applicable to tables: Add primary key, Add foreign key, Add value constraint,
Drop primary key,Drop foreign key, andDrop value constraint.

For eachSMO, its uniqueness and inverse are calculated, aswell as itsmapping todisjunctive
embedded dependencies (DEDs), which tell how tomigrate data from the source (old) schema
version to the target (new) schema version. Given an initial schema, and a set of operations
expressed through SMOs and ICMOs, this approach is able to generate instructions to change
the relational schema, update the stored data and rewrite queries as needed under the given
database constraints.

This approach has been implemented in the PRISM/PRISM++ workbench. Curino et
al. also developed tools to automatically collect and provide statistics on schema evolution
histories, and to derive equivalent sequences of SMOs from the migration scripts that were
used for schema upgrades [CMDZ13].

3.2.2 Jean-MarcHick and Jean-LucHainaut

As indicated in previous section, the DB-Main enviroment was mainly focused to support all
the tasks involved in the schema evolution [HH03,HEH+94]. In buildingDB-Main, the fact
of that schemas aremodels play an important role, and the creators devised tooling supporting
evolution around a transformational approach. Also, they considered a unified data model,
and separated conceptual, logical and physical schemas at different levels. These ideas are also
central in our approach, but we have represented schemas as instances of a Ecore metamodel,
as previously indicated.

In DB-Main, no taxonomy of schema changes is defined, but a taxonomy already pub-
lished is adopted [RCR94]. In this other work, a taxonomy of Entity-Relationshipmodeling
changes is proposed. This taxonomy of changes is classified as follows:

• Entity Evolution: Add, Delete, Rename, Change entity to attribute of relationship,
Change regular entity to weak entity, and Change weak entity to regular entity.
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• Attribute Evolution: Add or Delete attribute to/from entity or relationship, Add or
Delete a sub-attribute to/from attribute, Rename, Change attribute to entity, and In-
clude orDemote attribute in/from set of identifying attributes.

• Relationship Evolution: Add,Delete or Rename relationship, Add orDelete a link be-
tween relationship and entity, and Change cardinality of relationship.

In [HEH+94], four main strategies to handle evolution in databases are described: (i) For-
ward maintenance, (ii) Backward maintenance, (iii) Reverse engineering, and (iv) Anticipat-
ing design.

3.2.3 Jay Banerjee, Won Kim, Hyoung-Joo Kim andHenry F. Korth

When considering object-oriented systems, schema evolution is a more complicated problem
than in relational systems, because object-oriented schemas are composed of class hierarchies
with inheritance and aggregation, while relational schemas are sets of tables. Also, classes have
a structure (attributes) and behavior (methods). Object-oriented schema evolution aroused
great interest until the mid-1990s, when they evidenced limitations to become an alternative
to relational systems. Surveys on this topic are presented in [Rod92, Li99].

In Banerjee et al. [BKKK87], a seminal paper proposes a data model able to represent any
object-oriented database schema. Then, it proposes a taxonomy of schema changes over that
data model, discusses and analyzes each operation along with its semantic impact. This work
has influenced the way in which we have addressed schema evolution in this thesis.

The taxonomy of operations classifies each applicable schema change in four fami-
lies: (i) Changes to the contents of a node (class), also divided into changes to an instance
variable and changes to a method, (ii) changes to an edge (inheritance or aggregation),
and (iii) changes to a node. In total, 22 operations are defined over all categories.

After the definition of the taxonomy, a set of invariants and rules are defined to establish
semantics for each operation, based on their impact on the schema. As a last step, the impact
of each operation on the data is also considered, and it is analyzed how instances of a database
are adapted to the change being applied.
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3.2.4 Meike Klettke, Uta Störl,Manuel Shenavai and Stefanie Scherzinger

An evolution proposal for several NoSQL data models is described in [KSSS16]. The main
focus is on efficient data migration for different NoSQL databases, and a taxonomy of eight
operations is defined for a simple datamodel: a schema is formedby a set of entity types, which
contain attributes whose type can be a primitive or collection type or either another entity
type, but relationships between entity types are not considered. The taxonomy of operations
is organized in three categories that correspond to the elements to which they are applicable.

• Entity: Create,Drop, andRename.

• Property, Single type: Add,Delete, andRename.

• Property, Multi-type: Copy andMove.

In this work, Klettke et al. considered that the schema model serves as an abstraction layer
on top of different NoSQL databases, but it also provides the additional constraints of a
conceptual model. Four orthogonal dimensions of data migration. which are triggered by
schema evolution, are considered to be optimized: (i) Time: the time spent to migrate the
data to the new schema version, (ii) Amount: the amount of data to bemigrated on each new
version, (iii) Operation execution: how the schema evolution is carried out, i.e., by applying
operations step by step or as a composite migration, and (iv) Location (the location in the
software stack where the migration is carried out.

The proposed taxonomy of operations has been implemented in the already mentioned
Darwin tool [SMT+18, SK22], a data platform for schema evolution management and data
migration. It has also been implemented as part of the Cleager framework [SKS15]. Clea-
ger applies the eager data migration approach by mapping these operations to MapReduce
functions for NoSQL document stores maintained by web applications.

3.2.5 IrenaHolubová, Michal Vavrek and Stefanie Scherzinger

As stated in [Ram91], heterogeneous database systems are commonly implemented through a
unified schema approachor amulti-database approach. Holubová et al. have explored schema
evolution for multi-database database systems in [HKS19, HVS21]. In their approach, a lay-
ered architecture is considered, as shown in Figure 3.4. This architecture consists of amodel-
independent layer and amodel-specific layer. The former delegates to the correspondingmodel-
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specific components by examining the prefix of the affected entities, thus providing a way
to support both intra-model and inter-model operations. Since heterogeneous databases can
store entities referencing others stored in a different datamodel, the proposal also provides the
foundation for managing referential integrity between them when modifying the database.

Figure 3.4: A layer-based multi-model DBMS architecture as considered in [HVS21].

Regarding schema evolution, the taxonomy proposed is formed by the operations (SMOs)
defined by Klettke et al. [KSSS16] and discussed previously, and two new operations on en-
tity types: Split and Merge. The impact of each operation is analyzed, and the operations
are classified as intra-model or inter-model, depending on how many models are affected by
changes, and also as global or local operations, depending on whether they may be specified
over the global union schema, or only over a specific model.

This approach is implemented in a prototype tool named MM-evolver [VHS19]. This
tool carries out user-triggered SMOs operations over a multi-model database, and propagates
them across all models. An adapter pattern [GHJV94] is used to achieve a level of database-
independence, i.e., a common API is defined to access to each database-specific driver.

Holubová et al. took advantage of the common API to create the Multi-Model Schema
Evolution Language (MMSEL), which provides a syntax to write SMO scripts. When the
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developer requests the application of a SMO, this operation is translated into a lower-level
language aimed towards specific databases.

3.2.6 Jérôme Fink, Maxime Gobert and Anthony Cleve

Since we previously analyzed the Typhon project and the TyphonML language [Pro18a,
KMP+19], here we will focus on the schema evolution proposal described in [FGC20]. The
authors present an approach to rewrite queries for polystores, and they introduce a taxonomy
with the following operations that are applied on entities, attributes, and relationships:

• Entity: Add,Remove,Rename,Merge, Split, andMigrate.

• Attribute: Add,Remove,Rename, and Change type.

• Relationship: Add,Remove, Cardinality change, andRename.

The semantic impact of each operation is indicated in the paper, that is, the extent towhich
they preserve, augment or decrease the informational content of the polystore.

Fink et al. proposed the following process to update queries. First, a set of change oper-
ations is defined and applied on a source schema. This produces a new version of the poly-
store. When TyphonQL queries are issued on the polystore, they are rewritten according
to the new schema. Query rewriting depends on the operation and queries are affected as
follows: (i) They are left unchanged, for instance, when a new entity is added; (ii) They are
modified, for instance, when a renamed attribute is queried; (iii) They are rewritten but a
warning indicate that results might not conform to the target schema for instance, when a
relationship is queried but its cardinality was changed, and (iv) they cannot be rewritten, for
instance, when querying for a relationship that was removed.

3.2.7 Pablo Suárez-Otero, Michael Mior, Maria José Suárez-Cabal, and
Javier Tuya

Suárez-Otero et al. [SOMSCT20] have recently published a work-in-progress paper where
they define a taxonomyof eight conceptualmodel changes forCassandra. These changes have
been extracted from analyzing the schema of several open source projects that use the Cas-
sandra database, and the evolution of these schemas over time. The eight conceptual model
changes identified are classified as follows:
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• Entities: Add entity, Add attribute to the primary key, and Remove attribute from the
primary key.

• Attributes: Add a non-key attribute, Remove a non-key attribute, and Split a non-key
attribute in several new ones.

• Relationships: Addition of a relationship andUpdate cardinality.

A framework is then defined that, for each change, determines which actions developers
should perform in the database, including required changes on the schema, the data and the
application queries to maintain consistency between the model, the schema, and the underly-
ing data. No automation of the process is addressed. This approach plans for future work to
extend the proposed taxonomywith other operations, and to automate the changes by apply-
ing MDE.

3.2.8 LoupMeurice and Anthony Cleve

In [MC17], LoupMeurice and Anthony Cleve present a schema evolution strategy forMon-
goDB. Their approach is based on a reverse engineering strategy able to extract the physical
schema of the MongoDB database by analyzing database code in search of queries and query
arguments. This knowledge is then used to infer database entity types (i.e., collections of doc-
uments), properties and references between documents. This strategy, if applied to different
versions of the application code, allows to rebuild the evolution of the whole database.

After that, the set of versions of the schema can be used to create a “historical database
schema”, that shows the schema of each collection, along with their properties (name and
type), visualized through a table byusingdifferent colors and icons to indicate if a property can
give rise to errors due to possible data corruption or warn developers of renamed properties
or collections.

3.2.9 Karla Saur, Tudor Dumitraş, andMichael Hicks

KVolve is an extension to theRedis [Red22] key-value database described in [SDH16] to han-
dle schema evolution. This library operates in standalone Redis instances and accepts pre-
viously defined user functions written in C with the actions to be performed over keys and
values when certain entries that share a common prefix do change. Key changes need to be ap-
plied by unambiguous bijections, and value changes can only access the value to be updated.
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This approach employs a lazy strategy that updates entries as they are accessed, but does not
propose any taxonomy of changes to be applied on the database.

3.2.10 Discussion on Schema Evolution Approaches

As we will shown in the two next chapters, we have devised a generic evolution approach
that is based on the U-Schema unified metamodel. U-Schema models can represent docu-
ment, columnar, key-value, graph and relational schemas, which can be declared by using a
language created for that purpose or either inferred from a running database. A taxonomy of
changes has been defined for U-Schema, and automation is achieved through a language that
allows scripts of schema change operations to be expressed. At thismoment, schema and data
updating are automated but queries are not automatically updated.

The main difference of our approach with the work of Curino et al. [CMDZ13] is that
their approach does not address NoSQL database evolution. Therefore, the authors did not
address the challenge of handling several datamodels. Being amuchmoremature and evolved
approach than our work, it is only applicable to relational schemas.

As was noted in previous section, our work shows some similarities with that ofHainaut et
al., as the use of a generic metamodel and the approach based on model transformations, but
while we have defined a taxonomy for U-Schema with operations applicable on NoSQL and
relational schemas, they adopted a taxonomy of changes applicable on the Extended Entity-
Relationship data model. This taxonomy allow them to work on the evolution of relational
schemas. Also as noted before, GER does not integrate data models supported by NoSQL
systems.

Our proposal is influenced by the work of Banerjee et al. [BKKK87]. We have followed
the same strategy presented there. First, we have defined the set of atomic operations of the
taxonomy, and we have then analyzed its impact on the schema and database. While Banerjee
et al. were concerned only about object-oriented databases, our attention was paid both to
NoSQL and relational data models. In that work, a set of invariants and constraints are de-
fined to analyze the impact and correctness of operations, while we have defined operations
with pre and post-conditions, and have validated the taxonomy with Alloy [Jac16]. Addi-
tionally, we have measured the performance of each operation on three very popular NoSQL
systems: Cassandra (columnar), MongoDB (document) and Neo4J (graph).

Regarding the work of Klettke et al. [KSSS16], the main difference is the lack of a
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unified metamodel in Darwin, instead a common interface is used to access different
stores [GHJV94]. Moreover, U-Schema is more complex than the data model underling to
Darwin, which entails a richer change taxonomy. In Darwin, schemas cannot be declared
but they are extracted from data. However, query rewriting is addressed in [KSSS16], where
queries are divided into different subqueries, each one of them aimed at a specific schema
version, and then the results are joint before being returned.

Unlike the approach of Holubova et al., we have not addressed issues related to schema
evolution in polystores or heterogeneous systems, instead we focused our attention on au-
tomating evolution tasks in a independent-database way, which is convenient when several
data models should be supported. Furthermore, Holubová et al. consider the same taxon-
omy than Klettke et al., although they add two new operations. Therefore, their taxonomy
does not include operations to change references and variations. Another significant differ-
ence between both approaches is that in our environment we provide a language to express
schema changes.

Like the Typhon project, we have also developed a DSL-based tooling. However, while Ty-
phonML aims to define both schemas and operations, we have considered more convenient
to have two languages to favor separation of concerns. Our Athena and Orion languages
are based on U-Schema and they are connected, for instance, Athena schemas are imported
from Orion scripts. Also, our taxonomy is more richer in operations because U-Schema dif-
fers from the TyphonML metamodel as follows: (i) Aggregates are distinguished from ref-
erences, (ii) structural variations of an entity type are captured, and (iii) relationship types
are included because they are necessary for graph schemas. These differences are discussed
in more detail in [CRM22]. Fink et al. [FGC20] have addressed query updating as part of
Typhon, instead this schema evolution aspect is out of the scope of this thesis.

Thework ofMeurice andCleve presented in [MC17] focused on discovering the history of
schema versions from different application versions, but they do not tackle the automation
of schema changes. Automation is also not addressed in the preliminary work of Otero et
al., where a taxonomy of changes on Cassandra conceptual schemas is proposed. Finally, the
KVolve library is aimed to evolve Redis stores [SDH16]. In [CRM22], a mapping of Redis to
U-Schema is shown, so the approach here presented may be applied to Redis, which would
require develop a data updater for that system as it is currently not supported.

Table 3.2 summarizes the comparison carried out between our approach and the most
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relevant works described here, i.e., those that provide a taxonomy of operations and imple-
ment those operations in a tool, platform or framework. Several criteria are defined to com-
pare the schema evolution approaches discussed above: Schema change operations considered,
supported database paradigms, schema representation, schema and data handling, semantic
change analysis, and availability of a tool.

3.3 Research and Tools for Synthetic Data Generation

Synthetic data generation is a database topic that has received great attention both academic
and industrial communities. The lack of real databases for evaluating new approaches and
tools is a well-know problem, and several data generation techniques have been investigated.
Also, a number of commercial tools are available for relational data and other formats like
JSON. When considering NoSQL systems, the majority of available tools and approaches
tend to instead of injecting synthetic data to the database, provide generation files in formats
such as CSV or JSON, which NoSQL databases can then import. The data generation ap-
proaches proposed can be divided into three groups.

• Proposals relying on an initial dataset that is profiled [AGN15] to extract its schema
and other useful information before generating data conforming to it [Mah18], or to
pollute that dataset with controlled errors [HPWR17, CV13, BR12].

• Handling data generation from scratch. From an initial schema and data dictionaries,
a huge range of realistic values are generated, which are exported to output formats
such as JSON. Some commercial tools are based on this technique, such as Mocka-
roo [Bro22] and GenerateData [Kee22]

• Certain approaches can work either by providing an initial schema or an initial dataset,
such as DataGenCARS [HIHL17],

Next, we will comment the approaches mentioned above.

3.3.1 Kai Hildebrandt, Fabian Panse, NiklasWilcke andNorbert Ritter

In [HPWR17], a data pollution approach is put into practice and implemented through a
prototype tool named DaPo. Given an input dataset and some configuration data, a data
statistical analysis is performed, and used to pollute and duplicate relational tuples. DaPo
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works over Apache Spark, so the whole process is parallelizable. A set of desiderata is also
introduced as a list of requirements to bemet by any useful data generation tool in a Big Data
context.

The proposed framework applies several mechanisms to satisfy its desiderata:

• A parallel and distributed execution to increase efficiency and enable vertical (exploit-
ing all cores of a multi-core processor) and horizontal (distribution of the workload
accross multiple machines) scalability.

• Data profiling is the activity that applies an analysis on datasets. Usually the results
of profiling consist on identifying statistical characteristics of individual attributes and
attribute dependencies.

• The creation of an enriched data schema that includes the schema information of the
input dataset and also other kinds of information relevant to later stages. This al-
lows schema independence and the generation of realistic error patterns, among other
things.

• Automated preconfiguration derived from the data profile by using reasoning tech-
niques such as rules andmachine learned classifiers. This allow a baseline configuration
to be provided. The user only needs to modify those parameters that do not adjust to
the requirements.

• A highly refined error model, in which several error families are defined, each one of
them can be applied in specific scenarios. For example, error classes that model a spe-
cific kind of error for each data type (i.e., OCR-errors, token errors or phonetic errors),
error schemas that combine and nest different error classes with the help of meta-errors
(e.g., sequences or choices) and assigns probabilities for each class to introduce the error,
or error inheritance, by which errors from a data object are propagated to its duplicates.

The proposed approach has been almost fully implemented in the DaPo tool, whose work-
flow can be simplified as shown in Figure 3.5. A clean (i.e., not polluted) dataset is provided as
an input to the process. On the first step, the input dataset is analyzed by running data profil-
ing algorithms. This step extract knowledge to be used in the future, such as the distribution
of basic data types, its diversity and types. The extracted knowledge is stored in a data profile
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Figure 3.5: Workflow of theDaPo tool as shown in [HPWR17].

along with the schema information of the source. The second step prepares configuration
settings to pollute the dataset. First, a data schema is derived and enriched from the previous
step, and then several representation and error schemas are derived from this data schema.
This is a semi-automatic process because, at this point and before proceeding further, the user
can review and modify these schemas to assure they adjust to the requirements of the genera-
tion. The last step pollutes the dataset by using the information previously gathered and some
schema independent parameters provided by the user, injecting duplicated values across the
dataset, transforming basic values (e.g., changing the language, data format or encoding), and
injecting errors given a probability by using the error schemas of the previous step. Finally the
new, polluted dataset is provided as an output.

This prototype was implemented on the Apache Spark framework mainly because of two
reasons: (i) It eases the parallelization and distribution of the generation tasks over a cluster of
computers, and (ii) it speeds up the analysis of large data sets and allows for an efficient data
profiling process.

DaPo is a promising ongoing project still under development. One of its most interesting
extensions is shown in [PKSW22], where a utility to automatically generate schemas repre-
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senting data sources is explored. Here, an input dataset and its corresponding schema are
also profiled and several output schemas are generated from it by using a similarity-driven
approach. These newly created schemas could then be provided directly to DaPo to create
benchmarks for duplicate detection and record fusion that consists of multiple data sources.

3.3.2 HasanMahmud andHarsh Thakkar

In [Mah18], an application to generate synthetic data is defined, whose purpose is to create
large datasets by extracting the schema of a user-provided small dataset. The application aims
to generate new data while maintaining the frequencies of the original dataset. It also allows
choosing between three types of generations: (i)Unique dataset generation, (ii)mimic dataset
generation, and (iii) random dataset generation.

Figure 3.6: Conceptual model of the system proposed in [Mah18].

As described in Figure 3.6, the application starts the generation when two arguments are
provided: (i) A JSON dataset sample, and (ii) configuration options given by a user interface.
Then, the JSON dataset is analyzed by a schema extractor which obtains the implicit schema
of the dataset, and meaningful values of the data for each field in that dataset. After that,
the data generator is configured with the input options selected by the user, including type
of generation, kind of output, volume to be generated. With the extracted schema and the
configured generator, the generation takes place and the synthetic data is produced.

Using the unique and mimic generation options, synthetic data is close to the pattern of
the sample dataset provided. For example, generated numerical values are in the range of the
numeric values in the dataset, and the same applies to textual values. In this way, the system
ensures the generation of meaningful data rather than garbage data.

This system can be used to produce data onto different output types: JSON, Graphson,
SQL, CQL, and XML.
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3.3.3 Khoi-Nguyen Tran, Dinusha Vatsalan, and Peter Christen

Another data corruption approach is applied inGeCo [CV13]. This tool is implemented as a
set of Pythonmodules alongwith aWeb interface that canbeused to generate small samples of
datasets (up to 9,999 tuples). The Python modules, however, can be integrated into projects
and invoked to generate larger sets of data.

GeCo applies a two step process. The fist step is geared towards the generation of synthetic
data tuples, each one of them composed of a predefined number of fields with a name and
a type. The second step is in charge of corrupting those tuples by introducing errors such
as null values and duplicates. Configuration options allow to define the quantity, type and
probability of those errors to appear. Given its modular nature, each of these steps can be
executed isolated from the other, which allows to generate uncorrupted synthetic data, or to
corrupt a dataset provided as an input.

A specific schema is declared by defining fields with a name, type, and other parameters,
and data is generated for each field. This generation lacks on versatility, variety of restrictions
and options over which values can be generated. However, the second module allows for a
reasonable data corruption management, since it lets to introduce errors in a controlled way
by defining howmany errors can appear in a tuple, inwhich fields, withwhich probability and
so on. It is remarkable, that a Python program must be created to use the Python modules,
and this is a time-consuming and error-prone task.

3.3.4 Tobias Bachteler and Jörg Reiher

An approach similar to GeCo is TDGen [BR12]. This tool receives as input a CSV dataset
and pollutes it with configurable errors in a similar way as other tools. TDGenprovides a base-
line error injectionworkflow that can bemodified by adjusting several parameters tomeet the
developer criteria or can be created from scratch. The error injection process is highly config-
urable for rows, columns and fields by defining maximal numbers of errors and probabilities
for errors to happen. Also since the input dataset is provided as aCSVdataset, TDGen is pub-
licized as schema-independent, but modifying the aforementioned error injection workflow
for a custom dataset can be a difficult and time-consuming task. It is interesting noting that
TDGen scales only vertically, and the size of the processed dataset is limited by the amount of
available heap space. The tool can be used via the KNIMEGUI and also by command line.
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3.3.5 María del Carmen Rodríguez Hernández, Sergio Ilarri, Ramón Her-
moso, and Raquel Trillo Lado

DataGenCARS is a synthetic dataset generator described in [HIHL17]. This tool is oriented
to supplying datasets used to evaluate Context-Aware Recommender Systems (CARS). It al-
lows flexible configurations to set up recommendation scenarios (that may have contextual
information or not) in which algorithms for CARS can be tested, allowing the definition of
users, items, contexts, and ratings.

Figure 3.7: Simplified workflow of DataGenCARS as shown in [HIHL17].

DataGenCARS workflow can be summed up as shown in Figure 3.7. It allows datasets to
be generated from scratch, by creating a new dataset that replicates the features of an existing
one, or by enlarging an existing dataset. In these two last cases, the first step of the workflow
requires to provide an input dataset to be profiled. At this point, an analyzer collects statistical
information about users, items, contexts and ratings. This information will be used in future
steps to replicate frequencies that the new dataset must fulfill. Later, some configuration files
need to be provided: The context scheme, user scheme, item scheme and generation scheme.
Some of the information to be provided can be inferred from the statistics previously profiled.
Finally, the dataset generation is tackled and as a result a dataset is generated.
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This tool provides a flexible yet realistic generation of elements needed for CARS testing,
as well as the ability to mix real and synthetic datasets and support to automatically map item
schemas and Java classes.

3.3.6 Mockaroo

Mockaroo [Bro22] is one of the most popular commercial tools with an easy-to-use interface
to generate large volumes of synthetic data against which software can be tested. It specializes
in providing a huge range of data generators from realistic pre-created dictionaries storing
concepts of several domains from where primitive values can be taken from.

The generation process starts with the definition of the schema. To do so, this application
allows to define any number of fields alongwith its name and type. It is also possible to specify
a percentage by which the field is generated blank, and to provide a function in JavaScript to
alter each value. Once the schema is defined, the output can be configured by specifying the
number of rows to be generated and the output format. Finally, the generation can start and
the resulting tuples are produced.

Themain strengths ofMockaroo lie in its wide range of dictionaries fromwhich values can
be selected. More than 150 predefined dictionaries fromwhich values can be picked, ranging
from numerical sequences, Poisson distributions and regular expressions to latitude values,
SQL expressions and datetimes. Given the wide array of dictionaries the data to be generated
is easily configured to adjust to the requirements of the dataset. Some dictionaries can also be
further configured, for example, a money dictionary can be specified with a range represent-
ing its minimum and maximum values and the monetary unit. The tuples generated can be
exported in different formats such as CSV or JSON, but also as insertion scripts for databases
such as Cassandra, Firebase or InfluxDB.

3.3.7 GenerateData

GenerateData [Kee22] is another popular tool whose purpose and functionality is similar to
Mockaroo. It is an open source project whose repository is available on GitHub to clone and
install, or it can be browsed through its website. Its generation process is similar to that of
Mockaroo: (i) Define an initial schema composed of fields with names and types, (ii) config-
ure the output format in which the tuples will be generated, and (iii) apply the automatic
generation process.
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This tool relies on existing dictionaries from which values are extracted, and it supports
generated data by using several programming languages, and saving configurations for later
reuse. Although the number of dictionaries available is less than that of Mockaroo, there is
also available a set of plug-ins that hold dictionaries for specific country values such as first
names or cities, which allow further customization. Finally, there is a Docker version of the
tool available and a Vagrant solution that allow to use the tool. However the installation and
local configuration of this tool requires some developer knowledge.

3.3.8 Comparison of Synthetic Data Generation Approaches

The approaches shown in [HPWR17, Mah18, CV13, BR12] share some differences with
our approach. First, they do not offer a unified representation of the schemas to which the
generation process is applied. Instead, they rely on data profilers to analyze a provided input
datasetwit the aimof extracting a schema representation. In our experience, finding a suitable
dataset, that is, a descriptive enough dataset for a specific test, to be profiled and extended or
altered is quite difficult due to the specificity of the processes to be tested. Moreover, these
data profilers usually only accept datasets in formats such as CSV where some NoSQL spe-
cific elements such as embedded objects, references or the existence of structural variations
cannot be handled and these tools lack on flexibility to simulate such elements. Also these ap-
proaches are specifically prepared to generate synthetic data for a single entity type each time,
which ignores the relationships between entity types that may exist on a schema, and mecha-
nisms such as referencial integrity cannot be maintained. Finally, although these approaches
showdetailed errormodels and pollution tools, they lack on flexibility to define representative
values for each type, such as creating realistic timestamps to test evolution history.

Our solution to these problems is to use the Athena language, a DSL created over the
U-Schema metamodel with which platform-independent schemas can be defined. With
Athena, it is possible to define schemas having any NoSQL specific element. In addition,
an Athena schema may have any number of entity types and relationships, and the genera-
tion is not limited to a single entity type, as in existing approaches. Moreover, Athena allows
the definition of specific restrictions on fields such as ranges and enumerates that can further
restrict the values to be generated. Once an Athena schema is described, we will use another
DSL, Deimos, to configure and guide the generation process accordingly.

Below, we discuss some limitations specific to the approaches considered here.
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GeCo [CV13] shows a poor performance when generating large volumes of data because
it is neither multi-threaded nor distributed and the amount of available main memory is the
maximum size of synthetic data that can be generated. The execution runtime of GeCo also
increases almost linear with the number of generated tuples, and thus this tool is only suitable
for generating large volumes of datawhen execution time is not a constraint. In comparison to
this approach, our solution is parallelizable and creates batches of data so the availablememory
does not represent a constraint to the generation process.

DataGenCARS is a powerful tool in the context of CARS, but is a tool designed to be ap-
plied on a specific domain and not a general purpose tool, and is only able to generate users,
items, contexts and ratings. Our approach, on the other hand, can be applied to any domain
as long as an U-Schema model describing that domain is provided. DataGenCARS full po-
tential also is reached when providing a starting dataset in order to mimic or extend it, also
expects a starting dataset, a requirement that sometimes cannot be satisfied.

On the other hand, when comparing our approach with Mockaroo [Bro22] and Gener-
ateData [Kee22], our schemas are represented U-Schema models, and therefore the process
of generation has more knowledge on the structure of data to be generated. Instead of a list
of properties for an entity type, U-Schema models provide information as aggregates, refer-
ences, and variations. It is remarkable that Mockaroo and GenerateData do not consider the
specifics of NoSQL. Although these tools are usually enough to apply basic tests, their error
model is not too expressive, and their ability to introduce errors into the data is insufficient.
Finally, our approach allows to integrate different data sources and datasets into a generation,
while these tools only allow picking values from the dictionaries they provide.

3.4 Discovering Inheritance Relationships

As far as we know, the problem of entity inheritance discovery for NoSQL schemas has
not been addressed in the NoSQL schema extraction strategies published [KSS15, Mio18,
WHZ+15] or commercial tools (e.g., ER/Studio and erwin). Moreover, these approaches
do not capture structural variations in the extracted schemas, which is the element used in
our strategy to discover inheritance. However, the problem of discovering subtypes implic-
itly recorded in tables was dealt with in relational databases in several works as commented
in [LCWA07]. As explained in Chapter 8, removing outlier variations is the first step of our
strategy, and Klettke et al. in [KSS15] have provided the only solution to this issue in the
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scope of NoSQL stores. They proposed an outlier detection algorithm for document stores.
Also on certain database paradigms, such as in graph databases, nodes can have one ormore

labels that specify the entity types to which they belong, declaring explicitly the existing hier-
archies between schema types. This option is further explored in [CWA17].
Next, we discuss the three approaches indicated above.

3.4.1 Nadira Lammari, Isabelle Comyn-Wattiau, and Jacky Akoka

In the context of relational databases, in [LCWA07] a reverse engineering process to extract
generalization hierarchies is described. This problem is equivalent to our inheritance dis-
covery process applied to U-Schema models. It is easy to note that the polymorphic pat-
tern [WC19] applied to document collections is equivalent to applying the single-table ap-
proach if nullable attributes are considered optional.

Lammari et al. provide a comparison of the most relevant works that extract generaliza-
tion hierarchies from tables, which shows the prevalence of using Data Definition Languages
(DDL) specifications as well as sets of constraints to do so. Their own approach uses DDL
specifications, database constraints and dependencies among the attributes of a relationship
by considering the existence of attributes with null values. Here, inclusion and existence de-
pendencies, and intersection and exclusion constraints are defined, and these concepts are fairly
similar to the dependency concept defined in our approach.
The generalization hierarchy process is integrated in a wider approach named MeRCI.

MeRCI aims at the transformation of a relational database physical schema into a concep-
tual schema by using DDL, DML specifications and the data itself as an input. In Figure 3.8
an overview of the approach can be seen divided into several phases: (i) Extraction, (ii) De-
optimization, and (iii) Conceptualization. It is during the conceptualization phase where
dependencies are identified and generalization hierarchies are discovered.

3.4.2 Isabelle Comyn-Wattiau and Jacky Akoka

In graph databases, such as Neo4j, nodes use to have one or more labels to specify to which
entity types they belong. Nodes with a single label are assigned to the entity type with the
same name as the label value, and nodes with several labels are used to infer a hierarchy of
entity types: For each individual label an entity type is created, which inherits from a parent
entity type defined from the multiple labels. This inheritance composes an explicit hierarchy
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Figure 3.8: Overview of the MeRCI process detailed in [LCWA07].

of entity types similar to the one discovered with our approach. In [CWA17] the authors
use this fact to design a process which takes a Neo4j graph database and extracts Extended
Entity-Relationship schemas from labeled graphs.

3.4.3 Meike Klettke, Uta Storl, and Stefanie Scherzinger

Klettke et al. developed a complete schema extractionprocess for aggregate-orienteddatabases
detailed in [KSS15]. In order to do so, starting from a database composed of JSON docu-
ments, a graph structure named Structure Identification Graph (SG) is constructed, which
holds nodes for each feature found on the JSON data (simple properties, arrays of elements
and embedded objects) and arcs are used to link nodes to represent the structure of the docu-
ments.

Once the graphhas been constructed it is possible to obtain statistics about the schema such
as the frequency of appearance of a specific feature. Then an outlier detection algorithm is
proposedbasedon aprovided ε value: Given ε as a threshold, features appearing in less than ε%
of the documents are considered outlier features, and therefore documents with such feature
are also detected as outliers. On the other hand, if a feature is detected in the majority of
documents (by using (100− ε)% as a threshold value) but a given document does not have it,
then that document is also considered an outlier.

3.4.4 Comparison of OtherNoSQLDatabase Utilities

There are some key differences between our discovery approach and the one described
in [LCWA07]. The Lammari et al. algorithm traverses each tuple of the relational table to
obtain the set of different types of tuple depending on the presence of the value of an at-
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tribute, then the dependencies between each pair of attributes are calculated, and finally an
inclusion graph is created to obtain the hierarchy from those dependencies. In this process the
database schema and constraints are used, but in NoSQL databases these features are usually
not available. In order to know which features belong to each entity type we need to apply a
schema inference process as described in [CRM22], which also obtains variations for each en-
tity type. These variations are key to build aVariationMatrix from which dependencies are
discovered. The inference process is also highly scalable since it uses aMap-Reduce approach,
and our proposed discovery process also obtains the discriminator field that is un turn used
to check the inferred hierarchy correctness. Finally, Lammari et al. do not indicate if their
algorithm was validated with real datasets.

Regarding the strategy described in [CWA17], our approach is more general since it takes a
U-Schema model able to represent schemas for any NoSQL system as an input. Therefore it
can infer hierarchies in databases that do not record such information explicitly. For example,
document-based systems do not have the concept of label of a stored document. AlsoComyn-
Wattiau et al. do not consider the existence of entity variations, that can also occur in graph
databases, since they are schemaless.

The outlier detection algorithm proposed in [KSS15] works reasonably well in scenarios
in which all JSON data can be processed. However, given how the Structure Identification
Graph is built and the lack of concept of structural variation, this graph cannot be built for
huge data volumes. Also in a scenario inwhich several optional features are distributed among
all documents, applying this algorithm can lead to detecting a lot of false negative results and
to the difficulty to adjust the ε value as needed. Finally, when considering a scenario with a
number of instances near equally distributed among all variations, this approach is not useful
and the ε value can only be adjusted with a trial and error process. On the other hand, our
approach makes sure to order the variations strictly by the number of instances belonging to
them and covers the most popular variations among them, providing better outlier detection
results on our experiments.

3.5 Forward Engineering Approaches

Finally, we will discuss some works which have dealt with the generation of artifacts to be
used in the development of NoSQL database application, generated from physical, logical
or conceptual schemas represented in different formats. The modeling tools mentioned in
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Section 3.1 also integrate forward engineering utilities used to generate scripts and object-
document mappers, as stated before.

Gwendal Daniel et al. [DSC16] have developed aMDE solution to generate code aimed to
manipulate graph databases. They define a 2-steps model transformation chain to generate
code from a conceptual schema provided as a UML class diagram and a set of OCL state-
ments. In the first step this input conceptual schema is transformed into a model that con-
forms to a metamodel able to represent generic graph databases. On the second step, a m2t
transformation generates artifacts for two technologies that allow uniform access to specific
graph databases, such as Blueprints and Gremlin. Our proposal aims to generate code related
to object-document mappers and also data validators, and the input are extracted schema in-
stead of class diagrams created from scratch. MDE is used on both works.
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We all make choices, but in the end our choices make us.

Andrew Ryan - Bioshock

4
U-Schema: The UnifiedMetamodel

Generic datamodels are typically devised to represent schemas, that come froma variety of dif-
ferent data models, in a uniform format. They have proved their utility in multi-model envi-
ronments and heterogeneous database systems, since having a uniform representation lowers
the implementation efforts of database management tools, among other utilities.

U-Schema is a unified logical model that integrates the four most common NoSQL data
models (document, columnar, key-value, and graph) and the relational model. Some partic-
ularities of relevance of U-Schema are: (i) The ability to distinguish between entity types and
relationship types. (ii) The definition of structural variations of a schema type, to register data
of the same type stored with different structure in schemaless NoSQL databases. (iii) The
modeling of three kinds of relationships between types: aggregation, reference, and inheri-
tance. (iv) The possibility to defineUnion Schemas as an alternative to the definition of varia-
tions for schema types.

The U-Schema metamodel represents the cornerstone on which the rest of the devel-
oped DSLs, tools, and processes of this thesis are based. Since its understanding is of ut-
ter importance before moving on to later chapters, this chapter is devoted to describe the
U-Schema model itself, the process followed to define it, as well as the steps needed to extract
U-Schema models fromNoSQL and relational databases. In [CRM22] a deeper description
of U-Schema and detailed mappings for each NoSQL paradigm and the relational model are
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provided, as well as several validation examples.
This chapter is organized as follows: On the first section we introduce some terminology

and discuss how can differentNoSQL and relational datamodels be factored in terms of com-
mon logical modeling concepts. Then, the U-Schema metamodel is explained in detail along
with a running example to better illustrate its concepts, and the different kinds of schemas that
can be represented are shown. In the final section we briefly describe the process followed to
build U-Schema models fromNoSQL databases and relational schemas.

4.1 Gathering of LogicalModeling Concepts

Data models provide sets of concepts to specify the structure and constraints of a database
type, and a schema is obtained as a result of applying a data model to a domain or problem.
Therefore, schemas can be considered instances of a data model. As was detailed in Chapter 2,
these schemas and datamodels can be defined at different levels of abstraction, usually divided
in three categories: conceptual, logical, and physical.

The last two categories can take benefits of defining a unified or generic data model that
integrates concepts from a set of other data models, with the objective of offering a uniform
representation. A clear advantage of using a unified datamodel grouping up to n datamodels
is that themappings between datamodels are reduced fromn∗(n−1) to onlyn+nmappings,
since the unified data model works as a bridge between the integrated data models.

The gathering of logical concepts include taking basic concepts of well-known formalisms
such as Entity-Relationship (ER) [Che76] andUML Class Models [RJB99]: entity type, sim-
ple andmultivalued attributes, key attributes, and three kinds of relationships between entity
types: aggregations, reference, and inheritance. This list is extended by concepts of specific
data models such as relationship types from the graph data model [AAB+17], and structural
variations of entity and relationship types.

An entity type e is composed by a set of properties Pe = {pe1, pe2, . . . , pen} with a name.
These properties can be of several types depending on the value or object they store. The
threemost usual types are attributes, aggregations, and references. Given a property pei , it is an
attribute if it takes values of scalar types (e.g. Number or String) or structured types (e.g. List
or Set), and it is an aggregation or reference if it is associated to an entity type e′ whose objects
are, respectively, embedded in, or referenced from, objects of the entity type e, that hold the pei
property. Keys are a special kind of attribute able to record primitive values used as identifiers
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of instances of entity types. On the other hand, a relationship type r is instantiated as an arc
that connects two nodes (instances of entity types) in graph data models. Since relationship
types and entity types share a common behaviour in this context, we will use schema type to
group both entity and relationship types.

Schemas assure that only data conforming to them can be stored in the database. Because
of this, all data of the same entity type or relationship type (schema types) will have the same
structure, defined by that schema type. However, if there is not any schema declaration, data
can have different structure, and schema types will have one or more structural variations.

Each schema type t ∈ T, the set of schema types, contains a set of structural variations
denoted asVt = {vt1, vt2, . . . , vtn}. In a schema type t, a structural variation vti is composed by
a set of named properties whose kinds depend on the data model, and usually are attributes,
keys, aggregates, and references. Each pair of variations in t differ in, at least, one property, so
thereforePt can be understood as the union of the sets of properties inVt, andPt is commonly
called theUnion Schema of a schema type in schemaless systems. Keeping track of structural
variations for each t reports benefits and provides additional details to the understanding of
the whole schema. Once the concept of structural variation has been introduced, an entity
type can be defined as having a name and being composed of a set of structural variations, and
a relationship type has a name, a set of structural variations, and refers to a source and a target
entity type.

Table 4.1 shows the gathering of all relevant concepts of the considered data models and
the logical modeling concepts that have been defined in U-Schema. Since the U-Schema meta-
model should be able to represent all the concepts of the integrated data models, it is richer
in concepts than the each individual data model, and some concepts of U-Schema are not
present in some specific data models. For example, relationship types are exclusive from the
graph data model, which does not define aggregations.

4.2 Definition of the U-SchemaMetamodel

Metamodels are typically used to formally express data models. A metamodel is a model that
describes a set of concepts and relationships between them. That description determines the
structure of models that can be instantiated from the metamodel elements. To create meta-
models usually an object-oriented conceptual modeling approach is applied, since concepts
and their properties can be modeled with classes and then references, aggregations and inher-
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Logical modeling
concepts

Relational Columnar Document Graph Key/Value

Schema Schema Database or
Keyspace

Database Graph Database or
Namespace

Entity Type Table Table with
column
families

Collection
and nested
object

Node label Multirow
entities

Relationship Type Relationship
Table

— — Relation type —

Structural
Variation

Table (only
one
variation)

Rows with
different
structure
within
column
families

Documents
with different
structure in a
collection

Same label
with different
structure

Multirow
entities with
different
structure

Key Primary key Row key Document
key

— Pair key

Reference Foreign key Join between
tables

Join between
documents

— Join between
pairs

Aggregation — Nested object Nested object — Nested object
Attribute Column Column Document

property
Node and
Relation
property

Pair Value

Primitive Types Scalar Types Scalar Types Scalar Types Scalar Types Scalar Types
Structured Types — Collections Collections Array Collections

Table 4.1: Mapping between logical modeling concepts and NoSQL/Relational Database Systems. (Extracted
from [CRM22])

itance relationships can be used to model relationships between these concepts.
The U-Schema metamodel has been defined with the Ecore metamodeling language.

Metamodeling has traditionally been applied to define data models, and transformational
approaches have been proposed to tackle problems involving schema mappings [Hai05,
BHP00]. Finally, using Ecore, we obtain two main benefits: Leveraging the EMF tooling
to develop database utilities, and favoring their interoperability with other tools [BMG17].

In Figure 4.1 the complete metamodel of the U-Schema data model is represented by a
UML class diagram. A U-Schemamodel represents a schema composed by a collection of
types (SchemaType) that can be either entity types (Entity Type) or relationship types (
Relationship Type). Both types have a name and also two properties: They include one
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Figure 4.1: The U-Schema metamodel.

or more structural variations (StructuralVariation), and they can be part of a type hierar-
chy (parents relationship).

A StructuralVariation has an identifier (variationId) and stores information that
will be useful when implementing specific tools, such as the count property to record the
number of objects belonging to each variation, and two timestamps that hold the creation
dates for the first and last stored object of a variation (firstTimestamp and lastTimestamp).
A StructuralVariation is also characterized by sets of logical features, that specify what
identifies an object (Key), and which References an object has to other objects, and struc-
tural features, that determine the structure of the objects, and include Attributes and
Aggregates.

Each attribute has a name and a data type. The data types considered are: Primitive
(e.g., Number, String, Boolean...), Collections (Sets, Maps, Lists, and Tuples), and the
Null type. An aggregation has a name, a cardinality (lower and upper bound), and refers
to the structural variation it aggregates, or to a list of variations, if the aggregated object is an
heterogeneous collection. The aggregation relationship allows objects to be recursively em-
bedded, forming aggregation hierarchies. In these hierarchies, the identification of the root
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element is important. Thus, an entity type includes a boolean attribute named root to indi-
cate whether or not their entities are aggregated by others (aggregates relationship).

References refer to an entity type (refsTo property), and one or more attributes that
match the set of key attributes of the referenced object (all the variations of an entity type
must have the same key). References also have a name, a cardinality, and an optional in-
verse reference (opposite). Additionally, references can have their own attributes when
they represent graph arcs. This entails that a reference has to specify which variation (of its
RelationshipType) its set of attributes corresponds to (isFeaturedBy). Key represents the
set of attributes playing the role of key for an entity type, holding a unique set of values for
each element of the type. Reference also points to the set of attributes that form the refer-
enced key (attributes property).

Figure 4.2 shows a U-Schemamodel as an example tomap a lot of the concepts introduced
previously. Here, the Courses schema is composed of four Entity Types: Online course,
Student, University and Schedule. The last two of them do have the root property set to
false, which means they are embedded by other entity types. Online course is composed
of three StructuralVariations, each one of them with a set of Features. Some of these
features are Attributes, such as id, description or featured_in, with a PrimitiveType
of String, PLists as in the case of categories, or Double as in feat_discount. There are
two References common to all variations in university_id (referencing University) and
student_id (referencing Student). Finally there are two different kinds of Aggregations,
which embed Schedule objects (features current_schedule and last_schedule). The
Student entity type holds two variations, differenced in which the first one contains an op-
tional reference, current_university, that the second variation does not have. Both varia-
tions dohavefiveother attributes: address, id, is_graduated, name andphone, of primitive
types. The remaining two entity types, University and Schedule contain a single variation
with a small set of simple attributes.

This running example has been visualized with a tool similar to the one developed
in [CMRM17]. By following the same design principles applied to theU-Schemametamodel,
we created a new version of the visualization tool that we will be using to illustrate schemas in
this thesis.
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Figure 4.2: The Courses schema, a running example to illustrate U-Schema.

4.2.1 Kinds of U-SchemaModels and their Differences

U-Schema allows the definition of schemas in two different ways to favor flexibility in schema
design, schema transformation and evolution, and to adapt better for subjacent data models:

Definition 1 (Full Variability Schemas) Schemas where each schema type t ∈ T defines a set
of structural variations Vt filled with features, as described in this chapter. This represents better
the typical variability of data in schemaless databases.

Definition 2 (Union Schemas) Schemas where each schema type t ∈ T defines a single struc-
tural variation, Vt = {vt1}. This single structural variation records each feature along with
an optional boolean attribute, indicating whether that feature is present or not in all the ob-
jects of that schema type. Union schemas are typical to databases that do not allow data vari-
ance or have an explicit schema. They are obtained in some NoSQL schema discovery pro-
cesses [KSS15,WHZ+15] and they are also used in NoSQL visualization tools.

Full Variability Schemas store the same features asUnion Schemas, and also contain a rela-
tion of which variations do keepwhich features. Because of this, Full Variability Schemas can
be converted toUnion Schemas, but this process is not reversible because the conversion pro-
cess carries a loss of information. The main guidelines to transform from one kind of schema
to the other are provided in [CRM22].
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Figure 4.2 showed the Courses schema as a Full Variability Schema. This schema can be
transformed into a Union Schema by following the provided guidelines, and the results can
be seen in Figure 4.3. As expected, all variations have been grouped into a single one, which
is not represented in the diagram. Instead of the Structural variations visual section we pro-
vide anOptional features section for features that were present in some variations, but not in
all of them, for each entity type. For example, for Online course features feat_discount,
featured_in, rating, current_schedule and last_schedule are optional. Entity types
University and Schedule do not have an Optional features section because they were de-
signed to hold a single variation from the beginning and therefore all the defined features
were required.

Figure 4.3: The Courses running example represented as aUnion Schema.

Depending on the proposed goals, a representation could bemore convenient than the oth-
ers. For example, when performing a variation analysis the Full Variability Schema is better,
but when it comes to visualization, using a Union Schema, if the schema is too wide, would
provide better visualization results, since all variations are grouped in a single one, although
some details will be lost. Unless stated otherwise, in this thesis we will be using Full Vari-
ability Schemas when possible, since they contain more information and, by following the
aforementioned guidelines, they can be transformed intoUnion Schemas if required.
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4.3 Extraction and Building of U-SchemaModels

The process of extracting and building U-Schema models is going to be briefly described in
this section. A more in-depth analysis of the process of U-Schema model inference as well as
a validation example can be found in [CRM22].

In Figure 4.4 the entire process for U-Schema model building is illustrated, divided in two
stages. When considering schemalessNoSQLdatabases there is a need of inferring the schema
implicit in the data and code before applying a forwardmapping and obtaining theU-Schema
model. This first step is not required for the relational model, where a schema is explicitly de-
clared. The first step begins with aMapReduce operation to infer the database logical schema.
In the second stage, the previously mentioned forward mapping rules are applied to create a
U-Schema model from the inferred schema. Next, we explain these two stages.

Figure 4.4: Generic extraction process for obtaining U-Schema models.

4.3.1 Logical Schema Inference

By using a map operation, for each object stored in the database a raw schema is obtained.
This raw schema is an intermediate representation similar to JSON that describes the data
structure of a structural variation by means of a set of pairs formed by the name of a property
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and its data type. Given an object o stored in the database of an entity type e, its raw schema
is obtained by applying five rules detailed in [CRM22].

It is important to note that for graph databases this process needs to be applied also to
relationship types, since their raw schemas are also needed. Figure 4.5 shows some Online
course objects stored in a NoSQL database such as MongoDB and how these rules are ap-
plied. The map operation produces raw schemas by replacing each value for a representing
value. For example, the pair (“name”, “Applied Data Science”) is replaced by (“name”,
“s”), and the pair (“rating”, 8.6) is replaced by (“rating”, 0.0).

Figure 4.5: The schema extraction strategy applied to some JSON documents.

After themap operation is finished, a reduce operation collects and groups the raw schemas
that have identical structure, and outputs as a result a single raw schema for each existing
structural variation of an entity type, referred as variation schema. As a result, in Figure 4.5,
a set of three Online course raw schemas are reduced to a single variation schema.

Once gathered, these variation schemas are an intermediate representation that can be used
to build U-Schema models directly, without the need to build specific metamodels for each
considered paradigm.

4.3.2 Analysis of Variation Schemas and U-SchemaModel build

The second stage starts with the analysis of the variation schemas obtained previously to build
the U-Schema model. To do so, a parsing process is connected to a schema construction pro-
cess to which theBuilder pattern is applied [GHJV94]. This parsing process is common to all
datamodels as its input are the variation schemas, which are parsed to identify their properties
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and relationships, and the schema type to which they belong. When a component is parsed
it is provided to a builder in charge of creating the schema itself. Finally, it is worth noting
that for relational databases only this second stage is needed as schemas used as an input are
already declared and obtaining variation schemas from them is automatic.
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One minute was enough, Tyler said, a person had to work
hard for it, but a minute of perfection was worth the effort.
A moment was the most you could ever expect from perfec-
tion.

Chuck Palahniuk - Fight Club

5
Athena: A Schema Definition Language

In a multi-model environment, unified or generic metamodels such as ER [Che76] are com-
monly used. These genericmetamodels are definedwith the purpose of representing schemas
of different data models in the same format. As shown in Chapter 4, the U-Schema meta-
model wasmainly conceived to represent inferred schemas fromNoSQL stores and relational
systems. However, even when the majority of NoSQL databases are schemaless, the possibil-
ity of working with schemas is a convenient commodity, as noted in [Des20].

Athena is a domain specific language (DSL) built upon the U-Schema metamodel to pro-
vide a generic schema definition language with high expressive power able to specify database-
independent schemas. Athena models provide a textual representation for a better expres-
siveness of schemas, and can be applied in applications and utilities that require developers
to define schemas from scratch independent to any database or data model. This language
also proves its usefulness in scenarios in which schema inference cannot be applied, as in data
generation for testing purposes, or schema manipulation when there is no database whose
schema can be inferred.

Since Athena is based on the U-Schema metamodel, it includes a rich set of abstractions
(e.g., structural variations, references, and relationship types). Moreover, Athena offers mech-
anisms for reusing and composing schemas, as well as syntactic sugar to ease writing them:
defining types with incomplete information and restrictions, working with a large number of
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variations, or declaring features without types, among others.
The Athena language will be the base layer on which the rest of the tools developed in this

thesis will be based, as will be shown in the following chapters. The aim of this chapter is to
provide an in-depth analysis of the Athena language, from the gathering of requirements and
its implementation to transformations involving Athena schemas and artifact generation.

This chapter has been organized as follows: First, we compose a list of requirements to be
fulfilled by the language. Next, we introduce theAthena language detailing its concrete syntax
and how requirements are satisfied. In the final section we analyze available transformations
and artifact generation from Athena schemas.

5.1 Language Requirements

While obtaining U-Schema models from existing databases is automatically performed by an
inference tool, as discussed in Chapter 4, when designing schemas, or changing existing ones,
using a language to easily manipulate such schemas provides several advantages. Athena has
been designed as a DSL to tackle this need by taking into account the following requirements:

Requirement 1 The language should be complete, and adhere to the principle of least aston-
ishment.

The language will be complete if each element of the U-Schema data model can be mapped
in Athena. This assures that any U-Schema model can be described by Athena. On the other
hand, the principle of least astonishment [Blo06] proposes that the result of performing some
operation should be obvious, consistent, and predictable, based upon the name of the opera-
tion and other clues. The interpretation of this principle in the context of language design is
that every construction of the language must behave as obvious and predictable as possible.

Requirement 2 The language should favor reusability, including mechanisms for importing,
inheritance, and versioning.

When declaring schemas, creators should be able to reuse elements of previously defined
schemas. With this purpose any element susceptible of being reused (e.g., schema types or
schema variations) should be assigned an identifier that can be uniquely referenced.

Requirement 3 The language should treat Structure as a first class element.
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This means that in order to favor extensibility and composability, structures should be able
to be created anonymously, and manipulated using specific operators, i.e., generating a new
structure by compositing other structures, building schema types using structures, and so on.

Requirement 4 The language should be able to cope with incomplete information.

The language should support typeless features, aggregations of unknownvariations, orOp-
tion types. This feature allows schemas to be created without the comprehension of all of its
details and to apply processes tolerant to this lack of knowledge.

Requirement 5 The language should allow to specify restrictions on types.

We want to provide the language of mechanisms to define restrictions on types to gain
expressivity. Restrictions can be applied to primitive types, and some examples can be regular
expressions and enumerate values for Strings, ranges for Numbers, etc. The language must
also provide extension mechanisms to define additional restrictions.

Requirement 6 The language should allow the specification ofUnion schemas.

In addition to specifying schema types as sets of variations (as specified in the U-Schema
data model) union schema types should be able to be defined as a list of features flagged as re-
quired or optional. This mechanism will prove its usefulness to support systems where struc-
tural variations come from the usage of optional features.

Requirement 7 The language should allow the usage of other established schema specification
languages when defining schemas.

In order to be easy to adopt by developers, the language should allow the possibility to em-
bed fragments of other schema specification languages, such as SQLor JSONSchema [D+22].
Thiswill also enhance the integrationofAthenawith existing languages. The language should
be open to be integrated with other languages in the future.

To sum up, our main goal when designing the language is to allow it to provide as much
syntax mechanisms as possible to favor flexibility, ease its learning curve and be friendly with
developers used to work with other data models.
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5.2 Implementation of the Athena Language

Athena has been implemented using the Xtext workbench [Bet16]. We have applied meta-
modeling to define the language: First, an abstract syntax has been defined for the language
in form of an Ecore metamodel [SBPM09]. Then, the concrete syntax has been defined as a
Xtext grammar. With that, the Xtext engine automatically generated the editor, parser, and
model injector. The stack of technologies used and the artifacts generated automatically can
be seen in Figure 5.1. A translational approach was applied to define the semantics: Athena
models are transformed to U-Schema models, and then utilities can be built for Athena.

Figure 5.1: Stack of technologies used in Athena and the generated artifacts.

5.2.1 Grammar

Since the Athena metamodel is too large to be shown, we consider an excerpt of the grammar
notation to understand the language. Once some notions about the notation are provided,
we will show a running example that will be useful to illustrate all the syntactic mechanisms
Athena provides in detail. Later, mappings between U-Schema and Athena will be shown.

Figure 5.2 shows an excerpt of the Athena grammar in EBNF format. An Athena schema
(<AthenaSchema>) is organized in three parts: A header specifying the schema name, an
optional set of import statements, and a set of type definitions. In the next section we
will detail each part along with the running example. The majority of elements defined
with Athena can have additional arguments compared to their equivalents in U-Schema or
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can be defined in several ways in order to achieve a more writable syntax. For example, an
entity type (EntityDecl) can be defined by using either the <ShortEntityDecl> rule or
the <RegularEntityDecl> rule. Each one of these rules end up producing one or more
<StructurePrimary>, StructureExpr or StructureLiteral rules, which hold the con-
tent of the schema type being defined. Elements of the grammar are usually defined by a
keyword (e.g., entity in case of entity types, variation for variations, List for the list types
and so on) and some optional parameters. Also a subset of the SQL language has been in-
cluded in the <SQLStructure> rule to allow the usage of SQL statements inside a structure.
The complete Athena grammar can be found in Appendix 10.4.1.

In order to better reflect the usage of the Athena language, we will introduce the Soft-
wareDev schema developed with Athena, shown in Figure 5.3. In this example, two fea-
ture sets are defined: Popularity_features and Timestamp_features, by using the
<FeatureSetDecl> rule, and four entity types: Developer, DeveloperInfo, Repository
and Ticket, by using the <EntityDecl> rule.

5.2.2 SyntacticMechanisms

Athena has been enriched with several syntactic mechanisms to provide flexibility for devel-
opers to build schemas in intuitive ways. Here, we will overview these mechanisms and map
them with the requirements they are related to.

Schema Identifiers Several mechanisms of the language, such as schema importing and
versioning, require assigning identifiers to schemas. A schema identifier is composed of a
name and a version number separated by a colon. The version number allows the evolution of
a schema tobe tracked over time. It is initialized to 1, and itwill be incremented as new schema
versions are generated. In the running example, the schema is named SoftwareDev and it is in
its first version. Once new schema versions are generated, they will be named SoftwareDev:2,
SoftwareDev:3 and so on. This mechanism will help satisfy Requirement 2.

Importing Schemas By using the previous mechanism, schemas can be uniquely iden-
tified. Schemas can then be imported using their identifier. When declaring a schema,
all the types of the imported schemas can be directly used. Figure 5.4 shows a schema
that imports SoftwareDev:1 and therefore elements of this new schema can reference and
inherit any elements defined in SoftwareDev:1 by using their identifiers. This feature
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⟨AthenaSchema⟩ ::= ‘Schema’ ⟨SchemaId⟩ ( ‘import’ ⟨Import⟩ )* ( ⟨FeatureSetDecl⟩ | ⟨EntityDecl⟩ |
⟨RelationshipDecl⟩ )*

⟨EntityDecl⟩ ::= ⟨ShortEntityDecl⟩
| ⟨RegularEntityDecl⟩

⟨ShortEntityDecl⟩ ::= ‘root’? ‘entity’ ID ( ‘::’ ID ( ‘,’ ID )* )? ⟨StructureExpr⟩

⟨RegularEntityDecl⟩ ::= ‘root’? ‘entity’ ID ( ‘::’ ID ( ‘,’ ID )* )? ‘{’ ⟨CommonSpec⟩? ⟨VariationDecl⟩+ ‘}’

⟨CommonSpec⟩ ::= ‘common’ ⟨StructureExpr⟩

⟨VariationDecl⟩ ::= ‘variation’ INT ⟨StructureExpr⟩?

⟨StructurePrimary⟩ ::= ⟨StructureLiteral⟩
| ⟨TopLevelStructureDefiningElementDeclRef ⟩
| ⟨VariationDeclRef ⟩
| ⟨SQLStructure⟩
| ‘(’ ⟨StructureExpr⟩ ‘)’

⟨SQLStructure⟩ ::= ‘SQL’ ‘CREATE’ ‘TEMPORARY’? ‘TABLE’ ( ‘IF’ ‘NOT’ ‘EXISTS’ )? ID? ‘(’ ⟨SQLDefinition⟩ (
‘,’ ⟨SQLDefinition⟩ )* ‘)’ ‘;’

⟨FeatureSet⟩ ::= ⟨Feature⟩ ( ‘,’ ⟨Feature⟩ )*

⟨Feature⟩ ::= ⟨ComposedReference⟩
| ⟨SimpleFeature⟩

⟨SimpleFeature⟩ ::= ( ‘+’ | ‘?’? ‘!’? ) ID ( ‘:’ ⟨Type⟩ )?

⟨Type⟩ ::= ⟨DataType⟩
| ⟨SimpleReferenceTarget⟩
| ⟨SimpleAggregateTarget⟩
| ⟨InnerStructureLiteralArray⟩
| ⟨InnerStructureLiteral⟩

⟨DataType⟩ ::= ‘Null’
| ⟨PrimitiveType⟩
| ⟨List⟩
| ⟨Set⟩
| ⟨Map⟩
| ⟨Tuple⟩

Figure 5.2: Excerpt of the Athena language in EBNF format.

helps contributing to Requirement 2. In this example, Project.repositories and
ProjectDeveloper.solved_tickets are references to Repository and Ticket, respec-
tively, defined in SoftwareDev:1.
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Schema SoftwareDev:1

FSet Popularity_features {
num_forks: Integer ( 0..1000 ),
num_stars: Integer ( 0..1000 )

}

FSet Timestamp_features {
created_time: Timestamp,
last_activity_date: Timestamp

}

Root entity Developer {
Common
{
+ id: Identifier,
dev_info: Aggr<DeveloperInfo>&,
! email: String /^.+@.+\\.com$/,
permissions: String in

("R","W","X","RW","RX","WX","RWX")
}
Variation 1
{ is_active: Boolean }
Variation 2
{ suspended_acc: Option<String, Boolean> }

}

Entity DeveloperInfo {
? about_me: String
name: String /^[A-Z][a-z]*$/,
team: String

}

Root entity Repository
{
+ id: Identifier,
developers: Ref<Developer>+,
requests:
[
{
branch: String,
status: String in ("Open", "Closed"),
numLabels: Number

}
],
? tags: List<String>,
title: String,
url: String

} U Popularity_features
U Timestamp_features

Root entity Ticket
SQL CREATE TABLE Ticket (
id VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL,
message VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL,
repository_id VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL,
developer_id VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL,
FOREIGN KEY ( repository_id )

REFERENCES Repository ( id ),
FOREIGN KEY ( developer_id )

REFERENCES Developer ( id ),
PRIMARY KEY ( id )
);
+ Popularity_features
+ Timestamp_features

Figure 5.3: The SoftwareDev schema defined using Athena.

Schema SoftwareProject:1

Import SoftwareDev:1

Root entity Project {
+ id: Identifier,
developers: Ref<ProjectDeveloper>+,
due_date: Timestamp,
name: String,
repositories: Ref<SoftwareDev:1.Repository>+

}

Root entity ProjectManager::SoftwareDev:1.Developer
{
in_active: Boolean,
managed_projects: Integer

}

Root entity ProjectDeveloper::SoftwareDev:1.Developer
{
languages: List<String>,
solved_tickets: Ref<Ticket>+

}

Figure 5.4: The SoftwareProject schema designed as an extension of SoftwareDev.

Schema Types A schema is formed by a set of Entity types and Relationship types.
Both schema types are composed by a set of features. In addition, the Feature Set construct
is provided to group features with the purpose of being reused in the definition of other types.
In the running example of Figure 5.3, four entity types are defined: Developer, Repository,
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Ticket, and DeveloperInfo. The former three specify root entities, while the latter specifies
an aggregate type used to declare a Developer feature. Also, the schema includes two feature
sets (FSet) named Popularity_features and Timestamp_features.
When a schema type has more than one variation, each one of them must be explicitly de-

clared, as shown in the Developer entity type of the running example. Instead of specifying
variations, a schema type can also be defined as a union schema type by providing a set of fea-
tures labeled as required or optional (Requirement 6). In the running example, Repository
is a union schema type, with five required features and tags as an optional feature.

Structures To satisfy Requirement 3, Athena allows the definition of structures in order
to ease type definitions. A structure is defined by means of an expression. A set of structure
operators has been defined to create structures as a composition of others, such as union (“U”
or “+”), intersection (“I”), and difference (“-”). Each operand may be a schema type, a varia-
tion, a feature set (that can be previously defined or can be defined inline) or a SQL statement
(Requirement 7).

For example, in Figure 5.3, the structures of Ticket and Repository are formedby adding
their own structure to the structure of Popularity_features and Timestamp_features,
and Ticket is defined by using a SQL statement as a structure.

InheritanceMechanism The language also provides a type inheritance mechanism, which
allows to establish a child-parent relationship between types (Requirement 2). Each feature
defined in the parent type will be included in the child type. Thismechanism can also be used
to allow schema types to inherit from schema types defined in other schemas. In Figure 5.4,
two inheritance relationships exist in which ProjectManager and ProjectDeveloper in-
herit from the SoftwareDev:1.Developer entity type.

Features A feature is declared by a name and a type, and the type is not mandatory (Re-
quirement 4). A type can denote an Aggregation, a Reference, a scalar data type, a nested
type that will be transformed into an aggregate type, or an array of types. In Figure 5.3, the
Repository.developer_id feature references Developer, and Developer.dev_info ag-
gregates DeveloperInfo. Also Repository.requests is defined as an inline aggregation.
The multiplicities are expressed as “+” for one to many, “*” for zero to many, “?” for zero
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to one, and “&” for one to one. When declaring features, some qualifiers can be specified to
denote that the feature is a key (“+”), optional (“?”) or restricted to unique values (“!”).

In addition to the types described above, the language includes: (i) Primitive types that
can be simple scalar types such as String and Integer, or specific types that will be
system-dependent once a schema is translated to a specific database, such as Identifier or
Timestamp. For example, Repository.id is of typeIdentifier, which inMongoDBwould
be translated to anObjectId, while in Cassandra it would be translated to an uuid. (ii) Collec-
tion types that can be Map, List, Tuple and Set, and (iii) Aunion type of scalar types (Option
types), e.g., Developer.2.suspended_acc in the running example can be of type String or
Boolean.

When declaring features of some scalar types, ranges and regular expressions can be used
to restrict the possible values (Requirement 5). In Figure 5.3, Developer.email and
DeveloperInfo.name are restricted by a regular expression, in Developer.permissions

and Repository.requests.status where only certain values are allowed, and inte-
ger values need to be on a certain range in Popularity_features.num_forks and
Popularity_features.num_stars.

5.2.3 U-SchemaMappings to Athena Elements

As by Requirement 1, Athena must be complete, and this is achieved by assuring that each
U-Schema element can be mapped to Athena.

U-Schema schema types (entity and relationship types) are directlymapped toAthena
equivalents. Structural Variations can also be defined in Athena, as Developer was de-
fined in Figure 5.3. Although in U-Schema variations hold sets of features, in Athena fea-
tures common to all variations are directly declared in the schema type.

Attributes and aggregates are also mapped directly to Athena equivalents, but Keys
and References are defined slightly differently. First, a key is directly created when an at-
tribute, or attributes, are promoted by using the “+” modifier, as seen in the Developer.id
field of the running example. References in Athena can be defined with a named feature and
the keyword Ref, and composed references ofmore than one attribute can be definedbyusing
the following syntax: (name1, name2): <EntityName>.

Finally, the U-Schema Type hierarchy has been mapped to Athena elements and then this
hierarchy has been extended by adding restrictions and the Option type, as described above.
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5.3 Athena Schema Transformations

Once the Athena language is defined, we implemented the Athena engine as shown in Fig-
ure 5.5. TheAthena engine consists of two sets of elements: model-to-model (m2m) transfor-
mations andmodel-to-text (m2t) transformations. Each one of these sets has a number of im-
plemented transformations to other models (m2m) or to generate code for specific databases
(m2t).

Figure 5.5: The Athena engine developed to handlem2m andm2t transformations.

In this section we will briefly discuss several available transformations involving Athena
schemas and which artifacts are generated from them.

5.3.1 Model toModel Transformations

SinceAthena provides several syntacticmechanisms to ease the definition of schemas, we have
defined anormalizationprocess that receives anAthena schema and transforms it, resulting in
an equivalent independent schema more readable and easier to process, visualize and modify.
This normalization process is always applied before any other transformation in a transparent
way to ease that process.
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The changes performed are listed below: (i) import statements and parent relationships are
solved, copying imported and inherited features into schema types as needed. (ii) Structure
operations are solved: unions, intersections and differences are processed and new structures
replace these expressions. (iii) Inner structures and arrays of them are transformed into entity
types and aggregations. Finally, (iv) references are filled with their corresponding types if no
type was specified by searching for the type of the key feature of the referenced entity type.

Figure 5.6 shows the running example after applying the normalization process. Here, the
schema version has been incremented, the Ticket structure previously provided as a SQL
statement has been translated to a union entity type and features defined in feature sets have
been added to the structure. Repository has also been modified to add the features defined
in Popularity_features and Timestamp_features. Finally, the Repository.requests
field has been replaced by an aggregation of a new entity type named Requests.

Schema SoftwareDev:2

FSet Popularity_features {
num_forks: Integer ( 0 .. 1000 ),
num_stars: Integer ( 0 .. 1000 )

}

FSet Timestamp_features {
created_time: Timestamp,
last_activity_date: Timestamp

}

Root entity Developer {
common {
+ id: Identifier,
dev_info: Aggr<DeveloperInfo>&,
! email: String /^.+@.+\\.com$/,
permissions: String in

("R","W","X","RW","RX","WX","RWX")
}
Variation 1
{ is_active: Boolean }
Variation 2
{ suspended_acc: Option<String, Boolean> }

}

Entity DeveloperInfo
{
? about_me: String
name: String /^[A-Z][a-z]*$/,
team: String

}

Root entity Ticket {
+ id: String,
developer_id: Ref<Developer as Identifier>&,
message: String,
repository_id: Ref<Repository as Identifier>&,
created_time: Timestamp,
last_activity_date: Timestamp,
num_forks: Integer ( 0 .. 1000 ),
num_stars: Integer ( 0 .. 1000 )

}

Root entity Repository {
+id: Identifier,
title: String,
url: String,
requests: Aggr<Requests.1>+,
developers: Ref<Developer as Identifier>+,
?tags: List<String>,
created_time: Timestamp,
last_activity_date: Timestamp,
num_forks: Integer ( 0 .. 1000 ),
num_stars: Integer ( 0 .. 1000 )

}

Entity Requests {
Common {
branch: String,
status: String in ( "Open", "Closed" ),
numLabels: Number
}
Variation 1

}

Figure 5.6: The SoftwareDev schema after applying the normalization process.

In Section 5.2.3 we described a simple mapping from U-Schema to Athena. This process
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is implemented in a trivial m2m transformation. Another transformation has been imple-
mented to obtain U-Schema models from Athena schemas. By having available both trans-
formations, U-Schema models may be provided with a textual notation and Athena schemas
can be used as an input to U-Schema tooling.

This transformation however carries a loss of information because some Athena elements
cannot bemapped toU-Schema. In some cases, as in the Option type, this loss of information
can be mitigated by taking the most open type of the ones considered in the Option, but in
other cases as in restrictions over PrimitiveTypes the loss of information is unavoidable.
Figure 5.7 shows the running example transformed to U-Schema as a union schema.

Figure 5.7: The SoftwareDev union schema obtained by applying the U-Schemam2m.

5.3.2 Model to Text Transformations

The transformations described here could have been implemented directly on the U-Schema
metamodel and used after transforming an Athena schema to the corresponding U-Schema
model. However, we also intend that the Athena language can be used independently of
U-Schema, and therefore we provide it with the ability to generate specific database schemas
as follows.

When considering databases with explicit schemas we are able to generate instructions to
create the corresponding specific schema from an Athena model as scripts. First, we consid-
ered Cassandra because is the most widely used columnar NoSQL store. For this database a
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CQL script is generated with instructions to create a schema. Figure 5.8 shows an excerpt of
the running example. Here, Repository is created by using a CREATE TABLE statement since
Repository is a root entity type, and Requests and Developerinfo are created by using the
CREATE TYPE statement since they are aggregated (non-root) entity types and therefore they
are mapped as user-defined types [CRM22].

CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS Repository (
id uuid,
created_time timestamp,
developers list<uuid>,
last_activity_date timestamp,
num_forks int,
num_stars int,
requests list<frozen<Requests>>,
tags list<text>,
title text,
url text,
PRIMARY KEY (id)

);

CREATE TYPE IF NOT EXISTS Developerinfo
(

about_me text,
name text,
team text

);

CREATE TYPE IF NOT EXISTS Requests
(

branch text,
numlabels varint,
status text

);

Figure 5.8: CQL code for Repository, Requests, and DeveloperInfo.

Another system we considered is MySQL, since Athena schemas can also be translated to
a relational model. For this database SQL scripts are generated. In Figure 5.9 an excerpt of
the running example is shown. Here, after normalization some adjustments need to bemade,
such as collections being translated to additional tables.

CREATE TABLE Repository
(

id VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL,
title VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL,
url VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL,
created_time TIMESTAMP NOT NULL,
last_activity_date TIMESTAMP NOT NULL,
num_forks INTEGER

CHECK (num_forks BETWEEN 0 AND 1000)
NOT NULL,

num_stars INTEGER
CHECK (num_stars BETWEEN 0 AND 1000)
NOT NULL,

PRIMARY KEY (id)

);

CREATE TABLE DeveloperInfo (
name VARCHAR(255)

CHECK (name LIKE '/^[A-Z][a-z]*$/') NOT NULL,
team VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL,
about_me VARCHAR(255),
id INTEGER NOT NULL,
PRIMARY KEY (id) );

CREATE TABLE Requests (
requests VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL,
branch VARCHAR(255),
status ENUM ('Open', 'Closed'),
numLabels NUMERIC,
id INTEGER NOT NULL,
FOREIGN KEY (requests) REFERENCES Repository (id),
PRIMARY KEY (id));

Figure 5.9: SQL code for Repository, Requests, and DeveloperInfo.

Finally, we consideredMongoDB as a schemaless database, becauseMongoDB is the most
popular document NoSQL store. Given its schemaless nature, no schema can be gener-
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ated for it. Instead, a JSON Schema validation* script can be provided. This validation
allows to provide validation on MongoDB by checking if each object to be stored on the
database conforms to a provided JSON Schema. In Figure 5.10, a JSON Schema validator
for Repository is shown. For each Repository field an entry is created indicating its type, if
it is required or not, and additional validation rules in case it is an array or object. For example,
Repository.requests is an array of embedded objects that are also validated.

SoftwareDev.createCollection("Repository", { validator: {
$jsonSchema: {
bsonType: "object",
required: ["_id","title","url","requests","developers",

"created_time","last_activity_date","num_forks","num_stars"],
properties: {
_id: { bsonType: "objectId", description: "_id must be objectId and IS required." },
title: { bsonType: "string", description: "title must be string and IS required." },
url: { bsonType: "string", description: "url must be string and IS required." },
requests: {
bsonType: "array", items: {bsonType: "object"}, description: "requests must be array and IS required.",
properties: {
branch: { bsonType: "string", description: "branch must be string." },
status: { enum: [ "Open", "Closed" ], description: "status can only be: [Open,Closed]." },
numLabels: { bsonType: "number", description: "numLabels must be number." }

}
},
developers: { bsonType: "array", items: { bsonType: "objectId" },

description: "developers must be array and IS required." },
tags: { bsonType: "array", items: { bsonType: "string" }, description: "tags must be array." },
created_time: { bsonType: "timestamp", description: "created_time must be timestamp and IS required." },
last_activity_date: { bsonType: "timestamp",

description: "last_activity_date must be timestamp and IS required."},
num_forks:{bsonType:"int",minimum: 0,maximum: 1000,description:"num_forks must be int and IS required."},
num_stars:{bsonType:"int",minimum: 0,maximum: 1000,description:"num_stars must be int and IS required."}

}}}});

Figure 5.10: Example of a JSON Schema validator generated for Repository.

*https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/core/schema-validation/.
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-It’s hot as hell in here.
-You see it, too? For me, it’s always like this...

James and Angela - Silent Hill 2

6
Orion: A Schema Evolution Language

Database schemas use to be modified along the lifetime of databases. These schema changes
may be caused due to new functional or non-functional requirements, or database refactor-
ing, among other situations. When this happens, stored data and application code must be
adapted to the new schema, as illustrated in Figure 6.1. Thus, the automation of schema
changes is crucial to save effort and to avoid data and application errors. For relational
databases, a great deal of research effort has been devoted to address the schema evolution
problem, and a number of tools, from prototypes to workbenches, have been built to facili-
tate the schema change management [HH03, CMDZ13]. Also, schema evolution of object
databases has been extensively studied [Li99].

Unlike relational and object-oriented systems, schema evolution for NoSQL databases has
received little attention. This is partly because the lack of a standard or specification for
NoSQL data models leads to systems of the same NoSQL category having different features,
which adds to the challengeof addressing schema evolution for these systems. Another key fac-
tor contributing to the difficulty of handling evolution in NoSQL systems is that in order to
provide flexibility to adapt to schema changes,most ofNoSQL systems are “schema-on-read”,
that is, the schema declaration is not required prior to storing data (i.e., they are schemaless).

Although the approaches publisheddohandle datamodel heterogeneity [FGC20,HKS19]
they share some limitations: Schema change operations for relationships have not adequately
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Figure 6.1: Database and code update under schema changes.

been addressed, and the existence of structural variation or relationship types is not consid-
ered. Structural variation is possible for schemaless systems since schemas guarantee that data
conforms to a particular structure, and relationship types are part of graph schemas.

In this chapter, we show a generic approach aimed to offer automated evolution support
for NoSQL and relational systems. It is based on the U-Schema data model and uses Athena
schemas as an input. SinceU-Schema integrates datamodels for the four kinds ofNoSQL sys-
tems and the relational model, it has more expressive power than other proposed generic data
models, such as the ones shown in [HEH+94, FGC20]. For example,U-Schemadistinguishes
between entity types and relationship types, includes aggregation and reference relationships,
and allows to represent the structural variation of the schema types. Our approach consists
on defining a taxonomy of Schema Change Operations (SCOs) defined on U-Schema and a
domain-specific language (DSL) that implements them. With this language, named Orion,
database administrators and developers canwrite scripts that specify sets of SCOs. TheOrion
engine has been built to update the schema automatically from these scripts, and to translate
them toMongoDB (document datamodel), Cassandra (columnar), andNeo4j (graph) to up-
date the database. On the other hand, code updating is not addressed here, leaving this task
to another implements in our toolkit.

This chapter is organized in the following sections: The next section is used to introduce
an overview of the approach and the running example used later on. After that, the abstract
taxonomy of changes is detailed. Then, the Orion language is described as a concrete imple-
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mentation of that taxonomy. Next, a formal validation of the taxonomy is shown as well as a
measure of performance for Orion. Finally, an evaluation of theOrion language is performed
by applying it to three real case scenarios.

6.1 Overview of the Approach

We followed the approach summarized in Figure 6.2. First, we defined the taxonomy of
schema changes by sorting the elements susceptible to be changed on the U-Schema meta-
model, and then we modeled operations based on those changes. Once the taxonomy has
been defined, we provided an implementation of it by creating the Orion metamodel, which
conforms the Orion DSL able to express operations. With Orion, developers can create mod-
els that specify a set of operations to be executed over a provided schema.

OnceOrionmodels canbe created,we implemented theOrion engine. This engine receives
anAthena schema and anOrionmodel, and provides two functions: (i) Updating the schema
according to the operations defined, and generating scripts able to update the data in specific
databases. These two results contribute to the evolution of thewhole system, as was explained
at the beginning of the chapter.

Figure 6.2: The process of design and implementation of Orion.
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6.1.1 TheGameTracker Schema Running Example

To illustrate better the definition of the taxonomy of changes, the Orion language and the
usage of the Orion engine, we will introduce an input Athena schema over which Orion op-
erations will be specified. The schema can be seen in Figure 6.3 and is based on a tracker able
to follow player progress in videogame achievements.

Schema GameTracker:1

Root entity Player {
Common {
+ id: Identifier,
nickname: String,
avatar_url: String /^https/,
status: Integer (0 .. 5),
last_activity: Timestamp,
reputation: Double,
suspended: Boolean,
user_data: Aggr<Player_Data>&

}
Variation 1 {
experience: Double,
hours_played: Double,
ach_earned: Aggr<Ach_Summary>+,
score: Integer (0 .. 99999)

}
Variation 2 {}
}

Entity Player_Data {
country_code: Integer,
name: String,
email: String /^.+@.+\\.com$/,
? birthday: Timestamp
}

Entity Ach_Summary
{
achievement: Ref<Achievement>&,
of_the_day: Boolean,
? completed_at: Timestamp,
? points: Integer (0 .. 5000)

}

Root entity Achievement
{
+ id: Identifier,
categories: List<String>,
description: String,
is_active: Boolean,
points: Integer (0 .. 5000)

}

Root entity Game
{
+ id: Identifier,
achievements: Ref<Achievement>+,
date_from: Timestamp,
genres: List<String>,
title: String,
? description: String,
? max_players: Integer

}

Figure 6.3: TheGameTracker Athena schema used as a running example.

In this example, the schema is formed by a set of five entity types: Player, Achievement,
Game, Player_Data, and Ach_Summary. The three former are root entity types, that is, their
objects are not embedded in any other object, and the two latter are non-root as their instances
are embedded into Player objects.

Player is an entity type able to register participants collecting achievements. It has two
structural variations,where thefirst one (Variation 1) represents activeplayers that contains
common and four specific features: experience, hours_played, ach_earned, and score,
and the second variation (Variation 2) represents newly registeredplayers andonly contains
common features (e.g., nickname, status or suspended, among others). The rest of entity
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types do not show explicit variations but some of them define optional features (“?”), such as
completed_at and points in Ach_Summary, or description and max_players in Game.

A feature declaration specifies its name and type. There are four kinds of features: keys,
attributes, aggregates, and references. Attributes and aggregates denote the features that hold
the values of a database object. For attributes, the type can be either scalar (Integer, String,
Boolean, etc) or structured (Set, List, Map, and Tuple). In the case of aggregates, the type
is a non-root entity type. For example, Game.title is an attribute of type String, and
Player.user_data specifies that Player_data objects are embedded in Player objects.

The example schema also shows some keys and references. Each key is denoted by a
“+” symbol, and each root entity contains at least one key feature, such as Game.id or
Achievement.id. References are associated to a root typewith a cardinality, such as one to one
or one to many. For example, Achievement is referenced by Game.achievements and
Ach_Summary.achievement.

6.2 Design of a Taxonomy of Changes for NoSQL and Relational
Databases

In schema evolution approaches, the set of changes that can be applied on a particular data
model are usually organized in form of a taxonomy [BKKK87, HVS21], where several cate-
gories are established depending on the kind of schema element affected by a change. These
taxonomies, however, do not include some of the changes proposed here due to not handling
a unified schema representation.

We have defined a taxonomy for the U-Schema data model which includes a set of opera-
tions richer than those previously proposed. To do so, first we have considered the elements
of the data model susceptible to be changed:

• Entity types and relationship types are susceptible to changes, and they can both be
treated indistinctly. Therefore a schema type category is created by grouping both con-
cepts.

• Since our data model considers structural variations, changes can be defined to be ap-
plied to these variations. For example,joining all the variations in a single variation to
remove outliers [KSS15].
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• Some changes can be applied to features independently of their type (i.e., attributes,
aggregates, and references). To denote this, these changes are grouped together on the
taxonomy under the features category.

• Changes have also been defined for attributes, references and aggregates. Some of them
are particularly frequent in certain environments, such as converting a particular refer-
ence into an aggregate or vice versa [CW19].

• Changes on keys have not been explicitly defined, because in U-Schema a key is a logi-
cal feature that is always bound to an attribute, and therefore keys can be created and
deleted by means of their attribute, as will be shown.

• Changes on dataTypes have also not been explicitly defined. As with keys, types can be
modified by applying changes to their corresponding attributes.

The terminology used to define the taxonomy of changes will be introduced next. Let T
be the set of schema types belonging to a schema, and let E be the set of entity types E =

{Ei}, i = 1 . . . n, T = E in the case of aggregate-based stores, while T = E ∪ R, where
R = {Ri}, i = 1 . . .m denotes the set of relationship types, in the case of graph stores.
Each schema type t ∈ T includes a set of structural variations Vt = {vt1, vt2, . . . , vtn}, with
vti.features denoting the set of features of a variation vti. Then, the set of features of a schema
type t is Ft =

∪n
i=1 vti.features, which will include attributes, aggregates, and references, and

Ct ⊂ Ft denotes the set of common features of a type t. We will use dot notation to refer to
parts of a schema element, e.g., given an entity type e, e.name and e.features refer to the name
and set of features (Fe), respectively, of the entity type.

The proposed taxonomy is shown in Table 6.1. In a similar way to [CMDZ13], we have
added operations taking into account a compromise between atomicity, usability, and re-
versibility. In the case of changes affecting variations, usefulness and atomicity have prevailed
on reversibility. Each SCO is defined by an identifying name, together with information re-
garding the gaining or loss of information the operation causes on the schema, denoted by a
Cs notation as follows:

• C+ denotes a SCO that carries an additive change.
Example: Add Schema Type
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• C− is used for SCOs that carry a subtractive change.
Example: Delete Feature

• C+,− denotes a SCO in which there is a gain of information for a specific element and
a loss of information for other specific element.
Example: Move Feature

• C= means there is no change in the schema information.
Example: Rename Schema Type.

• C+|− is a change that adds or subtracts information, depending on the specific opera-
tion parameters.
Example: Cast Attribute to boolean.

As noted in [CMDZ13], a schema change operation can be considered a function whose
input is a schema S and a database D conforming to it and produces as output a modified
schema S′ and the database D′ that results of updating D to conform to S′. In this paper,
the schema operation semantics is defined in form of pre and postconditions, which appear
in the second and third column. Note that the postconditions only specify the changes on
the schema and not the changes on the database, because these depend on the concrete data
model. Since the operations semantics would be expressed very similarly to specifying the
database change, this semantics is not included here, but we have added a comment to the
postcondition of the Adapt operation to show that its effect is different to theDelvar opera-
tion. As Table 6.1 shows, taxonomy operations are classified in six categories corresponding
to the U-Schema elements previously listed: Schema Types, Structural Variations, Features,
Attributes,References and Aggregates.

ForSchemaType, thebasic, atomicoperationsAdd,Delete, andRename areprovided, along
with three complex operations to create new schema types: (i) TheExtract operation creates a
new schema type by copying some of the features of an existing schema type, and leaving the
original schema type unmodified. (ii) The Split operation divides an existing schema type into
twonew schema types by separating its features into two subsets, and the original schema type
ceases to exist. And (iii) theMerge operation can be understood as the inverse of the previous
operation: a new schema type is created as the union of two existing ones, which are removed
afterwards.
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Precondition Postcondition

Schema TypeOperations

(Entity Type and Relationship Type)

Add C+ Let t be a new schema type, t /∈ T t ∈ T
Delete C− Given a schema type t ∈ T t /∈ T
Rename C= Given a schema type t ∈ T and a string valuen,n /∈ T.names t.name = n
Extract C+,= Given a schema type t ∈ T, a set of features fs ⊂ Ft and a string

valuen /∈ T.names
t ∈ T ∧ t1 = T.new ∧ t1.name = n ∧
t1.features = fs

Split* C= Givenaschematype t ∈ T, twosetsof features fs1 ⊂ Ft∧fs2 ⊂ Ft
and two string valuesn1, n2 /∈ T.names

t /∈ T ∧ t1, t2 = T.new ∧ t1.name =
n1 ∧ t1.features = fs1 ∧ t2.name = n2 ∧
t2.features = fs2

Merge C= Given two schema types t1, t2 ∈ T and a string valuen /∈ T.names t1, t2 /∈ T ∧ t = T.new ∧ t.name = n ∧
t.features = t1.features ∪ t2.features

Structural VariationOperations

Delvar C− Given a schema type t ∈ T and a variation vt ∈ Vt vt /∈ Vt

Adapt C= Given a schema type t ∈ T and two variations vt1, v
t
2 ∈ Vt vt1 /∈ Vt (Data is migrated from vt1to v

t
2)

Union C+ Given a schema type t ∈ T ∧ Vt ̸= {} Vt = {vm} ∧ vm.features = ∪n
i=1v

t
i.features

FeatureOperations

(Attribute, Reference and Aggregate)

Delete C− Given a schema type t ∈ T and a feature f ∈ Ft f /∈ Ft
Rename C= Given a schema type t ∈ T, a feature f ∈ Ft , and a string value

n /∈ t.features.names
f.name = n

Copy C+ Given two schema types t1, t2 ∈ T and a feature f ∈ Ft1 ∧ f /∈ Ft2 f ∈ Ft1 ∧ f ∈ Ft2
Move* C+,− Given two schema types t1, t2 ∈ T and a feature f ∈ Ft1 ∧ f /∈ Ft2 f /∈ Ft1 ∧ f ∈ Ft2
Nest C+,− Given an entity type e1 ∈ E, a feature f ∈ Fe1 , and an aggregate

ag ∈ Fe1 ∧ ag.type = e2 ∧ f /∈ Fe2
f /∈ Fe1 ∧ f ∈ Fe2

Unnest C−,+ Givenanentity type e1 ∈ E, an aggregateag ∈ Fe1 ∧ag.type = e2 ,
and a feature f /∈ Fe1 ∧ f ∈ Fe2

f ∈ Fe1 ∧ f /∈ Fe2

AttributeOperations

Add C+ Given a schema type t ∈ T, let at be an attribute, at /∈ Ct at ∈ Ct

Cast C+|− Given a schema type t ∈ T, an attributeat ∈ Ft , and a scalar type st at.type = st
Promote C= Given an entity type e ∈ E and an attribute at ∈ Fe ∧ at.key =

False
at.key = True

Demote C= Given an entity type e ∈ E and an attribute at ∈ Fe ∧ at.key =
True

at.key = False

ReferenceOperations

Add C+ Given a schema type t ∈ T, let rf be an reference, rf /∈ Ct rf ∈ Ct

Cast C+|− Given a schema type t ∈ T, a reference rf ∈ Ft , and a scalar type st rf.type = st
Mult C+|− Givena schematype t ∈ T, a reference rf ∈ Ft , anda tuple(l, u) ∈

{(0, 1), (1, 1), (0,−1), (1,−1)}
rf.lowerBound = l ∧ rf.upperBound = u

Morph C= Given a schema type t ∈ T and a reference rf ∈ Ft , let ag be a new
aggregate, ag /∈ Ft

rf /∈ Ft ∧ ag ∈ Ft ∧ ag.name = rf.name ∧
ag.type = rf.type

AggregateOperations

Add C+ Given an entity type e ∈ E, let ag be an aggregate, ag /∈ Ce ag ∈ Ce

Mult C+|− Given an entity type e ∈ E, an aggregate ag ∈ Fe and a tuple

(l, u) ∈ {(0, 1), (1, 1), (0,−1), (1,−1)}
ag.lowerBound = l ∧ ag.upperBound = u

Morph C= Given an entity type e ∈ E and an aggregateag ∈ Fe , let rf be a new
reference, rf /∈ Fe

ag /∈ Fe ∧ rf ∈ Fe ∧ rf.name = ag.name ∧
rf.type = ag.type

Table 6.1: The taxonomy of schema changes for NoSQL and relational databases.

Three operations have been defined to manipulate Structural Variations: (i) The Delvar
operation deletes a given variation from a schema type, (ii) Adapt deletes a given variation
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but also migrates data belonging to the deleted variation to a new variation, and (iii) Union
joins all the variations of a schema type into a single one. Since Delvar and Adapt cause the
same changes on the schema (a variation is deleted), a comment has been added in the Adapt
postcondition to indicate the effect on the database.

The Feature category groups basic Delete and Rename operations. It also includes opera-
tions to: (i)Copy a feature from a schema type to another one, maintaining the feature copied
in the original schema type; (ii)Move a feature from a schema type to another, similar toCopy
but deleting the feature in the original schema type after copying; (iii)Nest to move a feature
to an aggregate; and (iv)Unnest tomove a feature from an aggregate to the embedding schema
type.

TheAttribute category includes operations to: (i)Add a new attribute, (ii)Cast its type to a
new type, (iii) Promote an attribute to key, and (iv)Demote an attribute from a key. As stated
before, there is not a Key category because keys can be created and deleted by means of the
attribute operations Add, Promote, andDemote.
The Reference category includes: (i) The Add operation, (ii) the Cast operation (both

similar to the ones defined in the Attribute category), (iii) Mult to change the multiplicity,
and (iv)Morph to transform a reference to an aggregate.
Finally the Aggregate category includes operations to: (i) Add an aggregate to a schema

type, (ii)Mult to change an aggregate multiplicity, and (iii)Morph to swap an aggregate for a
reference.

All the listed SCOs, except Split and Move, are atomic operations. This means that these
basic SCOs cannot be implemented as a combination of two or more other SCOs. On the
other hand, Split and Move are non-atomic operations because they can be implemented by
using other SCOs (Movie is composed of a Copy andDelete feature operations, and Split can
be defined as two Extract and a Delete schema type operations). These two operations have
been added to the taxonomy because they are recurrent operations in refactoring scenarios,
and other approaches have considered them.

6.3 Implementation of the Orion Language

Orion is the language created to implement the taxonomy of changes defined on U-Schema.
With Orion, developers can declare and execute SCOs in a system-independent way. The
Orion metamodel specifies the Orion grammar as an Ecore model [SBPM09]. Here, the
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Orion notation will be explained by using the running example and, finally, semantics will
be illustrated by indicating the generated code.

6.3.1 Concrete Syntax

The Orion notation allows to express SCOs like commands of a command-line language.
Therefore, the syntax of Orion is very simple as illustrated in Figure 6.4, where an excerpt
of its EBNF grammar is shown. The general format for the majority of operations is a key-
word denoting the change operation (e.g., Add or Delete) followed by another keyword to
indicate the kind of schema element it affects (e.g., Entity or Relationship, Aggregate or
Reference), and finally a list of arguments. The whole Orion metamodel can be found in
Appendix 10.4.1.

The Orion syntax has been defined to let operations be written as concise as possible. The
language has been providedwith somemechanisms to ease the definitions of those operations,
being some of them listed below:

• Operations can be applied over all schema types by using the “*” wildcard.
Example: DELETE *::name

• Operations can define a list of parameters.
Example: DELETE Sales::types, isActive, description

• Operations can be applied to specific variations of a schema type.
Example: RENAME *(v1,v3)::phone TO newPhone

• Differences between aggregate-based systems and graph systems are expressed through
optional parameters in some operation commands.
Example: ADD REF requires to indicate a target entity type and a join condition, and
has two optional parameters: the primitive type of the references values in the case of
an aggregated-based store, and a set of attributes for a graph store.

• Operations can also be grouped in EBlock structures. This serves two purposes. In
databases that allow transactions each EBlockwill be processed as a single transaction.
Also, during code generation, each EBlock will be generated in a single file indepen-
dently from the rest.
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⟨EntityRenameOp⟩ ::= ‘RENAME’ ‘ENTITY’ ⟨SchemaTypeRenameSpec⟩

⟨SchemaTypeRenameSpec⟩ ::= ID ‘TO’ ID

⟨EntityAdaptOp⟩ ::= ‘ADAPT’ ‘ENTITY’ ⟨SchemaTypeAdaptSpec⟩

⟨SchemaTypeAdaptSpec⟩ ::= ID ‘::’ ‘v’? ⟨VariationIdSpec⟩ ‘TO’ ‘v’? ⟨VariationIdSpec⟩

⟨FeatureDeleteOp⟩ ::= ‘DELETE’ ⟨FeatureDeleteSpec⟩

⟨FeatureDeleteSpec⟩ ::= ⟨MultipleFeatureSelector⟩

⟨FeatureRenameOp⟩ ::= ‘RENAME’ ⟨FeatureRenameSpec⟩

⟨FeatureRenameSpec⟩ ::= ⟨SingleFeatureSelector⟩ ‘TO’ ⟨QualifiedName⟩

⟨FeatureNestOp⟩ ::= ‘NEST’ ⟨FeatureNestSpec⟩

⟨FeatureNestSpec⟩ ::= ⟨MultipleFeatureSelector⟩ ‘TO’ ⟨QualifiedName⟩

⟨AttributeCastOp⟩ ::= ‘CAST’ ‘ATTR’ ⟨AttributeOrReferenceCastSpec⟩

⟨AttributeOrReferenceCastSpec⟩ ::= ⟨MultipleFeatureSelector⟩ ‘TO’ ⟨SinglePrimitiveType⟩

⟨ReferenceAddOp⟩ ::= ‘ADD’ ‘REF’ ⟨ReferenceAddSpec⟩

⟨ReferenceAddSpec⟩ ::= ‘?’? ⟨SingleFeatureSelector⟩ ‘:’ ( ⟨SinglePrimitiveType⟩ ( ‘(’ ⟨DefaultValue⟩ ‘)’ )?
| ‘feat’ ‘by’ ID ( ‘(’ ‘v’? ⟨VariationIdSpec⟩ ( ‘,’ ‘v’? VariationIdSpec )* ‘)’ )?
| ‘{’ ( ⟨SimpleDataFeature⟩ ( ’,’ ⟨SimpleDataFeature⟩ )* )? ‘}’ ) ( ‘?’ | ‘&’ | ‘*’ | ‘+’ ) ‘TO’ ID

( ‘WHERE’ ⟨ConditionDecl⟩ )?

⟨SingleFeatureSelector⟩ ::= ( ID ( ‘(’ ‘v’? ⟨VariationIdSpec⟩ ( ‘,’ ‘v’? ⟨VariationIdSpec⟩ )* ‘)’ )?
| ‘*’ ) ‘::’ ⟨QualifiedName⟩

⟨MultipleFeatureSelector⟩ ::= ( ID ( ‘(’ ‘v’? ⟨VariationIdSpec⟩ ( ‘,’ ‘v’? ⟨VariationIdSpec⟩ )* ‘)’ )?
| ‘*’ ) ‘::’ ⟨QualifiedName⟩ ( ‘,’ ⟨QualifiedName⟩ )*

⟨ConditionDecl⟩ ::= ⟨QualifiedName⟩ ‘=’ ⟨QualifiedName⟩

⟨QualifiedName⟩ ::= ID ( ‘.’ ID )*

⟨VariationIdSpec⟩ ::= INT

Figure 6.4: EBNF excerpt of the Orion language.

Figure 6.5 shows an Orion script that applies changes on the GameTracker schema of Fig-
ure 6.3. An Orion script starts with a USING statement that indicates the schema on which
the changes are applied. This declaration allows runtime checking of the validity of each op-
eration on the current schema. Note that the schema has to be updated after the execution of
each operation of the script, so that the checking can be correctly performed. The operations
are, therefore, sequentially executed.

The aforementioned script of Figure 6.5 shows changes on several entity types of the
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schema in a refactoring scenario, illustrating most of the different changes in the taxonomy.
To ease its understanding, operations have been separated according to their categories. First,
we used Add to create a new root entity type, Guild, with four initial attributes. Then we
used Rename to change the name of Player to GamePlayer. Please note that from now on,
operations will need to refer to this entity type by its new name, as in the following Adapt op-
eration used to reduce the number of variations in GamePlayer to a single variation, updating
the data belonging to the variation dissapearing.

Then, we Deleted a single feature and Renamed another one. After that, we Nested and
Unnested some features to/from GamePlayer and its user_data aggregate.

After that, we applied some Attribute operations by using Add to create two new
features in Player_Data (surname and homepage), we used Cast to change two fea-
tures to a Double type for every entity type (score and points), another Cast for
Ach_Summary.is_completed to Boolean, and a final Promote in Guild.code to add a fea-
ture to an entity type key.

Finally we applied some Aggregate operations: We Added a new aggregate for Guild with
five attributes creating a new non-root entity type named Realm, and a new non-root entity
type named Address embedded by Player_Data. After that, we changed the multiplicity
(Mult operation) of this last aggregate from one to one to one tomany, and thenwe used Morph
to change the embedded GamePlayer.user_data to a reference, changing the corresponding
non-root entity type to a root entity type and renaming the feature to user_private_data.

6.3.2 Semantics: Schema andData Update

The Orion semantics can be expressed through the changes that each operation causes in the
existing schema and stored data. In our case, these semantics are given by the Orion engine
that modifies the U-Schema model and translates Orion scripts into database operations for
updating data to the modified schema. The Orion engine has a component for each of these
two tasks: The Schema Updater and theData Updater, as shown in Figure 6.6.

The Schema Updater takes an Athena model (i.e., a schema) and an Orion model as input,
and outputs the updated schema. To do so, the input schema is taken as a starting point,
and each Orion operation is sequentially applied to that schema, with the semantics shown
in Section 6.2. This process is implemented as amodel to model transformation which assures
platform-independence. It also has to be executed along with the Data Updater, to assure
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GameTracker_ops operations

USING GameTracker:1

// Schema Type operations
ADD ENTITY Guild: { +id: Identifier, code: String, name: String, num_players: Number }
RENAME ENTITY Player TO GamePlayer
ADAPT ENTITY GamePlayer::v2 TO v1

// Feature operations
DELETE Achievement::is_active
RENAME Ach_Summary::completed_at TO is_completed
NEST GamePlayer::reputation, suspended TO Player_Data
UNNEST GamePlayer::user_data.email

// Attribute operations
ADD ATTR Player_Data::surname: String
ADD ATTR Player_Data::homepage: String
CAST ATTR *::score, points TO Double
CAST ATTR Ach_Summary::is_completed TO Boolean
PROMOTE ATTR Guild::code

// Aggregate operations
ADD AGGR Guild::realm: {

num_guilds: Number, max_guilds: Number, num_players: Number, max_players: Number, type: String
}& AS Realm
ADD AGGR Player_Data::address: { country: String, city: String }& AS Address
MULT AGGR Player_Data::address TO +
MORPH AGGR GamePlayer::user_data TO user_private_data

Figure 6.5: Operations applied to theGameTracker schema using Orion.

the correctness of the data to be adapted, or can be executed as a standalone process to study
schema evolution.

While we implemented a single Schema Updater, as it is independent of any database and
works at a logical level, the Data Updater is bound to a specific database, so a different data
updater must be implemented for each supported system. In our case, we have developed
data updaters for MongoDB, Cassandra, and Neo4j. With this choice, we covered docu-
ment, columnar, and graphNoSQL data models, and we support the three most widely used
NoSQL stores on their own paradigm.

A data updater receives an Athena and Orion model as input, and generates the piece of
database-specific code that applies the necessary changes on the database according to the op-
erations specified in the Orion script. Therefore, this process consists of amodel to text trans-
formation.

In the case of MongoDB, the data updater generates native MongoDB commands and
stores them in a Javascript file. Since MongoDB does not have to declare an explicit schema,
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Figure 6.6: The Orion engine developed to handle schema and data updates.

in order to apply changes, documents belonging to the desired entity type have to be selected.
To improve performance, Orion analyzes the scripts and optimizes operations that can be
applied sequentially on the same entity type, stacking them together into a single bulk write
instruction. Some complex operations, however, do not allow that optimization, and they
must be executed in their own aggregation pipeline. An example of this can be seen in Fig-
ure 6.8, where operations Nest and Unnest are applied on the same entity type (GamePlayer)
and therefore can be stacked, then a Cast over all entity types is applied, and finally an Add

aggregation and a Mult aggregation are also stacked together in a single bulk write.

InCassandra,CQL(CassandraQueryLanguage) instructions are generated toperform the
data update. Due to Cassandra declaring an explicit schema, evolution changes are restricted.
To implement some of these operations it is necessary to export the data to an external file,
change the schema and import the data back.

In Figure 6.9 some generated operations for Cassandra are shown. Here, the Rename

entity instruction stores the table on an external file before recreating that table with a
new name. However other instructions such as Delete feature are performed directly. Fi-
nally, a Promote attribute operation also relies on storing the table elsewhere but this time
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Schema GameTracker:2

Root entity GamePlayer {
Common {
+ id: Identifier,
nickname: String,
avatar_url: String /^https/,
status: Integer ( 0 .. 5 ),
last_activity: Timestamp,
user_private_data: Ref<Player_Data>&,
player_Data: Aggr<Player_Data>&,
email: String /^.+@.+\\.com$/
}
Variation 1 {
experience: Double,
hours_played: Double,
ach_earned: Aggr<Ach_Summary>+,
score: Double
}

}
Root entity Player_Data {
+ id: Identifier,
country_code: Integer,
name: String,
? birthday: Timestamp,
reputation: Double,
suspended: Boolean,
surname: String,
homepage: String,
address: Aggr<Address>+

}
Entity Ach_Summary {
achievement: Ref<Achievement>&,
of_the_day: Boolean,
? is_completed: Boolean,
? points: Double

}

Root entity Achievement {
+ id: Identifier,
categories: List<String>,
description: String,
points: Double

}

Root entity Game {
+ id: Identifier,
achievements: Ref<Achievement>+,
date_from: Timestamp,
genres: List<String>,
title: String,
? description: String,
? max_players: Integer

}

Root entity Guild {
+ id: Identifier,
+ code: String,
name: String,
num_players: Number,
realm: Aggr<Realm>&

}

Entity Realm {
num_guilds: Number,
max_guilds: Number,
num_players: Number,
max_players: Number,
type: String

}

Entity Address {
city: String,
country: String

}

Figure 6.7: The updatedGameTracker Athena schema after applying the SCOs.

columns need to be stored in an appropriate order to assure the primary key is created succes-
fully.

The Neo4j data updater uses the Cypher language to generate code for updating data.
Given its graph nature, Neo4j is also able to handle relationship types and, therefore, allows
the full set of schema type operations to be implemented for relationships. The schemaless
nature ofNeo4j also allows the database tobeupdated in a similarway toMongoDB: (i) Select-
ing all nodes belonging to the entity type to be modified and (ii) applying the desired change.
This also allows to stack together changes to the same schema type, reducing the overhead of
the change.

Figure 6.10 shows how some operations would be generated for Neo4j. First, a Rename
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GameTracker.GamePlayer.bulkWrite([
// NEST GamePlayer::reputation, suspended TO Player_Data
{updateMany: {filter: {}, update: {$rename: { "reputation": "user_data.reputation",

"suspended": "user_data.suspended"}}}},
// UNNEST GamePlayer::user_data.email
{updateMany: {filter: {}, update: {$rename: { "user_data.email": "email"}}}}
])

// CAST ATTR *::score, points TO Double
GameTracker.getCollectionNames().forEach(function(collName) {
GameTracker[collName].updateMany({}, [

{$set: { "score" : { $convert: { input: "$score", to: 1 }},
"points": { $convert: { input: "$points", to: 1 }}

}}])
})

GameTracker.Player_Data.bulkWrite([
// ADD AGGR Player_Data::address: { country: String, city: String }& AS Address
{updateMany: {filter:{}, update: [{$addFields: {"address": {"country": "", "city": ""}}}], upsert: true}},

// MULT AGGR Player_Data::address TO +
{updateMany: {filter: {}, update: [{$set: { "address": [ "$address" ] }}]}}
])

Figure 6.8: An example of operations generated by the Orion engine for MongoDB.

// RENAME ENTITY Player TO GamePlayer
COPY player TO 'tmp.csv' WITH HEADER = TRUE;
DROP TABLE player;
CREATE TABLE gameplayer (
id uuid,
ach_earned list<frozen<ach_summary>>,
avatar_url text,
experience double,
hours_played double,
last_activity timestamp,
nickname text,
reputation double,
score int,
status int,
suspended boolean,
user_data player_data,
PRIMARY KEY (id)
);
COPY gameplayer FROM 'tmp.csv' WITH HEADER = TRUE;

// DELETE Achievement::is_active
ALTER TABLE achievement DROP ( is_active );

// PROMOTE ATTR Guild::code
COPY guild (
id,
code,
name,
num_players

) TO 'tmp.csv' WITH HEADER = TRUE;
DROP TABLE guild;
CREATE TABLE guild (
id uuid,
code text,
name text,
num_players varint,
PRIMARY KEY (id, code)

);
COPY guild FROM 'tmp.csv' WITH HEADER = TRUE;

Figure 6.9: CQL code generated by the Orion engine for some operations in Cassandra.

entity and a Adapt entity are applied. Since in Neo4j aggregations are not handled, the
field GamePlayer.ach_earned is ignored in Cypher. Then, a Delete feature operation is
applied to each node matching a certain label containing the name of the entity type being
modified. Finally, a Cast attribute operation is applied to each node independently of its
label (which indicates its entity type) and also to each relationship in the graph.
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// RENAME ENTITY Player TO GamePlayer
MATCH (x: Player)
REMOVE x: Player
SET x: GamePlayer
;

// ADAPT ENTITY GamePlayer::2 TO 1
MATCH (x: GamePlayer) WHERE

x.experience IS NULL AND
x.hours_played IS NULL AND
x.ach_earned IS NULL AND
x.score IS NULL

SET x.experience = 0.0,
x.hours_played = 0.0,
x.score = 0

;

// DELETE Achievement::is_active
MATCH (x: Achievement)
REMOVE x.is_active
;

// CAST ATTR *::score, points TO Double
MATCH (x)
SET x.score = toFloat(x.score),

x.points = toFloat(x.points)
;

MATCH ()-[x]->()
SET x.score = toFloat(x.score),

x.points = toFloat(x.points)
;

Figure 6.10: Cypher code generated by the Orion engine for some operations in Neo4j.

For each Orion operation, the instructions issued by the data updater for particular sup-
ported databases are summed up in Table 6.2. There, some keywords give insight of how
each operation is implemented, and also which operations cannot be executed in a particu-
lar database. For example, since in Neo4j aggregations are not handled, operations regarding
aggregations are not supported.

6.4 Validation

Two kinds of validations have been carried out. The semantics of SCOs of the proposed tax-
onomy have been formally validated by usingAlloy. Also, the feasibility or applicability of the
changes has been evaluated by measuring execution times for the three currently supported
NoSQL systems.

6.4.1 Validating the Taxonomy

Alloy 5* has been used to implement each schema change based on its pre and postconditions.
This has been achieved by applying a three step process in which (i) U-Schema concepts and
their restrictions have been modeled, (ii) operations implementing the taxonomy have been
defined, and then (iii) checks for contradictions have been implemented for each operation.
Each step will be detailed below.

*https://alloytools.org/.
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The U-Schema metamodel has been modeled in Alloy by using signatures. In Figure 6.11
an excerpt of U-Schema is shown, consisting of two parts: (i) Entities and relationships field
declarations, which are a set of Entity types andRelationship types, and (ii) a set of facts imple-
menting restrictions that anyU-Schemamodelmust fulfill, such as: (i)A schemamust contain
at least one entity type or one relationship type, (ii) there cannot be two different entity types
with the same name, and (iii) each reference to a schema typemust belong to the same schema
as that schema type. Once theU-Schema specification is defined, Alloy is capable of searching
for scenarios that fulfill all the provided restrictions.

some sig USchema
{
entities: set EntityType,
relationships: set RelationshipType
}
{
some entities or some relationships
entities.parents in entities
relationships.parents in relationships

some e: entities | e.root = True
all e1, e2: entities | e1.name = e2.name => e1 = e2
all r1, r2: relationships | r1.name = r2.name => r1 = r2
all ref: entities.variations.features + relationships.variations.features

| ref.refsTo in entities
all aggr: entities.variations.features + relationships.variations.features

| aggr.aggregates in entities.variations
}

Figure 6.11: An excerpt of the U-Schema definition in Alloy.

Figure 6.12 shows a scenario found by Alloy in which a U-Schema instance is composed
of two entity types, EntityType0 and EntityType1, both of them roots. The first entity type
contains a structural variation with two features, Attribute0 and Attribute2, named Feature-
Name1 and FeatureName0, and both of them of a PrimitiveType. The second entity type
contains also a structural variation but with only one attribute, Attribute1 with name Fea-
tureName1, also of a PrimitiveType.
The next step is to model the change operations in the taxonomy as Alloy operations, by

using predicates that may be applied over instances of U-Schema elements. Each operation
shows the same structure: (i) It checks that input parameters do meet the preconditions, and
then (ii) it matches the changes to be reflected on the output parameters.

InFigure 6.13, theRenameEntityoperation is implemented. Its precondition is declared in
the sameway as itwas defined inTable 6.1, newName not in schemaI.entities.name, and
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Figure 6.12: AU-Schema instance found by Alloy.

pred Operation_RenameEntity [schemaI, schemaO: USchema,
entityI, entityO: EntityType, newName: SchemaTypeName]

{
entityI in schemaI.entities and entityO not in schemaI.entities
// Precondition check: n /∈ T.names
newName not in schemaI.entities.name

entityO.name = newName
entityO.root = entityI.root
entityO.parents = entityI.parents
entityO.variations = entityI.variations
schemaO.entities = schemaI.entities - entityI + entityO
schemaO.relationships = schemaI.relationships

}

Figure 6.13: Alloy definition for theRename Entity operation.

then several statements are defined to be fulfilled by the output schema. When this operation
is executed in Alloy to search scenarios in which it is sucessfully applied, a scenario is found,
which is shown in Figure 6.14. As can be seen, the input schema only has an entity typewhose
name changes in the output schema but its root and variations properties are the same.

In order to check the operation for contradictions, we use a Check statement. This check
is an implication in which if the designed operation is applied to a valid scenario, then some
conditions need to be assured, i.e., the operation postconditions. In Figure 6.15 the check
statement for the Rename Entity operation is shown. Here, it is checked that applying the
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Figure 6.14: One of theRename Entity scenarios found.

operation to a given scenario, the postcondition, entityO.name = newName will be fulfilled.
Applying this checkmeans that Alloy tries to find a scenario in which the operation is applied
but the implications (i.e., postconditions) are not true (counterexample), which ends with
Alloy not finding scenarios.

For each operation some invariants are also checked: (i) For each schema type operation, we
check that the involved schemas, without the affected entities, remain unchanged, and (ii) for
each feature operation, we check the first invariant and also that the involved entity or entities,
without the affected features, also remain unchanged. Applying this check means that Alloy
will look for a scenario in which the operation is applied but the implications are not true. In
our case, Alloy was not able to find any contradictory scenario.

Therefore, we concluded that preconditionswere consistent andpostconditionswere valid.
The usage ofAlloy also served to refinewith additional preconditions certain operations, such
as Extract/Split/Merge Entity, which were not consistent at the beginning of the process. It
also showed the importance of including invariants in the metamodel.
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Check_Operation_RenameEntity: check
{
all schemaI, schemaO: USchema, entityI, entityO: EntityType, newName: SchemaTypeName |
Operation_RenameEntity[schemaI, schemaO, entityI, entityO, newName] =>

// Postcondition check: t.name = n
entityO.name = newName
// Invariant check: Everything else remains the same.
and CheckSchemaEquality[schemaI.entities - entityI, schemaO.entities - entityO,

schemaI.relationships, schemaO.relationships]
} for 10

Figure 6.15: Postcondition checking of theRename Entity operation.

6.4.2 Measuring Performance of Orion Operations

To evaluate the feasibility of each implemented operation, we created the following scenario
for each database system considered. First, we defined a schema with several root entity
types: One entity type per group of operations (features, attributes, references, and aggre-
gates), and one entity type per schema type operation, each one of them with the same num-
ber of features. Then, by using the Deimos language described in Chapter 7, we generated a
dataset of 150,000 instances per entity type conforming to that schema. After that, wedefined
a process to inject this dataset into a MongoDB, Cassandra, and Neo4j database. Then, we
applied several standard queries towarmup the database and let it fill its caches. The designed
warm up queries do scan the entire database looking for non-existing values on non-indexed
fields.

In order to provide ameaningful expression of the feasibility of the implemented SCOs, we
did not measure absolute times. Instead, we used amodification operation opmod to normalize
the obtained times. This opmod operationmodifies a field that is not indexed, so the database is
not optimized for it and results are more reliable. In the third step, opmod is applied on all the
instances of a certain entity type. Note that an update operation is preferred over a standard
query because we are measuring operations modifying the database.

The final step consisted on executing each operation independently to measure its execu-
tion time. To do so, we defined three blocks to execute: (i) Entity type operations, (ii) feature,
attribute, reference, and aggregate operations, and (iii) relationship type operations, if appli-
cable. Since operations are executed individually, it is not possible to take advantage of certain
mechanisms such as stacking operations together, which is relevant in the case of, for example,
MongoDB. This whole process was repeated five times to get a reliable mean time. Given the
different nature of each database system considered, the opmod operation is slightly different
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for each one of them.

Table 6.2 shows the different execution times for each taxonomy operation performed over
each of the consideredNoSQL systems. The table includes two columns for each system, one
shows a summary of the native code performed and the other the execution time multiplied
by a factor that is the execution time for the opmod operation on MongoDB, Cassandra and
Neo4j, which are denoted as tM, tC and tN, respectively.

MongoDB operations performed as expected because the majority of them scan over a sin-
gle entity type (Delete, Unnest or Cast), so their ratio is close to 1× tM and only a couple of
operations such as Copy or Morph do require additional scans (or an explicit join) and, there-
fore, are much more costly. As was explained in Section 6.2, although Delvar and Adapt are
semantically equal, they are implemented differently because the former removes instances be-
longing to a variation and the latter transforms those instances to a new variation by adding
and/or deleting fields.

Cassandra operations do not show huge performance differences between them, although
the ones with the Copy command are the most costly. As explained in Section 6.3, these op-
erations are the ones that were implemented bymeans of an export/import to an external file.
These tables were of only five fields, but it is foreseeable that their performance would drop if
tables hadmore fields. It is also important to note that CSVmanipulation on the most costly
operations was not included in the measurement.

Finally, Neo4j operations behaved in a similar way as in MongoDB, although certain re-
lationship operations (Split, Merge, and Union) performed worse than other relationship
operations because they not only affect single relationships but also involve creating new rela-
tionships between nodes and filling their fields.

6.5 Evaluation of the Proposed Language

We evaluated Orion and its engine by applying it to three different case studies. In these case
studies we will apply refactoring processes to databases, consisting on a succession of SCOs
defined in Orion with the purpose of updating schema and data. Database refactoring is an
activity aimed to improve the database design and performance without changing its seman-
tics [AS06]. A refactoring is a small change on the schema, and several refactorings can be
applied to achieve a determined improvement.
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MongoDB tM Cassandra tC Neo4j tN

Entity typeOperations

Add createCollection(),$addFields 0.01 CREATE table 0.21 CREATE,MATCH,SET node 0.37
Delete drop() 0.01 DROP table 0.37 MATCH,DELETE node 1.12
Rename renameCollection() 0 2×(COPY,DROP,CREATE) table 2.86 MATCH,REMOVE,SET node 1.89
Extract $project,$out 0.31 2×COPY table,CREATE table 2.25 MATCH,CREATE node 2.92
Split 2×($project,$out),drop() 0.63 (4×COPY,2×CREATE,DROP) table 4.44 MATCH,2×CREATE,DELETE node 6.55
Merge 2×$merge,2×drop() 4.95 (4×COPY,CREATE,2×DROP) table 4.72 2×MATCH,CREATE,2×DELETE node 8.29
Delvar remove() 0.38 — — MATCH,DELETE node 1.42
Adapt $unset,$addFields 0.70 — — MATCH,REMOVE,SET node 1.95
Union $addFields 1.40 — — MATCH,SET node 8.44

Relationship typeOperations

Add — — — — — —

Delete — — — — MATCH,DELETE rel 2.43
Rename — — — — MATCH,apoc.refactor.setType rel 0.22
Extract — — — — MATCH,CREATE rel 5.43
Split — — — — MATCH,2×CREATE rel 10.99
Merge — — — — 2×MATCH,CREATE,2×DELETE rel 13.84
Delvar — — — — MATCH,DELETE rel 0.84
Adapt — — — — MATCH,REMOVE,SET rel 0.76
Union — — — — MATCH,SET rel 15.93

FeatureOperations

Delete $unset 1.08 DROP column 0.22 MATCH,REMOVE field 0.78
Rename $rename 1.22 2×COPY table,DROP column,ADD column 2.07 MATCH,SET,REMOVE field 2.03
Copy $lookup,$addFields,$addFields,$out 4.06 2×COPY table,ADD column 2.21 2×MATCH,SET field 2.24
Move $lookup,$addFields,$addFields,$out,$unset 5.09 2×COPY table,ADD column,DROP column 2.30 2×MATCH,SET,REMOVE field 3.31
Nest $rename 1.27 — — — —

Unnest $rename 1.30 — — — —

AttributeOperations

Add $addFields 1.35 ADD column 0.21 MATCH,SET field 0.76
Cast $set 1.31 2×(COPY,DROP,CREATE) table 3.06 MATCH,SET field 1.50
Promote — — 2×(COPY,DROP,CREATE) table 3.08 CREATE constraintUNIQUE 4.12
Demote — — 2×(COPY,DROP,CREATE) table 3.08 DROP constraint 0.03

ReferenceOperations

Add $lookup,$addFields,$out 4.09 ADD column,2×COPY table 2.04 2×MATCH,CREATE rel 5.39
Cast $set 1.46 2×(COPY,DROP,CREATE) table 3.07 — —

Mult $set 1.41 — — — —

Morph $lookup,$addFields,$out,$unset 4.95 — — — —

AggregateOperations

Add $addFields 1.43 CREATE type,ADD column 0.24 — —

Mult $set 1.45 — — — —

Morph insert(),save() 34.08 — — — —

Table 6.2: Implementation and performance of the SCOs.

6.5.1 A StackOverflowRefactoring in Neo4j

In this case study, Orion has been used to apply a refactoring to a Neo4j database that im-
ported the StackOverflow dataset [Sta14]. We injected the dataset into Neo4j but changed
it slightly during injection to take advantage of relationship types. In StackOverflow, the
Comment entity type references its User and a Post in a one to one relation, so we injected this
database transforming the Comment entity type as a relationship type named Rel_Comments

between Users and Posts. After injecting the dataset into Neo4j, we inferred the schema,
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obtained the corresponding U-Schema and transformed it to an Athena schema.

Figure 6.16: Excerpt of the StackOverflow schema injected in Neo4j.

Figure 6.16 shows an excerpt of the inferred schema with two of the seven entity types
discovered and the already mentioned new relationship type. Here, Posts and Users are
shown as union entity types listing their required and optional features, because they contain
too many variations to be visualized. Users references Posts by rel_comments, a reference
with attributes that belongs to Rel_Comments. Rel_Comments has four required features
(ContentLicense, CreationDate, PostId and Score) and five structural variations each
with a different set of additional features.

Analyzing the schema, we realized that the newly created relationship type could be im-
proved by casting some types of attributes to specific Neo4j types, adding new fields or copy-
ing fields from Users and Posts to the relationship type. Also, injecting an entity type as a
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relationship type caused that some attributes in Rel_Comments turned obsolete and could be
deleted. In this way, by slightly changing the schema, query performance could be improved.

The proposed refactoring can be divided into two blocks: (i) Applying operations to some
fields of Users and Posts to improve query performance over them, and (ii) applying opera-
tions over the newly created Rel_Comments to improve its expressiveness.

StackOverflow_neo4j_ops operations

Using stackoverflow_neo4j:1

CAST ATTR *::CreationDate, LastAccessDate TO Timestamp
MULT REF Posts::Tags TO +
COPY Posts::PostTypeId TO Rel_Comments::CommentTypeId WHERE id=PostId
COPY Users::Reputation TO Rel_Comments::UserReputation WHERE id=UserId

UNION RELATIONSHIP Rel_Comments

ADD ATTR Rel_Comments::LastEditDate: Timestamp
ADD ATTR Rel_Comments::KarmaCount: Number
CAST ATTR Rel_Comments::Score TO Double
DELETE Rel_Comments::PostId, UserId

RENAME RELATIONSHIP Rel_Comments TO comments

Figure 6.17: Operations applied to the StackOverflow schema and data in Neo4j.

The Orion script to refactor the StackOverflow schema is shown in Figure 6.17. Firstly,
some Cast operations are performed to convert certain fields stored as strings to timestamps.
These casts are performed against every schema type containing the CreationDate and
LastAccessDate features, which are all three schema types shown. Then, a Mult operation
to allow the possibility for a post to holdmore than one tag, and two Copy operations tomove
a couple of attributes from Users and Posts to each Comment between them, in order to get
quick access to those fields. Operations regarding Rel_Comment include a Union in order to
maintain only a single variation andmake all the featuresmandatory, two Add Attribute op-
erations to create new features, a Cast over a feature that should be of double type, and two
Delete operations over the two PostId and UserId carried from the injection that now are
useless since the relationship itself stores that information. Finally, we performed a Rename
Relationship to change the Rel_Comments name to a more suitable comments name for a
relationship.

Given this script and the Athena schema, the Orion engine generates the updated schema
and the Cypher code script to execute the changes on the data. In Figure 6.18 an excerpt
of the generated code can be seen. First, some Add operations are shown, which make use
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of native Cypher functions to create default values (such as in datetime()). Then the Cast
operation is applied, which uses the function toFloat to cast a feature to a type. After that, a
Delete operation is applied to all entity types and also relationship types, and finally a Rename
Relationship is implemented by making use of the Neo4j APOC library.†

// ADD ATTR Rel_Comments::LastEditDate: Timestamp
MATCH ()-[x: Rel_Comments]->()
SET x.LastEditDate = datetime()
;
// ADD ATTR Rel_Comments::KarmaCount: Number
MATCH ()-[x: Rel_Comments]->()
SET x.KarmaCount = 0
;

// CAST ATTR Rel_Comments::Score TO Double
MATCH ()-[x: Rel_Comments]->()
SET x.Score = toFloat(x.Score)
;

// DELETE *::PostId, UserId
MATCH (x)
REMOVE x.PostId, x.UserId
;
MATCH ()-[x]->()
REMOVE x.PostId, x.UserId
;

// RENAME RELATIONSHIP Rel_Comments TO comments
MATCH ()-[x: Rel_Comments]->()
CALL apoc.refactor.setType(x, 'comments')
YIELD input, output RETURN *
;

Figure 6.18: Cypher code generated by the Orion engine for some operations in Neo4j.

6.5.2 A StackOverflowRefactoring inMongoDB

In this second case study, as an alternative to the first refactoring case the StackOverflow
dataset [Sta14] was injected into a MongoDB database. We did not apply any change during
the injection this time. Unlike the previous case, we could not inject an entity type as a rela-
tionship, but instead planned to take advantage of constructs typical to document databases,
such as aggregations, since we already knew that this dataset only relies on references between
entity types.

Once the datasetwas injected,weobtained theU-Schemamodel and the equivalentAthena
schema. As is shown in Figure 6.19, this time we focused on Posts and Users, their relation-
ships with Postlinks and Badges, and how a post does not store its links, it is a postlink that
stores to which post it is associated, and the same case applies to a user and its badges.

A useful refactoring case would consist on embedding, for each post, its corresponding
postlinks, and for each user its corresponding badges. To do so we implemented the Orion
script shown in Figure 6.20. In this script, first, the same CAST and MULT operations are ap-
plied as in the previous refactoring case, showing that these operations can be applied to both
databases. After that, we used some NEST operations on Posts and Users to create new ag-

†https://neo4j.com/developer/neo4j-apoc/.
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Figure 6.19: Excerpt of the StackOverflow schema injected inMongoDB.

gregated objects (PostMetadata and UserMetadata) where similar features are stored. We
also embedded Postlinks into Posts and Badges into Users by using ADD REF and MORPH.
This is not a trivial operation since there is no direct reference between a post and its postlinks.
Instead, such reference needs to be created by providing a join condition that uses the refer-
ence between a postlink and its post. Once this reference is created, it can be swapped for an
aggregation, removing the _id field from the embedded object and the Postlinks collection.
The same principle applies to Users and Badges.

An excerpt of the JS code script generated by the Orion engine is displayed in Figure 6.21.
Here, the operations that aggregate Postlinks into Posts are displayed: (i) An inverse refer-
ence between the two entity types is created by using a lookup operation. A temporal index is
created beforehand to accelerate the process and it is dropped afterwards. (ii) Then this refer-
ence is swapped into an aggregation by using another lookup operation. The final instructions
remove the newly created reference, since in Orion the rmId option was specified, and then
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StackOverflow_mongodb_ops operations

USING stackoverflow_mongodb:1

CAST ATTR *::CreationDate, LastAccessDate TO Timestamp
CAST ATTR Posts::LastActivityDate TO Timestamp
MULT REF Posts::Tags TO +

NEST Posts::CreationDate, LastActivityDate TO PostMetadata
NEST Users::CreationDate, LastAccessDate, DownVotes, UpVotes TO UserMetadata

ADD REF Posts::postlinkIds: String* TO Postlinks WHERE Posts._id = Postlinks.PostId
MORPH REF Posts::postlinkIds (rmId rmEntity) TO postlinks

ADD REF Users::badgeIds: String* TO Badges WHERE Users._id = Badges.UserId
MORPH REF Users::badgeIds (rmId rmEntity) TO badges

Figure 6.20: Operations to be applied to StackOverflow in MongoDB.

thewhole Postlinks collection is dropped, as specified by the rmEntity option in theOrion
script.

// ADD REF Posts::postlinkIds: String* TO Postlinks WHERE Posts._id = Postlinks.PostId
stackoverflow_mongodb.Postlinks.createIndex({Postlinks.PostId: 1}, {name: "TEMP_INDEX"})

stackoverflow_mongodb.Posts.aggregate([
{ $lookup: { from: "Postlinks", localField: "_id", foreignField: "PostId", as: "postlinkIds" }},
{ $addFields: { "postlinkIds": "$postlinkIds._id"}},
{ $out: "Posts" }

])

stackoverflow_mongodb.Postlinks.dropIndex("TEMP_INDEX")

// MORPH REF Posts::postlinkIds ( rmId rmEntity ) TO postlinks
stackoverflow_mongodb.Posts.aggregate([

{ $lookup: { from: "Postlinks", localField: "postlinkIds", foreignField: "_id", as: "postlinks" }},
{ $out: "Posts" }

])
stackoverflow_mongodb.Posts.updateMany({}, {$unset: {"postlinkIds": 1, "postlinks.$[]._id": 1}})
stackoverflow_mongodb.Postlinks.drop()

Figure 6.21: JavaScript code generated for some operations in MongoDB.

Once the update script is executed, each post contains an aggregation array with its own
postlinks, and each user contains an array of its own badges, so there is no need to join these
collections to retrieve the information.
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6.5.3 OutlierMigration in Reddit

In this last case study, we remove outliers in the Reddit dataset [Red18]. As will be explained
in Chapter 8, an outlier variation is any variation with an abnormally low number of objects
belonging to it compared with the total number of objects belonging to the rest of variations
of an entity type. In that same chapter, a process devised to detect outliers is described, and
here the outlier variations will be updated to regular variations by using Orion.

This dataset was injected into MongoDB, and its schema was inferred to obtain its cor-
responding U-Schema, and transformed to an Athena schema to be provided to the Orion
engine. For this case scenario, the Comments entity type was considered, with more than 850
million comments distributed in twenty structural variations. Figure 6.22 shows the inferred
Comment entity type, the composition of its variations as well as references to the other entity
types: Authors, Moderators, and Subreddits.
By applying the process to detect outliers described in Chapter 8, five regular variations

and fifteen outlier variations were detected. By using Orion, a developer can delete obsolete
instances belonging to old variations, as well as adapt some variations to new ones, migrating
the data accordingly. The developer can do so by using the Delvar and Adapt operations, as is
shown in Figure 6.23. Here, variations {v1..4}will be deleted along with all objects belonging
to those variations, by using the Delvar operation, and variations {v10..20}will be adapted to
other variations, updating objects belonging to those variations by using the Adapt operation.
After applying these Orion operations, the number of Comment variations will be reduced
from twenty to five.

Each of these Delvar and Adapt operations will be translated into the corresponding
Javascript code to be executed on the MongoDB database. In Figure 6.24, an example of the
code generated from a Delvar operation and an Adapt operations is shown. The structure
of both operations is fairly similar and can be divided in the following steps:

• First, thematch clause only captures instances of variation 4 or variation 11. This can
be achieved by checking if certain fields exist, or do not exist, for a particular varia-
tion. In this case, for variation 11, features archived, distinguised, downs, edited,
name, and score_hidden must exist, and features author_flair_css_class and
author_flair_textmust not exist.

• Then, in Delvar the entire object is removed, while in Adapt features are added or
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Figure 6.22: The Comments entity type from theReddit schema.

removed to make variation 11 conform to variation 5. In this case, it is neccesary to
unset the distinguised feature.

Once the script is executed against the database, data is migrated, variations are removed
and the complexity of the schema is reduced as a result.
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Reddit_migration operations

USING reddit:1

DELVAR ENTITY Comments::v1
DELVAR ENTITY Comments::v2
DELVAR ENTITY Comments::v3
DELVAR ENTITY Comments::v4

ADAPT ENTITY Comments::v10 TO v7
ADAPT ENTITY Comments::v11 TO v5
ADAPT ENTITY Comments::v12 TO v7
ADAPT ENTITY Comments::v13 TO v9
ADAPT ENTITY Comments::v14 TO v8
ADAPT ENTITY Comments::v15 TO v6
ADAPT ENTITY Comments::v16 TO v6
ADAPT ENTITY Comments::v17 TO v6
ADAPT ENTITY Comments::v18 TO v7
ADAPT ENTITY Comments::v19 TO v6
ADAPT ENTITY Comments::v20 TO v6

Figure 6.23: Orion model used to update variations on the Reddit Comments entity type.

// DELVAR ENTITY Comments::4
reddit.Comments.remove({
"author_flair_css_class": {$exists: true},
"edited": {$exists: true},
"stickied": {$exists: true},
"archived": {$exists: false},
"downs": {$exists: false},
"name": {$exists: false},
"score_hidden": {$exists: false},
"author_flair_text": {$exists: false},
"distinguished": {$exists: false}

})

// ADAPT ENTITY Comments::11 TO 5
reddit.Comments.updateMany({
"archived": {$exists: true},
"distinguished": {$exists: true},
"downs": {$exists: true},
"edited": {$exists: true},
"name": {$exists: true},
"score_hidden": {$exists: true},
"author_flair_css_class": {$exists: false},
"author_flair_text": {$exists: false}}, [
{$unset: ["distinguished"]}
])

Figure 6.24: Orion script migrating the Comments variation 11 to 5.
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Nobody ever figures out what life is all about, and it doesn’t
matter. Fall in love with some activity, and do it! Explore
the world. Nearly everything is really interesting if you go
into it deeply enough.

Richard Phillips Feynman

7
Deimos: A Data Generation Language

When testing applications that interact with databases, the generation of synthetic data is of
great interest, as available datasets are scarce, and they usually don’t have enough variation to
test every desired aspect. For example, load or performance tests of MapReduce operations
require large databases. Also, commonly it is not possible to work with just a fragment of
the datasets, since referential integrity and statistic properties cannot be assured, as well as
maintaining the variation patterns of the original data. Finally, existing datasets tend to be
curated, with errors removed, and lack of an evolution history as a consequence of beingmere
database dumps.

The generation of synthetic data is therefore a topic of great interest for validating research
results in data engineering, testing data intensive applications, deciding querying strategies,
and testing a data schema and its physical layout. Past research has been focused in rela-
tional systems, and some solutions have been proposed, such as the use of restriction lan-
guages [BC05, SCS09] and several other techniques described in [BKL08].

When tackling the generation of synthetic data, usually one of two possible scenarios are
faced. The first scenario is to handle the data generation from scratch, while the second sce-
nario relies on having an existing dataset as a starting point to analyze and apply changes to
it. There are current approaches and existing tools for both scenarios and they show some
advantages and limitations that are worth noting.
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When data generation is tackled from scratch, approaches and tools usually rely on a
provided schema representation and pre-created dictionaries from where realistic values are
picked, whichmakes them able to provide a huge variety of simple values. The generated data
can also be exported into several output formats such as JSON or CSV. However, available
tools cannot handleNoSQL specifics such as variations, embedded objects, or references, and
also cannotmanage several collections with dependencies among them (i.e., they are prepared
for single entity types.) Finally, these approaches offer little to no flexibility for defining re-
strictions and erroneous data.

Other approaches require to be provided with an input dataset because they perform
changes to it to produce a new dataset. These changes may vary from analyzing the dataset to
investigate which statistical properties need to be replicated to applying pollution techniques
on the dataset to introduce the desired behavior on the data. The advantages of this approach
are both that it is usually enough to apply basic tests and that the available tools are of adequate
quality. However, relying on providing a suitable dataset as an input is not something trivial,
and pollution tools lack flexibility to simulate certain behaviors such as handling references
and aggregates or introducing realistic timestamps.

In order to tackle the task of generating synthetic data, in this chapterwe introduceDeimos,
a platform-independent domain specific language (DSL), and provide an in-depth analysis of
the language and the Deimos engine in charge of the generation process. Deimos provides
a declarative specification of what data to be generated. To do so, a Deimos specification
allows to define inputs, rules, and mappings that help to overcome the main disadvantages
of existing approaches. Among other things, this approach offers complete support of the
variability inherent to NoSQL data (i.e., structural variations, aggregations, and references),
ability to specify restrictions on the data, and the possibility of reusing existing datasets.

This chapter is divided in the following sections: First, we gather a list of requirements that
need to be acomplished by the language. Then, we propose the language, its concrete syntax
and analyze its components. Next, we describe theDeimos engine and the generation process
that takes a Deimos model and produces the requested data. The last section is devoted to
show an evaluation of the whole process being applied on three real case scenarios.
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7.1 Language Requirements

Deimos is a declarative domain specific language aimed to generate synthetic data. To gather
its requirements, we followed the same principles shown in Chapter 5: We aimed to design
a language that provides flexibility and a gentle learning curve. First, we studied related pub-
lished works and available tools, and then we designed a set of requirements to be fulfilled.

Hildebrandt et al. [HPWR17] list as desiderata five conditions that should be met by any
synthetic data generation tool: (i) Efficiency and scalability, (ii) schema independence, (iii) re-
alistic data values and patterns, (iv) realistic and variable error patterns, and (v) simple but
adaptable configuration. These five keys have been kept in mind as requirements to be ful-
filled by the design of Deimos. The requirement list is described as follows:

Requirement 1 The language should be complete.

A language is complete when each element of the U-Schema data model can be modeled
in Deimos. This means that Deimos allows the construction of rules that modify the values
generated for each element in U-Schema, and supports all its variability (i.e., schema types,
variations, data types, references, and aggregations).

Requirement 2 The language should provide a declarative specification of what to generate.

A declarative specification lets data results to be reproducible according to statistic proper-
ties (see Requirement 5). This feature allows to test how different query strategies, data lay-
outs and configurations (such as different sharding settings or replication modes) in a given
setting affect performance. It needs to be taken into account that NoSQL technologies are
tightly linked to the physical deployment of the data. A proposed schema can be changed by
converting, for example, an aggregation into a reference, and the language should allow the
generation of similar data for both schemas, allowing query testing against them to decide the
best alternative.

Requirement 3 The language should be able to integrate different data sources to produce a
resulting dataset.

In a context in which data can be collected from different sources, it is crucial that the
language supports specifying which parts of existing datasets or databases are used as source
for the generation. This feature also allows the injection of different data sources as an output
if random data is not needed.
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Requirement 4 The language should allow to specify restrictions on synthetic data types.

Oftentimes applications require certain characteristics such as identifiers following a given
pattern, the maintenance of referential integrity or restrictions on data types. The language
should be flexible enough to allow this kind of restrictions.

Requirement 5 The language should allow to maintain some statistic properties of the data.

The language should maintain certain statistic properties of the data. In certain generation
processes, developers might want to maintain relations between the number of data elements
of some entities (e.g., an entity has an array feature with, on average, three elements on it).
These relations should be maintained regardless of the output dataset size.

Requirement 6 The language should allow to introduce errors, nulls and duplicates.

The language should allow to replace values by nulls, duplicates and other errors on the
synthetic data. When working with databases, these errors can happen due to user or coding
errors, and the applications must be built to handle them and recover or fill the missing data.

Requirement 7 The generation must be efficient and parallelizable.

The generation process should be efficient and parallelizable. It should be able to generate
batches of data at the same time that the previous batch is being stored. Since data may be
related and identifiers generated in previous batches can be needed later on (for instance, in
references), mechanisms such as consistent hashing [KLL+97] are used to track the identifiers
already generated for each entity.

7.2 Implementation of the Deimos Language

Deimos is a domain specific language (DSL) that relies on the Athena language shown in
Chapter 5 to import a schema and allows to define generation rules for each of its elements
for which data can be generated (i.e., schema types, variations and features). In this section
the Deimos grammar will be presented along with a running example, and its components
will be detailed.
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7.2.1 The Deimos Grammar

The complete Deimos grammar can be found in Appendix 10.4.1, and a relevant excerpt of
it is shown in Figure 7.1. A Deimos model is called a specification, and it starts with the
DeimosSpecification rule that has four basic blocks that divide the functionality of the lan-
guage: (i) The InputModule rule allows to declare theAthena schema that describes howdata
is organized and tomap input data sources to variables to beused later on. (ii)TheRuleModule
rule to define a set of default rules and custom rules followed by a RuleDefinition. (iii) The
MappingModule rule that defines a set of mappings, each of which bind an element of the
schema to a rule. (iv) The OutputModule rule that defines which outputs will be produced as
a result of the generation process.

The running example takes as an input the SoftwareDevAthena schema used in Chapter 5.
We will use the normalized version of the schema shown in Figure 5.6 because it is already
simplified according to the rules provided in Section 5.3.1, although any Athena Schema
could be accepted. In this schema, three root entity types are defined with several characteris-
tics: (i) Developer holds two variations and features with restrictions such as email allowing
only values from a regular expression or permissions allowing restricted values from an enu-
merate, and an aggregation to DeveloperInfo. (ii) Ticket is a root entity type defined as a
union entity with two references and two features (num_forks and num_stars) that only al-
low values from a range of numbers. And (iii) Repository has an aggregation to Requests
and, among other characteristics, an optional feature (tags). The rules defined to generate
values for these features will need to take into account all these restrictions.

ADeimosmodel for a schema like this is divided into four composing blocks: (i) The input
block, (ii) the rule block, (iii) themapping block, and (iv) the output block that are specified in
a declarative way (Requirement 2). Each of the following subsections will provide further
details about the functionality and options of each of these blocks. Given the length of the
running example it has been divided into these four blocks and four figures will be used to
detail it. The complete running example can be found in Appendix 10.4.1.

7.2.2 The Input Block

The input blockmust declare the Athena schema to which the generation will be performed.
Then a pseudo-random seed can be specified. This seed is set right after the Deimos specifica-
tion is processed but before any variables, rules andmappings are created, and therefore helps
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⟨DeimosSpecification⟩ ::= ‘spec’ ID ⟨InputModule⟩? ⟨RuleModule⟩ ⟨MappingModule⟩? ⟨OutputModule⟩?

⟨InputModule⟩ ::= ‘Input’ ‘:’ ‘schema’ ‘:’ ⟨Import⟩ ( ‘seed’ ‘:’ ELong )? ⟨InputVar⟩*

⟨InputVar⟩ ::= ID ‘:’ ⟨InputType⟩

⟨InputType⟩ ::= ⟨DBQuery⟩
| ⟨CSVFile⟩
| ⟨JSONFile⟩
| ⟨TXTFile⟩
| ⟨PythonScript⟩

⟨RuleModule⟩ ::= ‘Rules’ ‘:’ ⟨Rule⟩+

⟨Rule⟩ ::= ⟨DefaultRule⟩
| ⟨CustomRule⟩

⟨DefaultRule⟩ ::= ‘default’ ‘:’ ⟨RuleDefinition⟩

⟨CustomRule⟩ ::= ID ( ‘::’ ID )? ‘:’ ⟨RuleDefinition⟩

⟨MappingModule⟩ ::= ‘Mappings’ ‘:’ ⟨EntityTypeMapping⟩+

⟨EntityTypeMapping⟩ ::= ‘EntityType’ ID ‘{’ ( ‘rule’ ‘:’ ( ID | ⟨EntityTypeRuleDef ⟩ ) )? (⟨FeatureMapping⟩
( ‘,’ ⟨FeatureMapping⟩ )* )? ( ⟨VariationMapping⟩ ( ‘,’ ⟨VariationMapping⟩ )* )? ‘}’

⟨VariationMapping⟩ ::= ‘Variation’ INT ‘{’ (‘rule’ ‘:’ ( ID | ⟨VariationRuleDef ⟩ ) )? ( ⟨FeatureMapping⟩
( ‘,’ ⟨FeatureMapping⟩ )* )? ‘}’

⟨FeatureMapping⟩ ::= ID ‘:’ ( ID | ⟨RuleDefinition⟩ ) ( ‘<’ ( ID | ⟨RuleDefinition⟩ ) ‘>’)?

⟨OutputModule⟩ ::= ‘Output’ ‘:’ ‘schema’ ‘:’ ID ⟨OutputType⟩+

⟨OutputType⟩ ::= ⟨Database⟩
| ‘Console’
| ⟨Folder⟩

Figure 7.1: Excerpt of the Deimos language in EBNF format.

allowing the reproducibility of any generation (Requirement 5), since running two genera-
tions with the same seed will provide the same results.

After the schema and an optional seed, this block can also include one or more data source
declarations. A data source declaration associates a variable to the location of a data resource
along with some options andmappings. These variables can be referenced later on.

Current available data sources are: (i) db queries, (ii) csv files, (iii) json files, (iv) txt files,
and (v) Python scripts. Each data source must provide a string indicating how to locate the
resource, or a connection and a query in case of a database. Right now relational databases
andMongoDBqueries are supported. Files in JSON,CSV, or plain text format can be local or
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remote files as long as an URL can be formed to retrieve them (Requirement 3). Also, JSON
files are expected to have a JSON object per line, and this data source returns one of those
objects when asked for a value. Finally, Python scripts must be local resources, and return a
stream of elements to be used.

Each data source can define a set of options that modify the way the data source behaves
in providing data: (i) The order in which the data source is traversed (sequential or ran-
dom). (ii) The cycle mode that indicates if a data source should be traversed indefinitely or
just once (repeat or once). And (iii) a default value to be returned once the data source is de-
pleted.

Additionally, somemappings can be provided to db queries and csv files to assign variables
to specific columns of the data source. This way, a CSV file can be used as several data sources
at once by indicating separately which columns are going to be used.

Input:
Schema: SoftwareDev:2
Seed: 123456789
iMessages: python ("file://py_faker.py", order=sequential, cycle=repeat )
iDevelopers: csv ("file://users.csv", order=sequential, cycle=repeat, {cNames:$1, cTeams:$3})
iWords: txt ("https://raw.githubusercontent.com/dwyl/english-words/master/words_alpha.txt",

order=random, cycle=once, default="-")

Figure 7.2: The input block of the Deimos model for the SoftwareDev running example.

In Figure 7.2, the schema to be imported is named SoftwareDev:2 (please note the version
identifier corresponds to the normalized version of the schema), and a seed is set. Then, three
data sources are configured, bound to their variables. The iWords variable corresponds to
a remote plain text file accessed with an URL, that will be randomly traversed, only once,
and will return the “-” value when finished. The iMessages variable is bound to a local
Python script that uses the Faker library* to generate random messages in a repeatable cy-
cle. Finally, a local CSV file is bound to a iDevelopers variable, traversed sequentially and
repeatedly, and two inner variables are defined: cNames to the first column and cTeams to the
third one. This will allow later on to use these inner variables as iDevelopers.cNames and
iDevelopers.cTeams, respectively, to access those values.

*https://faker.readthedocs.io/en/master/.
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7.2.3 The Rule Block

The rule block is composed of a set of rules that determine how the values of elements of
U-Schema are generated. Rules can be defined for the following U-Schema elements: (i) En-
tity types, (ii) structural variations, (iii) references, (iv) aggregates, and (v) datatypes (Require-
ment 1). When considering attribute datatypes twomore groups can be distinguised: Collec-
tions (lists, sets, tuples, and maps) and primitive types (identifiers, strings, numbers, doubles,
booleans, and timestamps). Two types of rules can be defined: Default and specific rules. Each
rule refers to a metamodel element.

Default rules These rules are automatically applied to all the instances of the metamodel
elements that are part of the input schema for which a specific rule has not been associated. A
default rule is defined by the keyword default and is composed of one or moremodifiers.

Specific rules These rules will later on be used in themapping block to associate elements
of the input schema to them. Specific rules are defined by a unique name and one or more
modifiers. They can also inherit from other rules in order to reuse already defined modifiers.
The modifiers defined in the inherited rule will be copied to the inheriting one.

Rules:
default : Identifier { mongodbId }
default : String { fixed: "default_str" }
default : Boolean { random: 0.75}
default : Number { normal[mean=100,dev=15] }
default : EntityType { range[100000..100000]}
r_mail : String { regex: /^.+@.+\\.com$/}
r_permissions : String { enum["R", "W", "X", "RW", "RX", "WX", "RWX"] }
r_dev_name : String { src: iDevelopers.cNames, null: 0.05 }
r_dev_team : String { src: iDevelopers.cTeams, strange: 0.01 }
r_ticket_id : String { pattern: "%d_ticket"}
r_created_time : Timestamp { fixed: "2022-03-27T01:20:15Z", step: 35 seconds }
r_last_activity : Timestamp { now }
r_range : Number { range[0..1000] }
r_range_null::r_range: Number { null: 0.01 }

Figure 7.3: The rule block of the Deimos model for the SoftwareDev running example.

In Figure 7.3 five default rules are specified for Entity type and for the Identifier,
String, Boolean and Number types. Then five specific rules are defined for String

(rules r_mail, r_permissions, r_dev_name, r_dev_team, and r_ticket_id). After that,
two more specific rules are defined to model timestamp values (r_created_time and
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r_last_activity). Finally, two rules to generate Number values are defined: r_range and a
redefinition of it (r_range_null) that copies modifiers of the first rule and specifies an addi-
tional nullmodifier.

7.2.4 A Classification of RuleModifiers

A rule can define a set of one or more modifiers. Rule modifiers impose restrictions in how
values are generated (Requirement 4) and can be classified in four groups according to their
nature. Now each one of these groups will be described along with a table that shows, for
each modifier, its description and the elements in which it can be applied.

Creation modifiers These modifiers generate a value from scratch according to their def-
inition, and can be applied to any primitive type considered (identifiers, strings, numbers,
booleans, doubles and timestamps). A rule can only include (or inherit) a single creation
modifier.

Modifier Parameters Description Elements

Source Data source Takes a value from an input data source All Primitive Types

Fixed Value Produces a static value String, Number, Boolean, Double,

Timestamp

MongoDBId — Generates aMongoDBObjectId value Identifier

Enum Array of values Picks a value from an enumerate list String, Number, Double

Distribution Type and argu-

ments

Produces a value within a distribution Number, Double

RegEx Regular expression Creates a value based on a regular expression String

IdPattern Printf pattern Creates a value based on the printf pattern String

Range Minimum and max-

imum values

Creates a value betweenminimum andmaximum Number, Double

RandomBoolean Probability Produces True or False based on the probability Boolean

Counter Starting value Returns an auto incrementing value Number, Double

TimestampNow — Generates a timestamp representing the current instant Timestamp

Table 7.1: Creation modifiers available in Deimos.

Table 7.1 shows the considered creationmodifiers, alongwith their parameters, if they have
any, a little description of how they generate a value and the list of elements where they are
applicable. Source extracts the values from a defined source in the input block. Fixed sets a
static value to be generated. MongoDBId creates an ObjectId value by calling the MongoDB
java driver. Enum generates a value selecting it from a range of possible values. Distribution
uses a predefined distribution (normal, geometric, or Poisson) to generate values. RegEx speci-
fies a value by using a provided regular expression. IdPattern shows a pattern in C language’s
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printf format defining how values will be generated. Range limits the range of the generated
elements with a maximum and minimum value. RandomBoolean uses a probability to gen-
erate a True or False value. Counter initializes a variable with a starting value, and each time
is invoked returns that value and increments the variable in a unit. Finally, TimestampNow
returns the current instant when invoked.

Rules defined in Figure 7.3 show how rules regarding primitive types do have a creation
modifier. For example, the default boolean rule defines a random modifier with a 0.75
chance of returning True. Another example is r_mail, that has a RegEx modifier, and
r_created_time produces a fixed timestamp. Finally, r_last_activity only contains a
creation modifier and each time it is invoked, the current instant will be returned as a value.

Replacement modifiers These modifiers swap an expected value for other value (Require-
ment 6). This other value can be of the same type, of a different type or a null value. A rule
can include zero or more of these modifiers. These modifiers receive a probability as a param-
eter, can be stacked and will be applied in order when generating values. This means that if
the first replacementmodifier does not succeed in replacing the value then the second replace-
ment modifier is invoked and so on.

Modifier Parameters Description Elements

Null Probability Replaces the generated itemwith a null value All Primitive Types, Collec-

tions, References, Aggregates

Strange Probability Replaces the generated itemwith a default value of another random type All Primitive Types, Collec-

tions, References, Aggregates

RefIntegrity Probability Replaces a reference value with a value that does references anything References

Duplicate Probability Replaces the generated itemwith an already generated item Entity Types, Variation

Table 7.2: Replacement modifiers available in Deimos.

In Table 7.2 each replacement modifier is described by its name, its input parameter, a de-
scription of it and the elements to which it can be applied. Null and Strange allows the pos-
sibility to replace a value by a null value or with a value from a type different that of the rule
that defines the modifier, respectively. RefIntegrity represents the chance for a reference to
store a value that does not reference any object. Finally, Duplicate holds the probability of,
instead of creating a new synthetic object, taking an already generated object.

In Figure 7.3 some replacement modifiers are used. First, r_dev_name and r_dev_team

extract their values from a Sourcemodifier and then declare a probability by which that value
is replacedby a null or by a value of another type, respectively. Then, r_range_null is defined
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by inheriting from rule r_range but adding a probability by which the generated value will
be a null.

Alteration modifiers This group of modifiers receive an already generated value and ap-
ply some changes to it, producing an altered version of it. A rule may define zero or more
alteration modifiers, and they will be applied on the order they are defined.

Modifier Parameters Description Elements

Range Minimum and max-

imum values

Fills or truncates a string tomatch its length between the given values String

Precision Number Rounds up a number to the given number of decimals Double

TimestampFormat Timestamp format Transforms a timestamp in one format to another Timestamp

TimestampStep Value and step

type

Adds an accumulative ammount of time to a timestamp Timestamp

Table 7.3: Alteration modifiers available in Deimos.

Table 7.3 shows the defined alteration modifiers. Range fills or truncates a String value
until its length is between a minimum and maximum values. Precision rounds up an input
Double value to a number of decimals given as a parameter. Finally two modifiers involving
timestamps are given: TimestampFormat transforms a timestamp value to a provided format,
and TimestampStep adds an ammount of time to an input timestamp value, incrementing
that ammount for the next call.

In Figure 7.3, the r_created_time rule defines a TimestampStep modifier of 35 seconds,
which means that the rule will generate timestamp values that increment in 35 seconds each
time the rule is called.

Utility modifiers This last set groups those modifiers that are queried for useful informa-
tion during the generation process, but are not able to generate, replace, or modify any value.
A rule may define zero or more utility modifiers.

Modifier Parameters Description Elements

Range Minimum and max-

imum values

Sets the number of contained elements to be synthesized Collections, References, Aggregates,

Entity Types and Variations

Distribution Quantity and type Establishes the number of variation elements to be generated Entity Type

Table 7.4: Utility modifiers available in Deimos.

Table 7.4 shows the two available utilitymodifiers. Range allows to specify aminimumand
maximum of elements to be generated within any collection (List, Set, Map, and Tuple), Ag-
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gregation, Reference, Entity Type, or Variation. Distribution can be applied to Entity Types
and allows to define, for each variation of that entity type, the percentage of objects that be-
long to that variation compared to the total of objects of that entity type (Requirement 5).

In the rule block of the running example in Figure 7.3 a default rule has been defined
with a range of 100,000 objects per entity type. By defining the same value as a minimum
andmaximumwemay fix the number of objects generated for Developer, Repository, and
Ticket.

The order inwhichmodifiers are applied as a result of invoking a rule is shown in Figure 7.4.
First, all the replacement modifiers are queried, in their declaration order, for a chance of re-
placing the asked value. If the chance is a success for any modifier, then a replaced value is
returned. If not, the creationmodifier synthesizes a new value and brings it to alterationmod-
ifiers. Thesemodifiers, in the order that they are defined, will alter the input value in the ways
described, and pass the altered value to the next alteration modifier. Once all the alteration
modifiers have applied their effects, the resulting value is returned as an output.

Figure 7.4: Modifier order of application when a rule generates a value.

7.2.5 TheMapping Block

Themapping block allows the association of specific rules defined in the rule block to any entity
type, variation, and feature of the input Athena schema. This block is ordered in a JSON-
like structure for each entity type of the schema, and, by using the syntax<element name>:
<rule> for each element, a rule can be associated. Some rules, such as those regarding collec-
tions, allow to associate an additional primitive type rule for the content of that collection. It
is also possible to define an inline anonymous rule if that rule is not going to be reused later on.
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Todo so, instead of providing the name of a specific rule, a rule definitionmust be given along
with the set of corresponding modifiers, as shown in the rule block. Finally, it is not necessary
to associate a rule for each existing element on the schema because, during the generation pro-
cess, if a feature does not have a rule associated, the default rule of the corresponding type will
be used instead.

Mappings:
EntityType Developer {

email: r_mail, permissions: r_permissions
Variation 1 { rule: Variation { range[50000..55000]} },
Variation 2 { rule: Variation { range[40000..45000]} }

}
EntityType DeveloperInfo {

name: r_dev_name, team: r_dev_team
}
EntityType Ticket {

id: r_ticket_id
message: String { src: iMessages },
created_time: r_created_time, num_forks: r_range,
last_activity_date: r_last_activity, num_stars: r_range

}
EntityType Repository {

title: String { src: iWords },
created_time: r_created_time, num_forks: r_range_null,
last_activity_date: r_last_activity, num_stars: r_range_null

}
EntityType Requests {

status: String { enum["Open", "Closed"] }
}

Figure 7.5: Themapping block of the Deimos model for the SoftwareDev running example.

In Figure 7.5 SoftwareDev entity types are associated in themappings. For Developer two
inline rules for generating variations are provided that will dictate how many objects are gen-
erated per variation (50,000 to 55,000 objects for variation 1, and 40,000 to 45,000 objects
for variation 2). Then rules r_mail and r_permissions are associated to their correspond-
ing features to generate values adjusted to the restrictions in the schema. Features name and
team of DeveloperInfo are generated by picking values on the corresponding data source as
defined by rules r_dev_name and r_dev_team, respectively. No entity type rule is necessary
because DeveloperInfo is embedded by Developer, and therefore instances of this entity
type will be generated on demand later on.

Entity types Ticket and Repository are associated to rules in a similar manner: Times-
tamp fields are associated with the same rule in both entity types, num_forks and num_stars
are associated to r_range and r_range_null respectively (being r_range_null a refinement
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of r_range), and two inline rules that use data sources are defined for message and title.
No entity type rule is needed to specify howmany objects of each entity typewill be generated
because the default rule will be applied, which had the range[100000..100000] modifier.
Therefore 100,000 objects will be generated per entity type.

Finally, for features not associated to any rule, such as Requests.numLabels, the default
Number rule will be associated during the generation process.

7.2.6 The Output Block

The output block declares a string that will be used as the name for the schema generated
(e.g., the name of the database being created, or the name of the folder in which the synthetic
data is stored). It also provides three kinds of outputs: (i) A folder (ii) a database, and (iii) the
console (standard output).

Output:
Schema: "SoftwareDev_Gen"
Folder: pretty json ("file:./gen/pretty/")
Folder: json ( "file:./gen/" )
MongoDB: "mongodb://localhost:27017/"

Figure 7.6: The output block of the Deimos model for the SoftwareDev running example.

Figure 7.6 shows the output schema name, SoftwareDev_Gen, and how several output
declarations can be included in the output block. Here, two folder outputs have been defined
in JSONformat. This option creates a file for each entity typebeingprocessed in JSON.Other
available formats are CSV or plain text. The standard output for JSON stores one synthetic
object per line, but a pretty option can be defined to store objects as an array in pretty print
format. The plain text file provides a serialization of the synthetic object.

In the example the results are also stored on a MongoDB database. This output needs to
be providedwith a connecting string indicating all the required information for the storage to
be successful (e.g., IP, port, user, password...). Supported databases right now areMongoDB
and Cassandra.

Finally, the standard output (console output) has been devised to explore small samples of
data in order to check results before producing larger quantities of data, and no additional
configuration is needed for it.
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7.3 The Deimos Engine and the Generation Process

The Deimos engine has been built to perform the generation process as shown in Figure 7.7.
It receives an Athena model detailing the schema to which the generation is being done, and
aDeimosmodel with the specific details of the generation. The engine divides the task in two
phases: The configurationphase and the productionphase. The configurationphase sets up the
required environment by reading the input models and initializing all the required resources.
The production phasemakes use of the products created in the configuration phase to perform
the generation and storage of the data. This section will delve deeper into each step.

Figure 7.7: The Deimos engine designed to generate synthetic data fromDeimos models.
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7.3.1 First Phase: Configuration

Step 1.1 Read schema and inputs The first step of the phase handles the input block in the
Deimos model. First, it reads the Athena schema and establishes a seed (if defined). Then it
solves references to resource files and queries to databases, and creates a set of input variables
that will be queried by generators later on.

Step 1.2 Configure generators The second step involves the rules block. Here, for each
defined rule on the block of theDeimosmodel, the process creates a data generator configured
according to the defined modifiers in that rule and attached to a certain element. Here, input
variables created in the first step are needed, because if a generator uses an input variable as a
data source, a binding is created between the generator and that input variable.

After creating the specified data generators in the rules block, the process checks that a de-
fault data generator has been configured for each available type (e.g., strings, numbers, lists,
references, entity types, ...). If no default rules are provided for a certain element, the process
loads a preconfigured Deimos model that offers a base implementation for each rule to be
used as a default generator, as is shown in Figure 7.8. Here, for each primitive type, a fixed
value is provided, and for each other element a fixed range is established (three elements per
collection, ten objects per entity type, and so on). At the end of this step several default and
specific configured generators have been created.

Spec deimos_base_rules
Rules:
default: Identifier { mongodbId }
default: Double { fixed: 1.0 }
default: String { fixed: "String_value" }
default: Number { fixed: 0 }
default: Boolean { fixed: True }
default: Timestamp { fixed: "2014-01-01" }

default: Set { range[3..3] }
default: List { range[3..3] }
default: Tuple { range[3..3] }
default: Map { range[3..3] }
default: Reference { range[1..1] }
default: Aggregate { range[1..1] }
default: Variation { range[10..10] }
default: EntityType { range[10..10] }

Figure 7.8: The Deimos base model to use in absence of default rules.

Step 1.3 Create output handlers The third step requires the output block, and for each
declared output type, an output handler is created and configured. These handlers perform
minor checks (for example, they check if an output folder exists) and will wait for data to be
generated to store it.
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When the configuration phase concludes, all required structures are initialized: (i) A set of
input variables, (ii) a set of configured generators, and (iii) a set of output handlers. The pro-
duction phase will make use of these structures and perform the generation in two additional
steps.

7.3.2 Second Phase: Generation

Step 2.1 Generate data in batches This step uses themapping block to create a generation
map. This map creates a correspondence between each entity, variation, and feature and a
configured generator that will be invoked. If a specific mapping was defined on themapping
block, then themapped generator is applied, and if there is no definition on themapping block,
then the corresponding default generator for that element is applied.

After the generation map is established an analysis is performed on the Athena schema to
sort the entity types and determine in which order they need to be generated. This process is
shown in Algorithm 1 and takes into account which entity types depend on others. The algo-
rithm can be summed up in the following steps: (i) Non-root entity types are filtered because
they are generated as requested by the root entity types that embed them. (ii) A dependency
map is initialized to store a correspondence between each root entity type and its dependen-
cies. (iii) For each root entity type, its dependencies are gathered. A root entity type depends
on others if it holds a reference to them, or holds an aggregate that references them. These
dependencies are other entity types that need to be generated before the considered entity
type.

Once the dependency map is created, an entity type can be generated if its dependencies
have already been generated. Then, for each entity type, variation, and feature, the generation
map provides a generator to be called (a specific generator if there was an entry for it on the
mapping block, or a default one otherwise) and synthetic data is generated and stored in an
intermediate JSON format. If the entity type being processed is referenced, its identifiers are
also stored separately so they can be referenced later on, and if an embedded object needs to
be created, the process generates it recursively. Some feature options, such as the optional
flag (“?”) are also taken into account before generating (or not) a value for a feature. The
generation of an entity type is performed in a variable number of batches that depend on the
total number of objects to be produced. Once a batch is completed, it is provided to the next
stage while the next batch is being generated (Requirement 7).
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Algorithm 1 The entity type dependency analyzer algorithm.
1: procedure Entity_Types_Dependency_Analyzer(E : Set < EntityType >)
2: Eroot ← E.filter[e→ e.root]
3: dependency_map← {}
4: for e in Eroot do
5: dependency_map.put(e,Get_Dependencies(e))
6: return dependency_map

7: procedureGet_Dependencies(e : EntityType)
8: deps_e← []
9: for ref in e.features.filter[f→ f.type isReference] do
10: deps_e.append(ref.type.refsTo)
11: for aggr in e.features.filter[f→ f.type is Aggregate] do
12: deps_e.appendAll(Get_Dependencies(aggr.type.aggrsTo))
13: return deps_e

Step 2.2 Storage of the synthetic data After a batch of data is generated, this last step
is in charge of persist that data. The synthetic data is sent to each output handler to store
it accordingly. Depending on the handler, data must be transformed into a suitable format
before being stored (e.g., CSV format, or any database specific format). File descriptors and
connections are closed once all the data is stored.

As Figure 7.7 showed, this whole phase is repeated until all root entity types have been
processed, and then a cleanup stage is applied to release resources. Once the process has
finished, we picked a Developer JSON object shown on the left of Figure 7.9 and a Ticket
JSON object shown on the right. Both objects where synthesized according to the specifica-
tion, although some rules could be refined, such as the regular expression used to build the
Developer.email field.

7.4 Evaluation of the Proposed Language

To evaluate the Deimos language and the Deimos engine we designed a checking process and
two case studies to verify different aspects of the language. These two case studies relate to
scenarios described at the beginning of the chapter where a data generation process could be
useful.
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{
"id": { "$oid": "624232cf2ee3122c6fc1b0ef" },
"email": "DScbYv*3[KIEl.com",
"permissions": "RWX",
"dev_info": {
"name": "Christopher",
"team": "Team Silent",
"about_me": "default_str"
},
"is_active": true

}

{
"id": "3415_ticket",
"message": "Phil had a blue car",
"repository_id":{"$oid":"624232d12ee3122c6fc3c084"},
"developer_id": {"$oid":"624232cf2ee3122c6fc28d78"},
"created_time": "2022-05-06T13:34:10Z",
"last_activity_date":

"2022-03-28T22:12:35.034896900Z",
"num_forks": 920,
"num_stars": 603

}

Figure 7.9: Examples of a Developer and a Ticket synthetic objects.

7.4.1 A Checking Process for Deimos

The goal of this process is to check that synthetic data generated with the Deimos engine
actually conforms to the input Athena schema. To do so, we will take the Athena schema
used in this chapter and shown in Figure 5.6 of Chapter 5 and the Deimos model used as a
running example shown in Figures 7.2, 7.3, 7.5, and 7.6 (and collected in Appendix 10.4.1)
as inputs for the process.

An overview of the designed process can be seen in Figure 7.10. First, we generated Mon-
goDB schema validators for Developer, Repository and Ticket from the Athena schema,
as shown in Chapter 5. Then we applied the generation process as described on the previ-
ous section producing JSON files for each entity type. In total, about 100,000 objects per
entity type were generated. After the generation we created MongoDB collections for each
entity type and installed the generated validators for each one of them. Finally, we injected the
generated JSON files on the database, and verified that (i) validation rules were not broken,
and (ii) all objects were injected without throwing errors.

Figure 7.10: The designed checking process for the Deimos engine.

Some changes were needed to be applied to the input models in order to assure the correct-
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ness of the tests: (i) We renamed all id fields to _id, since these objects are going to be stored
on aMongoDB database, (ii) we removed strange and nullmodifiers that would not pass the
verification rules, and (iii) we only defined JSON files as output.

After generating the data and inserting it into a database we ran into validation errors
that needed to be fixed. Specifically, we had not adjusted aggregation and reference car-
dinality and these features were being generated with the wrong cardinality. For example,
Repository.developerswas being generated as a single reference and not an array of refer-
ences. Once these details were polished, the validation process performed successfully.

After the validation was successful we applied the inference process described in Chap-
ter 4 to obtain the correspondent U-Schema, and we checked its equivalence with the initial
Athena schema.

7.4.2 An Iterative Process to Improve a Schema

The second scenario proposes a method in which a set of queries are provided for a certain
database, and a candidate schema is considered to be built to answer those requests efficiently.
For example, inMongoDB,whendesigning a schema from scratch several questionsmay arise:

• Should objects be stored in separate collections and store references to them?

• Would it be better to create an aggregation embedding these fields?

• Should denormalization be applied as a midpoint?

Since designing a suitable schema is a difficult task for any developer, we will show how
Athena and Deimos can assist in the process of defining an initial schema and testing its suit-
ability for specific queries.

Figure 7.11 shows an overview of the proposed procedure, which consists on the following
steps: (i) First, an Athena schema and its corresponding Deimos model are provided to the
Deimos engine to generate data and populate a MongoDB database (ii) Then, the queries
can be applied, capturing their results and execution time. Finally, (iii) these results can be
analyzed to modify the initial schema and repeat the whole process.

For example, in Figure 7.12 a schema used to manage movies is initially proposed to satisfy
queries revolving around Movies, Reviews, and Reviewers. First, a movie can have a title,
an optional list of genres and references zero to many reviews. A review stores a reference to
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Figure 7.11: Amethod to improve iteratively a schema based on its query performance.

its reviewer, the name of the medium it is associated, and the score and number of voters.
Finally, a Reviewer has a name and an optional age. Each entity type is root, so it will be
stored separately on its own collection.

Schema MovieManager:1

Root entity Movie
{
+ id: Identifier,
title: String,
? genres: List<String>,
reviews: Ref<Review>*

}

Root entity Review
{
+ id: Identifier,
reviewer_id: Ref<Reviewer>&,
medium: String,
score: Number,
voters: Number

}

Root entity Reviewer
{
+ id: Identifier,
name: String,
? age: Number

}

Figure 7.12: TheMovieManager example schema.

Spec MovieManager_case2
Input:

Schema: MovieManager:1
Seed: 11223344
movies: txt ("file://movies.txt",

order=sequential, cycle=repeat)
Rules:

default: Identifier { mongodbId }
default: Aggregate { range[1..3] }
default: Reference { range[1..3] }
default: EntityType { range[150000..150000] }
default: String { fixed: "default_str" }
default: Number { range[18..100] }
genres: String { enum["Horror","Comedy","SciFi"] }
distribution: Number { normal [mean=1000, dev=50] }

Mappings:
EntityType Movie {

title: String { src: movies },
genres: List { range[2..4] } <genres>

}
EntityType Review {

score: distribution,
voters: distribution

}
Output:

Schema: "MovieManager"
MongoDB: "mongodb://localhost:27017/"

Figure 7.13: The Deimos model forMovieManager.
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TheDeimosmodel set for this schema canbe seen inFigure 7.13. Here, themost important
facts are that it sets the seed value, which will allow for repeatability, it injects its results in
MongoDB, and it sets the number of objects to be generated for each entity type.

Representative queries to check this schema could be to retrieve the reviewers and the num-
ber of votes for a particular film. Although this schema could be used to satisfy these queries,
probably the performance obtained will not be ideal, because the schema is not taking advan-
tage of embedding objects.

Based on the results obtained, the Athena schema could be slightly changed to the one
shown in Figure 7.14, where Movie aggregates Review instead of referencing it. The Deimos
model, however, does not need to be changed and the experiment can be quickly repeated ob-
taining other performance results over a similar distribution of data, something that is assured
by the Deimos seed.
Finally, a third schema is shown in Figure 7.15, where a denormalization process is applied

to create a new entity type named Rev_summary to store a reference to its corresponding
Review and also the twomost frequently used fields of Review on Movie: score and voters.
These two fields are also stored in Review, but if a query asks for Movies and its votes, this
query would be solved by retrieving only Movie objects.

Finally, this scenario also shows how a Deimos model can be used to generate different
volumes of data in a short span of time by varying only the corresponding EntityType rules.
Testing queries against different volumes of data allows to easilymeasure the system scalability.

7.4.3 Multi-Injection of Datasets

Generating random, synthetic values is not the only purpose of the Deimos engine. Another
scenario in which Deimos and its engine can show its usefulness is in integrating several exter-
nal data sources to build a single dataset (Requirement 3).

As can be seen in Figure 7.16, this scenario consists of only one step. Here, an Athena
model and a Deimos specification will be used to define a schema and several data sources to
fill the fields of each entity type of that schema. In the Deimos specification, an input block
will be defined creating several data sources that will be bound to features by using Source
modifiers. In this case, randomness is not involved by any means.

The Athena schema used to illustrate this can be seen in the left side of Figure 7.17. Here,
a root entity type User has been modeled with some basic types and two aggregations. The
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Schema MovieManager:2

Root entity Movie
{
+ id: Identifier,
title: String,
? genres: List<String>,
reviews: Aggr<Review>*

}

Entity Review
{
reviewer_id: Ref<Reviewer>&,
medium: String,
score: Number,
voters: Number

}

Root entity Reviewer
{
+ id: Identifier,
name: String,
? age: Number

}

Figure 7.14: An alternative MovieManager schema
where Review is embedded.

Schema MovieManager:3

Root entity Movie {
+ id: Identifier,
title: String,
? genres: List<String>,
reviews: Aggr<Rev_summary>*

}

Entity Rev_summary {
review: Ref<Review>&,
score: Number,
voters: Number

}

Root entity Review {
+ id: Identifier,
reviewer_id: Ref<Reviewer>&,
medium: String,
score: Number,
voters: Number

}

Root entity Reviewer {
+ id: Identifier,
name: String,
? age: Number

}

Figure 7.15: Another MovieManager alternative
schema with denormalized Review fields.

Figure 7.16: The design multi-injection scenario using Deimos.

first one is a one to one aggregation to UrlInfo stating what was the last URL a user visited
by storing three attributes: url, timestamp and a list of tags. The second aggregation is a
one tomany cookies aggregation. Each cookie is identifiedby a countnumber, a timestamp,
and a from and to attributes.
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Schema UserCookies:1

Root entity User
{
+id: String,
name: String,
email: String,
country: String,
last_url: Aggr<UrlInfo>&,
cookies: Aggr<Cookie>+
}

Entity UrlInfo
{
url: String,
timestamp: Timestamp,
tags: List<String>
}

Entity Cookie
{
count: Number,
timestamp: Timestamp,
from: String,
to: String
}

Figure 7.17: TheUserCookies example schema.

Spec UserCookies_case3

Input:
Schema: UserCookies:1
iUsers: csv ("https://gist.[...]/users.csv",

order=sequential, cycle=once, default="",
{id: $0, name: $1, email: $5})

iCountries: txt ("https://gist.[...]/countries",
order=sequential, cycle=once, default="")

iUrls: json ("file://givealink.json",
order=sequential, cycle=once, default="")

iCookies: csv ("file://webclicks.csv",
order=sequential, cycle=once, default="",
{count:$0,timestamp:$1,from:$2,to:$3})

Mappings:
EntityType User {
Rule: EntityType { range[1000..1000] }
id: String { src: iUsers.id },
name: String { src: iUsers.name },
email: String { src: iUsers.email },
country: String { src: iCountries },
last_url: String { src: iUrls },
cookies: Aggregate { range[2..4] }
}
EntityType Cookie {
count: Number { src: iCookies.count },
timestamp: Timestamp { src: iCookies.timestamp },
from: String { src: iCookies.from },
to: String { src: iCookies.to }
}

Output:
Schema: "UserCookies"
Folder: pretty json ("file:./gen/pretty/")

Figure 7.18: The Deimos model forUserCookies.

In order to fill these fields, we used the Deimos model shown in Figure 7.18. This model
defines an input block that uses four data sources to synthesize the data. Each data source used
is explained below:

• The first data source was found on a public GitHub repository and consists of a CSV
file of faker user profiles storing identifiers, names, surnames, genders and emails.

• The second data source is a remote plain text file found on another public GitHub
repository consisting of a list of countries.

• The third data source is a fragment of the GiveALink dataset [MSM06]. This dataset
is a collection of bookmarks in JSON format. Each object contains three fields:
timestamp, url and hashtags.
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• The fourth data source is a fragment of the Web Traffic dataset [MMF+08]. This
dataset stores information about HTTP requests for the month of November 2009.
Each request is stored with four fields: timestamp, from, to and count.

Before the generation, we downloaded the two last data sources locally because they were
part of a wider dataset archived as a TAR file and compressed.† All data sources are traversed
in order (order=sequential), only once (cycle=once) and will default to an empty string if they
are depleted.

Since no rules will be reused we directly defined the generation rules in themapping block,
where each field is mapped to the appropriate data source. Given that the JSON file directly
returns JSON objects, they are mapped to the aggregation field without having to specify
how each feature of the aggregated entity type (UrlInfo) is generated. Also a rule is defined
to generate 1,000 User instances, and each user will have two to four cookies embedded.
The result is a JSON folder with a single file (because there is only a root entity type, User)

where the first generated User object uses the User info of the iUsers data source, the first
country listed in iCountries, the first url in iUrls and two to four cookies composed of the
first lines of the iCookies data source. The remaining instances will be created in the same,
deterministic way.

†http://cnets.indiana.edu/groups/nan/webtraffic/websci14-data/.
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Being human is about fighting even when it seems hopeless,
and finding happiness even in a world that hates it.

Junpei Tenmyouji - Virtue’s Last Reward

8
Outlier Analysis and Inheritance Discovery

In schemaless database systems, checking for structural constraints is not possible, because of
the absence of an explicit schema, so any well-formed data that conforms to the input format
(e.g., JSON documents in most document stores) can be stored. Often, this data is collected
over a long period of time during which different users and applications interact with the
database to add and change such data. The lack of an explicit schema complicates validating
and detecting errors on the data, such as missing required fields or the existence of additional,
erroneous fields. Because of this, there is a need to devise additional mechanisms to avoid,
prevent, and detect such erroneous data.

These anomalies are detected during theU-Schema inference process, where structural vari-
ations with a very low number of instances with respect to the rest of structural variations are
inferred. The existence of these variations is usually due to one of the three following rea-
sons: (i) Erroneous data with incorrect fields was introduced because of human mistakes or
coding errors, (ii) obsolete data fromprevious schema versions was still stored on the database
and has not been migrated, and (iii) as a product of a recent schema change on the database.
These variations should be removed before performing any schema analysis. In the first two
cases a migration can be applied, either by adding or removing specific fields so the data con-
forms to the new schema, or by migrating the obsolete data to a new, updated version. Data
belonging to the third case, however, is not erroneous, and exists as a product of schema evolu-
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tion. Therefore it should not bemigrated in any case, only filtered before the schema analysis.

On the other hand, in data models an inheritance relationship occurs between a parent (or
supertype) entity type and a set of child (or subtype) entity types that share a set of common
features with their parent. In object-oriented and object-relational databases, schemas can in-
clude parent-child hierarchies explicitly since inheritance relationships are part of their data
model. However, in relational systems, the lack of a standardized table inheritance mecha-
nism compels schema designers to apply mappings from subtypes to tables, existing several
possibilities to do so [EN06], such as creating a single table with a column for each feature in
the hierarchy (including common features and features specific to each subtype), as well as a
discriminator column indicating the kind of each type.

In aggregate-oriented databases, and more specifically in document stores, data are orga-
nized in collections of semi-structured, closely related data named documents, and the inher-
itance relationships can bemanaged in a similar way to relational databases. Their schemaless
nature allows tohaveoneormore structural variations per subtype,with all instances of the set
of variations stored in the same collection. Each structural variation will have a discriminator
field in addition to its common and specific fields. Defining collections with subtype entities
is a common practice in document systems, particularly inMongoDB stores. Such strategy is
known as polymorphic pattern [Cop13, WC19], and it is recommended for use cases such as
integrating data frommultiple sources or maintaining a product catalog [WC19].

The goal of this chapter is twofold: On one hand to show how the concept of structural
variation as defined for U-Schema can be used to analyze schemas and detect erroneous or
outdated objects, point them out and propose a migration for them. On the other hand this
chapter is devoted to showhowU-Schemas support the inference of the polymorphic pattern,
based on the analysis of the of structural variations of a parent entity type. We show how
storing temporal information and the number of objects conforming to structural variations,
can be used to extract and refine knowledge of subtype relationships.

This chapter is organized into the following sections: First, we present an overview of the
whole process and introduce some terminology. Then, we devote a section to analyze anoma-
lous variations in U-Schemamodels, detecting and proposingmigrations for them. Next, the
inheritance discovery process is detailed and applied to a running example. In the final section
we explain how the evaluation of the process has been performed by applying it to three real
case studies.
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8.1 Overview of the Approach

In an inheritance hierarchy, a parent entity type (supertype) is specialized by one ormore child
entity types (subtypes). Each subtype inherits all features declared in its supertype, and adds
new features. The designed process takes as an input a U-Schema model and an entity type
from it and analyzes it in search of hidden inheritance hierarchies.

Next some definitions and terminology are introduced. Let T be the set of schema types
composing a schema, defined as the union of the set of entity types and the set of relationship
types, T = E ∪ R, and e ∈ E the given entity type to be analyzed. We intend to discover
entity inheritance relationships from Ve = {ve1, ve2, . . . , ven}, the set of variations that belong
to e. The parent entity type, ê , will have the common features that are present in all variations,
Ve, denoted as Ce, and an analysis of the rest of features will guide to the discovery of existing
inheritance relationships from ê . An entity inheritance relationship is characterized by the
existence of a set of subtypes Se = {Se1, Se2, . . . , Sem}, and each subtype is represented by a
subset of variations ofVe,Ve

m ⊂ Ve.

Definition 3 (Outlier variation) Also knownas outlier, is any variationwith anabnormally
low number of objects belonging to it compared with the total number of objects belonging to the
rest of variations of an entity type.

Definition 4 (Regular variation) Any variation that is not an outlier variation, and there-
fore has enough number of objects conforming to it compared with the total number of objects
belonging to the rest of variations of an entity type.

Definition 5 (Common features) The features that exist for all variations in Ve, the set of
variations of e. They are denoted by the set Ce.

Definition 6 (Non-common features) Also known as optional features, they are all the fea-
tures not contained in Ce, but that exist on at least one variation in Ve, and therefore are specific
to some variations, but not all of them.

Definition 7 (Mandatory features of a subtype) A subset of the non-common features that
are present in all variations that belong to a subtype, and do not exist in any other variation of
any other subtype. Therefore, they can characterize a subtype.
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Definition 8 (Optional features of a subtype) A subset of the non-common features that are
present in some of the variations that belong to a subtype, but not on all the variations of it.
Not to be confused with simple optional features, which are optional to the whole entity type and
therefore not bound to a single subtype.

The proposed process is summarized in Figure 8.1. Given a U-Schema model, it starts se-
lecting an entity type e ∈ E. The first stage consists on applying the outlier detection process,
and it is composedby three steps: (i)Analyzing and comparing variation lifespans, (ii) identify-
ing variation outliers by applying an algorithm, and (iii) filtering ormigrating these outliers to
regular variations. After proceeding to the second stage ewill only contain regular variations.
The second stage takes e and builds itsVariationMatrix as a first step. This matrix is used

to find special dependencies among features that will be explained in Section 8.3.1. These
dependencies will be used to discover a set Se of subtypes of e. Then, a refinement process is
applied on Se to determine whether some optional features are actually mandatory features
of a certain subtype. Finally, in the last step, the discriminator feature is inferred. It will be
used to validate the obtained subtypes. Once the process is finished, the initially provided
U-Schema model is updated by adding the inferred subtype hierarchy, and an Athena repre-
sentation of the hierarchy is also generated.

Figure 8.1: The designed outlier detection and inheritance discovery process.
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8.2 Detection and Processing of Outliers

The first stage of the process requires a U-Schema model and an entity type e to search for
outlier variations. In Section 8.1 the set of variations of e was denoted as Ve. Now let Ve =

Ve
o ∪Ve

r, whereVe
o is the set of outlier variations in e andVe

r is the set of regular variations in e.
The goal of detecting outliers can be expressed therefore as identifying bothVe

o andVe
r sets.

To achieve this, as was detailed in Chapter 4, U-Schema has been enriched with specific
features stored in each variation during the inference process. The first feature is count, which
stores the number of objects belonging to a variation. This attribute will be used to iden-
tify the less popular variations (i.e., outliers) in an entity type. The second and third features
are firstTimestamp and lastTimestamp, that store when a variation object was created for the
first and for the last time, respectively. These features are extracted from objects with fields
storing temporal information, such as the creation date, something common in databaseman-
agement. In certain databases such as MongoDB this information is also stored in object ids.*
Thanks to these features it is possible to identify whenwas a variation created for the first time
and when it was used for the last time, and filter recently created variations that might not be
outliers but do have a small quantity of objects belonging to them.

To illustrate this process the Reddit [Red18] schema will be used as a running exam-
ple. This schema is composed of four entity types: Comments, Authors, Subreddits, and
Moderators, but we will focus our attention in Comments because, as seen in Figure 8.2, it
contains a timestampfield (created_utc). Comments is composed ofmore than 850millions
of objects distributed among twenty structural variations.

8.2.1 Variation Lifespans Analysis

Once the U-Schema model is provided and e is selected a graphical representation of the lifes-
pan of each of its variations can be represented to perform the analysis. A variation lifespan
is the time difference between when the first object of a variation is stored on the database
andwhen the last object of the same variation is stored, as captured in the firstTimestamp and
lastTimestamp features.

To represent variation lifespans an horizontal bar chart has been created in which the x-axis
represents the time, delimited by the oldest firstTimestamp found and the newest lastTimes-

*https://docs.mongodb.com/manual/reference/method/ObjectId/.
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Figure 8.2: The Reddit Comments entity type detailed.

tamp found, and the y-axis is used to represent each variation. This structure serves to dis-
tinguish which variations have been created recently, and should not be considered outliers.
Once the chart is created each variation lifespan can be visualized and compared with the rest.

Reddit Comments variations are represented in Figure 8.3. Here we can check that the ini-
tial Comments schema contained variations v1..3, and a fourth variation was created later on.
DuringOctober 2007 there was probably a schema change during which objects of these vari-
ations stopped being stored, and instead new variations v5..8 were created. As time passed,
new variations were added to Comments, due to adding new optional features, until sixteen
variations were maintained at the same time as of December 2013. This chart also shows that
no variations were created recently and therefore every variation is a candidate for the outlier
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detection algorithm.

Figure 8.3: Comments variations lifespans.

8.2.2 Definition of an Outlier Detection Algorithm

The process used to detect outlier variations uses a coverage approach inwhich a κ value is pro-
vided that indicates the percentage of objects of the databases to be covered as regular objects,
and considers the rest as outliers. It implements an iterative algorithm consisting on three
steps, detailed in Algorithm 2.

On the first step the algorithm takes the setVe of variations and uses their count feature to
sort them from themost popular variations (i.e., the variationswith the greater count value) to
the least popular ones. The second step consists on a loop inwhich themost popular variation
remaining of Ve (which now is the first element of Ve) is extracted from that set and added
to Ve

r, the set of regular variations. Then its count feature is added to an accumulator and
the accumulator is compared to the total number of objects of the whole entity type e. If the
accumulator value represents a percentage of objects equal to or greater than the κ percentage,
then the loop ends. If not, this step is repeated once again. Once the loop is finished,Ve

r holds
the least popular regular variations and therefore all variations remaining in Ve are outliers.
These outliers are moved to a new set,Ve

o, andVe
o is provided as the set of outlier variations in

e.
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Algorithm 2 The coverage algorithm proposed to detect outliers.
1: procedureCoverage_Outlier_Detector(Ve : Set < Variation >, κ : Double)
2: Ve ← Ve.sort(v1, v2→ v1.count > v2.count)
3: total_objects← Ve.map[v→ v.count].sum()
4: cover_objects← total_objects ∗ κ/100
5: current_cover← 0
6: Ve

r ← []
7: while current_cover < cover_objects ∧ ¬Ve.empty() do
8: Ve

r.append(Ve.head)
9: current_cover← current_cover+ Ve.head.count
10: Ve ← Ve.tail
11: Ve

o ← Ve

12: returnVe
o

A delicate part of applying the algorithm is providing an adequate κ value: One that is
too high leads to removing too few outlier variations, which can complicate the inheritance
discovery process, and one too low leads to removing too many variations and, potentially,
removing complete subtypes that could have been potentially identified later on.

In order to take a reasoned decision for the running example, a bar chart for Commentswas
created, as shown in Figure 8.4. Here, a bar for each variation represents how many objects
belong to that variation based on its count value. The bar chart is scaled in logarithmic scale
because, as canbe seen, there are clearly twovariations, v5 and v7, that contain the vastmajority
of comments and the rest of variations are hardly meaningful. Because of this differences, a
linear chart would not represent accurately the distribution of comments.

Taking into account these results we proposed to take a κ value of 99. This means that
regular variations should cover at least 99% of all the comments, and the remaining 1% will
be considered outlier variations. Executing the algorithm with κ = 99 over Comments
leads to the following results: Regular variations are considered, in this order, v5, v7, v6, v8
and v9, therefore VComments

r = {v5..9}. The other fifteen variations are considered outliers:
VComments

o = {v1..4, v10..20}. Figure 8.5 shows the regular variations in different colors.

8.2.3 Processing of Outlier Variations

Once the coverage algorithm is executed and Ve
o and Ve

r are defined, outlier variations can be
excluded from the discovery process by simple filtering. Another option is to migrate outlier
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Figure 8.4: A bar chart showing the distribution of Comments instances in variations.

Figure 8.5: Lifespans differentiated between outlier and regular variations.

variations to regular variations and for this purpose another process was built. This process
takes an outlier vm ∈ Ve

o and calculates its distance to every regular variation, vn ∈ Ve
r. Two

variations are close to each other (there is a low distance between them) if they sharematching
features, considering their name and type. Now, from among the closest regular variations
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(i.e., variations to which vm has the lesser distance and therefore the most matching features),
the selected variation vn is the one with less differences with vm.
This process accomplishes several things: First, by selecting the closest regular variation to

the outlier we try to select variations whose feature set is a superset of the outlier’s feature
set. Then by filtering by the regular variation with the least differences to the outlier we can
minimize the number of changes to be applied to each outlier object. Finally, this way of se-
lecting a regular variation allows introducing some criteria. For example, adding new features
is always preferred to deleting features, in order to avoid the loss of information.

Figure 8.6: Excerpt of proposed migrations and their associated changes.

Figure 8.6 shows some proposedmigrations forReddit variations v1..4, which the described
process detected could bemigrated to variations v5..8 by removing the stickied attribute and
adding features archived, downs, name and score_hidden. The fact that all changes to be
applied are the same to variations v1..4 reinforces the idea shown in Section 8.2.1 that some
schema changes were implemented and as a result of that some variations stopped being used
and new variations were created.
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This process on its own does not perform any migration of the database objects by adding,
removing or casting values. However these migrations could be automatized by the use of
the Orion language proposed in Chapter 6. With Orion a migration script can be defined by
using operations ADAPT andDELVAR, and outlier variations can be updated.

8.3 Discovery of Inheritance Relationships

This section addresses the inheritance discovery process. It takes a U-Schema model contain-
ing only regular variations (i.e., outliers have been detected and filtered or migrated according
to the previous section) and also takes as an input an entity type e to be analyzed in search of
inheritance relationships. Since in the last stage outliers were filtered out we will assume from
now on thatVe = Ve

r.
The running example that will be used to detail the discovery process is based on the poly-

morphic pattern example from MongoDB [WC19], where a collection of Athletes is stored
on a MongoDB database. Each athlete competes on one of these sports: football, chess, ten-
nis, and swimming. Eight Athlete variations have been designed to cover all the possible cases
for the algorithm. Applying the inference process, an entity type named Athletes will be
found on the U-Schema. Figure 8.7 shows the common features to all variations (id, name
and sport_name) and the specific features to each variation (nodes Athletes 1 to 8). The
sport_name feature is used as a discriminator that stores the sport in which an athlete com-
petes.

8.3.1 Construction of the VariationMatrix

The first step of the discovery process describes the creation of a Variation Matrix for the
entity type e. The Variation Matrix of an entity type is a boolean matrix whose cells record
whether a feature is present or not in a particular variation. It has a column for each one of
its variations, and a row for each one of the features present in any of the variations. In this
context, a feature is characterized only by its name in the scope of an entity type. That is, data
type differences thatmay appear in different entity variations are not considered. Columns are
labeled with the numeric identifier of each variation and each row is labeled with the feature
name.

Table 8.1 shows the Variation Matrix for the running example. Features id, name, and
sport_name are present in all the variations (common features), and the rest are non-common,
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Figure 8.7: The Athlete entity type used for the inheritance discovery process.

Athlete entity variations
Features v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7 v8

id • • • • • • • •
name • • • • • • • •

sport_name • • • • • • • •
atp_ranking – – – – – • • –

career_earnings – – – – • • • –
current_elo – – – – • – – –
current_team • – • – – – – –
debut_date • • • • – – – –
debut_team • • • • – – – –
grand_slams – – – – – • – –
max_elo – – – – • – – –
position – • • • – – – –
sponsors • • – – – – • •
strokes – – – – – – – •

Table 8.1: The VariationMatrix for the Athlete entity type.

for example atp_ranking only appears in v6 and v7, and max_elo only exists in v5. Since
common features do appear on all variations, they cannot be used to identify inheritance re-
lationships and therefore only non-common features will be analyzed next.
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8.3.2 Definition of Dependencies Between Features

Before describing the discovery process three kinds of dependencies will be defined to be ap-
plied on the second step of the process.

Definition 9 (Strong dependency) A strong dependency between two featurespandq exists
if every time p is present in a variation vn, q is also present in vn, and vice versa. In other words, p
and q appear in exactly the same set of variations. This relationship is symmetric and transitive.

In Table 8.1, the Athlete Variation Matrix, there are strong dependencies between
debut_date and debut_team, since they appear in v1, v2, v3, and v4, and also between
current_elo and max_elo as they both only appear in v5.

Definition 10 (Weak dependency) Aweak dependency between two features p and q exists
if every time p is present in a variation vn, q is also present in vn, but the opposite is not true: Every
time q is present in a variation vm, p may or may not exist in vm. This relationship is neither
symmetric nor transitive. Of p and q, the feature that appears the most on the variations is the
dominant feature of the weak dependency.

For example, there is a weak dependency between position and debut_team: both fea-
tures are included in v2, v3, and v4, but debut_team is also included in v1, in which position
is absent. In this case, debut_team is the dominant feature of the weak dependency.

Definition 11 (Exclusion dependency) An exclusion dependency between two features p
and q exists if every time p is present in a variation vn, q is not present in vn, and vice versa.
This means that p and q never appear at the same time in any variation of the entity. This
relationship is symmetric but not transitive.

For example, there is an exclusion dependency between debut_date and atp_ranking,
and between debut_team and career_earnings.

Definition 12 (Independent feature) A feature p is an independent feature if it does not
have a strong or weak dependency with any other feature. p can, however, have exclusion depen-
dencies.

In Table 8.1, the sponsors feature is independent of the rest of features, and it still has
exclusion dependencies with grand_slams, current_elo, and max_elo.
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8.3.3 The Subtype Discovery Algorithm

The algorithm defined to discover subtypes can start as soon as the VariationMatrix is created.
It works in three steps, which are explained below.

Step 1. Find strong dependencies A subtype is identified by one or more mandatory
features. When the subtype has more than one mandatory feature, there will be a strong
dependency among all of them. Therefore, the algorithm first traverses the set of Ve varia-
tions, Ve

i, i = 1..n, of the entity type e to find all strong dependencies. The result is the set
De = {De

i}, i = 1..m, where each De
i is a set of two or more features with a strong depen-

dency among them, and each setDe
i is disjoint to each other. Moreover, if we define the sets

W(De
i) of variations that contain any of the features in the differentDe

i , these sets are usually
disjoint. For instance, the tennis subtype should not havemandatory features of the chess sub-
type (e.g., current_elo and max_elo). When this “non-overlapping” condition is satisfied,
eachDe

i rises a subtype Sei , and the set of subtypes Se would have the same cardinality,m, than
De.

When the “non-overlapping” condition is not met, two situations can occur: (i) Given a
pairDe

i andDe
j , the set of variationsW(De

i) is a superset ofW(De
j), thenDe

i gives rise to a Sei
subtype, and the features included in De

j will be treated in the next step, or (ii) if the set of
variations W(De

i) partially overlaps with W(De
j), De

i and De
j are not considered to identify

subtypes and are not included inDe.
Once De is obtained, the variations W(De

i) for each strong dependency set De
i are as-

sociated to the same subtype Sei , so W(Sei) = W(De
i). In our running example, there

are two strong dependencies: between debut_date and debut_team, both present in v1,
v2, v3, and v4, and between current_elo and max_elo, only present in v5. Therefore,
DAthl = {{debut_date, debut_team}, {current_elo,max_elo}}, and two subtypes are discov-
ered: SAthl1 with v1, v2, v3, and v4, and SAthl2 with v5, as shown in Table 8.2. All mandatory
features in a subtype discovered in this step are marked with a check mark (X).

Step 2. Find optional features in the identified subtypes In addition to mandatory
features, a subtype can also have its proper optional features, i.e., features that are specific
of the subtype, but not present in all of its variations. For instance, as shown in Table 8.2,
current_team and position features are only present in some of the variations of the SAthl1
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subtype, whereas sponsors is present in two variations of SAthl1 and also in v7 and v8.

Subtypes
SAthl1 SAthl2 SAthl3 SAthl4

Features v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7 v8
id • • • • • • • •

name • • • • • • • •
sport_name • • • • • • • •

atp_ranking – – – – – + + –
career_earnings – – – – • • • –
current_elo – – – – X – – –
current_team • – • – – – – –
debut_date X X X X – – – –
debut_team X X X X – – – –
grand_slams – – – – – • – –
max_elo – – – – X – – –
position – • • • – – – –
sponsors • • – – – – • •
strokes – – – – – – – +

Table 8.2: The AthleteVariationMatrix with discovered subtypes.

Taking as input the set Se, the second step is intended to find out which optional features
are specific of each subtype Sei ∈ Se, i.e., they are not present in any other subtype or in any
variations that have not yet been assigned to a subtype. This condition is checked as follows:

1. A collection Qe is formed containing all the non-common features of an entity type e,
except the mandatory features of the discovered subtypes.

2. The collectionQe is traversed to detect which features qei ∈ Qe have a weak dependency
with anymandatory feature pj identifying a subtype. Each qei satisfying this condition
is an optional feature specific to the subtype Sej towhich themandatory feature belongs.
Note that for each weak dependency found, the mandatory feature will be the domi-
nant feature of the weak dependency.

In our running example, current_team and position are optional features specific to
SAthl1 , but not sponsors, as it also exists in v7 and v8. Regarding SAthl2 , the career_earnings
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feature is not specific to this subtype, as it exists in v6 and v7. Note that there is a weak
dependency between position and debut_date (also position and current_team), but
sponsors is not weakly dependent to themandatory features of SAthl1 . Also, sponsors has no
weak dependency on current_elo (or max_elo).

Step 3. Discovering subtypes that have only one mandatory feature When a subtype is
characterized by a singlemandatory feature, that feature cannot be present in any of the previ-
ously identified subtypes (i.e., it has an exclusion dependency with the mandatory features of
the identified subtypes.) Therefore, a list is formedwith those features having an exclusion de-
pendency with the mandatory features of the currently discovered subtypes. In our running
example, these features areOe = {atp_ranking, grand_slams, strokes}.
There are two possible cases for each feature: (i) It is independent to the other features in

the list, or (ii) it has one or more weak dependencies with other features. In the former, the
feature characterizes a new subtype by itself, whereas in the latter the dominant feature of
the weak dependency will identify a new subtype, and the non-dominant feature will be an
optional feature for that subtype. In our example, atp_ranking and strokes characterize
subtypes SAthl3 and SAthl4 respectively, and grand_slams is identified as an optional feature of
SAthl3 , as there is a weak dependency between grand_slams and atp_ranking (dominant),
and strokes is an independent feature.

Finally, features that appear in more than one identified subtype will be optional fea-
tures to the entity type, not related to any subtype. In our example, career_earnings and
sponsors would be optional features of Athletes. Table 8.2 shows the four inferred sub-
types. The mandatory features of any subtype discovered in the third step are marked with a
plus mark (+).

8.3.4 Refinement of Subtypes

Once a set of subtypes has been discovered for a particular entity type, some additional oper-
ations can be applied to refine the set of features belonging to subtypes. We have identified
two possible refinement operations.

Refinement 1 Given an entity type e, non-common features of e that appear in all variations
belonging to two or more subtypes of e could be considered as mandatory of those subtypes.
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For instance, the career_earnings feature appears in all variations of SAthl2 and SAthl3 in our
running example.

Refinement 2 A feature f that only appears in some of the variations of a subtype Sei could
actually be a mandatory feature of that subtype, if it was added as a result of a schema change.

A temporal analysis is applied to detect these schema changes. Let Sei be a subtype with
several variations, and vj ∈ W(Sei) the variation in which the feature f appears first, then
two conditions are checked when we sort chronologically W(Sei): (i) f must exist in all the
variations that appeared later than vj, and (ii) all those variations not including f must have
a lastTimestamp previous to the firstTimestamp of vj. If both conditions check, f could be
a candidate to be converted into a mandatory feature for Sei . In our example, the position
feature could be considered a mandatory feature for SAthl1 .

Analogously, we can detect schema changes consisting on removing a feature f. To do sowe
can consider vj the variation in which f stopped existing, and then we can deduce the schema
change if after chronologically sortingW(Sei) f stops existing in all the variations that appeared
later than vj.

8.3.5 Determination of a Discriminator Feature

If a discriminator featuredfof an entity type e exists, it should satisfy four conditions: (i)There
is only one discriminator for each entity type, (ii) df is a common feature of e, (iii) df has a
common and unique value for all the objects of each subtype of e, and (iv) df has a different
value for each subtype.

The strategy applied to discover the discriminator feature starts with the set of common
features as candidates. For each common feature, conditions (iii) and (iv) are checked, and if
only one feature df fulfills them, it is selected as the discriminator for the entity. Note that
only the different values of df for objects belonging to any subtype are checked. However,
there may be remaining values of df in objects not belonging to any discovered subtype. This
may indicate the existence ofmore subtypes thatmight have not been discovered, for example,
subtypes that may not have any mandatory feature. In this case, we annotate the set of varia-
tions that hold the different remaining values of df, to help the identification of new subtypes
to be added.

In our running example, the discriminator feature would be sport_name, which has a dif-
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ferent value for each identified subtype, and the identified subtypes cover all the values of the
discriminator.

Figure 8.8: Class diagram for the inheritance hierarchy discovered.

Figure 8.8 shows the inheritance hierarchy obtained for the running example. Optional
features appear in brackets. The supertype is named as the MongoDB collection, and each
subtype is named with the value of its discriminator feature.

8.3.6 Creation of an AthenaHierarchy Schema

Once the inheritance discovery is finished, the provided U-Schema is updated by adding to it
one entity type per subtype discovered, containing its mandatory and optional features, and
establishing e as its new parent. In Chapter 5 the Athena language was able to represent inher-
itance and hierarchies between entity types in an intuitive way, which makes it convenient to
represent the discovered solution. As a last step, an Athena schema is provided declaring the
discovered hierarchy.

In Figure 8.9 the discovered hierarchy is defined as an Athena schema. First, a parent
entity type Athlete is defined by containing all common and optional features. Then, a
root entity for each subtype discovered is defined: Football_Athlete, Chess_Athlete,
Tennis_Athlete and Swimming_Athlete. Each of these subtypes inherit from Athlete all
its features (which are common to all subtypes), and therefore each subtype only defines their
mandatory and specific optional features.
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Schema Athletes:2

Root entity Athlete {
+id: Identifier,
name: String,
sport_name: String,
? sponsors: Ref<Sponsors as String>+

}

Root entity Football_Athlete :: Athlete {
Common {

debut_date: String,
debut_team: Aggr<Team>&,
current_team: Aggr<Team>&

}
Variation 1
Variation 2 { position: String }

}

Root entity Chess_Athlete :: Athlete {
career_earnings: Number,
current_elo: Number,
max_elo: Number

}

Root entity Tennis_Athlete :: Athlete {
Common {

atp_ranking: Number,
career_earnings: Number

}
Variation 1
Variation 2 { grand_slams: Number }

}

Root entity Swimming_Athlete :: Athlete {
strokes: List<String>

}

Figure 8.9: The Athena schema representing the Athlete discovered hierarchy.

8.4 Evaluation of the Proposed Solution

In order to validate the entire process we selected three real datasets to cover most of what
has been defined in this chapter: The Solar System dataset, theMoviesRDF ontology and the
StackOverflow dataset.

8.4.1 Evaluation over the Solar SystemDataset

Solar System [Sol19] is a dataset that contains information about solar system Bodies such
as planets, moons, and comets. This is a rather small dataset consisting on about 300 ob-
jects. Once the inference process was applied a total of 7 variations were identified, each
one of them with 24 common features and up to 4 optional features. Figure 8.10 shows
the inferred schema where two variations show a small number of objects: v5 (three objects)
and v7 (a single object). We decided to clean these variations from the process by follow-
ing the algorithm shown in Section 8.2 and using κ = 99 to filter from Bodies those two
variations before applying the discovery process. This gave as a result the set of variations
VBodies

r = {v1, v2, v3, v4, v6}.
Table 8.3 shows the VariationMatrix obtained for this dataset. We removed from the table

the majority of common features since they are not used later on.
Once the discovery algorithm is applied the following information has been gath-

ered: (i) There are not strong dependencies between optional features, but there is an exclu-
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Figure 8.10: The Solar System schema.

Subtypes
SBodies1 SBodies2

Features v1 v2 v3 v4 v6
density • • • • •

equaRadius • • • • •
gravity • • • • •
isPlanet • • • • •
name • • • • •
... ... ... ... ... ...

aroundPlanet X X X – –
mass • • – • •
moons – – – + –
vol • – – • –

Table 8.3: VariationMatrix for Bodies in the Solar System dataset.

sion dependency between aroundPlanet and moons (shown as X on Table 8.3). (ii) These
two features are used to distinguish between two subtypes: SBody1 with aroundPlanet as a
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mandatory feature (v1, v2 and v3), and S
Body
2 with moons as amandatory feature (v4). (iii) There

are two optional features, mass and vol, that are not related to any subtype. (iv) The feature
isPlanet is a boolean discriminator field.
The dataset documentation and our own queries corroborate what we discovered: (i) All

bodies belonging to v1, v2, and v3 (S
Body
1 ) include an isPlanet feature set to false and an

aroundPlanet feature, which means they are satellites. (ii) All bodies of v4 (S
Body
2 ) include

isPlanet set to true, and a moons feature, which means they are planets.
As stated in Section 8.3.5, sometimes some subtypes cannot be discovered because they

have no mandatory features. This might mean that some variations do not belong to any
identified subtype. In our case, v6 is not part of either of the two subtypes discovered. Due to
the boolean nature of the discriminator, v6 should be part of a new subtype.

8.4.2 Evaluation over theMovies RDFOntology

In this case, we used aMovie ontology [Bou14] expressed inRDF and injected in aMongoDB
database. This ontology represents a domain of people working on films and to apply our ap-
proachwe chose the Persons entity type because, as cited by its documentation, the ontology
includes several subtypes of it. Persons in this case contains a total of 8 variations and our
investigation showed that there was no need to filter outliers, so the first stage of the process
was not applied.

Table 8.4 shows the results obtained: (i) 8 variations were discovered. (ii) No strong de-
pendencies were found, but several exclusion dependencies between non-common features
existed. (iii) Each non-common feature only appears on one variation. (iv) Therefore 8 sub-
types were discovered, SPersons1..8 , each bound to a single variation. (v) No discriminator feature
was used in the ontology.

Our process discovered all the Persons subtypes that are indicated in theMovie ontology
documentation, such as writer, director, and producer, but the actor subtype was separated in
two additional subtypes: actress (SPersons5 ) andmale actor (SPersons7 ).

8.4.3 Evaluation over the StackOverflowDataset

For the last evaluation we injected the StackOverflow dataset [Sta14], consisting of seven
collections, into a MongoDB database. After inferring its schema we applied our pro-
cess on the Posts collection as the documentation indicates that several kinds of Posts are
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Subtypes
SPersons1 SPersons2 SPersons3 SPersons4 SPersons5 SPersons6 SPersons7 SPersons8

Features v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7 v8
birthDate • • • • • • • •
birthPlace • • • • • • • •
name • • • • • • • •

occupation • • • • • • • •
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

editing – – – – – X – –
isActressIn – – – – X – – –

isComposerIn – – – – – – – X
isCostumeDesignerIn X – – – – – – –

isDirectorOf – – – X – – – –
isMaleActorIn – – – – – – X –
produced – X – – – – – –
writer – – X – – – – –

Table 8.4: VariationMatrix for Persons on the Movies ontology.

stored. 300 Posts variationswere discovered for a total of almost 50million posts. The Posts
entity type can be seen in Figure 8.11 where, due to the large amount of variations, a union
schema view is provided.

Figure 8.11: The Posts entity type used to evaluate the process.
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Given the high number of variations we anticipated that an outlier removal was going
to be needed and applying the outlier detection algorithm with κ = 99, was enough to re-
duce 300 variations to only 28, still covering 48 million posts.

The discovery process was then applied, discovering several subtypes: (i) SPosts1 re-
sults of a strong dependency between AnswerCount, Tags, Title, and Viewcount.
AcceptedAnswerId, FavoriteCount, and ClosedDate are optional features specific to SPosts1

because they have weak dependencies on the mandatory features of SPosts1 . (ii) SPosts2 has only
the ParentIdmandatory feature. There is an exclusion dependency between ParentId and
CommunityOwnedDatewith themandatory features of SPosts1 , and aweak dependency between
CommunityOwnedDate and ParentId (dominant). (iii) Some features like LastEditDate or
OwnerUserId are optional to Post, they are not specific to SPosts1 or SPosts2 . (iv) PostTypeId has
been detected as a numeric discriminator field.

Of all the three validation datasets this is the biggest one, so we measured the execution
time of the discovery process to show the efficiency of the algorithm with relatively large vol-
umes of data. We used an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6700 CPU with 48GB memory and a SSD.
The time to discover the subtypes was less than 40 milliseconds (since the cost only depends
on the number of variations and features.) Determining the discriminator depends on the
number of database objects. Its time was calculated relative to a common query that calcu-
lates the mean Score of all the Questions in the dataset, and the algorithm resulted 1.81 times
slower (260,772ms vs. 144,423ms, in mean, with three executions.)

Table 8.5 shows an excerpt of the Variation Matrix. We only show some of the vari-
ations belonging to each subtype. These results match the StackOverflow documenta-
tion: (i) PostTypeId is the discriminator field, with numeric values ranging from 1 to 8,
and (ii) SPosts1 and SPosts2 correspond to the Question and Answer subtypes defined by the
PostTypeId values 1 and 2, respectively.

The two subtypes discovered cover all Posts variation except for v266, as it does not have
anymandatory feature. However, given that the discriminator feature was identified, we used
it to look for new subtypes, and we discovered that objects belonging to v266 had a discrimi-
nator value between 3 and 8. According to the StackOverflow documentation, PostTypeId
is a numeric feature whose value ranges from 1 to 8, and defines which type of post is being
considered, being a value of 1 a Question, a value of 2 an Answer and so on, and that posts
with a PostTypeId value greater than 2 (Wiki, TagWiki,ModeratorNomination, …) do not
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Subtypes
SPosts1 SPosts2 SPosts1 SPosts2 SPosts1

Features v6 v8 v9 v15 v17 v18 v20 v32 v36 v134 v142 v266
Body • • • • • • • • • • • •

CommentCount • • • • • • • • • • • •
CreationDate • • • • • • • • • • • •

LastActivityDate • • • • • • • • • • • •
PostTypeId • • • • • • • • • • • •

Score • • • • • • • • • • • •

AnswerCount X – – – – X – – X X X –
Tags X – – – – X – – X X X –
Title X – – – – X – – X X X –

ViewCount X – – – – X – – X X X –
AcceptedAnswerId • – – – – • – – • – – –

ClosedDate • – – – – – – – – • • –
FavoriteCount • – – – – • – – – – • –

ParentId – + + + + – + + – – – –
CommunityOwnedDate – – – – • – – • – – – –

LastEditDate • • – • • • – – • – – •
LastEditorDisplayName – • – – – • – – – – – –

LastEditorUserId • • – • • • – – • – – •
OwnerDisplayName – • – • – • • – • – – –

OwnerUserId • • • • • • – • – • • •

Table 8.5: Excerpt of the VariationMatrix for the StackOverflow Posts entity type.

have any mandatory feature, so our findings agree with the documentation. In addition, no
posts not belonging to SPosts1 or SPosts2 did have a PostTypeId value of 1 or 2. Finally, it is worth
noting that SPosts1 and SPosts2 cover more than 99% of the Posts variations.
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You know, I think every revolutionary act is an act of love.
Every song that I’ve written, it is because of my desire to use
music as a way to empower and re-humanize people who
are living in a dehumanizing setting.

Zack de la Rocha

9
Generation of Object-Document Mappers

Mappers are a basic utility to ease the storage of objects into databases when working with
object-oriented applications. Although mappers are available for relational databases (where
they are namedObject-RelationalMappers), it is in schemaless NoSQL databases where they
are widely used [SHKS15] because their usage is implies the declaration of a schema, and they
provide validation mechanisms to check that stored data conforms to that schema.

Moreover, as has been discussed in Chapter 2, Model-Driven Engineering techniques are
appropriate in data engineering [BCWB17, BMG17] since data schemas are models, and op-
erations on them can be implemented using model transformations [Hai05]. Knowing the
advantages of usingmappers, we designed a process around theU-Schemametamodel able to
automatically generatemappers for specific databases, saving developers a considerable coding
effort. Some scenarios in which this generation would be applicable are:

• New applications. When creating new applications, developers can make the decision
to use a mapper instead of using the database API. Using U-Schemamodels and gener-
ating the corresponding mapper code would make the application less prone to errors,
as it is now based on the data model provided by the mapper.

• Application evolution. On Chapter 6 we discussed database evolution as a process in
which schema, data, and applications are updated. When applications evolve, the new
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code can be written against the newly generated mapper. Also, mappers can be used
to remove database-specific queries from the application code, rewriting the data logic
code to use the mapper schema, shielding the code against changes in the database.

• Database evolution. When databases evolve, data needs to be migrated to the
new schema. This migration implies (i) reading all the affected objects in the
database, (ii) transforming the features of the read objects as needed, and (iii) writing
themodified objects. Having updated themapper automatically, this mapper can help
in reading thedata anduse pre-load and pre-savehooks to adapt the data on thedatabase
as it is processed by applications.

Previously on [Mor17] a preliminary version of this chapter was presented. That previous
work has been completed as follows:

• We have considered a Java ODM in addition to Mongoose. In particular, we have gen-
erated code for Morphia, an annotation-based Java mapper.

• We have changed the mechanism to configure the model-to-text transformation. In-
stead of a metamodel-based textual language, a YAML notation has been created to
ease the extensibility.

• We have defined a validation process which has been applied to a MongoDB database
populated from a StackOverflow dataset.

• A union type has been defined forMongoose in order to deal with features of the same
name (and different type) in an entity type. In the case ofMorphia, a strategy has been
devised to manage unions.

The goal of this chapter is to present a MDE-based solution to automate the generation
of mappers for databases, based on the U-Schema metamodel, and to apply this approach to
generate the main artifacts involved in two of the most widely used mappers for MongoDB:
Mongoose andMorphia. This approach takes advantage of usingMDEtechniques and shows
how intermediate models help to simplify a model-to-text transformation. We have also ex-
plored the use of the YAML [YAM21] language to configure the model-to-text transforma-
tion that generates mapper code. To do so, a two stage process has been designed that shows
how the approach can be extended in case other databases and additional mappers need to
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be supported, since the intermediate stage can be reused and only additional model-to-text
transformations need to be implemented.

This chapter has been organized in the following sections: First, an overview of the ap-
proach is provided and a running example is introduced. Then, the SchemaDiff metamodel
is described and themodel-to-model transformation is detailed. After that, theMongoose gen-
eration process is explained by means of a model-to-text transformation. Next, the Morphia
generation process is analyzed with another model-to-text transformation. Later the genera-
tion of additional artifacts such as indexes and validators is discussed. Finally, the validation
process is explained.

9.1 Overview of the Approach

In order to describe the approach, wewill borrow some terminology introduced inChapter 8,
specifically the notions ofDefinition 5, common feature, andDefinition 6, optional feature (or
non-common feature), that will be used in this chapter. Wewill also borrow some terminology
to describe components of a U-Schema model: Let E be the set of entity types in a schema,
andVe = {ve1, ve2, . . . , ven} the set of variations that belong to an entity type e ∈ E.

The generation process is shown in Figure 9.1. It is divided in two steps and can be started
once anAthena schema or an inferredU-Schemamodel is provided. In the first step, a model-
to-model (m2m) transformation converts the input model into an intermediate model that
represents the features of entity variations in a way that eases the code generation, e.g., com-
mon and optional features (for each variation) are separated for each entity type. The inter-
mediate model obtained conforms to the SchemaDiff metamodel which will be explained
in Section 9.2. It should be noted that the definition of intermediate models to decompose
a complex code generation process into several simpler steps is a recommended practice in
MDE [Voe09].

In the second step, a model-to-text (m2t) transformation generates software artifacts for a
target mapper. In addition to database schemas, other artifacts can be generated depending
on the target mapper, e.g., data validators and indexes. TwoMongoDBODMs are currently
supported,Mongoose andMorphia, but the solution canbe applied to anymapper of anydata
model. A YAML file is used to parameterizem2t transformations. These configuration files
provide the information required to generate code for a particular target mapper. It should
also be noted that although this approach has been applied to two MongoDB ODMs, it is
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platform independent with regard to the source database as the U-Schemametamodel allows
us to represent schemas for any database, and therefore mappers could be implemented for
any other database.

Figure 9.1: The proposedMDE approach to generate MongoDBODMs.

9.1.1 The SongsDB Schema Running Example

In order to follow the described approach and show its effects on a schema, we will intro-
duce a running example: The SongsDB schema defined as a U-Schema model. Although this
model has been specifically curated to illustrate the proposed approach, anyU-Schemamodel
inferred by means of the process described in Chapter 4 can be used.

Figure 9.2 shows a visualization of the SongsDB schema. This schema is composed of three
root entity types: Artist, Album, and Track. Artist has a couple of variations and the
lyricsTracks feature only appears in one of them. Three variations are identified for the
Album entity type, which are motivated by: (i) The existence of the prizes and reviews fea-
tures, and (ii) changes applied on this entity type due to database evolution: genre was re-
placed by the genres feature and the type of the availability feature was changed from
string to list of strings. The Track entity type contains two variations depending on whether
the ratings aggregate exists or not. In addition to these root entity types, four non-root
entity types (embedded) can be identified: Rating, Prize, Review, and Media. These en-
tity types are involved in four aggregation relationships: Album aggregates Review and Prize,
Track aggregatesRating, andReview aggregatesMedia. Regarding to reference relationships,
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Artist references Track (lyricsTracks and composedTracks features), Album references
Track (tracks feature), and Track references Artist (artist_id feature). Each entity type
is represented as a rectangle with two compartments: The left one shows the common fea-
tures, and the right one encloses the variations of that entity type, showing the non-common
features.

Figure 9.2: The SongsDB schema used as a running example.

9.2 Generation of SchemaDifferentiationModels

When generating mapper artifacts, entity variations must be taken into account. Frequently,
it is necessary to differentiate between two kinds of entity type features: common to all the
structural variations of an entity type, and optional in a certain number of entity variations.
For example, in database schema declarations, ODMs allow to annotate whether a particu-
lar feature is present in each and every instance of the entity type or not. To differentiate
between these two kinds of features we take advantage of the fact that each database object
belongs exactly to one structural variation of its entity type, and that for a given entity type,
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two structural variations only differ in optional features.
The task of separating common and optional features is error prone and has some sub-

tleties thatwill be addressed in this section. In order to address this differentiation process, the
SchemaDiff metamodel has been created. A model conforming this metamodel is obtained
by using am2m transformation from the U-Schema metamodel. Thism2m transformation
will ease later somem2t transformations.

9.2.1 The SchemaDifferentiationMetamodel

The SchemaDiff metamodel explicitly allows to represent common and optional features for
each entity type. SchemaDiff models are derived from U-Schema models through a m2m
transformation that performs the task of identifying such features. The complete metamodel
is shown in Figure 9.3, and it will be described below.

Figure 9.3: The SchemaDiff metamodel.

The SchemaDiff metamodel is composed by four elements (i.e., metaclasses), which ref-
erence to elements of the U-Schema metamodel. A schema differentiation specification ag-
gregates a set of entity type differentiations ( EntityTypeDiff), and references a U-Schema
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model. An EntityTypeDiff holds a set of common features (commonFeatures relation-
ship) that are present, with the same name and type, in all the entity variations, and also
holds a set of variation differentiations (variationDiffs relationship). These specifications
(StructuralVariationDiff metaclass) hold the set of features for each entity variation
(featureSpecs relationship). StructuralVariationDiff includes another set of features
(notFeatures relationship): those present in other variations of the same entity type but not
in this one. Note that the union of featureSpecs and notFeatures is the same set for all
the variations of a given entity type.

Features in aU-Schemamodel are linked to a SchemaDiffmodel through the FeatureSpec
metaclass. Each FeatureSpec instance references to a Feature, and includes the
needsTypeCheck attribute to signal when a feature name is associated to more than one
type. This means that given an object and an entity variation having a feature with that
name, checking if such object belongs to the entity variation requires to perform a type
check. Therefore, the needsTypeCheck attribute is set for the features that appear in any
other entity variation with the same name but with different type. EntityTypeDiff and
StructuralVariationDiff reference to EntityType and StructuralVariation, respec-
tively, in the U-Schema metamodel.

9.2.2 AModel-to-Model Transformation toObtain SchemaDiffModels

As stated in Section 9.1, the first stage of the process consists of am2m transformation applied
to the input U-Schema model, obtaining a SchemaDiff model as a result. This transforma-
tion works as follows: (i) For each e ∈ E, an EntityTypeDiff element is generated referenc-
ing that entity type. (ii) For each ven ∈ Ve, a StructuralVariationDiff instance is gener-
ated referencing that variation. (iii) For each feature that appears in all variations of the entity
type, a FeatureSpec is created referencing that feature, and added to the commonFeatures
list of the EntityTypeDiff. (iv) Then, for each ven ∈ Ve, its specific features are obtained
and added to the featureSpecs list of its corresponding StructuralVariationDiff. Also
FeatureSpecs are added to the notFeatures list. This set collects the features present in
other variations, but not in the considered one. (v) Finally, for each FeatureSpec created,
the needsTypeCheck attribute is set if the current feature appears in some other variation of
this entity type with the same name but with different type.

Once these steps are explained, they can be applied to the running example. Figure 9.4
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shows an excerpt of the model generated for the input SongsDBmodel. In particular it shows
the EntityTypeDiff for the Album entity type of our running example. On that diagram some
common features are shared among all variations (commonFeatures relationship) such as
name or releaseYear, while other features are specific to certain variations (and therefore
optionals), such as genres on vAlbum3 , or reviews on vAlbum1 and vAlbum2 (featureSpec rela-
tionship). Finally, features stored in the notFeatures of each variation are shown on the left
part of each variation box of the diagram, for example genres on vAlbum1 and vAlbum2 .

For each feature a tooltip shows if a type checking is required, defined by the
needsTypeCheck boolean attribute in the SchemaDiff metamodel.

Figure 9.4: The Album entity type diff in the SchemaDiff example.

9.3 Generation ofMongoose Schemas

The second stage of the process begins once the SchemaDiff model is obtained for the input
model and consists on one or more m2t transformations, as shown in Figure 9.1. Accord-
ing to Figure 9.2, the SongsDB schema contains three root entity types (Album, Artist, and
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Track), and four non-root entity types (Prize, Rating, Review, and Movie). The process
will generate Mongoose schemas for each one of these seven entity types.

AMongoose schema is declared by specifying the name and type of each one of the entity
type features. In addition to the feature type, several options can also be used to provide
information on the feature, e.g., if an index should be created for it, if it is a reference, or
whether a validation must be performed. The types may be primitives or schemas previously
defined. Some of the most commonly used types are String, Number, Date, and Boolean.
Also Lists of these types can also be defined by enclosing the type name between brackets.
Figure 9.5 shows the generated schemas for the Album and Review entity types. Those entity
types will be used to illustrate Mongoose schemas. For example, in the Album schema, the
genre feature is of type String, releaseYear is of type Number, and formats is a List of
Strings.

An aggregation may be expressed as a nested schema or either declaring a external schema
(i.e., a type) for the nested entity type. The latter is more convenient to improve the legibility
of the schema: an aggregation is declared by merely indicating the name given to the external
schema. The ref option is used todefine references. When a feature is a reference, it is required
to specify the primitive type used to express references and the name of the schema of the
referenced objects. In Figure 9.5, the Album schema shows a prizes feature as a list of Prize
type, that is, an Album object aggregates zero ormore Prize objects; and the tracks feature is
a list of strings that are references to Track objects. Note that amodel is a compiled version of
a schema, which is used to create, read, save, and delete objects of the corresponding schema.

TheMongoose schema generation implements a special treatment for structural variations
by using the requiredboolean option that acts as a validator. This option states that a value for
a particular field must always be given to save documents of that kind of entity type. There-
fore, the declaration of a common feature should set the required validator to true. When
reading documents from the database, the schema has to be able to describe all of them. The
schemas, then, include all the features in all the variations, with their corresponding types.

Them2t transformation consists of the following steps: (i) For each EntityTypeDiff el-
ement in the SchemaDiff model, a schema is generated without distinction on whether the
entity type is root or not. (ii) For each EntityTypeDiff all its features are added to its cor-
responding schema, adding the required option only for common features. Each aggregate
and reference feature is declared with the corresponding schema that it refers to, and each
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// Album Schema

var mongoose = require('mongoose');
var Prize = require('./PrizeSchema');
var Review = require('./ReviewSchema');
var UnionType = require('./util/UnionType');

var Album = new mongoose.Schema({
_id: {type: String, required: true},
availability: UnionType("U_String_[String]",

"String", "[String]"),
formats: {type: [String], required: true},
genre: String,
genres: {type: [String], default: undefined},
name: {type: String, required: true},
prizes: {type: [Prize], default: undefined},
releaseYear: {type: Number, required: true,},
reviews: {type: [Review], default: undefined},
tracks: {type: [String], ref: "Track",

required: true}
}, {versionKey: false, collection: 'album'});

// Review Schema

var mongoose = require('mongoose');
var Media = require('./MediaSchema');

var UnionType = require('./util/UnionType');

var Review = new mongoose.Schema({
journalist: {type: String, required: true},

media: {type: UnionType("U_Media_String",
"Media", "String"),

default: undefined},

rank: {type: String, required: true},

stars: UnionType("U_Number_String",
"Number","String")

}, {versionKey: false, _id : false});

Figure 9.5: GeneratedMongoose schemas for the Album and Review entity types.

reference feature is also declared with the ref option. Some additional options may also be
added to generated schemas. For instance, the collection name for root entity types (such as
collection: Album in case of the Album entity type), a versionKey: false option if document ver-
sioning should be disabled and the _id option is set to false for non-root entity types in order
to avoid the generation of the _id property.

As indicated previously, an entity type can have features with the same name but different
types. In Mongoose, the predefined type to deal with this case is the Mixed type, since there
is not a notion of a union type. When a feature is defined of Mixed type, a value of any type
can be assigned to it (equivalent to declaring the property of type Object in Java.) However
this limits the schema effectiveness since the feature cannot be validated. To deal with features
with the same name in an entity type and still be able to validate them, we have created the
Union type: the value of a feature can belong to one among a list of specified types. This
type has been defined as an auxiliary Mongoose schema type contained in a separate file that
is imported in each schema being generated. This method combines the types of the union
in a single new type, which is added to theMongoose type hierarchy. It also validates that the
value assigned to a feature is of one of the types specified in the union type.

In Figure 9.5 some Union types are used, as in the availability feature of the Album
schema, which is a union named U_String_[String] of String and List of strings, and
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media in Review, which is a union named U_Media_String of Media and String.

9.4 Generation ofMorphia Schemas

This section addresses the code generation process forMorphia, showing howmost of the pro-
cess can be re-used for a different mapper. While Mongoose schemas are based on declaring
special fields (i.e., options) to provide information on features, Morphia is based on annota-
tions to fulfill that purpose. With annotations, developers can define the semantics of each
field in a Java class, validations and certain processing to be applied when serializing/deseri-
alizing a field to/from the database. Morphia annotations may be classified into two groups
depending on whether they are used to define the database schema (native annotations) or
validation mechanisms (Javax annotations). The most commonly used native annotations
are the following:

• @Entity can be applied on a class to indicate that it is a root entity type.

• @Embedded can be applied on classes and fields to indicate that a class represents a
non-root entity type or that a field stores an embedded object.

• @Id can be applied to a field to identify a class, and therefore that field will hold a
unique value for each instance of the class.

• @Property, a field holds a primitive type value.

• @Reference a field holds one or more references to objects of another collection.

Each annotation can define some parameters to give additional information. For ex-
ample, @Reference(lazy=true) declares that references will be lazily resolved, and @En-
tity(value=’album’) explicitly indicates the name of the MongoDB collection in which in-
stances of this classwill be stored. Native annotations to declare indexes and Javax annotations
will be detailed in Section 9.5.

Figures 9.6 and 9.7 show how the annotations are used to declare Java classes for the Album
root entity type and the Review embedded entity type, respectively. This code has been gen-
erated with them2t transformation implemented for Morphia.
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@Entity(value = "album", noClassnameStored = true)
public class Album {
@Id
@NotNull(message = "_id can't be null")
private String _id;
public String get_id()
{ return this._id; }
public void set_id(String _id)
{ this._id = _id; }

// @Union_String_List<String>
@SuppressWarnings("unused")
private Object availability;
private String __availability1;
private List<String> __availability2;
// [...Get/Set "availability" methods...]
// [...@PreLoad and @PreSave
// methods for this Union type...]

@Property
@NotNull(message = "formats can't be null")
private List<String> formats;
public List<String> getFormats()
{ return this.formats; }
public void setFormats(List<String> formats)
{ this.formats = formats; }

@Property
private String genre;
public String getGenre()
{ return this.genre; }
public void setGenre(String genre)
{ this.genre = genre; }

@Property
private List<String> genres;
public List<String> getGenres()
{ return this.genres; }
public void setGenres(List<String> genres)
{ this.genres = genres; }

@Property
@NotNull(message = "name can't be null")
private String name;
public String getName()
{ return this.name; }
public void setName(String name)
{ this.name = name; }

@Embedded
private List<Prize> prizes;
public List<Prize> getPrizes()
{ return this.prizes; }
public void setPrizes(List<Prize> prizes)
{ this.prizes = prizes; }

@Property
@NotNull(message = "releaseYear can't be null")
private Integer releaseYear;
public Integer getReleaseYear()
{ return this.releaseYear; }
public void setReleaseYear(Integer releaseYear)
{ this.releaseYear = releaseYear; }

@Embedded
private List<Review> reviews;
public List<Review> getReviews()
{ return this.reviews; }
public void setReviews(List<Review> reviews)
{ this.reviews = reviews; }

@Reference(idOnly = true, lazy = true)
@NotNull(message = "tracks can't be null")
private List<Track> tracks;
public List<Track> getTracks()
{ return this.tracks; }
public void setTracks(List<Track> tracks)
{ this.tracks = tracks; }

}

Figure 9.6: Excerpt of the generatedMorphia schema for the Album entity type.

Them2t transformation works as follows: (i) EntityTypeDiff elements in a SchemaDiff
model are traversed, and a Java class is generated for each of them. These classes will be an-
notated with the @Entity or @Embedded tag depending on whether the EntityTypeDiff
element is connected to a root or non-root entity type, respectively. (ii) Then, a private field
and its corresponding getter and setter methods are generated for each existing FeatureSpec
element in the model. As shown in Figure 9.6, these fields will be annotated with @Prop-
erty (such as genre), @Reference (as in tracks), or @Embedded (reviews), depending on
whether the Feature referenced by the FeatureSpec element is an attribute, reference or
aggregate, respectively. Generated types Property, Reference, and Aggregate are of the same
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@Embedded
public class Review {
@Property
@NotNull(message = "journalist can't be null")
private String journalist;
public String getJournalist()
{ return this.journalist; }
public void setJournalist(String journalist)
{ this.journalist = journalist; }

// @Union_List<Media>_String
@SuppressWarnings("unused")
private Object media;
private List<Media> __media1;
private String __media2;
// [...Get/Set "media" methods...]
// [...@PreLoad and @PreSave
// methods for this Union type...]

@Property
@NotNull(message = "rank can't be null")
private String rank;
public String getRank()
{ return this.rank; }
public void setRank(String rank)
{ this.rank = rank; }

// @Union_Integer_String
@SuppressWarnings("unused")
private Object stars;
private Integer __stars1;
private String __stars2;
// [...Get/Set "stars" methods...]
// [...@PreLoad and @PreSave
// methods for this Union type...]

}

Figure 9.7: Excerpt of the Morphia schema for the embedded Review entity type.

type as the original type in FeatureSpec, and thus they are created by a directmapping when
processing the SchemaDiff model.

Certain annotations are also generated for some fields if it is necessary: @NotNull if the
feature is not optional (as in the formats feature), or@Id if the feature is the identifier field.
As will be explained in Section 9.5, indexes and validation tags are also generated in this step.

In Morphia, features that have the same name but different type in the same entity type
could be represented by using the Object Java type. This solution is similar to using the
Mixed type in Mongoose. However validations over that field would then not be applied.
In addition, we found problems when Morphia tried to serialize/deserialize Objects before
storing or after reading values from the database. To overcome these problems and allow val-
idating these features, we devised the following mechanism that simulates a union type for
Java classes.

• Given an entity type e ∈ E that has n features with the same name feat andm different
types t1, t2, . . . , tm, a field named feat, which may be annotated if necessary to provide
validation, is generated as well as fields named feati, i = 1,m for each different type.

• A settermethod is generated which receives an Object as argument value, and stores it
on the suitable feati field depending on the argument type. This method will ensure
that, at any given moment, only one of them feati fields has a value.

• A getter method is generated to return the value of the feati field that has a valid value.
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• A method annotated with the@PreLoad tag is generated, which is in charge of deseri-
alizing the feat feature value stored into the database and assigning it to the correspond-
ing feature feati in the Java class. This method is named preLoad followed by the list of
types of the union separated by the underscore symbol. It will be called when reading
the feature from the database.

• Finally, a method annotated with a @PreSave tag is generated, which is in charge of
serializing the feat feature before storing it into the database. This method is named
following the same convention as the preLoadmethod.

An example of this Union mechanism may be seen on Figure 9.6, on the availability
field, which may be a String or a List<String>. Although this approach works correctly
in the majority of cases, there is a niche case in which a union type includes a basic type and
a reference of that same basic type. For example, the media feature in the Review entity type,
of type String and a Reference expressed as a string. In this case, the reference cannot be
resolved automatically when loading data from a database, as it is not possible to distinguish
between the String type and the Reference type when reading a database object. The user
is in charge of obtaining the referenced object using a suitable query.

9.5 Generation of Additional Artifacts

Additionally to the schema generation, MongoDB ODMs provide more capabilities to facil-
itate the development of database applications. In this section we will explain how ourm2t
transformations have been improved to generate code related toODMfacilities, such as index
specifications, validators, and reference management.

To generate ODM code for artifacts that are not entity type schemas, it is necessary to pro-
vide some information that is not stored in the U-Schemamodel, such as the types of indexes
to be added or the type of validations to be applied. We have therefore defined a textual no-
tation that allows developers to create configuration files with such information. This config-
uration file is an optional input to ourm2t transformations for Mongoose and Morphia, in
addition to the input model and the SchemaDiff model.

In a previous version of this tool, this notation was defined as a domain-specific lan-
guage [Mor17], built with Xtext. However, generating artifacts for more ODMs entails to
change this DSL, as configuration options are different for each one of them. Tackling the
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changes for Morphia, we considered that, in this case, a YAML notation could be more flexi-
ble and appropriate to support new ODMs.

YAML is a widely-used data serialization language [YAM21] which has some interesting
features: (i) It is easy to read, as it follows closely the patterns used to write formatted ASCII
text, (ii) it is expressive, in the sense that it is equivalent to JSON, and includes data struc-
tures similar to those in popular programming languages such as Python, Ruby, or Javascript,
and (iii) it is programming-language agnostic, and parsing libraries for it are available formost
programming languages. In our case, to support the customization of the code generation for
more than onemapper, we decided to use YAML instead of a full-blownDSLmainly because
of two reasons:

• The set of options to customize them2m transformation is mostly a collection of key-
value pairs, supported natively by YAML, so there is no need of defining a specialized
grammar and parser.

• The set of available options may be different for eachODM. Also, the mapper used de-
pends on the value of themapper property of the DSL text. This is difficult to achieve,
as grammars are fixed beforehand in order to generate parsers. We may have ended up
with either a DSL with all the possible configuration keywords for all supported map-
pers (and that we would have had to change whenever we wanted to support a new
mapper), or different DSLs, one for each supportedmapper. In the case of YAML, the
standard interpreter canwalk and recognize all the configuration options (option-value
pairs).

Using YAML as an additional input to them2t transformation is feasible because the trans-
formation itself is written in a general-purpose language (Xtend [Bet16]). Had we usedm2t
transformation languages (e.g., Acceleo [Acc22]), the choice of YAML would have not been
possible, because transformations can only take models as input.

Figure 9.8 shows an example of a YAML configuration file for Mongoose. The file needs
to have the following structure: First of all, a mapper property identifies the ODM being
configured. Next, an entities block encloses the configuration for the entity types the user
wants to define options for. For each of these entity types, an entity block with options is
defined, which is headed by the entity type name. In turn, an entity block contains one or
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more option blocks that consist of a set of parameter/value pairs. Next, we indicate some of
the parameters for the considered options.

mapper: Mongoose
entities:
- name: Album

indexes:
- attr: [name, releaseYear]

type: [asc, desc]
unique: true
sparse: true
background: false

validators:
- attr: releaseYear

min: 1900
max: 2019

- attr: name
maxLength: 300
message: This album name is too long

- name: Review
validators:
- attr: rank

enumValues:
[Excelent, Very good, Good, Poor, Terrible]

message: A review rank may be "Excelent",
"Very good", "Good", "Poor" or "Terrible"

- attr: stars
min: 0
max: 5

Figure 9.8: An instance of a YAML configuration file for the running example.

In order to define indexes some information needs to be provided, such as the set of fields
to be indexed, the type of index (e.g., ascending or descending), index options such as unique,
sparse or background (provided by a boolean value), or its weight, among others parameters.

In the same way, validators require to declare the name of the feature to be validated, and a
set of parameters dependent of the type of the feature to be validated. For example,min and
max options are used to limit a range of numeric values,minLength andmaxLength to estab-
lish a String length, enumValues to declare an enumeration of possible values, andmatch to
define a pattern to bematched by feature values. Also, amessagemay be provided to be shown
if the validation fails. No index or validation is performed on any feature if the corresponding
entry is not defined on the YAML file.

InMongoose, the validation is defined at the schema level, and some frequently used valida-
tors are already built-in. The required and unique validators can be applied to any feature, and
the unique validator is used to express that all the documents of a collection must have a dif-
ferent value for a given field. As explained in Section 9.3, we have used the required property
to specify which features are common to all the entity variations.

The example in Figure 9.8 shows the configuration of two entity types for a Mongoose
mapper: Album and Review. Three options are also configured for Album: a unique sparse
index is defined for the name and releaseYear features, which is created in ascending and
descending order, respectively, and two validators are defined for these two features to check
that those fields hold a correct value. Finally, enumeration and range validators are defined for
the rank and starts features of the Review entity type.
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By using the YAML configuration file defined in Figure 9.8, we generatedMongoose code
shown in Figure 9.9. This figure shows how built-in validators are introduced on the defini-
tion of certain features, and statements to create indexes are separated from the schema defini-
tion. Note that in Mongoose there are lazy references, since all the references must explicitly
be resolved by developers.

// Album Schema
var Album = new mongoose.Schema({
_id: {type: String, required: true},
availability: UnionType("U_String_[String]",

"String", "[String]"),
formats: {type: [String], required: true},
genre: String,
genres: {type: [String], default: undefined},
name: {type: String, required: true,
maxlength: [300, "This album's name is too long"]},
prizes: {type: [Prize], default: undefined},
releaseYear: {type: Number, required: true,

min: 1900, max: 2019},
reviews: {type: [Review], default: undefined},
tracks: {type: [String], ref: "Track",

required: true}
}, { versionKey: false, collection: 'album'});

Album.index({name: 1, releaseYear: -1},
{unique: true, sparse: true, background: false});

// Review Schema
var Review = new mongoose.Schema({
journalist: {type: String,

required: true},

media: {type: UnionType("U_Media_String",
"Media", "String"),
default: undefined},

rank: {type: String,
required: true,
enum: ['Excelent', 'Very good', 'Good',

'Poor', 'Terrible']},

stars: {type: UnionType("U_Number_String",
"Number", "String"),

min: 0,
max: 5}

}, { versionKey: false, _id : false});

Figure 9.9: Excerpt of Mongoose code for Album using the configuration file example.

In the case of Morphia, we created another configuration file similar to the one shown
in Figure 9.8. Based on this new configuration file we generated code that can be seen in
Figures 9.10 and 9.11. This mapper makes use of annotations defined in the mongodb and
javax libraries. Indexes defined are translated as @Indexes annotations declared before the
class header. This annotation can handle some parameters, such as the name and type of
the features being indexed and the kind of index type. In Figure 9.10 the index defined for
the name and releaseYear features in the Album entity type can be observed. Annotations
are also added to the header of feature definitions for validating them. For example, in Fig-
ure 9.10, @Size on the name field or @Min and @Max on the releaseYear field. Finally,
in Figure 9.11, a @Pattern annotation may be seen to assure that the rank field only holds
allowed values.
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// Album Schema
@Entity(value = "album", noClassnameStored = true)
@Indexes({
@Index(fields = {@Field(value = "name",
type = IndexType.ASC), @Field(value = "releaseYear",
type = IndexType.DESC)},
options = @IndexOptions(unique = true, sparse = true,
background = false))})
public class Album {
@Id
@NotNull(message = "_id can't be null")
private String _id;
// [...Get/Set "_id" methods...]

// @Union_String_List<String>
@SuppressWarnings("unused")
private Object availability;
private String __availability1;
private List<String> __availability2;
// [...Get/Set "availability" methods...]
// [...@PreLoad and @PreSave
// methods for this Union type...]

@Property
@NotNull(message = "formats can't be null")
private List<String> formats;
// [...Get/Set "formats" methods...]

@Property
private String genre;
// [...Get/Set "genre" methods...]

@Property
private List<String> genres;
// [...Get/Set "genres" methods...]

@Property
@NotNull(message = "name can't be null")
@Size(max = 300,

message = "This album's name is too long")
private String name;
// [...Get/Set "name" methods...]

@Embedded
private List<Prize> prizes;
// [...Get/Set "prizes" methods...]

@Property
@NotNull(message = "releaseYear can't be null")
@Min(value = 1900)
@Max(value = 2019)
private Integer releaseYear;
// [...Get/Set "releaseYear" methods...]

@Embedded
private List<Review> reviews;
// [...Get/Set "reviews" methods...]

@Reference(idOnly = true, lazy = true)
@NotNull(message = "tracks can't be null")
private List<Track> tracks;
// [...Get/Set "tracks" methods...]

}

Figure 9.10: Excerpt of Morphia code for the Album entity type with indexes and validation.

// Review Schema

@Embedded
public class Review
{
@Property
@NotNull(message = "journalist can't be null")
private String journalist;
// [...Get/Set "journalist" methods...]

// @Union_List<Media>_String
@SuppressWarnings("unused")
private Object media;
private List<Media> __media1;
private String __media2;
// [...Get/Set "media" methods...]
// [...@PreLoad and @PreSave
// methods for this Union type...]

@Property
@NotNull(message = "rank can't be null")
@Pattern(regexp = "Excelent|Very good|Good|Poor|
Terrible", flags = Pattern.Flag.CASE_INSENSITIVE,
message = "A review rank may be \"Excelent\",
\"Very good\", \"Good\", \"Poor\" or \"Terrible\"")
private String rank;
// [...Get/Set "rank" methods...]

// @Union_Integer_String
@Min(value = 0) @Max(value = 5)
private Object stars;
private Integer __stars1;
private String __stars2;
// [...Get/Set "stars" methods...]
// [...@PreLoad and @PreSave
// methods for this Union type...]

}

Figure 9.11: Excerpt of Morphia code for the Review entity type with validation.
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9.6 Evaluation of the Proposed Solution

In order to test the approach described in this chapter to generatemappers, this section details
the validation process we have performed. As shown in Figure 9.12, we selected the Stack-
Overflow dataset [Sta14] and injected it into aMongoDB database. After that we inferred its
schema, obtained its corresponding U-Schema model, and generated the ODM code. This
ODM code is then used to check the database consistency by means of several test suites.

Figure 9.12: The proposed validation process workflow.

The StackOverflow dataset consists of seven collections: Users, Posts, Postlinks, Tags,
Votes, Comments, and Badges. Figure 9.13 shows the Comment entity type, consisting of
five variations inferred from about 75 million comments. Once the U-Schema model was
obtained, we generated the SchemaDiffmodel from it and, from that model, the schemas for
Mongoose andMorphia were generated. For testing purposes we did not consider generating
indexes or validators. Figures 9.14 and 9.15 show the Mongoose and Morphia schema code,
respectively for the Comment entity type.

Figure 9.13: The StackOverflow Comment entity type used for the validation.
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// Comment schema
'use strict'

var mongoose = require('mongoose');

var Comments = new mongoose.Schema({
_id: {type: String, required: true},
ContentLicense: {type: String, required: true},
CreationDate: {type: String, required: true},
PostId: {type: String, ref: "Posts", required: true},
Score: {type: Number, required: true},
Text: String,
UserDisplayName: String,
UserId: {type: String, ref: "Users"}

}, { versionKey: false, collection: 'comments'});

module.exports = Comments;

Figure 9.14: The StackOverflow Comment schema code generated for Mongoose.

// Comment schema
@Entity(value="comments", noClassnameStored=true)
public class Comments {
@Id
@NotNull(message = "_id can't be null")
private String _id;
public String get_id()
{ return this._id; }
public void set_id(String _id)
{ this._id = _id; }

@Property
@NotNull(message = "ContentLicense can't be null")
private String ContentLicense;
public String getContentLicense()
{ return this.ContentLicense; }
public void setContentLicense(String ContentLicense)
{ this.ContentLicense = ContentLicense; }

@Property
@NotNull(message = "CreationDate can't be null")
private String CreationDate;
public String getCreationDate()
{ return this.CreationDate; }
public void setCreationDate(String CreationDate)
{ this.CreationDate = CreationDate; }

@Reference(idOnly = true, lazy = true)
@NotNull(message = "PostId can't be null")
private Posts PostId;
public Posts getPostId()
{ return this.PostId; }
public void setPostId(Posts PostId)
{ this.PostId = PostId; }

@Property
@NotNull(message = "Score can't be null")
private Integer Score;
public Integer getScore()
{ return this.Score; }
public void setScore(Integer Score)
{ this.Score = Score; }

@Property
private String Text;
public String getText()
{ return this.Text; }
public void setText(String Text)
{ this.Text = Text; }

@Property
private String UserDisplayName;
public String getUserDisplayName()
{ return this.UserDisplayName; }
public void setUserDisplayName(String UserDisplayName)
{ this.UserDisplayName = UserDisplayName; }

@Reference(idOnly = true, lazy = true)
private Users UserId;
public Users getUserId()
{ return this.UserId; }
public void setUserId(Users UserId)
{ this.UserId = UserId; }

}

Figure 9.15: The StackOverflow Comment schema code generated for Morphia.
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As Figure 9.12 showed, after generating the ODM code three different tests were applied.
These tests were designed according to three requirements to be satisfied by the generated
schemas: (i) They should allow to read each document stored into the database and create the
corresponding object in memory, (ii) they should allow to write each object previously read
into a database, and (iii) integrity should be preserved when the database is updated, that is,
features can only be updated with values of the types defined in the schema.

To validate the first requirement, we performed a test that reads all the documents of the
database to assert that there is no compatibility errors. The second requirement was validated
by reading all the database documents and performing a copy on another database; then the
first test was applied on the new database. The third test consisted on manipulating objects
mapped from the database and changing certain attributes of these objects to values of dif-
ferent types to those defined on the schema, such as setting Double values on a UserId field,
which only admits Strings. All these tests were successfully validated.
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If I’d known you’d let yourself get captured this easily, I
would have just dangled a turkey leg on a rope from the
ceiling.

GladOS - Portal 2

10
Conclusions and Future Work

Once we have described all the approaches and academic tools devised and materialized in
this thesis, we conclude by analyzing the degree of achievement of the proposed goals, and
exposing the main contributions of our work. Before that, we will summarize the context
and setting in which we identified the goals.

“Polyglot persistence” is going to be considered the norm rather than the exception in the
future [SF12, Sto15], as evidenced in theDB-Engine ranking, where eight of the top tenmost
widely used databases are multi-model, that is, they support several data models. Among the
emerging database paradigms, NoSQL has gained great popularity, as it is also shown in the
mentioned ranking where three of the top ten databases are NoSQL systems.

Although most NoSQL systems are schemaless, database schemas are just as important in
these systems as they are for relational databases: Data are stored according to a structure
previously designed, and most database tools require information on schemas to be imple-
mented. ADataversity report remarked theneedofmodeling and extractingdatabase schemas
for NoSQL systems [BR15, SF12], and also noted that the wide adoption of NoSQL sys-
tems required the building of NoSQL tools providing utilities already available for relational
databases. In fact, the most widespread data modeling tools are evolving to support NoSQL
systems in addition to relational systems, for instance ER/Studio and erwin, and new multi-
modelmodeling tools such asHackolade have emerged. To support several datamodels, Allen
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Wang outlined in 2015 [Wan16] a proposal of a unified data model intended to evolve erwin,
but no progress has been published about this proposal yet, and recentlyHackolade adopted a
Polyglot DataModel. A generic model for relational andNoSQL systems has been published
for the Typhon project [KMP+19], whose aim is to build an environment for designing poly-
glot persistence solutions. In Chapter 3 some of the limitations of these unified models were
commented.

When the goals of this thesis were planned, the number of available NoSQL tools was still
fairly small, most of them only supporting MongoDB, and multi-model support was lim-
ited to a few modeling tools as those mentioned above. Regarding research efforts, attention
was focused on schema extraction strategies, and some results had been obtained in topics
such as schema evolution [KSSS16] and data pollution strategies [HPWR17, Mah18]. Fi-
nally, some research efforts to discover generalization hierarchies had already been done for
graph databases [CWA17], but none for aggregation-based databases, and automatic ODM
generation was only achieved by the early stages of Hackolade [Hac22], as discussed in Chap-
ter 3.

At thatmoment, we had already started the definition of a unifiedmetamodel for databases,
and we decided to tackle the definition of a DSL family with the aim of building generic
database tools able to facilitate schema evolution and synthetic data generation for testing; a
DSL to define schemas would also be necessary to validate our approaches. This work would
entail the research on two relevant database topics such as schema evolution and data genera-
tion. Later, during the development of our schema evolution approach, we clashed with the
possibility of finding a solution to discover inheritance relationships in NoSQL schemas. Fi-
nally, we decided to include in our generic tooling an utility to automatically generate code
for ODMs.

In this thesis, we have therefore developed a toolset around the U-Schema metamodel for
multi-model systems. To the best of our knowledge, this is one of the first database engi-
neering environments able to handle NoSQL and relational logical schemas in a unified way,
and provide essential functionality for multi-model database engineering and approaching
future research on schema definition, data management languages, database and application
evolution, and provenance, among other topics, as discussed later in future work. Our envi-
ronment is closely related to DB-Main, a research and development initiative launched in the
early nineties to offer a set of utilities for data engineering. Then, NoSQL paradigms had not
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appeared, and DB-Main defined a unified metamodel to integrate the following data models:
relational, object-relational, object-oriented, and paradigms previous to relational databases
such as network and hierarchical databases.

The rest of this chapter is divided into the following sections: First, we discuss to what
extent the proposed goals have been achieved. Then, the contributions of each chapter are
exposed. After that, future work is outlined. The last section is devoted to listing the publica-
tions, projects, and stays that resulted from this work.

10.1 Discussion

In Chapter 1, we proposed the following six goals: (1) Create a universal schema def-
inition language, (2) Formalize a taxonomy of schema changes for NoSQL and rela-
tional databases, (3) Build a language to define and apply the schema changes in the
taxonomy, (4) Assemble a generic language to generate synthetic data, (5) Extend the
U-Schema extraction processes with the ability of discovering entity inheritance relationships,
and (6) Tackle code generation fromU-Schema models.

In this section we will discuss how we achieved each proposed goal.

10.1.1 Goal 1: Creating a universal schema definition language

We have designed and implemented Athena, a textual DSL that allows to define generic
schemas based on the U-Schema metamodel. To do so, we researched similar languages and
gathered requirements to be fulfilled by the language. Based on these requirements we im-
plemented the language, whose main characteristics are: (i) It is a complete language, (ii) it
allows reusability of components by applying importing, inheritance, and versioning, (iii) it
allows the definition of schema components in a flexibleway, (iv) it is able toworkwith incom-
plete information, (v) it allows to specify restrictions on types, (vi) it allows the specification
of union schema types, and (vii) it allows the usage of SQL statements as structure defini-
tions. The Athena engine has been built to create, from an Athena schema, scripts that spec-
ify the Athena schema for SQL and Cassandra, and JSON Schema validators for MongoDB
by means ofm2t transformations.
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10.1.2 Goal 2: Formalizing a taxonomy of schema changes for NoSQL and
relational databases

We performed a study of the state of the art for existing taxonomies of changes in relational
and NoSQL systems, and then we created a new taxonomy based on U-Schema by enrich-
ing already defined operations with operations applicable to the concepts introduced by our
data model, such as relationships or variations. Each operation has been defined based on the
following elements: (i) An identifying name, (ii) a set of preconditions, (iii) a set of postcon-
ditions, and (iv) an associated semantic change. By using the Alloy language, we validated the
consistency of preconditions and the validity of postconditions for each operation.

10.1.3 Goal 3: Building a language to define and apply the schema changes
in the taxonomy

Once the taxonomy was completed, we defined the Orion language to apply changes to
schemas. Orion allows defining change operation scripts, that the Orion engine executes
to apply the changes on U-Schema models and update the stored data. Data updaters
have been built for MongoDB (document model), Cassandra (columnar model), and Neo4j
(graph model). The Schema updater component uses the Orion scripts to modify the in-
put U-Schemamodel, while data updaters generate native scripts that update the stored data.
When the three data updaters were implemented, we studied their performance bymeasuring
the time spent in applying each single operation on a sample database. After that, an eval-
uation of the language was carried out for three different scenarios of application based on
real datasets: (i) An adaptation of a dataset being stored in a graph database, (ii) an adapta-
tion of that same dataset to a document database in which references need to be swapped for
aggregations, and (iii) an example of outlier removal.

10.1.4 Goal 4: Assembling a generic language to generate synthetic data

We have designed and implemented Deimos, a language able to efficiently produce large vol-
umes of synthetic data. To do so, we checked the most relevant data generation tools that
could be applied to our context, and, from analyzing them, we gathered a set of requirements
to be satisfied by our language. We implementedDeimos as a textualDSL that divides a gener-
ation specification into four blocks: (i) An input block to define the input Athena schema and
data sources to be used, (ii) a rule block in which generation rules are defined, (iii) amapping
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block inwhich rules aremapped to elements in theAthena schema, and (iv) an output block that
defines how the outputwill be stored. After that, theDeimos engine takes theAthena schema
and the Deimos specification and produces the desired volume of data in the defined outputs
by following the mapped rules. We evaluated the language by injecting synthetic data in a
MongoDB database with JSON Schema validators and checking that all the generated data
conformed to that validation. Then, we described a use case scenario in which a set of queries
needs to be satisfied and a schema is iteratively improved to match these queries. Deimos,
along with Athena, can accelerate the process by defining a candidate schema, and generating
data injected to a target database. After that, queries can be executed and results measured.
The schema can then be modified to test other possible designs, and the languages allow to
easily repeat the whole process with minimal changes. After that, we proposed a scenario in
which several data sources must be integrated in a specific dataset. This serves to show that
Deimos allows not only the generation of synthetic data but the integration of different data
sources.

10.1.5 Goal 5: Extending theU-Schema extraction processeswith the abil-
ity of discovering entity inheritance relationships

We first defined a process that takes advantage of temporal properties of variations stored in
U-Schema models to detect outlier variations by selecting the less popular variations, migrat-
ing those variations by choosing the most similar regular variation to each outlier, and up-
dating the data accordingly. Then, we devised a process that builds a Variation Matrix for
each entity type to be analyzed, and looks for dependencies between features. We defined
the following dependencies between features: (i) Strong dependencies, (ii) weak dependen-
cies, and (iii) exclusion dependencies. These dependencies are detected and used to discover
hierarchies of inheritance in entity types, which are factored out in an output model. After
that, we apply an additional step to look for a discriminator feature that indicates the subtype
of each object. As a result of this process, a new model is obtained where each child entity
type stores its own features and inherits from its parent entity type the common features. In
order to validate our approach, we applied the implemented process to three real datasets in
which subtypes could be discovered: (i) The Solar System dataset, (ii) theMovies RDF ontol-
ogy, and (iii) the StackOverflow dataset. In all cases all subtypes identified by features were
discovered.
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10.1.6 Goal 6: Tackling code generation fromU-Schema models

We have developed anMDE solution consisting of a two-step transformation chain whose in-
put is a U-Schemamodel that produces ODM code forMongoDB applications. A central el-
ement of the proposal is the SchemaDiffmetamodel defined to represent differences between
variations of each entity type. A SchemaDiff model is obtained from the input U-Schema
model, and this SchemaDiff model acts as an intermediate model to perform the generation.
This process has been implemented for the Mongoose (JavaScript ODM) andMorphia (Java
ODM) mappers, which are widely used in their developer communities. The mapper code
generation has been enriched to support variability andUnion types, and the inclusion of an
optional YAML script that can be used to generate data validation rules, such as ranges or enu-
merate values, and several kinds of indexes. We also pointed out scenarios in which mappers
can be useful, such as database or application evolution. Finally, we have applied the defined
process to generate ODMs for a real dataset and performed several tests on these mappers to
assure their correctness.

10.2 Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis will be discussed, goal by goal, in this section. One of
the contributions of this thesis is Athena, a universal schema definition language based on a
unifiedmetamodel. It includes a rich set of abstractions (e.g., structural variations, references,
and relationship types). Athena also offers mechanisms for reusing and composing schemas,
and syntactic sugar to ease writing them. As far as we know, the TyphonML [FGC20] lan-
guage and the Hackolade [Hac22] tool are the only approaches that provide languages with
the same purpose as Athena. However there are several differences between TyphonML and
Athena, since TyphonML integrates logical and physical aspects while we differentiate be-
tween these levels of abstraction. Also in TyphonML aggregates and references are bothmod-
eled as relations, while inAthena both concepts are separated. Finally, Athena allows to define
structural variations for each schema type, while inHackolade and TyphonML schema types
are defined as the union of all the features. Athena was detailed in the CoMoNoSWorkshop,
as part of the Conference on ConceptualModeling (ER 2021) [CRM21a].

Regarding the study of evolution in multi-model systems, this thesis contributes by defin-
ing a taxonomy for NoSQL and relational logical schemas, which includes a set of operations
richer than existing proposals. Since our data model is based on U-Schema, we have also con-
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sidered changes on relationships and changes related to variations. As far as we know,NoSQL
data model heterogeneity has only been addressed in [FGC20, HKS19], but taxonomies of
these proposals do not include the changes mentioned above. This taxonomy has been imple-
mented in Orion, a novel language to which data updaters have been built for three popular
systems, and a study of the data updating cost for each operation has been performed. Finally,
three non-trivial case studies of schema evolution have been carried out by using real datasets.
Another contribution related to schema evolution is the comparative study performed on the
more relevant approaches published so far, which was shown in Chapter 3, and summed up
in a comparative table. Our work on this topic was carried out as a collaboration during the
stay at the Rostock University in Germany. A preliminary version of this work was published
on the 40th Conference on Conceptual Modeling (ER 2021) [CRM21b], and a revised and
extended version of it has been submitted to the IEEE Transactions on Knowledge and Data
Engineering journal, and uploaded to arXiv [CKRM22].

A third contribution of this thesis is a language to specify rules to generate synthetic data
intended to populate a database for testing purposes. Deimos is platform-independent declar-
ative DSL, which provides a syntax that allows to define production rules, with the ability to
integrate external data sources, introduce controlled errors on the data and inject the synthetic
data directly into the database. Existing languages [SCS09] and related works are focused on
providing an initial dataset [PKSW22] and applying pollution techniques [HPWR17] to it.
A prototype of Deimos was published in the SpanishConference of Software Engineering and
Databases (JISBD 2018) [CRM18]. The tool was later released and published, along with its
requirements and applications, on the CoMoNoSWorkshop (ER 2020) [CRM20].

A set of contributions are linked to proposing a discovery approach of the polymorphic pat-
tern inU-Schemamodels. First, we introduced a temporal dimension on variations, useful to
detect schema evolution, that has been applied here to detect and filter outliers and to refine
the discovered subtypes. Then, we designed our solution based on the knowledge of the struc-
ture of the different variations of a parent entity type. As far as we know, none of the existing
schema extraction approaches for NoSQL stores have tackled the inference of entity subtype
relationships. A preliminarywork on outlier detectionwas published in the JISBD2019Con-
ference [CRM19], and the discovery process was published in the Knowledge-Based Systems
journal [CHRM21].

The last set of contributions are related to the automatic generation of NoSQL mappers
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fromU-Schema. We propose a process to generateMongoose schemas andMorphiamappers
from a U-Schema model. As far as we know, only the Hackolade [Hac22] tool allows the
generation of Mongoose schemas, but Morphia is not covered yet. Then, usage scenarios
of mappers for existing databases are analyzed and some benefits regarding the use of MDE
techniques are exposed. Finally, we have explored the use of the YAML language to configure
the m2t transformation that generates mapper code. This work was published in the IEEE
Access Journal [CRMM19].

10.3 FutureWork

The work carried out during this thesis has allowed the ModelUM group to start a research
line about database evolution, which will address all the aspects of the problem, and the re-
sult should be a tooling able of providing agility in database evolution through automated
solutions for each task involved. Last year, the group received a grant of the SpanishMinistry
of Science and Innovation aimed to support that research line for 3 next years.* Also, some
future work will be related to the research carried out in this thesis about the definition of a
universal language todeclare schemas, and the synthetic data generation. Moreover, this thesis
has allowed us to establish collaborations withGerman research groups in the area ofNoSQL
Data Engineering, and a collaboration for the project mentioned above has been established.
Next, these directions of future work are detailed.

10.3.1 The Design of an Agile Database Development Tool

In the early years of the last decade, Agile Database Development (ADD) practices have at-
tracted great interest to manage schema changes, such as continuous integration, automated
testing, and usage of static code analyzers to check for code errors. The toolset developed
in this thesis can be included in a complete tool able to support ADD. This toolset should
include not only the designed family of languages and processes, but it also should: (i) Pro-
vide capabilities like those currently offered in Liquibase [Liq22] or Flyway [Fly99] to sup-
port scripts with schema changes to the database (but technology-independent) derived from
changes in the application functionality, (ii) offer a taxonomy of database changes applicable
to data to assist in database evolution, (iii) help developers to find queries in code that need to
be updated as a result of an application evolution, by offering query rewriting when possible,

*Project grant: PID2020-117391GB-I00.
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and, if not, code change suggestions, (iv) apply database refactoring [AS06], and (v) provide
an alternative API with which the applications will issuemodifications to the database so that
the tool canmaintain snapshots of database versions to support parallel-branch development.

10.3.2 Further Study of Evolution inMulti-Model Systems

In this thesis we defined a taxonomy of changes for NoSQL and relational systems and a lan-
guage implementing those changes for threewidely useddatabases. Whatwe intend to address
in the near future is to be able to change application code to match the updated schema, not
only rewriting queries, but code that makes use of the retrieved data. In a recently presented
thesis of our group [Can22], a strategy to extract schemas from code has been proposed, and
that code analysis has also served to automatically apply a database refactoring, in particular
the removal of join queries with the purpose of improving query performance. Therefore, the
work to be done would be to integrate the code analysis presented in [Can22] into the Orion
engine. In addition, a tool should be engineered to assist administrators and developers to
evolve schemas. This tool would show the effect of each schema change on data and code and
provide suggestions of code modifications. Supporting this kind of assistance will require to
capture affected queries by using query profiling, analyze code to find database accesses, and
link queries and code pieces involved in a particular change. Such code analysis has been im-
plemented for JavaScript in the PhD thesis of Carlos J. Fernández [Can22], but the task of
assisting users in the process is still pending. On the other hand, the taxonomy of changes
could further be extended by adding additional operations such as those regarding schema
inheritance and type hierarchies. Finally, we could adapt Orion to generate code for specific
programming languages, which would allow to implement operations on databases that are
not supported natively.

10.3.3 Integrate Physical Schema Changes in our Taxonomy

Since U-Schema is defined for logical schemas, the next step should be to build a metamodel
able to provide a unified view of the physical elements that are common to any data store.
For example, all the databases have containers (e.g., tables in relational systems or collections
in document systems), indexes or sharding. This unified physical metamodel would be of
invaluable help in building database evolution tools. This development would start by build-
ing technology-specific metamodels until we can homogenize the different concepts in each
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specific metamodel to compose a generic physical metamodel. After that, a bi-directional
mapping would need to be implemented between the physical and logical U-Schema models.
In [MCMR20] a preliminarywork described how a logical schema could be directly obtained
either from data stores or from physical schemas.

10.3.4 Extensions to the Synthetic Data Generation Process

In this thesis, we have designed and implemented a version of Deimos that can be extended
with features desirable within the database research community. Firstly, Deimos could be ex-
tended to addnewmodifiers to fully support functionality of anydatabaseparadigm. Also,we
plan to implement a reusing mechanism so that a configuration block can be reused into sev-
eral Deimos specifications, much in the way as in Athena schemas can import other schemas.
After that, we will work on the outputs section so more databases are supported, at least one
of each NoSQL paradigm, as well as other kinds of outputs such as Apache Spark Stream-
ing. Most importantly, to make sure our generation process is efficient we will implement an
efficiency study to check if any bottlenecks exist during the generation.

10.3.5 Extensions to the SchemaDefinition Language

Athena expressivity for logical schemas can be further extended by supporting other schema
specification languages (e.g., JSON Schema) to declare structures, defining additional restric-
tions over types (which would synergize with the previous future work) and implementing
schema generators for otherNoSQL stores, such asNeo4j for graphs. Moreover, once the uni-
fied physical metamodel is developed, Athena needs to be extended as well to include physical
informationof databases, such as indexes andphysical distributionof data, for amore effective
migration and evolution support.

10.4 Publications, Projects and Stays

As a result of the research carried out in this thesis, several peer-review contributions have been
accepted in different media. These contributions may be classified into three groups: (i) Re-
search articles in journals, (ii) papers in international conferences, and (iii) papers in national
conferences. This research is presented below, along with involved projects and a stay on a
foreign university.
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Articles in JCR Journals

• AlbertoHernándezChillón, Diego Sevilla Ruiz and JesúsGarcíaMolina. ATaxonomy
of Schema Changes for NoSQLDatabases. IEEETransactions on Knowledge andData
Engineering. 2022. (Submitted)

• Alberto Hernández Chillón, José Ramón Hoyos, Diego Sevilla Ruiz and Jesús García
Molina. Discovering Entity Inheritance Relationships in Document Stores. Knowledge-
Based Systems vol. 230, p. 107394, 2021. JCR area: Computer Science, Artificial
Intelligence, Quartile: Q1 (16/139) Impact factor (JCR 2020): 6.796.

• Alberto Hernández Chillón, Severino FelicianoMorales, Diego Sevilla Ruiz and Jesús
García Molina. A Model-Driven Approach to Generate Schemas for Object-Document
Mappers. IEEE Access vol. 7, pp. 59126-59142, 2019. JCR area: Computer Science,
Information Systems, Quartile: Q1 (23/155) Impact factor (JCR 2018): 4.098.

International Conferences

• Alberto Hernández Chillón, Diego Sevilla Ruiz, and Jesús García Molina. Athena: A
Database-Independent Schema Definition Language. Advances in Conceptual Model-
ing. ER2021, Springer, vol. 13012, pp. 33-42, 2021. Ratings: CORE:A, LiveSHINE:
B, MA: B.

• Alberto Hernández Chillón, Diego Sevilla Ruiz, and Jesús García Molina. Towards a
Taxonomyof SchemaChanges forNoSQLDatabases: TheOrionLanguage. Conceptual
Modeling. ER 2021, Springer, vol. 13011, pp. 176-185, 2021. Ratings: CORE: A,
LiveSHINE: B, MA: B.

• Alberto Hernández Chillón, Diego Sevilla Ruiz, and Jesús García Molina. Deimos: A
Model-based NoSQL Data Generation Language. Advances in Conceptual Modeling.
ER 2020, Springer, vol. 12584, pp. 151-161, 2020. Ratings: CORE: A, LiveSHINE:
B, MA: B.

• Alberto Hernández Chillón, Severino FelicianoMorales, Diego Sevilla Ruiz and Jesús
GarcíaMolina. Exploring the Visualization of Schemas for Aggregate-Oriented NoSQL
Databases. In 36th International Conference on Conceptual Modeling. ER 2017 Fo-
rum, CEUR-WS.org, pp. 72-85, 2017. Ratings: CORE: A, LiveSHINE: B, MA: B.
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National Conferences

• Alberto Hernández Chillón, Diego Sevilla Ruiz and Jesús García Molina. Análisis
de esquemas NoSQL para el procesamiento de variaciones de entidad atípicas. XXIV
Jornadas de Ingeniería del Software y Bases de Datos (JISBD 2019). Cáceres, Spain,
September 2019.

• Alberto Hernández Chillón, Diego Sevilla Ruiz and Jesús García Molina. Generación
de datos NoSQL usando esquemas de bases de datos inferidos. XXIII Jornadas de Inge-
niería del Software y Bases de Datos, (JISBD 2018), Sevilla, Spain, September 2018.

Workshops

• AlbertoHernández Chillón, Diego Sevilla Ruiz and Jesús GarcíaMolina. ADSL Fam-
ily toDefineandManage Schemas andData onNoSQLDatabases. NoSQLWorkshop,
Hamburg, Germany, February 2020.

Projects

• An Agile Development Approach for the NoSQL Database Schema Evolution: Data
and Code Migration (ASE4AllDB). Ayudas a proyectos de Investigación y desarrollo.
Issued by the Spanish Ministry of Science and Innovation. Project grant: PID2020-
117391GB-I00, 2021.

• AModel-Based Environment to Support NoSQL Data Engineering (YSAAN). Ayudas
a proyectos de Investigación y desarrollo. Issued by the Spanish Ministry of Science,
Innovation and Universities. Project grant: TIN2017-86853-P, 2017.

Stays

• Stay at the Faculty of Computer Science of Rostock under the tutelage of Professor
Meike Klettke. University of Rostock, Germany, 2020. Collaboration in tasks related
to NoSQL evolution analysis, data provenance and design of a taxonomy of changes
for NoSQL and relational databases.
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10.4.1 Availability of the Developed Languages and Processes

The developed tools are available in theModelUMwebsite† and in public repositories hosted
in GitHub.‡ For each tool the following artifacts can be found:

• An introduction and a description of the tool.

• An installation manual and a quick guide of its usage.

• The language specification, if there is one.

• A repository URL where the source code is hosted.

†https://catedrasaes-umu.github.io/NoSQLDataEngineering/.
‡https://github.com/Soltari.
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Appendix 1: The Athena Grammar

⟨AthenaSchema⟩ ::= ‘Schema’ ⟨SchemaId⟩ ( ‘import’ ⟨Import⟩ )* ( ⟨FeatureSetDecl⟩ | ⟨EntityDecl⟩ |
⟨RelationshipDecl⟩ )*

⟨SchemaId⟩ ::= ID ‘:’ ⟨VersionId⟩

⟨Import⟩ ::= ⟨QualifiedImport⟩

⟨TopLevelStructureDefiningElementDecl⟩ ::= ⟨SchemaTypeDecl⟩
| ⟨FeatureSetDecl⟩

⟨FeatureSetDecl⟩ ::= ‘fset’ ID ⟨StructureExpr⟩

⟨SchemaTypeDecl⟩ ::= ⟨EntityDecl⟩
| ⟨RelationshipDecl⟩

⟨EntityDecl⟩ ::= ⟨ShortEntityDecl⟩
| ⟨RegularEntityDecl⟩

⟨ShortEntityDecl⟩ ::= ‘root’? ‘entity’ ID ( ‘::’ QualifiedEntityName ( ‘,’ QualifiedEntityName )* )?
⟨StructureExpr⟩

⟨RegularEntityDecl⟩ ::= ‘root’? ‘entity’ ID ( ‘::’ QualifiedEntityName ( ‘,’ QualifiedEntityName )* )? ‘{’
⟨CommonSpec⟩? ⟨VariationDecl⟩+ ‘}’

⟨RelationshipDecl⟩ ::= ⟨ShortRelationshipDecl⟩
| ⟨RegularRelationshipDecl⟩

⟨ShortRelationshipDecl⟩ ::= ‘relationship’ ID ( ‘::’ QualifiedRelationshipName ( ‘,’ QualifiedRelation-
shipName )* )? ⟨StructureExpr⟩

⟨RegularRelationshipDecl⟩ ::= ‘relationship’ ID ( ‘::’ QualifiedRelationshipName ( ‘,’ QualifiedRelation-
shipName )* )? ‘{’ ⟨CommonSpec⟩? ⟨VariationDecl⟩+ ‘}’

⟨CommonSpec⟩ ::= ‘common’ ⟨StructureExpr⟩

⟨VariationDecl⟩ ::= ‘variation’ ⟨VariationIdSpec⟩ ⟨StructureExpr⟩?

⟨StructureExpr⟩ ::= ⟨StructureTerm⟩ ( ( ‘U’ | ‘+’ | ‘-’ ) ⟨StructureTerm⟩ )*

⟨StructureTerm⟩ ::= ⟨StructurePrimary⟩ ( ‘I’ ⟨StructurePrimary⟩ )*

⟨StructurePrimary⟩ ::= ⟨StructureLiteral⟩
| ⟨TopLevelStructureDefiningElementDeclRef ⟩
| ⟨VariationDeclRef ⟩
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| ⟨SQLStructure⟩
| ‘(’ ⟨StructureExpr⟩ ‘)’

⟨StructureLiteral⟩ ::= ‘{’ ⟨FeatureSet⟩ ‘}’

⟨TopLevelStructureDefiningElementDeclRef ⟩ ::= ⟨QualifiedTopLevelStructureDefiningElementName⟩

⟨VariationDeclRef ⟩ ::= ⟨QualifiedVariationName⟩

⟨FeatureSet⟩ ::= ⟨Feature⟩ ( ‘,’ ⟨Feature⟩ )*

⟨Feature⟩ ::= ⟨ComposedReference⟩
| ⟨SimpleFeature⟩

⟨ComposedReference⟩ ::= ‘(’ ID ( ‘,’ ID )* ‘)’ ‘:’ ⟨ComposedReferenceTarget⟩

⟨SimpleFeature⟩ ::= ( ‘+’ | ‘?’? ‘!’? ) ID ( ‘:’ ⟨Type⟩ )?

⟨Type⟩ ::= ⟨DataType⟩
| ⟨SimpleReferenceTarget⟩
| ⟨SimpleAggregateTarget⟩
| ⟨InnerStructureLiteralArray⟩
| ⟨InnerStructureLiteral⟩

⟨InnerStructureLiteralArray⟩ ::= ‘[’ ⟨InnerStructureLiteral⟩ ( ‘,’ ⟨InnerStructureLiteral⟩ )* ‘]’

⟨InnerStructureLiteral⟩ ::= ‘{’ ⟨FeatureSet⟩ ‘}’

⟨SimpleReferenceTarget⟩ ::= ‘ref’ ‘<’ QualifiedEntityName ( ‘as’ ⟨SinglePrimitiveType⟩ | ‘feat’ ( Quali-
fiedRelationshipName | QualifiedVariationName ( ‘,’ QualifiedVariationName )* ) )? ‘>’
( ‘?’ | ‘&’ | ‘*’ | ‘+’ )?

⟨ComposedReferenceTarget⟩ ::= ‘ref’ ‘<’ QualifiedEntityName ‘>’

⟨SimpleAggregateTarget⟩ ::= ‘aggr’ ‘<’ ( QualifiedEntityName | QualifiedVariationName ( ‘,’ QualifiedVaria-
tionName )* ) ‘>’ ( ‘?’ | ‘&’ | ‘*’ | ‘+’ )?

⟨DataType⟩ ::= ‘Null’
| ⟨PrimitiveType⟩
| ⟨List⟩
| ⟨Set⟩
| ⟨Map⟩
| ⟨Tuple⟩

⟨PrimitiveType⟩ ::= ⟨SinglePrimitiveType⟩
| ⟨OptionPrimitiveType⟩

⟨OptionPrimitiveType⟩ ::= ‘Option’ ‘<’ ⟨SinglePrimitiveType⟩ ( ‘,’ ⟨SinglePrimitiveType⟩ )* ‘>’

⟨List⟩ ::= ‘List’ ( ‘<’ ⟨DataType⟩ ‘>’ )?

⟨Set⟩ ::= ‘Set’ ( ‘<’ ⟨DataType⟩ ‘>’ )?
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⟨Map⟩ ::= ‘Map’ ( ‘<’ ⟨PrimitiveType⟩? ‘,’ ⟨DataType⟩? ‘>’ )?

⟨Tuple⟩ ::= ‘Tuple’ ( ‘<’ ⟨DataType⟩ ( ‘,’ ⟨DataType⟩ )* ‘>’ )?

⟨QualifiedImport⟩ ::= ID ‘:’ ⟨VersionId⟩

⟨QualifiedTopLevelStructureDefiningElementName⟩ ::= ID ( ‘:’ ⟨VersionId⟩ )? ( ‘.’ ID )*

⟨QualifiedEntityName⟩ ::= ID ( ‘:’ ⟨VersionId⟩ )? ( ‘.’ ID )*

⟨QualifiedRelationshipName⟩ ::= ID ( ‘:’ ⟨VersionId⟩ )? ( ‘.’ ID )*

⟨QualifiedVariationName⟩ ::= ⟨QualifiedTopLevelStructureDefiningElementName⟩ ‘.’ ⟨VariationIdSpec⟩

⟨VariationIdSpec⟩ ::= INT

⟨SinglePrimitiveType⟩ ::= ⟨UnrestrictedPrimitiveType⟩
| ⟨RestrictedPrimitiveType⟩

⟨RestrictedPrimitiveType⟩ ::= ⟨RangedNumber⟩
| ⟨EnumRestrictedNumber⟩
| ⟨RegexpRestrictedString⟩
| ⟨EnumRestrictedString⟩

⟨RangedNumber⟩ ::= ⟨NUMBER_LITERAL⟩ ‘(’ INT ‘..’ INT ‘)’

⟨RegexpRestrictedString⟩ ::= ‘String’ REGEX

⟨EnumRestrictedNumber⟩ ::= NUMBER_LITERAL ‘in’ ‘(’ INT ( ‘,’ INT )* ‘)’

⟨EnumRestrictedString⟩ ::= ‘String’ ‘in’ ‘(’ STRING ( ‘,’ STRING )* ‘)’

⟨UnrestrictedPrimitiveType⟩ ::= ‘String’
| ⟨NUMBER_LITERAL⟩
| ‘Boolean’
| ‘Bool’
| ‘Identifier’
| ‘Timestamp’

⟨NUMBER_LITERAL⟩ ::= ‘Integer’
| ‘Int’
| ‘Number’
| ‘Float’
| ‘Double’

⟨VersionId⟩ ::= INT

⟨SQLStructure⟩ ::= ‘SQL’ ‘CREATE’ ‘TEMPORARY’? ‘TABLE’ ( ‘IF’ ‘NOT’ ‘EXISTS’ )? ID? ‘(’ ⟨SQLDefinition⟩ (
‘,’ ⟨SQLDefinition⟩ )* ‘)’ ‘;’

⟨SQLDefinition⟩ ::= ⟨SQLColumnDefinition⟩
| ⟨SQLConstraintDefinition⟩
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⟨SQLColumnDefinition⟩ ::= ID ⟨SQLType⟩ ( ‘(’ INT ( ‘,’ INT )? ‘)’ )?
⟨SQL_CONSTRAINT_DEFINITION_LITERAL⟩? ⟨SQLReferenceTarget⟩?

⟨SQLConstraintDefinition⟩ ::= ⟨SQLPrimaryConstraintDefinition⟩
| ⟨SQLForeignConstraintDefinition⟩
| ⟨SQLUniqueConstraintDefinition⟩

⟨SQLPrimaryConstraintDefinition⟩ ::= ( ‘CONSTRAINT’ ID? )? ‘PRIMARY’ ‘KEY’ ‘(’ ID ( ‘,’ ID )* ‘)’

⟨SQLForeignConstraintDefinition⟩ ::= ( ‘CONSTRAINT’ ID? )? ‘FOREIGN’ ‘KEY’ ID? ‘(’ ID ( ‘,’ ID )* ‘)’
⟨SQLReferenceTarget⟩

⟨SQLUniqueConstraintDefinition⟩ ::= ( ‘CONSTRAINT’ ID? )? ‘UNIQUE’ ‘KEY’ ID? ‘(’ ID ( ‘,’ ID )* ‘)’

⟨SQLReferenceTarget⟩ ::= ‘REFERENCES’ ⟨QualifiedEntityName⟩ ‘(’ ID ( ‘,’ ID )* ‘)’

⟨SQLType⟩ ::= ⟨SQL_BOOLEAN_LITERAL⟩
| ⟨SQL_NUMBER_LITERAL⟩
| ⟨SQL_DOUBLE_LITERAL⟩
| ⟨SQL_TIMESTAMP_LITERAL⟩
| ⟨SQL_STRING_LITERAL⟩

⟨SQL_BOOLEAN_LITERAL⟩ ::= ‘TINYINT’
| ‘BOOLEAN’
| ‘BOOL’

⟨SQL_NUMBER_LITERAL⟩ ::= ‘INT’
| ‘INTEGER’
| ‘SMALLINT’
| ‘MEDIUMINT’
| ‘DEC’
| ‘FIXED’
| ‘DECIMAL’
| ‘NUMERIC’
| ‘BIT’

⟨SQL_DOUBLE_LITERAL⟩ ::= ‘FLOAT’
| ‘REAL’
| ‘DOUBLE’ ‘PRECISION’?

⟨SQL_TIMESTAMP_LITERAL⟩ ::= ‘DATE’
| ‘TIME’
| ‘DATETIME’
| ‘TIMESTAMP’
| ‘YEAR’

⟨SQL_STRING_LITERAL⟩ ::= ‘CHAR’
| ‘VARCHAR’
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| ‘BINARY’
| ‘VARBINARY’
| ‘BLOB’
| ‘TEXT’

⟨SQL_CONSTRAINT_DEFINITION_LITERAL⟩ ::= ⟨SQL_PRIMARY_KEY_LITERAL⟩
| ⟨SQL_UNIQUE_LITERAL⟩
| ⟨SQL_NULL_LITERAL⟩

⟨SQL_PRIMARY_KEY_LITERAL⟩ ::= ‘PRIMARY’ ‘KEY’

⟨SQL_UNIQUE_LITERAL⟩ ::= ‘UNIQUE’ ‘KEY’

⟨SQL_NULL_LITERAL⟩ ::= ‘NOT’? ‘NULL’
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Appendix 2: The Orion Grammar

⟨OrionOperations⟩ ::= ID ‘OPERATIONS’ ( ‘USING’ ⟨Import⟩ | ‘SCRIPT’ ‘MODE’ ) ( ⟨BasicOperation⟩+ |
⟨EvolBlock⟩+ )

⟨EvolBlock⟩ ::= ‘EBlock’ INT ‘{’ ⟨BasicOperation⟩+ ‘}’

⟨BasicOperation⟩ ::= ⟨SchemaTypeOp⟩
| ⟨FeatureOp⟩
| ⟨AttributeOp⟩
| ⟨ReferenceOp⟩
| ⟨AggregateOp⟩

⟨SchemaTypeOp⟩ ::= ⟨EntityOp⟩
| ⟨RelationshipOp⟩

⟨EntityOp⟩ ::= ⟨EntityAddOp⟩
| ⟨EntityDeleteOp⟩
| ⟨EntityRenameOp⟩
| ⟨EntitySplitOp⟩
| ⟨EntityMergeOp⟩
| ⟨EntityExtractOp⟩
| ⟨EntityDelVarOp⟩
| ⟨EntityAdaptOp⟩
| ⟨EntityUnionOp⟩

⟨RelationshipOp⟩ ::= ⟨RelationshipAddOp⟩
| ⟨RelationshipDeleteOp⟩
| ⟨RelationshipRenameOp⟩
| ⟨RelationshipSplitOp⟩
| ⟨RelationshipMergeOp⟩
| ⟨RelationshipExtractOp⟩
| ⟨RelationshipDelVarOp⟩
| ⟨RelationshipAdaptOp⟩
| ⟨RelationshipUnionOp⟩

⟨FeatureOp⟩ ::= ⟨FeatureDeleteOp⟩
| ⟨FeatureRenameOp⟩
| ⟨FeatureCopyOp⟩
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| ⟨FeatureMoveOp⟩
| ⟨FeatureNestOp⟩
| ⟨FeatureUnnestOp⟩

⟨AttributeOp⟩ ::= ⟨AttributeAddOp⟩
| ⟨AttributeCastOp⟩
| ⟨AttributePromoteOp⟩
| ⟨AttributeDemoteOp⟩

⟨ReferenceOp⟩ ::= ⟨ReferenceAddOp⟩
| ⟨ReferenceCastOp⟩
| ⟨ReferenceMultiplicityOp⟩
| ⟨ReferenceMorphOp⟩

⟨AggregateOp⟩ ::= ⟨AggregateAddOp⟩
| ⟨AggregateMultiplicityOp⟩
| ⟨AggregateMorphOp⟩

⟨EntityAddOp⟩ ::= ‘ADD’ ‘ENTITY’ ⟨SchemaTypeAddSpec⟩

⟨RelationshipAddOp⟩ ::= ‘ADD’ ‘RELATIONSHIP’ ⟨SchemaTypeAddSpec⟩

⟨SchemaTypeAddSpec⟩ ::= ID ( ‘:’ ‘{’ ⟨SimpleDataFeature⟩ ( ‘,’ ⟨SimpleDataFeature⟩ )* ‘}’ )?

⟨EntityDeleteOp⟩ ::= ‘DELETE’ ‘ENTITY’ ⟨SchemaTypeDeleteSpec⟩

⟨RelationshipDeleteOp⟩ ::= ‘DELETE’ ‘RELATIONSHIP’ ⟨SchemaTypeDeleteSpec⟩

⟨SchemaTypeDeleteSpec⟩ ::= ID

⟨EntityRenameOp⟩ ::= ‘RENAME’ ‘ENTITY’ ⟨SchemaTypeRenameSpec⟩

⟨RelationshipRenameOp⟩ ::= ‘RENAME’ ‘RELATIONSHIP’ ⟨SchemaTypeRenameSpec⟩

⟨SchemaTypeRenameSpec⟩ ::= ID ‘TO’ ID

⟨EntitySplitOp⟩ ::= ‘SPLIT’ ‘ENTITY’ ⟨SchemaTypeSplitSpec⟩

⟨RelationshipSplitOp⟩ ::= ‘SPLIT’ ‘RELATIONSHIP’ ⟨SchemaTypeSplitSpec⟩

⟨SchemaTypeSplitSpec⟩ ::= ID ‘INTO’ ID ⟨SplitFeatures⟩ ‘,’ ID ⟨SplitFeatures⟩

⟨EntityExtractOp⟩ ::= ‘EXTRACT’ ‘ENTITY’ ⟨SchemaTypeExtractSpec⟩

⟨RelationshipExtractOp⟩ ::= ‘EXTRACT’ ‘RELATIONSHIP’ ⟨SchemaTypeExtractSpec⟩

⟨SchemaTypeExtractSpec⟩ ::= ID ‘INTO’ ID ⟨SplitFeatures⟩

⟨EntityMergeOp⟩ ::= ‘MERGE’ ‘ENTITY’ ⟨SchemaTypeMergeSpec⟩

⟨RelationshipMergeOp⟩ ::= ‘MERGE’ ‘RELATIONSHIP’ ⟨SchemaTypeMergeSpec⟩

⟨SchemaTypeMergeSpec⟩ ::= ID ‘,’ ID ‘INTO’ ID ‘WHERE’ ⟨ConditionDecl⟩

⟨EntityDelVarOp⟩ ::= ‘DELVAR’ ‘ENTITY’ ⟨SchemaTypeDelVarSpec⟩
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⟨RelationshipDelVarOp⟩ ::= ‘DELVAR’ ‘RELATIONSHIP’ ⟨SchemaTypeDelVarSpec⟩

⟨SchemaTypeDelVarSpec⟩ ::= ID ‘::’ ‘v’? ⟨VariationIdSpec⟩

⟨EntityAdaptOp⟩ ::= ‘ADAPT’ ‘ENTITY’ ⟨SchemaTypeAdaptSpec⟩

⟨RelationshipAdaptOp⟩ ::= ‘ADAPT’ ‘RELATIONSHIP’ ⟨SchemaTypeAdaptSpec⟩

⟨SchemaTypeAdaptSpec⟩ ::= ID ‘::’ ‘v’? ⟨VariationIdSpec⟩ ‘TO’ ‘v’? ⟨VariationIdSpec⟩

⟨EntityUnionOp⟩ ::= ‘UNION’ ‘ENTITY’ ⟨SchemaTypeUnionSpec⟩

⟨RelationshipUnionOp⟩ ::= ‘UNION’ ‘RELATIONSHIP’ ⟨SchemaTypeUnionSpec⟩

⟨SchemaTypeUnionSpec⟩ ::= ID

⟨SplitFeatures⟩ ::= ‘(’ ⟨QualifiedName⟩ ( ‘,’ ⟨QualifiedName⟩ )* ‘)’

⟨FeatureDeleteOp⟩ ::= ‘DELETE’ ⟨FeatureDeleteSpec⟩

⟨FeatureDeleteSpec⟩ ::= ⟨MultipleFeatureSelector⟩

⟨FeatureRenameOp⟩ ::= ‘RENAME’ ⟨FeatureRenameSpec⟩

⟨FeatureRenameSpec⟩ ::= ⟨SingleFeatureSelector⟩ ‘TO’ ⟨QualifiedName⟩

⟨FeatureCopyOp⟩ ::= ‘COPY’ ⟨FeatureAllocateSpec⟩

⟨FeatureMoveOp⟩ ::= ‘MOVE’ ⟨FeatureAllocateSpec⟩

⟨FeatureAllocateSpec⟩ ::= ⟨SingleFeatureSelector⟩ ‘TO’ ⟨SingleFeatureSelector⟩ ‘WHERE’ ⟨ConditionDecl⟩

⟨FeatureNestOp⟩ ::= ‘NEST’ ⟨FeatureNestSpec⟩

⟨FeatureNestSpec⟩ ::= ⟨MultipleFeatureSelector⟩ ‘TO’ ⟨QualifiedName⟩

⟨FeatureUnnestOp⟩ ::= ‘UNNEST’ ⟨FeatureUnnestSpec⟩

⟨FeatureUnnestSpec⟩ ::= ⟨MultipleFeatureSelector⟩

⟨AttributeAddOp⟩ ::= ‘ADD’ ‘ATTR’ ⟨AttributeAddSpec⟩

⟨AttributeAddSpec⟩ ::= ( ‘+’ | ‘?’? ‘!’? ) ⟨SingleFeatureSelector⟩ ( ‘:’ ⟨DataType⟩ ( ‘(’ ⟨DefaultValue⟩ ‘)’ )? )?

⟨AttributeCastOp⟩ ::= ‘CAST’ ‘ATTR’ ⟨AttributeOrReferenceCastSpec⟩

⟨AttributeOrReferenceCastSpec⟩ ::= ⟨MultipleFeatureSelector⟩ ‘TO’ SinglePrimitiveType>

⟨AttributePromoteOp⟩ ::= ‘PROMOTE’ ‘ATTR’ ⟨AttributePromoteSpec⟩

⟨AttributePromoteSpec⟩ ::= ⟨MultipleFeatureSelector⟩

⟨AttributeDemoteOp⟩ ::= ‘DEMOTE’ ‘ATTR’ ⟨AttributeDemoteSpec⟩

⟨AttributeDemoteSpec⟩ ::= ⟨MultipleFeatureSelector⟩

⟨ReferenceAddOp⟩ ::= ‘ADD’ ‘REF’ ⟨ReferenceAddSpec⟩

⟨ReferenceAddSpec⟩ ::= ‘?’? ⟨SingleFeatureSelector⟩ ‘:’ ( ⟨SinglePrimitiveType⟩ ( ‘(’ ⟨DefaultValue⟩ ‘)’ )?
| ‘feat’ ‘by’ ID ( ‘(’ ‘v’? ⟨VariationIdSpec⟩ ( ‘,’ ‘v’? ⟨VariationIdSpec⟩ )* ‘)’)?
| ‘{’ ( ⟨SimpleDataFeature⟩ ( ‘,’ ⟨SimpleDataFeature⟩ )* )? ‘}’ ) ( ‘?’ | ‘&’ | ‘*’ | ‘+’ ) ‘TO’ ID

( ‘WHERE’ ⟨ConditionDecl⟩ )?
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⟨ReferenceCastOp⟩ ::= ‘CAST’ ‘REF’ ⟨AttributeOrReferenceCastSpec⟩

⟨ReferenceMultiplicityOp⟩ ::= ‘MULT’ ‘REF’ ⟨ReferenceOrAggregateMultiplicitySpec⟩

⟨ReferenceOrAggregateMultiplicitySpec⟩ ::= ⟨MultipleFeatureSelector⟩ ‘TO’ ( ‘?’ | ‘&’ | ‘*’ | ‘+’ )

⟨ReferenceMorphOp⟩ ::= ‘MORPH’ ‘REF’ ⟨ReferenceMorphSpec⟩

⟨ReferenceMorphSpec⟩ ::= ⟨SingleFeatureSelector⟩ ( ‘(’ ‘rmId’? ‘rmEntity’? ‘)’ )? ‘TO’ ID

⟨AggregateAddOp⟩ ::= ‘ADD’ ‘AGGR’ ⟨AggregateAddSpec⟩

⟨AggregateAddSpec⟩ ::= ‘?’? ⟨SingleFeatureSelector⟩ ‘:’ ‘{’ ⟨SimpleDataFeature⟩ ( ‘,’ ⟨SimpleDataFeature⟩ )*
‘}’ ( ‘?’ | ‘&’ | ‘*’ | ‘+’ ) ( ‘AS’ ID )?

⟨AggregateMultiplicityOp⟩ ::= ‘MULT’ ‘AGGR’ ⟨ReferenceOrAggregateMultiplicitySpec⟩

⟨AggregateMorphOp⟩ ::= ‘MORPH’ ‘AGGR’ ⟨AggregateMorphSpec⟩

⟨AggregateMorphSpec⟩ ::= ⟨SingleFeatureSelector⟩ ‘TO’ ID

⟨FeatureSelector⟩ ::= ⟨SingleFeatureSelector⟩
| ⟨MultipleFeatureSelector⟩

⟨SingleFeatureSelector⟩ ::= ( ID ( ‘(’ ‘v’? ⟨VariationIdSpec⟩ ( ‘,’ ‘v’? ⟨VariationIdSpec⟩ )* ‘)’ )?
| ‘*’ ) ‘::’ ⟨QualifiedName⟩

⟨MultipleFeatureSelector⟩ ::= ( ID ( ‘(’ ‘v’? ⟨VariationIdSpec⟩ ( ‘,’ ‘v’? ⟨VariationIdSpec⟩ )* ‘)’ )?
| ‘*’ ) ‘::’ ⟨QualifiedName⟩ ( ‘,’ ⟨QualifiedName⟩ )*

⟨SimpleDataFeature⟩ ::= ( ‘+’ | ‘?’? ‘!’? ) ⟨QualifiedName⟩ ( ‘:’ ⟨DataType⟩ ( ‘(’ ⟨DefaultValue⟩ ‘)’ )? )?

⟨DefaultValue⟩ ::= STRING
| DOUBLE
| INT
| BOOLEAN

⟨ConditionDecl⟩ ::= ⟨QualifiedName⟩ ‘=’ ⟨QualifiedName⟩

⟨QualifiedName⟩ ::= ID ( ‘.’ ID )*
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Appendix 3: The Deimos Grammar

⟨DeimosSpecification⟩ ::= ‘spec’ ID ⟨InputModule⟩? ⟨OutputModule⟩? ⟨RuleModule⟩? ⟨MappingModule⟩?

⟨InputModule⟩ ::= ‘Input’ ‘:’ ‘schema’ ‘:’ ⟨Import⟩ ( ‘seed’ ‘:’ LONG )? ⟨InputVar⟩*

⟨InputVar⟩ ::= ID ‘:’ ⟨InputType⟩

⟨InputType⟩ ::= ⟨DBQuery⟩
| ⟨CSVFile⟩
| ⟨JSONFile⟩
| ⟨TXTFile⟩
| ⟨PythonScript⟩

⟨DBQuery⟩ ::= ‘db’ ‘(’ ⟨InputOptions⟩ ( ‘,’ ‘{’ ⟨InputMapping⟩ ( ‘,’ ⟨InputMapping⟩ )* ‘}’ )? ‘)’

⟨CSVFile⟩ ::= ‘csv’ ‘(’ ⟨InputOptions⟩ ( ‘,’ ‘{’ ⟨InputMapping⟩ ( ‘,’ ⟨InputMapping⟩ )* ‘}’ )? ‘)’

⟨JSONFile⟩ ::= ‘json’ ‘(’ ⟨InputOptions⟩ ‘)’

⟨TXTFile⟩ ::= ‘txt’ ‘(’ ⟨InputOptions⟩ ‘)’

⟨PythonScript⟩ ::= ‘python’ ‘(’ ⟨InputOptions⟩ ‘)’

⟨InputOptions⟩ ::= STRING ( ‘,’ ‘order’ ‘=’ ⟨TraversalType⟩ )? ( ‘,’ ‘cycle’ ‘=’ ⟨CycleType⟩ )? ( ‘,’ ‘default’
‘=’ ⟨STRING⟩ )?

⟨InputMapping⟩ ::= ID ‘:’ ‘$’ INT

⟨OutputModule⟩ ::= ‘Output’ ‘:’ ‘schema’ ‘:’ STRING ⟨OutputType⟩+

⟨OutputType⟩ ::= ⟨Database⟩
| ‘Console’
| ⟨Folder⟩

⟨Database⟩ ::= ⟨MongoDB⟩
| ⟨CassandraDB⟩ ⟨MongoDB⟩ ::= ‘MongoDB’ ‘:’ STRING

⟨CassandraDB⟩ ::= ‘Cassandra’ ‘:’ STRING

⟨Folder⟩ ::= ‘Folder’ ‘:’ ‘pretty’? ( ‘json’ | ‘csv’ | ‘txt’ ) ‘(’ STRING ‘)’

⟨RuleModule⟩ ::= ‘Rules’ ‘:’ ⟨Rule⟩+

⟨Rule⟩ ::= ⟨DefaultRule⟩
| ⟨CustomRule⟩
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⟨DefaultRule⟩ ::= ‘default’ ‘:’ ⟨RuleDefinition⟩

⟨CustomRule⟩ ::= ID ( ‘::’ ID )? ‘:’ ⟨RuleDefinition⟩

⟨RuleDefinition⟩ ::= ⟨IdentifierRuleDef ⟩
| ⟨StringRuleDef ⟩
| ⟨NumberRuleDef ⟩
| ⟨BooleanRuleDef ⟩
| ⟨DoubleRuleDef ⟩
| ⟨TimestampRuleDef ⟩
| ⟨ListRuleDef ⟩
| ⟨SetRuleDef ⟩
| ⟨TupleRuleDef ⟩
| ⟨MapRuleDef ⟩
| ⟨ReferenceRuleDef ⟩
| ⟨AggregateRuleDef ⟩
| ⟨VariationRuleDef ⟩
| ⟨EntityTypeRuleDef ⟩

⟨IdentifierRuleDef ⟩ ::= ‘Identifier’ ‘{’ ⟨IdentifierModifier⟩ ( ‘,’ ⟨IdentifierModifier⟩ )* ‘}’

⟨StringRuleDef ⟩ ::= ‘String’ ‘{’ ⟨StringModifier⟩ ( ‘,’ ⟨StringModifier⟩ )* ‘}’

⟨NumberRuleDef ⟩ ::= ( ‘Int’ | ‘Integer’ | ‘Number’ ) ‘{’ ⟨NumberModifier⟩ ( ‘,’ ⟨NumberModifier⟩ )* ‘}’

⟨BooleanRuleDef ⟩ ::= ( ‘Bool’ | ‘Boolean’ ) ‘{’ ⟨BooleanModifier⟩ ( ‘,’ ⟨BooleanModifier⟩ )* ‘}’

⟨DoubleRuleDef ⟩ ::= ( ‘Double’ | ‘Float’ ) ‘{’ ⟨DoubleModifier⟩ ( ‘,’ ⟨DoubleModifier⟩ )* ‘}’

⟨TimestampRuleDef ⟩ ::= ( ‘Timestamp’ | ‘Ts’ ) ‘{’ ⟨TimestampModifier⟩ ( ‘,’ ⟨TimestampModifier⟩ )* ‘}’

⟨ReferenceRuleDef ⟩ ::= ( ‘Reference’ | ‘Ref’ ) ‘{’ ⟨ReferenceModifier⟩ ( ‘,’ ⟨ReferenceModifier⟩ )* ‘}’

⟨AggregateRuleDef ⟩ ::= ( ‘Aggregate’ | ‘Aggr’ ) ‘{’ ⟨AggregateModifier⟩ ( ‘,’ ⟨AggregateModifier⟩ )* ‘}’

⟨ListRuleDef ⟩ ::= ‘List’ ‘{’ ⟨CollectionModifier⟩ ( ‘,’ ⟨CollectionModifier⟩ )* ‘}’

⟨SetRuleDef ⟩ ::= ‘Set’ ‘{’ ⟨CollectionModifier⟩ ( ‘,’ ⟨CollectionModifier⟩ )* ‘}’

⟨TupleRuleDef ⟩ ::= ‘Tuple’ ‘{’ ⟨CollectionModifier⟩ ( ‘,’ ⟨CollectionModifier⟩ )* ‘}’

⟨MapRuleDef ⟩ ::= ‘Map’ ‘{’ ⟨CollectionModifier⟩ ( ‘,’ ⟨CollectionModifier⟩ )* ‘}’

⟨VariationRuleDef ⟩ ::= ( ‘Variation’ | ‘Var’ ) ‘{’ ⟨VariationModifier⟩ ( ‘,’ ⟨VariationModifier⟩ )* ‘}’

⟨EntityTypeRuleDef ⟩ ::= ( ‘EntityType’ | ‘Entity’ ) ‘{’ ⟨EntityTypeModifier⟩ ( ‘,’ ⟨EntityTypeModifier⟩ )*
‘}’

⟨Modifier⟩ ::= ⟨IdentifierModifier⟩
| ⟨StringModifier⟩
| ⟨NumberModifier⟩
| ⟨BooleanModifier⟩
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| ⟨DoubleModifier⟩
| ⟨TimestampModifier⟩
| ⟨CollectionModifier⟩
| ⟨ReferenceModifier⟩
| ⟨AggregateModifier⟩
| ⟨VariationModifier⟩
| ⟨EntityTypeModifier⟩

⟨IdentifierModifier⟩ ::= ⟨Source⟩
| ⟨ProbNull⟩
| ⟨ProbStrange⟩
| ‘mongodbId’

⟨StringModifier⟩ ::= ⟨Source⟩
| ⟨ProbNull⟩
| ⟨ProbStrange⟩
| ⟨FixedString⟩
| ⟨RangeLength⟩
| ⟨EnumString⟩
| ⟨RegExString⟩
| ⟨IdPattern⟩

⟨NumberModifier⟩ ::= ⟨Source⟩
| ⟨ProbNull⟩
| ⟨ProbStrange⟩
| ⟨FixedNumber⟩
| ⟨CounterNumber⟩
| ⟨RangeNumber⟩
| ⟨EnumNumber⟩
| ⟨NormalDistNumber⟩

⟨BooleanModifier⟩ ::= ⟨Source⟩
| ⟨ProbNull⟩
| ⟨ProbStrange⟩
| ⟨FixedBoolean⟩
| ⟨RandomBoolean⟩

⟨DoubleModifier⟩ ::= ⟨Source⟩
| ⟨ProbNull⟩
| ⟨ProbStrange⟩
| ⟨FixedDouble⟩
| ⟨CounterDouble⟩
| ⟨RangeDouble⟩
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| ⟨EnumDouble⟩
| ⟨FixedPrecision⟩
| ⟨NormalDistDouble⟩

⟨TimestampModifier⟩ ::= ⟨Source⟩
| ⟨ProbNull⟩
| ⟨ProbStrange⟩
| ⟨FixedTimestamp⟩
| ‘now’
| ⟨TimestampStep⟩
| ⟨TimestampFormat⟩

⟨CollectionModifier⟩ ::= ⟨ProbNull⟩
| ⟨ProbStrange⟩
| ⟨RangeElements⟩

⟨ReferenceModifier⟩ ::= ⟨ProbNull⟩
| ⟨ProbStrange⟩
| ⟨RangeElements⟩
| ⟨ProbReferenceIntegrity⟩

⟨AggregateModifier⟩ ::= ⟨ProbNull⟩
| ⟨ProbStrange⟩
| ⟨RangeElements⟩

⟨VariationModifier⟩ ::= ⟨RangeElements⟩
| ⟨ProbDuplicate⟩

⟨EntityTypeModifier⟩ ::= ⟨RangeElements⟩
| ⟨ProbDuplicate⟩
| ⟨Distribution⟩

⟨Source⟩ ::= ‘src’ ‘:’ ⟨SourceId⟩

⟨ProbNull⟩ ::= ‘null’ ‘:’ ⟨Probability⟩

⟨ProbStrange⟩ ::= ‘strange’ ‘:’ ⟨Probability⟩

⟨ProbDuplicate⟩ ::= ‘dupl’ ‘:’ ⟨Probability⟩

⟨ProbReferenceIntegrity⟩ ::= ‘integrity’ ‘:’ ⟨Probability⟩

⟨EnumString⟩ ::= ‘enum’ ‘[’ STRING ( ‘,’ STRING )* ‘]’

⟨EnumNumber⟩ ::= ‘enum’ ‘[’ INT ( ‘,’ INT )* ‘]’

⟨EnumDouble⟩ ::= ‘enum’ ‘[’ DOUBLE ( ‘,’ DOUBLE )* ‘]’

⟨NormalDistNumber⟩ ::= ‘normal’ ‘[’ ‘mean’ ‘=’ INT ‘,’ ( ‘dev’ | ‘deviation’ ) ‘=’ INT ‘]’

⟨NormalDistDouble⟩ ::= ‘normal’ ‘[’ ‘mean’ ‘=’ DOUBLE ‘,’ ( ‘dev’ | ‘deviation’ ) ‘=’ DOUBLE ‘]’
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⟨RegExString⟩ ::= ‘regex’ ‘:’ REGEX

⟨RangeLength⟩ ::= ‘range’ ‘[’ INT ( ‘..’ | ‘-’ ) INT ‘]’

⟨RangeElements⟩ ::= ‘range’ ‘[’ INT ( ‘..’ | ‘-’ ) INT ‘]’

⟨RangeNumber⟩ ::= ‘range’ ‘[’ INT ( ‘..’ | ‘-’ ) INT ‘]’

⟨RangeDouble⟩ ::= ‘range’ ‘[’ DOUBLE ( ‘..’ | ‘-’ ) DOUBLE ‘]’

⟨RandomBoolean⟩ ::= ‘random’ ‘:’ DOUBLE

⟨CounterNumber⟩ ::= ‘counter’ ‘:’ INT

⟨CounterDouble⟩ ::= ‘counter’ ‘:’ DOUBLE

⟨FixedPrecision⟩ ::= ‘precision’ ‘:’ INT

⟨FixedString⟩ ::= ‘fixed’ ‘:’ STRING

⟨FixedBoolean⟩ ::= ‘fixed’ ‘:’ BOOLEAN

⟨FixedNumber⟩ ::= ‘fixed’ ‘:’ INT

⟨FixedDouble⟩ ::= ‘fixed’ ‘:’ DOUBLE

⟨FixedTimestamp⟩ ::= ‘fixed’ ‘:’ STRING

⟨IdPattern⟩ ::= ‘pattern’ ‘:’ STRING

⟨TimestampFormat⟩ ::= ‘format’ ‘:’ STRING

⟨TimestampStep⟩ ::= ‘step’ ‘:’ INT ( ‘millenia’ | ‘centuries’ | ‘decades’ | ‘years’ | ‘months’ | ‘weeks’ |
‘days’ | ‘hours’ | ‘minutes’ | ‘seconds’ | ‘millis’ | ‘micros’ | ‘nanos’ )

⟨Distribution⟩ ::= ‘dist’ ‘[’ STRING ( ‘,’ STRING )* ( ‘,’ ‘type’ ‘=’ ⟨DistributionType⟩ )? ‘]’

⟨MappingModule⟩ ::= ‘Mappings’ ‘:’ ⟨EntityTypeMapping⟩+

⟨EntityTypeMapping⟩ ::= ‘EntityType’ ID ‘{’ ( ‘rule’ ‘:’ ( ID | ⟨EntityTypeRuleDef ⟩ ) )? ( ⟨FeatureMapping⟩
( ‘,’ ⟨FeatureMapping⟩ )* )? ( ⟨VariationMapping⟩ ( ‘,’ ⟨VariationMapping⟩ )* )? ‘}’

⟨VariationMapping⟩ ::= ‘Variation’ ⟨VariationIdSpec⟩ ‘{’ ( ‘rule’ ‘:’ ( ID | ⟨VariationRuleDef ⟩ ) )? (
⟨FeatureMapping⟩ ( ‘,’ ⟨FeatureMapping⟩ )* )? ‘}’

⟨FeatureMapping⟩ ::= ID ‘:’ ( ID | ⟨RuleDefinition⟩ ) ( ‘<’ ( ID | ⟨RuleDefinition⟩ ) ‘>’ )?

⟨TraversalType⟩ ::= ‘sequential’
| ‘random’

⟨CycleType⟩ ::= ‘repeat’
| ‘once’

⟨DistributionType⟩ ::= ‘equally’
| ‘empty’

⟨Probability⟩ ::= DOUBLE
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⟨IP⟩ ::= INT ‘.’ INT ‘.’ INT ‘.’ INT
| ‘localhost’

⟨SourceId⟩ ::= ID ( ‘.’ ID )?
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Appendix 4: Deimos Running Example

Input:
Schema: SoftwareDev:2
Seed: 123456789
iMessages: python ("file://py_faker.py", order=sequential, cycle=repeat )
iDevelopers: csv ("file://users.csv", order=sequential, cycle=repeat, {cNames:$1, cTeams:$3})
iWords: txt ("https://raw.githubusercontent.com/dwyl/english-words/master/words_alpha.txt",

order=random, cycle=once, default="-")
Rules:

default : Identifier { mongodbId }
default : String { fixed: "default_str" }
default : Boolean { random: 0.75}
default : Number { normal[mean=100,dev=15] }
default : EntityType { range[100000..100000]}
r_mail : String { regex: /^.+@.+\\.com$/}
r_permissions : String { enum["R", "W", "X", "RW", "RX", "WX", "RWX"] }
r_dev_name : String { src: iDevelopers.cNames, null: 0.05 }
r_dev_team : String { src: iDevelopers.cTeams, strange: 0.01 }
r_ticket_id : String { pattern: "%d_ticket"}
r_created_time : Timestamp { fixed: "2022-03-27T01:20:15Z", step: 35 seconds }
r_last_activity : Timestamp { now }
r_range : Number { range[0..1000] }
r_range_null::r_range: Number { null: 0.01 }

Mappings:
EntityType Developer {

email: r_mail, permissions: r_permissions
Variation 1 { rule: Variation { range[50000..55000]} },
Variation 2 { rule: Variation { range[40000..45000]} }

}
EntityType DeveloperInfo { name: r_dev_name, team: r_dev_team }
EntityType Ticket {

id: r_ticket_id
message: String { src: iMessages },
created_time: r_created_time, num_forks: r_range,
last_activity_date: r_last_activity, num_stars: r_range

}
EntityType Repository {

title: String { src: iWords },
created_time: r_created_time, num_forks: r_range_null,
last_activity_date: r_last_activity, num_stars: r_range_null

}
EntityType Requests { status: String { enum["Open", "Closed"] } }

Output:
Schema: "SoftwareDev_Gen"
Folder: pretty json ("file:./gen/pretty/")
Folder: json ( "file:./gen/" )
MongoDB: "mongodb://localhost:27017/"
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